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A Life in Fact and Fiction

Foreword
A tale is a story
a story, fiction
not true;
but stories are keys to truths,
truths we impose
to reduce the randomness of the random
but imposition is denial
so our truth is fiction,
a story, a tale
of
order, consistency, logic,
perhaps
This autobiography consists of stories, poems, time lines and
journal entries of Mynah Bird who, on retirement, found herself
ejected from the Matrix and thrown into an existential quandary.
The stories represent her search for a way to belong without
belonging, like a number in a Sudoku puzzle. The time lines and
journal entries reflect memories. The stories, fictionalised fact,
are the real excuse for this account of her life.
On retirement, Mynah Bird was unsure of herself at first. When
someone suggested that she join the Association of Retired
Persons and Pensioners (ARPP) that offered all kinds of enjoyable
activities, she decided to give it a look in.
6

But she was determined to avoid patronage and do-gooders who
treat oldsters like children for whom they have to provide entertaining activities. Mynah Bird wasn’t after entertainment; she
had no problem entertaining herself. She was after the insights
that seniors have stored up within themselves. It didn’t take long
for her to realise that she wouldn’t be able to access that wisdom;
senior citizens’ associations are for routine fun activities to keep
oldsters mindlessly busy. She had wanted to join the bridge club,
but was told it was for experts only. After a couple of meetings,
she gave up the ARPP.
Anyway, she is a loner who really enjoys being on her own because
that’s what gives her complete freedom to become the means to
the ends that she devises for living.
The old bird, who had originally aimed for a century and at first had
only wanted to stave off for a few more decades that goodnight,
into which she is determined not to go gently, suddenly opted
for immortality. Not of the religious kind (she isn’t a believer), nor
of the molecular kind which is inevitable. It occurred to her that
if she is not to go gently and has to spend the rest of her time
raging, why go at all?
And so began the search for everlasting life, and in pondering the
nature of reality and recognising its resemblance to fiction, she
believes she has found a way out of the finiteness of her existence.
She knows that we are all destined to die but, as she has come to
see, if you happen to be in a story, you are in luck. You can live
forever, like Scheherazade, Cinderella, the Valkyries, Antigone
and Medea. Heroines like Draupadi and Shakunthala have been
around for at least two thousand years. So she will rage against
the dying of the light by making what is left of it the means to an
artistic end and immortality. Her delusions make her happy.
Mynah Bird accepts that as a character in stories she will be
trapped in patterns and will have to obey the dictates of cause
and effect. It makes logical sense because that’s fiction – logical.
In real life, one has a complex of narratives and identities and
things do not tie up neatly. But we give meaning to our random
existences through logic and do our best to fit all happenings
7
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into the patterns that we make of our lives. Predestination is not
externally ordained; it is self-determined. But we forget that and
it is always a shock when some unexpected event dislocates our
plans. Then we sigh and say, ‘what will be, will be’ – an attempted
abdication of life. Such abdication is merely a lack of awareness
of the reality that fate is what we determine for ourselves; we
have no choice but to go on creating the conditions for living.
Now Mynah, having been kicked out of the mainstream, decided
to create new conditions for herself – she would express her
experiences in tales. She would turn herself into a character and
occupy many different scenarios as we all do in real life. So she
set about writing the stories of her life. What we understand
as reality is only a reality that we create and therefore can be
construed as fiction, some people call it faction which may be
more apt. Mynah’s autobiography, which contains stories that
are admittedly fiction based on fact, is written in both the first
and third persons.
The tales constitute her bid for immortality. In fiction, she can
defy death. If she dies in any of her stories, she can come back
again and again, like a cat, but with more than nine lives.
So this, her autobiography, begins with life after death.
Mynah Bird
(alias Muthal Naidoo)
2015
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Real Virtuality

The alien is not invisible but the youngsters, eyes glued to the TV, do not
react when the strange creature enters the room. Seated as usual with bowls
of chips in their hands, cokes on the side and feet on the coffee table in front
of them, they are oblivious of the green and slimy thing. It has come on the
usual mission of abductions. Green and Slimy (G&S) was herself taken many
years before and under the green and slime, one can just make out the shape
of a Mynah Bird but she has no recollection of an earthly existence. The planet
on which she now lives, needs a new injection of young blood and though the
last mission had been a complete success in terms of numbers, the specimens
collected were of a vitiated strain. It had been impossible to integrate them into
their society. The earthlings had instantly run about searching for boxes, set
them up, sat in front of them, banged and stared at them for hours on end.
But as nothing happened, the earth creatures collapsed and died.
Before setting out on this mission, G&S was carefully briefed. Her mission:
to observe young earthlings and find out the significance of the boxes.
Apparently, there is more to them than mere entertainment. So she
watches the synchronised lifting of hands to mouths as the youngsters
stare straight ahead. She makes a note – “ritualistic movements.” She
wonders who is controlling them and goes to examine the TV. When
she pulls out the plug, there is a roar and suddenly the young people
are jumping about, banging and thumping the box until one of them
discovers that the plug is out. He grabs it from G&S’s hand, pushes it
into place and they all sit down again to watch, munch chips and
drink cokes.
G&S thinks there must be an electronic connection to the box so she
examines the youngsters’ heads carefully for ports or microchips, but
there is nothing. Something has to be coming through the TV signal.
She will try to isolate unusual emissions in the beams directed to the
youngsters’ heads. She pulls out her laser scanner and trains it on the TV
but all she sees are people on the box moving and talking. Some are sadistically beating a man wearing a crown of thorns. They nail him to a cross,
9
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and leave him to hang in the sun. There is blood everywhere. It is ghastly.
Horrified to see the thousands of little people on the screen shouting,
cheering and getting off on it, G&S crawls under the couch to escape these
spectacles. Such barbarism! It chills her naturally frozen heart.
G&S hasn’t been lying there for more than a few seconds when a riot
breaks out in the room. The youngsters, screaming and yelling, are
jumping around in outrage.
“No, no, that’s not right! That’s not how it ends!”
“What happened to Mel?”
Well, it’s about time, thinks G&S, they’re objecting to all that violence
at last.
Then one of the boys with a pimply face and long sharp nose (the usual
stereotype of a nerd) suddenly shouts, “Don’t worry, I’ll fix it. Bring me the
Braveheart video.” Working with the tape, he begins cutting and splicing
while the others watch in great agitation. When he has finished, they slip
the tape into the machine and settle down again, fingers in chip bowls.
G&S watches from under the safety of the couch. Now let’s see how they
replaced all that violence. Again she sees the man with the crown of thorns
dragging the heavy cross, being nailed to it and left to hang. G&S frowns.
So what’s different? Then she sees. A man in a tartan kilt comes riding up,
waving his trusty sword. With a few mighty swings, he demolishes all the
enemy, pulls the man down from the cross and rides off with him over his
shoulder.
The group on the couch lets out a long, loud cheer. “Good old Braveheart.
What crap to leave him out of the movie!”
G&S suddenly understands – the box is a mind-altering device – it keeps
the viewer addicted to fantasy. Should she try to locate the matrix and
destroy it? She contacts her command centre. No, there is no need. All
expeditions have reported the same findings. There is no longer any point
in abducting young earthlings; the stock is completely debased.
G&S shakes her head. “I guess we’re going to have to explore parallel
universes to find suitable specimens.”
Realising that their quest for immortality will have to continue through
wormholes, into other galaxies, into other realities and so on ad infinitum,
10
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she begins to wonder why they are trying to evade the finiteness of
existence.
For herself G&S realises that in repudiating an end, she is missing out on
constructing her story and turning it into an artwork. With an end, she
could treat it as a whole and give it logical form and content. Accepting
the human construct of a beginning, middle and end, especially the end,
would release her from this harrowing star trek and meaningless search
for everlasting life in an everlasting universe.
There is dignity in accepting a natural end; it gives definition and beauty
to a life – turns it into a Scheherazadian tale.
Obviously, this story was written before DVD’s became
commonplace. VCRs are dead today; though some of us – Tom
and Lionel, and I, still use one. Even DVD players are looking at
extinction. If G&S were to come back now, kids might not be able
to change the film, but they still wouldn’t be abducted – they are
TV robots.
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rather late for those days. MB never really knew her mother; just
took her for granted. Now as she looks back, she sees her mother
– a gentle spirit, always yearning for something more in her life,
more than just being a fabulous cook and fastidious housekeeper.
Saddled with a family, she could never explore her hidden self.

The Family

Children:
First born, a son Ganes (nickname Reggie), born 21 October 1931
Second, another son, Seenivasalu, called Seeni, born 4 December
1932

Tuesday, 22 October 1935
Mynah Bird (MB) was born in Pietermaritzburg, in Longmarket
Street where her mother’s family lived. [Her maternal aunts
assured her that she was the ugliest baby they had ever seen. Her
aunts enjoyed putting her down; she was a child who answered
back. One aunt wrote in her autograph book: “Whistling woman,
crowing hen, neither good for God or man.” It didn’t stop her
whistling or crowing and she gave up God and men.]

Circa 1936
MB’s father, Mooroogiah Vidyanand Naidoo, a policeman, was
transferred to Ladysmith where the family lived for a year or two.
MB’s sister Seetha Lutchmee was born 26 July 1937 in Ladysmith.
That’s all MB knows about Ladysmith.

Third, a daughter, Muthal, (two nicknames, Boma at home and
in her father’s family; Madevi in her mother’s family). [Muthal is
Mynah Bird (MB) in this autobiography.]
Fourth, another daughter, Seetha Lutchmee, (nickname Baba)
born 26 July 1937. She hated the name Lutchmee, which is what
she was called at school.
Nicknames are unconscious recognition that each of us is a
multiple personality.
In the old days, children had as first names their father’s first
name followed by their own – the need in a patriarchal society to
declare paternity.
So MB’s father was officially known as M.V. Naidoo.
M for Mooroogiah, his father’s first name and V for Vidyanand,
his name.

The Naidoo family consisted of:
Parents:

Her brothers were:

Mother: Janaki (née Pillay) (Mum’s nickname, Jenny)

V.S. Naidoo, V for Vidyanand and S for Seenivasalu

Father: Vidyanand (Dad’s nickname Victor)

The girls didn’t need the V; destined for marriage, they wouldn’t
continue the patriarchal line. That freed MB, who would never
marry, to be herself.

MB has the impression that Mum and Dad had not followed
tradition; theirs was not a match made by parents. Dad, very
handsome, was probably something of a Don Juan. They married
despite family misgivings. MB has this wedding picture taken in
Durban at Bughwan’s Studio in 1930.

V.G. Naidoo, V for Vidyanand (Dad’s first name) and G for Ganes

In the photo, they don’t look like the traditional Hindu bride and
groom. Mum married in her early twenties; that would have been
12
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Asiatic Bazaar Marabastad 1938-1947
Circa 1938, MB’s father was transferred to Pretoria as an
interpreter in the Pretoria Magistrate’s Court. Dad spoke Telugu
(his home language), Tamil, Hindi and English. The family went to
live at 370 Cowie Street in the Asiatic Bazaar in Marabastad.
MB wrote the following account of her childhood in Marabastad
for her book Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar. As a child MB was
called Boma (pronounced bomb-a – “boma” means “doll” and has
nothing to do with explosives – of any kind).

Boma: Child of the Location

By the time she was seven, Boma was already pursuing a life of crime. Like
any miscreant, she was greedy, cunning, had no respect for authority and no
conscience. As long as she could get away with it, whatever it was, she was okay.
Her little sister, Baba, two years younger, was a bit of a pest. She had been
brainwashed by Mummy and Daddy into believing that it was wrong to steal
and tell lies and as the sisters spent most of their time together, Baba’s honesty
really cramped Boma’s style.

Parents: Vidyanand and Janaki Naidoo
Wedding photo taken at Bughwan’s studio in 1930
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Whenever Mummy went out, Boma climbed onto the kitchen table so that
she could reach the shelves from which pickled lemons, mangoes, carrots,
beckoned to her. She couldn’t wait to get at them.
Skinny little Baba, standing in the middle of the tiny kitchen, her large
eyes wide with disapproval, always yelled at her. “I’m going to tell Mummy
when she comes back.”
Boma, on the kitchen table, holding out a soft brown lemon segment,
grinned like a little devil.
“I’m just taking a few. You want some?”
Baba, who was never hungry, couldn’t be tempted.
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Naidoos and Padayachy’s in the yard at 370 Cowie Street,
Asiatic Bazaar, Marabastad, Pretoria
Back: Mummy, Parvathy, Reggie, Seeni, Velli. Front:Baba, Boma
In the yard, in front of the Naidoo’s kitchen. The kitchen door
is closed and dining room window is open. The door behind
Velli is the door to her granny’s room.

“English School” Junior Primary in the Tamil School Building,
Cowie Street, Asiatic Bazaar, Marabastad.
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“You know you’re not supposed to touch them. The pickles aren’t ready yet.”
“I don’t care.”
Her mouth crammed, Boma simply wrinkled her nose.
Her little sister couldn’t understand this disregard for truth and honesty.
“I’m going to tell Mummy.”
“I’ll kill you if you do.”
“Spanky, Spanky, Spanky,”
Baba knew how much her sister hated to be called that as Boma had a
secret crush on Spanky, a character in the Our Gang film shorts that they
saw at the Empire Bioscope.
“Oh shut up, Dragon, Dragon, Dragon.” This was Boma’s hate name for
Baba, also from a film, One Million BC, in which dinosaurs and other
monsters fought fierce and terrible battles.
Like any addict, Boma’s quest in life was for money to buy junk food.
Whenever she had a penny or two, she was off to the yards where housewives
running home businesses, produced a variety of take away eats. All kinds
of goodies were on offer – samoosas, moorookoo, fried peanuts, koe’siesters, achar and kerriballs. So Boma always needed money. If Mummy
left pennies or tickeys lying around they would disappear, likewise Boma,
who would be sneaking off to one of the yards, especially the one on
the corner of Grand and Sixth Streets that sold sour figs and kumquat
pickles.
And she was always searching for dropped coins in the yard or on the
streets. Once, when she found a sixpence in the yard and jubilantly showed
it off, Mummy immediately claimed it as the exact amount she had lost.
After that, whenever Boma found a coin, she didn’t say a word and as
soon as she could, was off to buy sour figs or joysticks and cool drinks
from Makooloo Hopaan, the Chinese general dealer on Bloed Street, or
sweetmeats from Chagan’s cafee at the corner of Boom and Cowie Streets.
Mummy didn’t trust Boma. When she sent her on shopping errands, she
always gave her the exact amount for whatever was needed. Boma usually
went to the general dealer on the corner but if she couldn’t get what she
needed there, she walked down Bloed Street, which had shops or cafees on
almost every corner.
17
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One day, Mummy gave her two-and-six [two shillings and sixpence] and
sent her off to buy a pound of butter. She went from shop to shop but
there was no butter to be had and she thought she would have to go home
empty handed. There was just one shop left, the cafee on the corner of
Bloed and Tenth Streets. When she got there, she found that it was very
busy. As there was only over-the-counter service in those days, she had
to wait a while before the shopkeeper turned to her. Then she gave him
the half-crown only to find that this shop too was out of butter. Handing
back the coin, the shopkeeper asked Boma to wait as he was expecting a
delivery at any moment.
After a while, he turned to serve her again. With so many customers
coming and going, he had forgotten that she was waiting for the butter.
She handed him the coin once more but the butter still hadn’t come so he
gave it back again.
When the butter finally arrived, the shopkeeper, wrapping up a pound,
smiled, “I know, you paid me already.” As she took the butter, she looked
the picture of innocence.
When she got home, she was very proud to have saved her mother a whole
half-crown. Mummy didn’t say a word. She should have sent her daughter
back with the money but she was too ashamed. After all, her husband was
an interpreter at the court and they were from Durban.
The Naidoos had come to the Asiatic Bazaar in 1938. Boma’s father, originally
from Durban, was sent to Ladysmith when he joined the police force. After
a year or two, he was promoted to Court Interpreter and transferred to
Pretoria where the family took up residence in a tin shanty at 370 Cowie
Street. The stand had the typical location barracks-like structure: blocks
of units around a yard with a communal ablution block comprised of one
toilet and one bathroom for all the families. The Naidoos occupied one of
two units on the Cowie Street side of the stand; the Padayachys rented the
other. An old man, Green Door Thatha (Grandfather) lived alone in one
of the one-room units on the side which as you have guessed had a door
painted green
The Naidoos’ unit was a rectangle, divided into four smaller rectangles
or rooms. The two adjacent rooms overlooking the street were bigger
than the ones overlooking the yard. One of these was a bedroom for the
parents and the two girls, with Mummy and Daddy’s double bed in one
18
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corner and the girls’ single bed in the corner under the window. Seeni,
Boma’s brother, loved to stand outside, making snake shadows on the
window blind to terrify his sisters. Between the beds there was just enough
space for a wardrobe. Another wardrobe next to the foot of the girls’ bed
permanently blocked a door that led out onto the veranda. When the girls
grew bigger, Boma slept on the floor in front of this wardrobe. Since the
toilet was in the yard, there was a chamber pot under the big bed for use
during the night.
Adjacent to the bedroom on the street side was the living room with a
sofa, chairs, a coffee table, a side table and a radiogram, all with vases
of fresh flowers set on doilies. A connecting doorway led from the living
room into the next rectangle, the dining room, and almost next to it, at
right angles, another doorway into the kitchen and almost next to that,
at right angles, another doorway into the yard. The dining room, which
overlooked the yard, was also the boys’ bedroom. They slept on goothrees
(comforters), one on the table for one bed, another on the floor for the
second bed.
The narrow kitchen adjoining the main bedroom had a chimney alcove
with a platform about six inches higher than the kitchen floor. The shiny
black Dover coal stove stood on this platform. A small window next to
the alcove looked out into the yard. The end wall, the short side of the
rectangle, was lined with three shelves, neatly covered with newspaper
that Mummy cut to form the patterned fringes that hung over the front of
the shelves – the very shelves that Boma raided for pickles and biscuits.
Adjacent to the shelves was the doorway into the bedroom. The kitchen
table stood against the wall under the shelves, with Daddy’s chair at the
bedroom end and Mummy’s chair on the side.
Most units in the location, consisting of two rooms and a kitchen, housed
families much larger than the Naidoos. So the Naidoos and their next-door
neighbours, the Padayachys, were quite privileged to have three rooms and
a kitchen. With only these two families and an old bachelor in a room with
a green door, their yard was not crowded. Other yards had four or five,
sometimes up to ten families, sharing one toilet, one bathroom and a tap
outside. As there was no water in the units, large zinc baths, huge enamel
basins and buckets were common utensils in every home. Tin containers,
in which cooking oil and paraffin were sold, were used to boil bath water,
19
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steam Christmas puddings and make ginger beer. Mummy made the best
ginger beer in the world.
GP (Ganes Padayachy), who lived in the unit adjoining the Naidoo’s,
drove the big blue Hudson Terrapin that was parked outside on the dirt
pavement. As he was one of very few people in the location who owned a
car, the only one Boma knew, she always thought of GP and his Hudson
as a single entity. His mother, a tiny wrinkled old lady with white hair
pulled into a bun at the back of her head, lived in the room adjoining
the Naidoo’s living room. In a white sari, with a pale green shawl over her
shoulders, she often stood in her doorway singing Tamil songs and calling
out to passers-by on the street, “Na Morsele vanthè” (I’m from Mauritius).
As she always fixed outraged eyes on children and swore loudly at them
in Tamil, they found her quite scary. Although they were afraid of her, all
the children in the neighbourhood loved to tease and enrage her. They
would bang on her door, run off and watch from a distance as she rushed
out onto the veranda, arms flailing, hurling the vilest curses. They loved
it. They were thrilled at their own daring.
GP’s orphaned nephew and nieces, Shunmugam (Boy) Pillay, and his
sisters, Velliamma and Parvathy, also lived next door. In the evenings or
over weekends, Boy, who played the saxophone, came out into the yard
to practise. To Boma, his sax was as much a part of him as GP’s car a
part of GP. Boy’s sister, Velliamma, a very beautiful, dark skinned girl in
her late teens, was like a big sister to Boma and Baba. When they played
house-house together, she would build a tiny fire, put a little makeshift
grate over it and boil peas and rice in tin lids.
The girls loved Velliamma but she wasn’t with them for long. She died
and Boma was mystified. This was her first experience of death and she
had no idea how or where it had come from. Mummy never took the girls
to weddings or funerals but this funeral was right in their yard. Having
no understanding of death, all that the sisters saw was their friend laid
out in the yard, beautifully dressed in an expensive Benares sari and
gold jewellery with gold coins over her eyes to keep the lids closed. Boma,
who had no idea why the coins were there, was strangely fascinated. This
custom, more than anything else, gave her an eerie feeling about death.
After that, whenever there was a funeral, she would ask,
“Did they put coins on the dead person’s eyes?”
20
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GP’s brother, Murrthee, lived just opposite, on the other side of Cowie
Street, which, despite being one of the three or four tarred roads in the
location, was very narrow. With a hop, skip and a jump the children were
across it and in each other’s homes. Uncle Murrthee, a very short, thin
man and his wife, Aunty Nagoo, much taller and a big woman, were the
Naidoos’ best friends. They had two little boys, Visoo, the same age as
Baba, and Kathi, a little younger. A third boy, who was born to them some
years later, became Baba’s little pet.
There was such a horde of children in the location that they turned
every available space into a playground – the verandas, the yards, the
pavements, the streets, the river and even the bioscopes.
The long, narrow veranda at 370 Cowie Street, which was not sectioned off,
provided a playing space for less vigorous games like Baby Steps, Giant
Steps and Ten Stones. On the dirt pavement below the veranda, children
played borretjie (hopscotch). In the yard, they played skipping games or
ball games or house-house, for which they put up a makeshift tent with a
stick and a sack. There were plenty of sacks back then, as sugar, flour, rice,
and vegetables were sold in large gunny sacks. Boma, who loved sleeping
in the tent, annoyed the others when she tried to get them all to sleep in
it. They preferred to explore the yard, a little game park, with roofs on
two sides and the syringa berry tree in the corner, just calling out to be
climbed. Using the fence next to the tree, the children made their way up
to the lower branches, then onto the roof over Green Door Thatha’s unit.
As the climbers clattered over the flat roof of the Padayachys’ and Naidoos’
units, they would suddenly hear Mummy’s terrified voice shouting at
her daughter. “Come down at once. You’ll break your neck!” But Boma,
ignoring her mother, simply continued on with the rest. They were on
their way down anyway. At the end of the roof, they would clamber onto
the boundary wall next to the kitchen and jump to the ground. When she
was naughty like this, Mummy put the poker in the fire. That sent Boma
in a mad dash to the bedroom and under the double bed.
Crouching in the farthest corner, she watched the red-hot poker thrashing
around trying to find her. Knowing Mummy would never hurt her, Boma
wasn’t really scared so Mummy’s attempts to discipline her didn’t work
and she always did whatever she wanted. But her mother’s constant
nagging, eventually convinced her that she would break her neck and she
gave up the climbing expeditions. After that the syringa tree became just
a tree.
21
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But it had other uses. It provided the leaves for treating measles. Mummy
spread them with a paste of turmeric and crushed ginger and then
applied them to the children’s faces. Though not confined to bed, the
children stayed home, wearing their leaves for the duration of the illness.
The tree also invited the peacocks from the Marieamman Temple in Sixth
Street into the yard. When the birds came floating down, Baba and Boma
held their breaths in delight, waiting for them to display their fantails.
Sometimes they were lucky.
Yards weren’t the only playing spaces. The street was a much bigger
playground, with many more children and a greater variety of games
– Lucky Charms, Pannetjies, Marbles, Kennetjie, Tops, Kites and Hideand-Seek. Lucky Charms and Pannetjies required the skill of shooting
charms or tin caps into a circle drawn on the ground with a target in
the middle. Whoever hit the target won and took all the charms in play.
The brightly coloured charms made of clay or plaster of Paris represented
all kinds of objects, animals and people; Boma’s favourites were the little
gnomes. One day, being on a winning streak, she decided to challenge one
of the older boys. They played, and before she knew it, she had lost all her
lucky charms. She felt she had somehow been diddled, but her brothers
just treated her appeals with contempt. What business had she, a little
pipsqueak, to challenge one of their friends?
In the evenings, just after the sun went down, the children played hide
and seek in the street and the darkness came alive with little shadows
flitting about looking for hiding places behind pillars, near the shop and
around the Tamil School. While sounds of running, whooping, yelling,
shouting, swearing and laughter filled the air, parents sat on their
verandas, enjoying the coolness of the evening, quietly contemplating
their boisterous offspring.
As Cowie Street was a main thoroughfare, horse-drawn carts and motor
vehicles intruded into the children’s playing area during the day but the
children knew how to incorporate these vehicles into their play. When they
saw a horse and cart in the distance, they waited in quiet anticipation. As
soon as it came by, they leapt up, grabbed the backboard and hung on by
their hands and feet. Sailing his whip over them, the driver would try to
jettison this unwanted cargo but the children, not at all intimidated, rode
along to the end of the street before they jumped off.
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They played a more dangerous game with passing motor vehicles. Cars
and trucks were novelties on the street so when the children saw a motor
vehicle approaching, they waited on one side. As soon as it was fairly close,
someone gave a shout that sent them dashing to the other side in front
of the vehicle. Drivers probably suffered near heart attacks trying to slow
down in time.
One day, when Mummy was out, the children saw a truck coming down
the road. As usual, they waited and then at the signal, charged. Little
Baba, a skinny, sickly child, was left behind. When Boma called to her to
hurry, she made a sudden dash into the middle of the road and fell down
right there. Fortunately, the truck stopped in time. The driver got out,
picked up the terrified little girl, set her down amongst the other children
and gave them all a good scolding. That evening, Mummy, very angry with
Boma, put the poker in the fire. Boma in her corner under the double bed
didn’t really need any punishment. She couldn’t forgive herself for what
had happened. After that, the sisters didn’t play the game with motor
vehicles anymore.
But that didn’t stop their play activities from being of concern to Mummy.
Every so often they escaped to the forbidden paradise of the Aapies River,
about five streets away, where they joined other children whose parents
were not as strict. All the children loved the river. In the section that
bordered the locations, the bed and banks had been cemented over and
only a trickle of water ran through. The children ran down the cement
bank on their side of the river, sped across the cement bed and allowed
the momentum to carry them up the opposite bank on to the other side
where white people lived. No matter how hard she tried, Boma could never
get up the opposite bank. She just wasn’t very athletic and the others
always had to pull her up.
Once on the other side, the children ran among the white folks’ houses to
steal keerè (herbs), weeds to white people. When the white children saw
the little coolies outside, they swore at them, threw stones and chased after
them. The children then scampered back across the river to the safety of
their own side from which they returned fire and kept a barrage of stones
flying through the air.
The children often went beyond the cement channel to explore the lower
reaches of the river. There, hopping over rocks, they looked for frogs and
swimming holes. When they reached an enticing pool, the boys jumped
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in and the girls, who weren’t allowed to be in the water, tucked their skirts
into their broekies and waded in as far as their courage would take them.
Knowing that they were defying their mothers made it a great thrill.
But life wasn’t all play; children also had responsibilities. Every afternoon,
after a herd of cattle had passed along Cowie Street towards Marabastad,
the children collected the sarni that lay scattered across the road. Boma
didn’t mind doing this as she loved the feel of the fresh dung and scooped
up mound after mound till she had filled her bucket. The sarni was
needed to keep down the dust that blew over the verandas and into the
houses. One of Boma’s chores was to spray sarni over the back yard and
the dirt pavement at the front of the house. After she had swept the yard
and pavement with a little grass hand broom, she broke up the manure
in water and mixed it to a liquid consistency. Then holding the bucket in
one hand, she sprinkled the mixture over the ground with the other. If she
found any coins during the process, it made the task really worthwhile.
Another daily chore was the cleaning of the stove. Boma and Baba had to
empty and clean the ash box that lined the grate, clean the grate, put the
ash box back in, fill it with a layer of paper, then wood, and lastly coal so
that it was ready to be lit. Boma also chopped the wood that was delivered
once or twice a week and dropped in a pile in front of the kitchen. She
placed little sections of log on the chopping block, lifted the chopper and
brought it down, splitting the wood in one clean stroke. As she loved the
feel of that, she often chopped wood just for the fun of it. Then she and
Baba carried in armfuls of chopped wood to store under the stove. The
off-cuts from furniture factories that they found in the pile of wood, made
good building blocks and the girls played with them for hours on the
kitchen floor.
Being a little mercenary, Boma did one unpleasant task quite eagerly,
because it always produced a tip. As Green Door Thatha lived alone,
Mummy cooked for him and sent over his plate of food every day. Boma
always volunteered to take it. She knocked; he came to the door, took the
plate and then closed the door in her face. She wasn’t put off; she just
parked on his doorstep to wait for the empty plate and a tip. He obviously
did not appreciate being dogged like this. When he had finished his meal,
he stood in the doorway to rinse his mouth, and spat out quite close to
where she was sitting. Boma felt disgusted but as he always paid up, that
was what really mattered.
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One activity that occurred, perhaps once a year, was more of a game than
a chore. When the sky inexplicably went dark, everyone ran out with
utensils and sticks, anything with which they could make a noise, and
stood in the street beating, yelling and shouting to keep the big black
cloud from descending – locusts swarming across the sky! The locusts
were as complete a mystery to Boma as was the war that enforced total
darkness upon the location at night when blinds had to be pulled down
to prevent the tiniest spark of light being seen from the outside. And food
was rationed; that too had something to do with the war. She and Baba
had to go to Boom Street and queue with other people in front of trucks
that brought supplies of groceries – rice, flour and sugar. And the war
did not allow people to sift the flour, which was full of husks. As Mummy
could not bake with this flour, she sifted at night when she would not be
caught and co-conspirator, Boma, helped by turning the handle on the
roller that pushed the flour through the fine cloth filter underneath and
left the husks behind.
It was only at the bioscope that the children got some understanding of
war. As Daddy ran the cafee at the Empire, and later the Royal Bioscope,
they watched the newsreels that were shown before the main feature, and
saw that the war was about ships and soldiers and bombs. But it was
really Charlie Chaplin who put Boma in the know. From him she learned
that there was this ridiculous little man called Hitler who was responsible
for their nightly blackouts and the queues for rations. But he was funny
and she enjoyed his antics so she couldn’t really be cross with him. Daddy,
who belonged to a book club, had Mein Kampf in the bookcase but Boma
never took it out to read even though she loved Charlie Chaplin.
Sundays were special; they were family days and days for social occasions.
The whole location settled into a relaxed and festive mood, with sumptuous
and lavish meals, followed by outings in the location or in town. The
morning began with music blaring from every radiogram in every home,
playing the latest film hits featuring singers like Thiagaraj Bhagavathar,
Boma’s favourite singer, and Subuluxmi.
For the Naidoo family, the day began with a huge breakfast. On weekdays,
they had a plate of porridge and a mug of tea. But on Sundays, Mummy
served fried mutton chops with fried onions, tomato chutney and bread
and butter. Mummy and Daddy sat on chairs at the kitchen table, the boys
on benches and the girls on straw mats against the kitchen dresser. Boma
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loved her blue enamel plate with its bunch of painted flowers running
from one rim down to the other. Baba’s plate was green with a scattering of
flowers. Boma, as always, ate with gusto, and as Baba had a poor appetite,
she magnanimously cleared her plate as well.
The family finished the meal with samoosas bought from vendors who
always appeared at the right time. They ate so much for breakfast that
they needed the long walks that they took in the afternoon.
Some Sundays, the whole family walked to the zoo to see the animals. Near
the entrance was the snake tank and further along, the place for elephant
rides. The family walked around looking at kangaroos in their fenced-off
enclosure and lions and other animals in cages. In an enclosure, with a
very shallow pool of water, was a large crocodile that fascinated Boma,
who waited patiently just to see it open its mouth wide and show all its
teeth. When it did, she ran like the devil.
Then they walked up to the monkey houses. Around the cage of a male and
female orang-utan, there was the usual crowd watching their “domestic”
fights. People stood around laughing and enjoying the spectacle but Boma
didn’t find it funny. It disturbed her to see the apes in their cramped cages
screaming in frustration, yelling and hurting one another. Although she
loved the zoo as a child, mainly for the swings, when she grew up she saw
only the captivity – animals in cages and confined spaces. She came to
hate zoos and all kinds of prisons.
The Naidoos didn’t go to the zoo every week. Sometimes they walked
around town visiting museums, churches and occasionally the Union
Buildings. At other times, they joined neighbours who organised trucks
for picnics at the Hartebeestpoort Dam or to see the Wonderboom.
Sundays spent in the location were for visiting neighbours. Daddy, who
loved to play cards, often went to the Reddys’ place on Tenth Street where
a crowd of men sat at a long table in the shade of a vine-covered wooden
pergola, playing thunny, the lively, boisterous Indian card game. While
Daddy played cards and Mummy congregated with the other mothers,
the children hared off for fun and games at the river.
The family often went to Mr Post Master’s house. Everyone called Mr
Pillay, Post Master. There, all the men sat in the living room or on the
front veranda while the women gathered in the backyard where Mrs
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Post Master would ask Boma to perform. Boma had a regular stand-up
comedy routine that she thought was great so she didn’t care whether the
audience was laughing at her or with her. She had a two joke repertoire
that she performed with great dramatic flourish. One of her jokes went
like this:
One day, a man went to visit his friend who lived a long distance
away. While they were chatting, it began to rain and didn’t stop.
When it got late the man, very worried, looked out of the window.
How am I going to get home in this rain?’
His friend said, ‘You can’t go home in this weather. You must stay
here tonight.’
The man turned to his friend with a smile. ‘Thank you, you’re
very kind.’
His friend then said, ‘Come, let me show you your room.’
The man answered. ‘In a minute. I have to run home quickly for
my pyjamas.’ And he was out of the door before his friend could
stop him.
Her audience laughed heartily and Boma felt confirmed in the profession
she had chosen for herself: she was going to be a clown just like Tickey or
Sixpence in the circus.
Once in a while, Mummy and Daddy stayed home on a Sunday afternoon.
Then the girls went out with Aunty Gladys, a Coloured woman, who lived
opposite. She took them to the “Greenies,” wild bush areas along the
Aapies River where they walked, enjoying their surroundings. When an
African congregation was in the river for baptisms, Aunty Gladys and the
girls sat down to watch the minister immerse heads in the water while the
congregation prayed, sang and chanted.
The only other awareness that the children had of Africans in the
community was the parade of “Malaitas” on Sunday afternoons. Dressed
in traditional warrior garb, men from Marabastad trooped down Cowie
Street on their way to the fighting matches that took place in a ground
somewhere in town.
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Boma started school at the age of seven, the age of admission in those
days. As there were no government school buildings, the Tamil School was
used for “English School” in the morning with vernacular school following
in the afternoon. On the first day that Mummy took her to be admitted,
Boma was dressed in a bright blue satiny dress and a big slide in her hair.
More significantly, she was wearing socks and shoes. Normally, she ran
about barefoot like all the other children. But on this day, the socks and
shoes indicated a new phase in her life: she was going to English School.
After all the registration formalities, a teacher, pointing to the three oak
trees near the fence along Eighth Street, said in a-speaking-to-little-kids
voice, “Do you see those trees, there, far away?” Glancing at the trees, Boma
thought the woman an idiot – they were just there next to the fence. “Go
and play there until the bell rings.”
Boma went out into the playground with lots of other new children. She
was very worried about the name under which she had been registered so
she asked another little girl to read her tag. She wanted to know whether
the name on the tag was “Madevi.” Boma couldn’t read but it did not
occur to her that the other children couldn’t read either. When the little
girl assured her that the tag said Madevi, Boma felt relieved. She was
happy until she got to her classroom where she had to answer to her
official name. Both Boma and Madevi, being pet names, did not appear
on her birth certificate. To make matters worse, there was a boy in the class
with exactly the same name, first and last, Muthal Naidoo.
English School, so called because of the medium of instruction, began at
about 7:30. But Boma was always late. She resented having to forego the
game that she and Baba played on the double bed every morning. They
rolled up Mummy and Daddy’s blankets and pillows to make a bank on
one side of the bed. Then one of them would lie on it while the other
jumped until she rolled off. Of course, Mummy had tried time and again
to put an end to all this jumping on the bed with its weak springs, so she
was glad that Boma was now going to school. As they lived just across the
road from the school, there really was no reason for Boma to be late every
day but Mummy couldn’t get her out of bed in time. A classmate, whom
the teacher sent to fetch her, often found her squatting on the bathroom
floor washing her face from an enamel basin.
When she got to school, she ran into the playground to find her friends.
In the baby classes, the morning began with free play. Children chose
whatever they wanted from all the toys and equipment set out in the
middle of the ground and played until the bell rang, the signal that they
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had to return their toys and line up in front of the veranda for assembly,
the purpose of which completely escaped Boma. When she marched off
with the other children to the classrooms, she never knew whether she
was in the right line or not. Dressed in a white shirt, black tunic called
a ‘gym’, black shoes and white socks, she stood out from the majority of
barefoot children in their everyday clothes. Mummy, who had standards,
knew the proper protocol and Boma was the only child in school wearing
a “uniform”.
At English School, they wrote on square chalkboards whereas at Tamil
School that began at three in the afternoon, they wrote on slates with slate
pencils. At English school, they spent a lot of time drawing; they drew
the objects that they counted in arithmetic and learned about in other
subjects. Boma loved drawing. Her brothers and Baba also loved drawing
because Mummy and Daddy often sat drawing with them in the evenings.
Those were just pencil drawings or sketches on slates. At English school,
there was coloured chalk.
One day, Boma mixed red with white and discovered pink. She was so
excited that she went around sharing the magic with all her friends.
She quite enjoyed English school especially the stories that they could act
out. As she loved performing, she was once chosen to play Cinderella and
was delighted until she had to dance with the Prince at the Ball. She was
mortified – the boy with exactly the same name was the Prince.
After she had completed the first two grades at the Tamil School, Boma went
to the newly built Big School, the Pretoria Indian Government School, on
Von Wielligh Street, about six short blocks from Cowie Street. The school,
a brick double-storey building, not a tiny three-roomed structure like the
Tamil School, housed both the primary and secondary schools. Mummy
took her to the Big School on the first day and when Boma found her way
home by herself at the end of that day, Mummy was extremely proud of her.
At the Big School, the morning started with breakfast. From Monday to
Thursday, the children received a glass of milk and two jam sandwiches.
Fridays were special: that was the day for cheese. Later, when Boma was
in Std Four, she was one of those entrusted with preparing the breakfast
in the morning. True to herself, she made sure she got the thickest slices
with the most butter and on Fridays, big slices of cheese. How she always
landed these jobs, she never knew.
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It was only much later in life when she had gone straight that she realised
that crooked people, who were most ingenious, knew how to get ahead
in the world. She had been on the right road to begin with but then had
screwed it all up. The children also received lots and lots of fruit at school
– oranges, apples, grapes, raisins and other fruit. Boma did not have
to sneak any because each child got a really generous amount and she
sometimes went home with six oranges.
After breakfast in the morning, they went in for lessons. Her class teacher,
Mrs Dougall, a short plump very strict woman, couldn’t stand the sight of
the children’s snotty noses so she made little nosebags that tied at the back
of the head. During singing lessons, Mrs Dougall, who played the piano,
taught them English songs. That was fun. But Boma’s favourite lesson
was reading because they always acted out the stories that they read. Even
though she was a crook, she got the roles of the ‘good guys.’ When she
played Cottontail, the rabbit, who saved himself from a lion by tricking
him into going after his own reflection in a well, that was a little closer to
the person she was.
In addition to Mrs Dougall, there was Mr Andrew Anthony, a tall, very
dark, very handsome man, one of the first Indian teachers in the location.
He taught Hygiene. One day, he asked the children how often one should
have a bath. All the children’s hands shot up. He asked several pupils but
no one had the right answer. Pumping the air with her hand, Boma, who
knew the answer, couldn’t wait to be asked. When Mr Anthony finally
got to her, she proudly answered, “Once a week.” But instead of congratulating her, Mr Anthony went on asking other children. In the end she
discovered that the right answer was every day.
Boma couldn’t believe her ears. Every day! Their bathroom in the yard
was an empty room with a cold tap and a drain. For her bath, Mummy
boiled water in a paraffin tin on the stove in the kitchen then carried it
to the bathroom. When she eventually got Boma in, she had to chase her
round the bathroom before she could wash her hair, scrub her down with
coir and soap, rinse and vigorously dry her off. Then she combed out the
myriad tangles and smeared her hair with coconut oil to keep it straight.
As far as Boma was concerned, anyone who would submit to this on a
daily basis had to be crazy. She began to have serious doubts about the
wisdom of school.
Furthermore, she had to put up with the nonsense of being on time.
Coming late to school was what she did, but she hadn’t reckoned on Mr
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Pickles, the principal of the Big School. With his cane in his hand, he
waited at the gate every morning to greet latecomers. When the children
saw him brandishing his weapon, they charged helter-skelter through the
gate to avoid contact. Of course, Mummy was his ally. She didn’t want
Boma to be late so she insisted that Reggie, the eldest, take her with him
in the morning. Reggie, four years older and a fifth grader, didn’t want a
little sister tagging along so they walked together but on opposite sides of
Grand Street.
At Big School, playtimes were very short and there was too much concentration on sport for Boma’s liking. When she watched the big girls playing
netball, she thought to herself: What a barbarous game! She vowed never
to be caught doing that. Then there were sports days. For these, all the
children in the school had to be tested and put into teams.
One day, her Std One class was called out. They stood in a line ready
to race so that the teachers could pick out the best runners. Boma took
one look at the set-up, decided it was not for her and willed herself to
faint. So while all the others were dashing off to the finish, she was lying
inert at the starting line. Sports day itself was great because she and other
recalcitrants escaped to the far end of the ground and played their own
games. They rolled down grassy terraces, chased each other, and just had
fun. They had not been harnessed into races and long jumps and other
such restricting and exclusive activities. Neither had they been reduced to
being mere spectators.
When Boma started English School, she and Baba were also sent to Tamil
School which began at three o’ clock in the afternoon and finished at five.
Mummy sent the girls to Tamil school in slacks or shorts and shirts. Their
curly, bobbed hair was held in place at the side with big slides (ornamental
hair grips). The Naidoo girls’ appearance irritated the teachers; ‘Indian’
girls in those days, the 1940s, did not have bobbed hair, did not wear
shorts or slacks. On one occasion, when the girls arrived late at school,
they had to stand with other latecomers. There were two lines, boys on
one side; girls on the other. The teacher, KP annè (big brother), a skinny
man with rimless spectacles perched at the top of his thin sharp nose, was
a real martinet. Taking one look at Boma and Baba through his small,
narrow glasses, he sent them to stand with the boys.
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“If you dress like boys, you must stand with the boys,” he said. “So? You
call your mother ‘Mummy’ and your father ‘Daddy?’ You think you are
English people, eh?” Boma full of resentment said nothing. Her eyes were
fixed on the cane in his hand. Tamil school was the place for corporal
punishment. If you mispronounced Tamil words or wrote in a bad hand,
your ears were twisted or you received cuts on your hands. If you were
asked to stay after school, it meant a caning. And KP Annè was known for
his dexterity with the cane but, on this occasion, he sent them off without
punishing them.
Boma found Tamil school a great place to indulge her criminal tendencies.
She loved pencils probably because she spent so much time drawing.
One afternoon, she made off with every single slate pencil in her class.
How she stole them even she didn’t know, but when she had the lot, she
disappeared from the class and made for home. Not long after, the Tamil
teacher and all the children from the class were in the yard at the back
door. On seeing them, Boma made her getaway out of the front door. She
was running away and would never come back.
She ran all the way to Uncle Munia’s house next door and hid in the little
garden on the side. It was the only house in the street with a garden. She
waited there and waited. No one was looking for her. There’s no point in
being a fugitive if people don’t come looking for you. So when it got dark,
she had no choice but to give herself up. When she knocked on Uncle
Munia’s door, the aunty who opened wouldn’t let her in. She just told her
to go home. Boma crossed the little driveway, entered the yard and went
in through the back door.
Daddy, in his shirtsleeves, was sitting in his usual place at the end of the
kitchen table, Mummy was frying fish and the others were sitting around.
As soon as she set eyes on Daddy, Boma ran up to him, threw herself on
her knees, and clutching his leg, began to cry. She expected to be scolded or
given a hiding but all Daddy did was pat her on the head and say, “There,
there.” And that did it! She never stole a thing after that. Perhaps if she
had been punished she would have felt that she had paid for her crime so
she could go on to others. But she wasn’t punished. Even at Tamil School,
once the pencils had been retrieved, it was as though nothing had ever
happened. And the great pencil robbery marked the end of a promising
career in crime. At least temporarily.
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But Tamil School remained a bore. Because she could not speak the
language, she found it difficult to learn especially as she hated chanting
and having to learn things off by heart. Though she did learn to recite a few
sentences in Tamil, they made no difference to her ability to communicate
in the language. “Payan koothiray mel yeri vandaan. Un-the payanuku
sakthi illay.” (The boy rode in on a horse. The boy had no strength.) It
was part of a story but she never learned who the boy was, where he had
come from or why he had no strength. As she was considered a dunce
at Tamil School, she was quite surprised when Soobiah vathiar (teacher),
who was handing out prizes at the end of a term, presented her with one.
If it was to encourage her to learn, it had no effect whatsoever. But it was a
marvellous prize, a set of wooden building blocks that gave her and Baba
endless hours of pleasure on the kitchen floor.
Outside the classroom, Tamil School was great fun. Unlike English school,
where playing was limited, there was the long period before class during
which children played all kinds of chasing games in the schoolyard. They
even ran around the three oak trees that stood in a row near the fence on
Eighth Street. All the children knew that you could not go near the trees at
noon because that was when the Devil and his henchmen occupied them.
Any child foolish enough to wander into the shade at midday would be
snatched up and unspeakable things would occur. Boma and her friends
believed fervently in the Devil; he was definitely more powerful than God.
There he was every day at noon in those trees right across from the little
Subramanian Temple, fearlessly intimidating children. They knew exactly
what he looked like but had no idea of God, who was called by so many
names, Subramanya, Marieamman, Muruga, Kartikeya, Ganesha, Sivan
and so on, that they couldn’t get a fix on him/her.
Boma, of course, had no such problem; the name of her god was Food
and the temple provided plenty. On the five Saturdays of the month of
Purrataasi, the whole Tamil community gathered at the temple to pray.
But for Boma, Purrataasi had only one meaning – the brown paper bags
with kadlè (boiled, fried chickpeas), sacra-satham (sweet rice) and pullie-satham (tamarind rice) that were distributed after prayers.
People arrived hours before the service, the grown-ups to work and the
children to play. The women gathered in the yard to prepare the special
prasatham (food for consecration) and when the cooking was done, they
filled brown paper bags with two big balls of rice, one sweet, one tamarind,
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and a cupful of chickpeas. As soon as the prayers were over, the packets of
food were handed out. Boma typically tried to get as many as she could.
During kavadi, people fulfilled vows that they had taken to cure illnesses
by marching around the temple three times carrying on their shoulders
the wooden arches that represented their sacrifice. The whole congregation
walked with them singing kirtans and chanting bhajans. In the evening,
they gathered around the lingam where some devotees went into trances
and spoke in tongues. That terrified Boma. Glancing at the oaks where the
Devil lived, she wondered whether he and his demons were still in the trees
or whether they had entered the bodies of these penitents with rolling eyes
and lolling tongues.
Boma didn’t understand anything of these religious practices or a word
of the prayers she recited in Tamil School but she had a good reason to
attend the Sunday services at the Subramanian Temple, a little tin shanty
at one end of the Tamil School yard with a lingam in the ground under a
nearby tree that also shaded the tall wooden housing of the temple bell.
As Uncle Murrthee presided at this temple, Aunty Nagoo provided a huge
dish of kadlè (fried chick peas) for distribution after the service on Sunday
mornings. And this was the reason for Boma’s sudden interest in religion.
The kadlè. She never missed a service and was eventually rewarded for her
devotion when she was allowed to serve the kadlè. The tiny congregation did
not seem to notice that after she took over, they received smaller portions
while the leftovers grew large.
The temple also offered Boma other opportunities. As Uncle Murrthee
and Aunty Nagoo didn’t have daughters and cleaning the temple and all
the lamps on a Friday afternoon was woman’s work, this job also fell to
the devotee, Boma. On Friday afternoons, she swept out the temple and
covered the floor with sarni. After that, she took all the lamps to the taps
at the opposite end of the playground, rubbed them with tamarind and
salt, then washed, dried and decorated them with turmeric and kunkum.
She was there every Friday afternoon without fail.
But money-grubbing Boma didn’t work for nothing. There was a
thaambaalim (brass tray) filled with ashes in the little inner sanctum of the
temple. The priest, Uncle Murrthee, held it out at the end of the service so
people could take a little thinoor (ash) to draw a horizontal stripe across
the forehead – the symbol of devotees of Lord Siva. Invariably, they put
a coin or two in the ashes. On Fridays, after her chores were done, Boma
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headed straight for this brass tray. Digging around in the ashes, she looked
for the more valuable coins taking just enough to satisfy herself without
arousing any suspicions. Boma obviously didn’t believe in a hereafter or
in karma; she believed in making the best of the circumstances in which
she found herself.
And she was consistent: a regular at temple and a regular truant at Tamil
School. She skipped often to visit Aunty Salatchie who lived close to the
river on Grand Street. There she played in the yard, climbed the fig tree,
helped Aunty Salatchie with the baby or went down to the river to play
in the water. It didn’t matter how often she was punished, she bunked
whenever she felt like it. She hated Tamil School and wished she didn’t
have to go.
Then one day, quite miraculously, Mummy whisked her and Baba out
of Tamil School and did not send them back. Boma was jubilant. She
secretly congratulated herself, believing that Mummy had pulled them
out of school as she was fed up with her truanting. When she discovered
that one of the older girls, who had often been asked to stay after school,
was pregnant, she didn’t make the connection. When the girl suddenly
married the teacher K.P. anné, she still didn’t get it. While the community
was agog with the scandal, all she cared about was her reprieve.
Boma had no knowledge of sex whatsoever. When they were very little, she
and Baba believed that aeroplanes brought babies – no such old-fashioned thing as a stork for Mummy. Whenever the girls heard a plane,
they ran out into the yard and holding a shawl between them, chanted,
“Aeroplane, aeroplane, bring us a baby.” They fully expected a baby to
drop out of the sky into the shawl.
As Boma grew older, she and her friends became extremely interested in
sexual organs. Before Tamil School, they would sit on the pavement telling
tales about private parts. Boma invented a story of a disembodied penis,
metres long, crawling along streets, turning corners, constantly roving.
All the girls shrieked with laughter. They had no idea of the penis’s quest;
they were simply meditating on the lingam.
When Boma learned that the penis was in search of a vagina, she was
disgusted. Visoo had come in great excitement one day to find Boma and
Baba and tell them what he had spied through a hole in the corrugated
iron wall that separated the neighbours’ bedroom from his living room.
What he described horrified the girls who refused to believe it. People
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didn’t do such nasty things. Boma was outraged at Visoo for making up
such a revolting story.
The Naidoo’s time in the location was coming to an end and Boma in
Standard Four, was in her last year at a Pretoria school. In that year, 1947,
the Big School was divided into a primary and high school. Prefabricated
classrooms were put up in one part of the ground for a primary school
that was separated from the high school by a fence. The principal of the
Primary School, Miss Wolf, a tall woman of German origin, with honey
brown hair drawn into a soft bun at the nape of her neck, began the day
with an assembly at which all Boma ever concentrated on was Miss Wolf ’s
fingers, knitting away at great speed. She held her needles in a different
way, the German way, the other children said. Boma, who had begun
knitting lessons with Mummy, and used string and two long thick nails,
considered her laborious efforts clumsy compared to the smooth, fleeting
grace of the Principal’s hands.
Boma’s new teacher was Mrs Lamprecht, a lively, blonde Afrikaner woman,
whom she liked very much. Mrs Lamprecht, who knew she loved drawing,
didn’t mind when she pulled out her pencil to draw as soon as she had
finished her sums or other work. In fact, Mrs Lamprecht often praised her
drawings. And to Boma’s delight, in history lessons she had them copying
or drawing pictures of important events.
As Mrs Lamprecht, an avid radio listener, tuned in to the same radio
theatre programmes as the Naidoos, mostly BBC radio dramas, she and
Boma got into discussions of the plays. And for once, and only in her last
year at this school, Boma found school stimulating and interesting.
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marched off to the sports ground to see the Royal Family. When King
George, Queen Elizabeth, Princess Elizabeth and Princess Margaret Rose
arrived, hundreds of children watched them mount a dais where they
stood waving to the crowd. Boma was amazed at how pink they were. If
there were speeches or formalities of any kind, she missed them; she was
too busy struggling to open her tin of boiled sweets.
Not all the school children had allowed themselves to be herded off to the
sports ground. Boma’s fourteen-year old brother, Seeni, was one of those
who boycotted the occasion. In the week before the arrival of the Royal
family, he had been working hard trying to make a bomb, but hadn’t
succeeded. Boma, aware of his efforts, had simply dismissed them as his
usual pranks. He had such shining, bright eyes, round cheeks and big
smile that it was difficult to take him seriously. As she knew nothing of
the struggle against the British in India, she had no idea why Seeni would
want to blow up the Royal Family. She understood only the concrete. Once
she had opened the tin of boiled sweets, she was most disappointed. If she
had to throw a bomb, it would be a demonstration against flat, uninteresting confections.

Daddy was making arrangements for the family move back to
Durban. As they had to have a permit, regularly renewed, to live in the
Transvaal, Mummy and Daddy had never been able to think of Pretoria
as a permanent home.
The struggle for independence in India was coming to an end, a struggle
that had aroused strong anti-British feeling among some Tamilians in
the Asiatic Bazaar. When it was known that the British Royal Family
was coming to South Africa and would be visiting the location, there
was talk of a boycott but nothing came of it. The school children were
given King George VI mugs, a medal and a tiny tin of boiled sweets and
1947.
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Return to Durban 1947

Street was a small building of flats. My mother’s younger sister,
Anjalay, lived in the first flat with her husband N.K. Chetty and
their children Narayani (Bicky), Boya, the only son, Devaki, Kogi
and Bhavani. On the ground floor was a small shop run by Mr
Behari, where we bought groceries, milk and bread. Next to the
flats was the Hindu Tamil School – ‘English’ school for boys in
the morning, vernacular classes in the afternoon and part-time
studies for adults in the evenings.

1947. At the end of the year, the family moved back to Durban
to a house in Lorne Street about three doors from the corner
at Cross Street. It was a two-bedroom house. There was a small
flower bed below a veranda on the Lorne Street side of the house.
On the left of it were a few steps up to the veranda. The front
door opened into a passage on the right of which was the main
bedroom, my parents’ bedroom. The passage led into the living
room which was in the middle of the house and was the width of
the house with windows on either side. My sister and I slept in
the living room; my sister on the sofa and I on a small mattress
on the floor next to a table. A door on the left led into the dining
room and beyond that a door into the kitchen. Off the dining
room on the right was the second bedroom, very small. This was
for my brothers. Off the kitchen on the right was the bathroom
with a tap and shower but no washbasin. Behind the kitchen was
the lavatory which opened out into the yard. We had to go out
of the house and into the yard to use it. On the left of the dining
room was a door that led into the passage at the side of the house
which was shut off at the Lorne Street end by a tin gate.

1948 My brothers did not gain admission to Sastri College, the
High School for Indian boys, and had to find work. They were both
very bright with great potential, but they were suddenly reduced
to menial work in a dairy and a bakery. It pains me a great deal now
to think of how their lives were stunted by these circumstances.
At the time we were all making adjustments to a new situation and
it only struck me much later that my brothers were denied the
opportunity to fulfil their potential. One managed to overcome;
the other was plunged into despair. Reggie’s good looks gave him
some confidence in himself; Seeni’s dark complexion turned him
into a vulnerable and diffident person. People of Indian origin are
very colour conscious; they didn’t learn it from apartheid; they
brought it with them from India. This is what Larry Collins and
Dominique Lapierre write about being black in India in their book,
Freedom at Midnight (1975, p.30) “The origins of the caste system ...
were notably less divine than those suggested by the Vedas. It had
been a diabolic scheme employed by Hinduism’s Aryan founders, to
perpetuate the enslavement of India’s dark, Dravidian populations.
The word for caste, varda, meant, “colour.” Seeni was the genius
in the family, but nowhere could he find positive reflections of
himself.

In the middle of the yard was a guava tree which I named
Angelina. I used to sit in the branches of this tree to study. On the
right at the back of the yard was a one-room tin shanty – meant
for servants. But we did not employ servants, my mother did all
the housework and we helped. I have a vague recollection of an
African family living there for a short time; they were probably
tenants of the previous occupants of the house. The yard was
fenced off from the lane that bordered the property. There was a
gate in the fence and across the lane near the corner of Carlisle

I went into Std Five (Grade Seven) at Dartnell Crescent Primary
School which was located opposite the Greyville Racecourse
between Dartnell Crescent and Carlisle Street. It was practically
around the corner from where we lived. I have absolutely no
recollection of Seetha’s primary education. She went to the same
school but I just cannot remember anything about her schooldays,
except that she was very fond of Mrs Charles, her teacher in Std
Two, I think. She was the only “Coloured” teacher in the school
at the time. All the others were “Indian”.
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My new teacher, Sparkle Lazarus, a devout Catholic convert,
exposed us, the pupils in her class, to Catholic rituals. When I
found myself marching in a Marian parade and counting Hail
Marys on a rosary, I couldn’t understand what I, an outsider,
was doing inside. Faith, the ability to simply accept and believe,
baffled me completely. I think I joined that parade to find faith. I
didn’t. I cannot lose myself in ritual the way others do.
Soon afterwards, I rejected religion altogether. Now that we were
in Durban, my uncles, Dad’s younger brothers, MD and Jay (MJ),
visited often. Uncle MD was an atheist, and though I repudiated
his explanation of evolution (as a twelve-year old, I couldn’t
understand why there were still apes and monkeys when they
could have become human), he made me aware that others lived
without religious faith. So I wasn’t the only one.
My uncles loved playing bridge; they taught us to play auction,
not contract, bridge. They played bridge all their lives. My father’s
youngest sister Omprakash, everyone called her Tim, (short for
Timu, her nickname), who had lived in exile in London, joined a
bridge club when she returned to Durban after 1994, and spent
her Friday mornings playing bridge.
My Dad had enrolled Seetha and me in the Telugu School of
the Andra Maha Sabha. He wanted us to learn to speak Telugu.
The school took part in annual eisteddfods held to promote the
Telugu language and culture. The events included singing and
recitation. One of the teachers decided that I should sing. One:
I am not a singer; two: I couldn’t understand or speak Telugu
so I am not sure who suffered the greatest torture –the teacher
or me.
Then I was put in a play that was performed at the City Hall; a
Telugu version of Shakuntala; I was Shakuntala’s father. I struggled
to learn the words which I didn’t understand. On the night of the
performance, dressed in a white shirt and dhoti, I appeared on
stage hoping I wasn’t uttering gibberish. I had no idea what I
was saying. When I came off, I tried to establish whether what I
had said had made any sense. I wasn’t convinced by mechanical
assurances. Seetha and I didn’t last very long at Telugu School.
Seetha and I also attended Sharda Naidoo’s Bharatha-natyam
(classical Indian dance) classes. Sharda Naidoo, a recent arrival
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from India taught Indian dancing at her little flat which was in
a lane off Grey Street. She also put on shows. When it comes to
dancing, I have two left feet; I learned nothing.
I remember seeing Tamil plays at the Durban City Hall. Mr N. C.
Naidoo, theatre impresario, was well-known for his productions of
classical Tamil dramas which included the tragedies, Nullathangal
and Sathiavan-Savithri. Guru Pillay, a fellow student in Speech
and Drama classes at Natal University in the late ’fifties, came
from a theatrical family which also performed Tamil classics such
as Kavalan and Galaver at the City Hall. Theatre and Drama were
very strong elements of Tamil culture. We were living in colonial
segregation and theatre in Indian communities in Durban was
vibrant and alive. There were performances by little theatre
groups on cinema stages and in school and community halls. I
remember seeing posters for The Moneybox, a Hindustani version
of Moliere’s The Miser. I also remember a stand-up comedian who
called himself Red Eye, which may have been a play on the name
Reddy. His opening joke was always, “Do you know why I am called
Red Eye? Because my mother was Kurrp-eye.” (Kurrp-eye in
Tamil means Blackie; girls with dark skins were called kurrp-eye).
There was a village on the outskirts of Durban which was known
for what was called “Six-foot dancing”. I never saw a performance
but I believe it was based on the Kathakali Dance Dramas of India.
People made fun of six-foot dancing because they couldn’t place
it in context. In the 1960s, when I was a student in the States,
I had the opportunity of seeing Kathakali Dance Theatre. I was
mesmerised. What a superbly artistic form of theatre!
I realize now that when you are a child you can’t really appreciate
all the wonderful things that are happening around you. And if
you live in a racist society, you don’t attach the appropriate value
to your own traditions; traditions that have helped you become
who you are.
1949. In those days, in some Indian families, when a girl reached
puberty, a public ceremony was held to announce that she had
reached marriageable age. I remember that a friend, Pathma
Maistry, who lived at the other end of Lorne Street, was dressed
as a bride and made to sit in a pandal. At fourteen, I had reached
that age too but, thank goodness, my parents didn’t observe
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such customs. Nevertheless people knew and soon afterwards,
my father received a proposal of marriage from some family
that wanted a connection to ours. So my Dad asked me what I
thought. As I had no idea of tradition and I didn’t think of myself
as a woman, I told him that if I ever wanted to get married, I
would make that choice myself. And that was the end of it. Dad
was obviously not your typical Indian father and my attitude
must have been influenced by all the movies I had watched at
the Empire Theatre in Marabastad. The Indian films at the Orient
Picture Palace had always presented an alien culture, probably
because I did not speak an Indian language.
Something was happening to Dad in Durban. In the tiny community
of the Asiatic Bazaar in Marabastad, he had been an upstanding,
proud and respected person but in the huge Indian community
in Durban, Dad was just another person. I don’t know if this loss
of prestige is what changed him but he was drinking heavily and
gambling. We lived very close to the Greyville Racecourse and
my Dad became an inveterate punter. He was getting into debt
and life must have been very difficult for my mother; but she
suffered in silence. I think she confided in Seetha, when my sister
was in her early teens; but I never heard a complaint from her.
My father needed to have my brothers working; it didn’t occur to
him that he was exploiting them. Eventually, my brother Seeni,
with his low self-esteem, followed in my father’s footsteps and
by the time he was nineteen was drinking heavily and gambling.
1950-3. I was a student at Durban Indian Girls’ High School
(DIGHS). For pragmatic reasons – this was apartheid South Africa
– Dad asked me to choose a course of study which included
Afrikaans in place of Latin. If I had known better, I would have
studied Latin. I learned to play tennis at DIGHS and came to love
the game.
In Std Seven (Grade Nine), our teachers organised a trip to Cape
Town for the Easter holidays, I was sure that we could not afford
the £15 that we had to pay in. I considered us poor. So when
I brought home the form, I simply filled it in to indicate that I
would not be going and gave it to Dad to sign. My father, a very
proud man, probably felt humiliated by this and insisted that I
go. At the time, I was surprised and pleased; I didn’t understand.
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We used to visit my Dad’s aunt, Mrs R.C. Naidoo, in Umkomaas. We
travelled to Umkomaas by train and it was exciting as the railway
line ran close to the beach and we could watch the waves rolling
in. My Dad’s aunt, a very religious person, had a great influence on
my mother. Mum would go off to Umkomaas for Deepavali (The
Festival of Lights); she and my Dad’s aunt would pray together for
hours on end. Without Mum at home, Deepavali was drab. I don’t
know if Mum gained any comfort from her visits to Umkomaas.
I didn’t think it was good for her health to sit praying like that
for hours. When Mum was going through the menopause, she
developed a whole lot of complications and was forced to take to
her bed for long spells. It didn’t occur to me that she could die.
Death was not a reality; we were a family unit and in my mind we
would always be. I was quite sure my mother would recover.
New Year’s Eve 1953. It was Mum’s habit to see in the New Year.
She and I were on the veranda of our Lorne Street home; I don’t
know where the rest of the family was. Not having the slightest
idea that this was my mother’s last New Year, I went to bed and
left her alone on the veranda.
1954. My mother was in and out of hospital. I was a student at
Springfield Training College. With a bursary of £15, I was not
dependent on Dad. My father had lost his job as interpreter at
the Durban Magistrate’s Court. He had been involved in some
kind of irregularity – had probably been taking bribes to cover
up his gambling losses. Mummy was in hospital when Daddy was
arrested and jailed over a weekend. When we went to visit Mum,
she asked where Dad was. I told her he couldn’t make it and she
assumed that he was home drunk. I let her think that rather than
tell her the truth. Seetha disapproved; she wanted to make up a
more benign lie; one that wouldn’t upset Mum at all.
Dad found some kind of menial job, caretaker, I think, that he was
ashamed of. Seetha took over the cooking at home and I did the
housework.
In May, Mum was back in hospital again; she had taken a turn for
the worst. But it still did not occur to me that she was dying. On
the day that she died, I was playing tennis at the DIGHS tennis
courts. That is how I spent my Saturday afternoons; we had an
informal club going there. On my way to tennis, I had popped
in at the hospital to see Mum but she was not conscious. My
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mother’s sister, Maragathum, sitting on a bench outside the
ward, saw me and shook her head. I knew she was wrong. I went
off to my tennis. While I was playing, Jay (MJ Naidoo, my father’s
youngest brother – he was like our brother, he was the same age
as Reggie) came to tell me that my mother had died. DIGHS was
just down the road from St Aidan’s Hospital. I went back with
him to the hospital and when I saw my mother, it was a terrible
shock. Jay walked me back home; I sobbed for a few minutes; the
only tears I shed for my mother. I still had no understanding of
my loss. My mother’s body was brought home and the coffin set
up in the living room.
On the day of the funeral, when she was being taken away in the
hearse, my sister and I stood with all the women at the fence
watching it drive away. Women didn’t go to the cemetery in those
days. Someone pinched me and whispered, “Fall down, roll on
the ground, scream.” She wanted me to put on a performance. I
was horrified. When everyone finally left, Seetha broke down and
cried. I think we were regarded as callous because we had been
dry-eyed throughout. The next day Gowrie Pather, my school
friend, came to visit Seetha and me; her mother had told her that
it was good we had not cried, “Tears keep the spirit earthbound,”
she said. I had not cried for my mother because I could not
comprehend her death. She was my mother; I never expected
to lose her. She died at the age of forty-seven. I have been in
mourning for her ever since. I wish I could have been a better
daughter.
After my mother’s death, Seetha dropped out of school; the
loss had devastated her. She enrolled at M.L. Sultan Tech where
she would complete her matric. I think Reggie had left home
sometime before my mother’s death; he was a travelling salesman
and was living in Pietermaritzburg. Seeni went to Port Elizabeth;
I have no idea why he went there; our Mother’s youngest brother,
Nadasen, had gone to live there many years before. In about 1942,
Mummy and Seetha had gone to his wedding in Port Elizabeth.
I have no idea whether Seeni ever got in touch with Uncle Nadi.
I realize, I knew very little about anyone in the family. Self-absorbed, I had simply taken everyone for granted. Like Seeni’s,
my self-esteem was low; I compensated by trying to be totally
self-reliant; I expected nothing from anyone. But Seeni, unlike
me, could not shut off his need for love.
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Recently (2014), I watched again the Merchant/Ivory film The
Remains of the Day and could see myself in Mr Stevens (played
by Anthony Hopkins). I wondered what had made him afraid
to embrace love or show emotion. Did he also believe he was
unlovable? He had become his function and was a shell of a man;
am I also a shell of a person? I wonder how Kazuo Ishiguro came
to write the novel on which the film is based. I love the film; what
a gentle, moving, gracious work of art. Only in art can humans
achieve perfection; and only in art can human imperfection lead
to redemption – though there was no redemption in this film.
1955. At the end of 1955, I obtained a primary teacher’s certificate
with a qualification to teach Afrikaans. I had wanted to be a Maths
teacher, but was not allowed as I had Afrikaans as a High School
Subject. Despite the fact that this was a decade of protest and
defiance – my uncles MD and MJ were deeply involved in the
fight for freedom – it did not occur to me that I could fight even
though defiance against apartheid was emanating from right
within the family. I simply took what was given and lived with
regret. So I became a (very poor) teacher of Afrikaans.
1956. I was appointed to Dartnell Crescent Primary school for
girls where Mrs Pauline Morel was principal. In those days
schools were not mixed; they were either girls’ or boys’ schools.
In my first year, I was given a Std Two class (Grade Four) –
what a wonderful, delightful, creative bunch of little girls. I was
blessed. As a teacher, I learned from my pupils, something far
more valuable than anything they ever learned from me. They
simply offered their love as the most natural thing in the world
and taught me to love. I am glad I am not a teacher in today’s
world; present-day students remind me of myself as a child; they
don’t trust; they don’t love.
In December 1956, 156 activists including Nelson Mandela and
Yusuf Dadoo were detained and held at the Fort Prison in Johannesburg. Soon after, a fund was established in support of the
activists who would be on trial until 1960. Mrs Morel, friend of
Alan Paton and a member of his Liberal Party, which opposed
apartheid, organized a monthly contribution from the staff to the
Treason Trial Fund.
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Since I was interested in play acting, my pupils and I improvised
plays based on fairy tales (Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, etc.) that
they performed in the school hall. We even formed a little club
“The Busy Bees Club” which met in the hall after school for drama
and debating activities. We used all the talents of the pupils in
our little plays. Audrey Peters could play the piano and another
little girl was taking ballet classes with Magda Small, a ballet
dancer, appointed as PE teacher at the school. So we included a
celebration at the end of Cinderella in which they provided the
entertainment.
Audrey’s brother, Maynard Peters was a very talented actor and I
remember seeing him in the role of the Lord High Executioner in
a production of The Mikado. Professor Herby Govinden was the
musical director. I cannot remember the year of the production
– early 1960s, I think.
I was very lucky that my principal, Pauline Morel, also loved
theatre. She had many friends among the rich upper class Indians
and she directed them in classical Indian plays – Kalidasa’s
Shakuntala and Rabindranath Tagore’s Sacrifice and Muktadhara.
I managed to get bits parts – mainly old women, either mad or
a snoring servant of some kind. Being plump and unattractive, I
always played old women.
At that time, Ronnie Govender was trying to get a theatre group
going and a small group of us met a few times in the Dartnell
Crescent School hall. I remember I wanted us to do A.A. Milne’s
Man in the Bowler Hat. But nothing came of our tenuous efforts
at that time.
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Afrikaans teacher in the evening classes run by the M.L. Sultan
Tech for adults at the Hindu Tamil School just over the lane on
the corner of Cross and Carlisle Streets. That helped to finance
my studies when I enrolled as a part-time student at university.
Seetha obtained her matriculation certificate at M. L. Sultan
Technical College and went on to Springfield Training College.
Then we were given notice to move. Our house and the houses
next door were to be demolished for the establishment of a
medical centre. My father found us a flat in Kajee Moosa Buildings
in Warwick Avenue. My brother Reggie who had married Soorcilla
Nulliah came to live with us at Kajee Moosa Buildings. I think he
had been living with the Nulliahs in Pietermaritzburg; but in the
Indian tradition a son brought his wife to live with his family.
He came with his wife and a sister-in-law. My father then asked
Seetha and me, if he could bring his partner and her teenage
son to live with us. Seetha and I realised that Dad was lonely and
agreed. [This may have been when Seeni left home; he couldn’t
stand the idea of my father replacing our mother.]
Seetha and I were now providing room and board for a big family.
Dad’s partner was desperate to keep in Seetha’s and my good
books. She felt very insecure, possibly because she and Dad were
not married. She did her best to ingratiate herself with us because
we were paying the bills. We only wished she would stop running
up credit in the café downstairs and buying stuff to please us. We
didn’t need this extra burden on our meagre finances.

I joined the DIGHS Old Girls’ [ex-students’] Club where I met
Marjery Rughubar, a dynamic, vivacious person, involved in the
fund-raising and social activities of the club. [We renewed our
acquaintance in the late 1970s and became very good friends.]
The club also established Saturday afternoon tennis at the
DIGHS tennis courts – the school had a double court. I was an
avid tennis player. I even took part in tennis tournaments but not
being competitive, never got very far.

1957–9. In addition to my two jobs, teacher at Dartnell Crescent,
teacher at M.L. Sultan Tech evening classes, I was also studying
for a bachelor of arts degree with the University of Natal which
provided part-time classes for Black students in the afternoons
and evenings at Sastri College and later at a venue in Warwick
Avenue opposite the fish and meat market. In my second year, I
had a bursary of £25, the Rose Alper bursary. My major subjects
were English and Speech and Drama. I was in the same Speech
and Drama group as Guru Pillay and Gowrie Pather. Gowrie and I
had been together in school since Std Five (1948).

As a teacher, I earned £21 a month. Fifteen went to Dad for rent
among other things. The rest was for Seetha’s and my personal
needs and for household requirements. I found a second job;

The Speech and Drama Department’s plays were staged at the
little theatre at the Warwick Avenue campus for blacks. If I
remember correctly, there wasn’t a theatre on the whites-only
King George V Ave campus at the time so Elizabeth Sneddon
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established the little theatre at Warwick Ave. Productions from
the white department, starring David Horner, Roger Orton, Pieter
Scholtz and Francois Swart, were staged at Warwick Avenue. In
our three years of Speech and Drama, our group was involved
in only one production, Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. Gowrie and I
played Ismene and Antigone, Oedipus’s daughters, who appear at
the end of the play. I was understudy for Jocasta, and when Devi
Bughwan, whose role it was, couldn’t make it one evening, I got
a chance to play the part. Devi Bughwan wasn’t in our class; she
had graduated and may have been involved in further studies.
This production may have come about simply to give her an
opportunity to appear in a production in a major role.

Then my father suffered a stroke climbing the stairs to our flat
in Carlisle Street. He was taken to King Edward VIII hospital. He
never regained consciousness and after a week died in hospital.

In our final year, Professor Sneddon, who had missed all her
lectures for the whole year, came to one, the last one at the end
of the year. I think she came to see what we looked like. She sat
down to chat and asked what we planned to do after graduating.
I said I was going to set up a theatre company. She advised me
not to; I was being too ambitious. Later, when I read Malcolm X’s
autobiography, I was reminded of this when his teacher told him
that in wanting to be a lawyer he was being too ambitious. The
Performing Arts Councils that Sneddon was involved in initiating
were for whites only.

1961. The Separate Universities Education Bill passed in 1957,
was being implemented. Black students were no longer allowed
to attend white universities, like the University of Natal, even
though they had been accommodated in separate facilities. The
Congresses opposed the setting up of separate universities and
tried to get students to boycott. My uncle MD was involved in the
setting up of The South African Committee for Higher Education
(SACHED) which was to provide an alternative to separate
universities. SACHED opened in 1959 but could not really cater
for all black students and separate universities became a reality:
universities in Homelands for Africans; one separate university
for Indians in Durban; and one separate university for Coloureds
in the Western Cape. Indian students were to be accommodated
at Salisbury Island, an abandoned prison and naval base in Durban
harbour. Students had to board a ferry to get to the campus.

At home, the strain was telling on Seetha and me. When Seetha
was appointed to a school in Clairwood, we shared the financial
burden of the home. We often felt the need to escape; we would
go off to Dartnell Crescent School to spend Saturdays and
Sundays working and studying in the staffroom there. Farnees,
caretaker and servant, who worked at the school and lived in an
outbuilding, would open up for us. Eventually, Dad found a flat in
Carlisle Street and Dad, his partner, her son, Seetha and I moved.
When Dad’s brother, Linga, and his son wanted to move in with
us, Dad asked me to make the decision. I said no. Seetha and I
could not take on more financial responsibility.
1960. After I obtained the bachelor’s degree, I was appointed to
Durban Indian Girls’ High (DIGHS) to teach English and Afrikaans.
(The poor students of my Afrikaans classes; very belated apologies
to all of them.)
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During and after the funeral, his partner raved about her situation
now that my father was gone; she called out to all and sundry that
we would abandon her and her son. It had never occurred to us to
do that; but she wouldn’t stop wailing and finally we fulfilled her
prophecy. Seetha and I moved out and went to live in Greenwood
Park. It was a cruel thing to do, but we were at the end of our
tether. We couldn’t take the responsibility of other people’s lives
anymore. The partner had family that she could go back to. My
sister and I did not. And for two years after Dad’s death, Seetha
and I were still paying off his debts.

Seetha enrolled for a bachelor’s degree. It was a great strain;
teaching in Clairwood during the day; travelling to Salisbury
Island in the afternoons and returning home to Greenwood Park
at night. She did not persevere. It was just my good luck that it
had taken the government the same four years that I was getting
my degree at the University of Natal, to implement the Separate
Universities Act. I wonder if I would have attended Salisbury Island
University. It was easy to support the boycott with my diploma
in my hand. Without it, I probably would have capitulated as I
had at Springfield Training College, when I passively submitted
to becoming an Afrikaans teacher.
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At DIGHS, I directed a performance of Romeo and Juliet, a matric
set book. It was a girls’ school so all the performers were girls,
Urmilla Jithoo played Romeo and Urvasi Singh was Juliet. A very
dynamic young student, Sushila Chetty, played Mercutio. The
play was performed at the Bolton Hall; there was no school hall
at the time.

or actors. Ronnie Govender, Benjy Persad and Bennie Bunsee
were the playwrights. Devi Bughwan and I were directors. I don’t
remember who the third director was. All the rest were actors.
Ronnie’s play Beyond Calvary was directed by Devi Bughwan,
I directed Bennie Bunsee’s play and Chico was in my cast. I
don’t remember the name of the play or the name of Benjy
Persad’s play.

1962. Krishna Shah who had an Off-Broadway hit with
Rabindranath Tagore’s, The King of the Dark Chamber was invited
by Union Artists in Dorkay House in Johannesburg to direct a
production of the play in South Africa with Surya Kumari and
Bhaskar, the Indian stars of the off-Broadway production, and a
local supporting cast. I auditioned, was assigned a role but had to
refuse it as it would have meant abandoning my Matric students
just before their examination.

The workshop was not really a workshop; there was no training
involved. We simply took the plays that Ronnie, Bennie and Benjy
had written, cast them and began rehearsing. Shah would come
round to rehearsals and give advice about the way the performances were developing. He spent most of his time working
with Ronnie’s play which was the best of the plays. St Aidan’s
Hall being near a railway line, our rehearsals were frequently
interrupted by the roar of passing trains. That inspired the name
of the production of the three plays – “Trio against Trains”. Athol
Fugard attended the performance and encouraged us to become
involved in the development of indigenous theatre.

1963. I directed a performance of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of
Being Earnest, I think it was a Matric set book; it went on in the last
week of the first term. I resigned my post at DIGHS immediately
afterwards as I did not get on with the newly appointed principal.
I went to teach at the M.L. Sultan Tech – English and Afrikaans
(apologies once more to those unfortunates in my Afrikaans
classes.) When a theatre was built at the Tech, I put on a scene
from A Midsummer Night’s Dream – Bottom’s play “Pyramis and
Thisbe”. Mohammed Ali, a student at the Tech at the time, played
Thisbe. In the new theatre, I directed a production of Moliere’s
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme with Ismail Patel in the leading role.
As a result of these activities, a number of students at the
Tech became interested in theatre and drama. That later led to
weekend classes in acting and preparation for productions.
Krishna Shah came back to Durban to conduct a six-week
workshop for aspirant playwrights, directors and actors at
St Aidan’s Hall in Leopold Street. Mrs Morel and her troupe
of actors were responsible for bringing Shah to Durban. The
workshop was open to all those interested in theatre; participants included, in addition to Mrs Morel and her friends, Prem
Singh, Ronnie Govender, Chico (I do not remember his surname),
Welcome Msomi, Benjy Persad, Bennie Bunsee and me among
others. The participants were designated playwrights, directors
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When the workshop ended, Pauline Morel and her group of
friends and actors, which included Fathima Meer, Devi Bughwan,
Hassan Mall and Ansuyah Singh, proposed that the participants
in the workshop form a permanent theatre company. And the
Durban Academy of Theatre Arts (DATA) was established.
Though Krishna Shah’s workshop was aimed at the development
of indigenous theatre, it had focussed on play production not
playwriting. So after its formation, DATA functioned – as South
African theatre in general did – greatly dependent on British and
European dramatists. DATA’s first production was Sheridan’s The
Rivals in which I played Mrs Malaprop.
May 1963. Alan Paton’s Sponono, a play based on Paton’s
experiences at a boy’s reformatory, opened at the M.L. Sultan
Tech Theatre. It was directed by Krishna Shah. DATA provided
front of house. The play was a great success in Durban and in
1964 went to New York for a short Off-Broadway run. DATA
was also working with Union Artists to bring productions from
Johannesburg and overseas to Durban. One of the productions,
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolf, was either banned or not allowed
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to complete its run because of “coarse” language. Apartheid was
very protective of our morals.

I was delighted to receive emails from Dr Aboobaker Khatree in
February 2012 reminding me of STA’s early beginnings.

Then Dr Ansuyah Singh wrote Cobwebs in the Garden, a play
about Akbar the Great which was performed at the Orient Hall. In
it I played the part of Akbar’s Hindu wife. I gave a very poor
performance as I had great difficulty understanding the play and
the lines I had to speak.

You may remember me as KATS who was the youngest member
of STA in the 60s when STA was a fledgling theatre & drama group
with your good self & your sister at the helm of affairs when we
as an interested group used to meet at the M.L. Sultan Technical
College on Sunday afternoons. I had contacted you after reading
a tiny article in one of our Indian newspapers that a group called
STA was holding Sunday afternoon meetings at the M.L Sultan
rooms.

Being a playwright, Ronnie Govender had become very frustrated
and decided to leave DATA to set up a new theatre group that
would focus on indigenous plays. He asked me to join him and
we set up the Shah Theatre Academy (STA), named in honour
of Krishna Shah. My students from the M.L. Sultan Tech formed
the core of STA. We were joined by Guru Pillay, Kessie Govender,
Stanley Mnyandu, Babs Pillay, Mohammed Ali, Welcome Msomi,
Eileen Isaacs, Benjy Francis, my sister Seetha and others whose
names I have forgotten.

I then pitched up on a lovely Sunday afternoon when I was
welcomed by you & was introduced to the rest of the gang. I felt
very nice & very much wanted in the group
There were giants like yourself, your sister, Guru Pillay, Kessie
Govender, Mohamed Ali, Ismail Patel, the Maharaj bros, Welcome
Msomi, Benji Francis & many others whose names evade me now
but the fond memories I have will not leave me. We used to collect
about 10 cents from each member & buy ice cream, tea etc during
the breaks
You were so accommodating in that you simply guided us to
do our own things like skits, mimes etc while the seniors were
rehearsing their roles in the big shows that we put on for the
public at Bolton Hall at a nominal fee for the public.
Remember the struggle to get people to attend free shows at
the Bolton hall …?? what a time that was--can never forget those
days – from there sprung a myriad of drama & theatre groups -Music & Drama (MAD)etc. I supported our colleagues like Mahomed
Ali & Essop Khan (who by the way was not one of the originals!!!)
while in South Africa by attending their concerts & encouraging
people around me to attend.
Subsequently, some members went off to study (like myself off
to London then to Ireland). I am now living in Brisbane Australia
& practising Medicine as a G.P. Please Keep in touch with kind
regards for your good health & God bless.
Aboobaker Khatree

Shah Theatre Academy 1965
Raj, Seetha, Guru in Moliere’s “ School for Wives”
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One member of our group was a young white man who had
changed his persona. He had become a Bharata Natyam dancer
and had adopted the name Ravi Shankar. Our first production as
STA was a revue, Christmas Nuts that lampooned apartheid institutions and some of the sacred cows in the community. It shocked
conservative and traditional tastes. Ravi did a dance-strip tease
act at the end of which he was revealed as a man. Another skit
was set in a boxing ring with a black and a white boxer; the boxing
gradually turned into a dance. It represented apartheid transforming into democracy. And we made fun of the Sunday morning
Indian programme on radio. Ravi, who had rejected apartheid,
was a living example of individual freedom. I could have learned
from him, but I was still living inside labels.
Despite our aim to produce indigenous plays, there were none
and while we were waiting for Ronnie’s plays, we too had to
resort to established works. At that time, I thought of myself only
in terms of acting and directing and didn’t realize that what we
needed were playwriting workshops. At Krishna Shah’s workshop,
I had been labelled director and I stayed with that; it was part of
my apartheid conditioning to accept labels. As Ronnie had been
labelled playwright, I was waiting for his plays. While we waited, I
put on Moliere’s School for Wives, in an Indian setting; Guru Pillay
and my sister, Seetha, played the leading roles. We also presented
Arthur Miller’s All My Sons, with Guru Pillay in the lead and Clifford
Odets, Golden Boy with Benjy Francis in the leading role.
Finally in July 1965, STA came up with an evening of entertainment
that included short indigenous plays, Ronnie’s Beyond Calvary and
scenes from Nineboy, a full-length play that he was working on;
a one-act play by Babs Pillay’s You Can Kick Me Out; and Seetha’s
one-act play The Swindle. Babs and Seetha saw themselves as more
than actors; they had not set limits on themselves as I had. I wish I
still had their plays. In those days we lived in the moment with no
thought of the future and leaving a historical record.
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This is the programme of the show we put on that July. [In those
days we called directors of performances producers.]
Front cover of invitation-programme:

STA SHAH
THEATRE
ACADEMY
Invites you to a

guest night
at Bolton Hall
on Sunday, 18 July, 65
at 7 pm
(you are welcome to bring
your friends along)
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Inside of invitation-programme:

Programme
1. Chorus – DULCE ET DECORUM EST
produced by MUTHAL NAIDOO
2. YOU CAN KICK ME OUT –
written and produced by BABS PILLAY
3. MIME
Beatrice Street – produced by MUTHAL NAIDOO
Gardening – produced by STANLEY MNYANDU
Office Wallahs – produced by MUTHAL NAIDOO

After this show, I went off to study Theatre and Drama at Indiana
University (IU). The Cultural Attaché at the US Embassy, who had
helped us get performing rights for the American plays that I
had directed, was responsible for my being awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship.
I meant to be away for a year, but at the end of my first year at
IU, I felt I was only beginning to understand what theatre was
all about. My scholarship was renewed for a second year. As the
principal, Mr Pittendrigh, at the ML Sultan Tech was not prepared
to extend my leave, I sent in my resignation. After my second
year at IU, I still wasn’t ready to come back. I found employment
and continued my studies at the University for another year.
After I had completed the course work, I applied for jobs at other
institutions and worked on a dissertation in my spare time to
complete my degree.

4. BEYOND CALVARY – written by
RONNIE GOVENDER, produced by MUTHAL NAIDOO

5. THE SWINDLE
written and produced by SEETHA NAIDOO
6. MARK ANTONY’S ORATION
by WELCOME MSOMI
7. EXCERPTS from NINEBOY
(Scenes i & iii of Act I) written and produced by
RONNIE GOVENDER
This invitation sponsored by
D.P. CHETTY
F.S.A.O (Glasgow)
CONSULTING & DISPENSING OPTICIAN
1 PORBANDER BUILDING
242 GREY STREET DURBAN
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that the sign referred to the colour of my ticket. The incident
made me aware that I was carrying apartheid around with me
and that helped to free me from it as much as one can be freed
from one’s social conditioning.

America: August 1965 – July 1976
August 1965. I arrived in Bloomington, Indiana, the town in
which Indiana University is situated and went into a three week
orientation programme with foreign students from all over the
world who would be studying in various departments. We took
tests, for proficiency in English. By the third day jetlag set in. I
had passed the tests of the first two days; on the third day being
extremely drowsy, I failed, but my explanation for my failure was
accepted. I was assigned to a dormitory which I later discovered
was called Menopause Manor because its occupants, like me,
were in their late twenties and older and considered beyond the
mating call.
The first semester began in September. In the Theatre and Drama
Department at Indiana University, I discovered how little I knew
about theatre and drama, despite having majored in Speech and
Drama at the University of Natal. At IU, the emphasis was on
theatre, its history and presentation. At Natal, it had been on voice
production, recitation and pronunciation. All my experience in
theatre had been gained from Pauline Morel’s productions, from
my high school productions, from DATA and STA. I had a lot of
catching up to do.
At the end of my first semester, March/April 1966, I went on a
student tour to Broadway organized by the department. That is
when I saw the musicals The Fiddler on the Roof and The Man of
La Mancha. At one theatre, when I went to find my seat I walked
up the stairs that led to entrances to the various sections. When
I got to the section where I would be seated, there was a notice
“Whites Only”. I was shocked; how had I been given a ticket to this
section. Suddenly, I was back in South Africa. Then I discovered
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1965-1969 At IU, I became involved in experimental and improvisational theatre productions. Marion Schweissguth who was also
studying Theatre and Drama was my good friend. I directed her
in a scene from La Ronde by Arthur Schnitzler. When I think back
to my time in America, I am amazed that I actually made it; I was
very naive and under-educated compared to American students.
Here I was directing a scene from La Ronde without any understanding of the context from which it originated. I was ignorantly
presumptuous. As I was unaware of my inadequacies, I simply
took advantage of the freedom to express myself; freedom as I
had never experienced it in South Africa.
On the Indiana University campus there were several theatres:
the Theatre and Drama department with its own theatre, plus
the Loft for experimental productions; the Music School with an
Opera House; and there was the huge University Theatre that
brought productions to the campus from all over the world. I
bought a season ticket every year for the University Theatre
programme. I was privileged to see live performances of Ella
Fitzgerald and Duke Ellington, Ravi Shankar, the Ramsey Lewis
Trio, Dave Brubeck, Kabuki Theatre, Kathakali Dance Theatre,
Ustad Ali Akbar Khan and Marcel Marceau. The Music School,
which employed opera stars and designers from Italy, put on
wonderful performances of classical and modern operas. Being
at Indiana, I was suddenly transported into a Performing Arts
Heaven, especially coming from an environment in which “Whites
Only” was a reality.
In Bloomington, the town in which the university is located,
there was a movie theatre which showed only art films: films by
geniuses like Akiro Kurosawa, Satyajit Ray, Jean Renoir, Sembene
Ousmane, Federico Fellini and Ingmar Bergman. To come from
South Africa’s restrictions and to fall into all of this was mind
blowing.
And to think that Bloomington was in the conservative mid-west!
I only realised that when the Ku Klux Klan marched through
Bloomington one night. I was sitting in Patrick O’Meara’s car,
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(Patrick, a South African, was professor in the African Studies
Department). Parked on the side of a street along which the march
had taken place, I actually saw one of the fiery crosses across the
road. I remember being concerned – as a black person, I could
be seen and harmed. Apart from their fiery crosses, however, the
KKK did not attack anyone that night. I don’t remember what
brought them to Bloomington; it was a time of Black resistance
and protest in America; Malcolm X was in living memory; CORE,
the Congress of Racial Equality, was very active; Martin Luther
King was marching; ghettos were burning, black poets and black
writers were singing songs of Black Pride; and the Black Panthers
were defying racist authority. Afterwards I was told that the KKK
had had its origins in Martinsville, a neighbouring town. This was
not true; Martinsville got that reputation because it was a KKK
stronghold.
The Theatre and Drama Department at IU had a staff of lecturers
who were also very talented directors. They put on regular
performances in the Department’s theatre. Among the students
in the department at the time were Kevin Kline, Steven Macht
and Barbara Tarbuck all of whom went on to careers on Broadway
and in Hollywood. I still remember Professor Douglas Bristow’s
production of Feydeau’s Hotel Paradiso – it was a hilarious romp.
I think Dr Bristow also produced Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound
which starred Kevin Kline.
But the Loft, the experimental theatre venue, was probably the
most exciting theatre venue for me. Here students put on unique
and unconventional plays and performances. I watched their
productions of new and unusual plays and even took part in a
couple. Then I tried my hand at an experimental production of
scenes from Macbeth, which featured two Macbeths, one white,
one black, and three Lady Macbeths who were also the witches.
Patrick O’Meara, originally from Cape Town, was a professor
in the African Studies Department. I think he was responsible
for bringing Es’kia Mphahlele to the campus when he was on a
lecture tour. I had the privilege of being introduced to him. Patrick
organized a readers’ theatre performance of writings from South
Africa. I read Mandela’s famous Rivonia Trial speech. When I hear
that speech nowadays read by Mandela himself, I realize, mine
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was a melodramatic recital. Later, I went in a group of Patrick’s
friends to a party where I recited James Matthews’ story, The
Party. Patrick was a very kind and generous person. But filled
with a sense of my inadequacies, I didn’t fully appreciate what a
good friend he was. He opened up many opportunities for me.
As a result of his influence, the African Studies Department
sponsored a production of Soul on Ice, Eldridge Cleaver’s autobiography. I directed the adaptation for the stage and a young
African-American choreographer found a way to incorporate
dance into the production. I worked on the acting segments;
she was responsible for the dance sequences. As I had done with
Macbeth, I had three Eldridge Cleavers all on stage at the same
time, all revealing different aspects of the man.
At IU, I had been on scholarship for two years, 1965 and 1966,
and when that expired (July 1967), I found a job in the campus
bookstore and was also appointed teaching assistant (TA) to Dr
Bristow. He allowed me to try an experiment with a class of first
year drama students. I had become fascinated with Commedia
del’ Arte and wanted to create a Commedia company that worked
from a scenario with stock characters, improvisational dialogue
and robust acting that allowed for a good deal of spontaneity.
The students and I worked together creating characters and
acting techniques; we used as our scenario, the story of “Guys
and Dolls”. At the end of the semester, we put on a performance
in the Loft. It was great fun. The students had taken to improvisation with great enthusiasm. During the performance when a
ladder that we were using as a prop began to fall, I panicked,
thought it was going to land on someone in the audience, but one
of the actors grabbed it, put it back in its place and spoke sternly
to it about behaving itself.
Inspired by Fellini’s film, Juliet of the Spirits, and based on the
experience of my friend, Gowrie Pather, back in Durban, I wrote
the first draft of a play, Phantasmagoria. I wished to present it in
place of a thesis for the master’s degree but that was not allowed.
I did not attempt to have it performed. Fifteen years later, 1983,
in Durban, I revised it when Surya Naidoo, lecturer and dance
instructor in the Speech and Drama Department at the (Indian)
University of Durban-Westville, asked me to write a play for her
students. Phantasmagoria was a kind of choral work and the
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climax was a conflict in dance: Indian Classical Dance and Zulu
dance clash and then converge. It was a declaration of the African-ness of Indian South Africans.

a nine-day tour of Europe so we did a quick visit to a few major
cities. When we came back it was time for her to leave. I stayed
on a little longer in London to see plays.

As a TA in the Theatre and Drama Department at IU, I also had
to mark essays; I was hopeless at that. Dr Bristow had to redo
the lot.

Years later, when Seetha was attending a writers’ course in St
Louis, she wrote the following story based on her encounter with
Bengali culture in Calcutta.

In 1968, my last year at Indiana, I applied for a job in East St Louis,
Illinois where Katherine Dunham, the famous choreographer,
had set up a school for the Performing Arts. East St Louis was
predominantly African-American. At my interview, I was asked
if I owned a gun. I vaguely inferred that that was some kind of
requirement. That gives you an idea of the reputation of East St
Louis. But the only “violence” I experienced while I lived in East
St Louis was one evening at a bus stop. I was on my way to a
drama workshop at The Black Artists’ Group Centre in St Louis.
While waiting for the bus, a young man some distance away at the
corner of a building waving a handgun, shouted at me to come
to him. I turned and ran in the opposite direction; I literally ran
right out of my shoes – they were rather loose. When I looked
back he was running in the opposite direction, so I retrieved my
shoes, boarded a bus and went on my way. This was probably
the young man’s first attempt at a hold-up. After that I bought a
second-hand car so I never encountered him again. I wonder if
he ever got up the courage to really give it a go.

1969. Visit to London
When I left to study at IU in 1965, Seetha was on her own. As
she was involved in an unfortunate relationship at the time,
she decided to leave the country to escape this man, who was
using and exploiting her. She went to London and stayed with
Aunt Surya, my father’s sister, who had emigrated years before.
When she received an appointment to a primary school in one
of London’s suburbs, Kenton, I think, she found accommodation
with an English couple. She wanted to continue her education
and began attending evening classes. In the German class, she
met a young man from Calcutta, Pranab Kumar Ray, a mechanical
engineer, who was studying in London. They fell in love and
decided to get married. Seetha wrote to tell me that she would
be leaving for Calcutta where the wedding would be. I went to
London that summer (July, I think) to see her off. She had arranged
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Meera

By Seetha Ray

Like a huge iron monster the train roared into Howrah station, Calcutta. It
squealed to a stop and spat out its passengers onto the platform. Red-shirted
porters rushed forward to carry luggage to and from the train.
“Come on, let’s get in before all the seats are taken,” Shomir urged Meera,
who squeezed her way in with the crowd and managed to get a place
by the window. Shomir was helping the porter to put their suitcases on
the rack above the window, when a big, fat woman flopped down on the
seat beside Meera. Shomir quickly paid the porter and sat down opposite
his wife.
As the train slid out of the station, she fidgeted with the border of her sari.
How thankful she felt to be sitting next to an open window. She could look
out and watch the trees slipping past against the clear blue sky. She could
avoid the inquisitive gaze of the other passengers. Most of all she could
avoid looking at Shomir - her husband. How strange the word sounded.
Was she really married to him - and going on a honeymoon? Two weeks
seemed a long time to spend with someone she didn’t even know. She stole
a quick glance at him. He was smoking a cigarette and gazing lazily out of
the window. She hadn’t realized before that he smoked.
Turning once more to the window, Meera tried to concentrate on the scene
outside, but she was acutely aware of Shomir, sitting across from her. The
day that she first met him was clearly imprinted on her mind.
It was on a Tuesday, 17 July 1970, exactly twenty days ago. Rain had been
falling steadily all morning. Her mother had come into her room. She
put her arm around Meera and confided to her, “We are expecting some
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visitors this evening. A young man and his family are coming to take a look
at you, and if they are pleased, they may make a proposal of marriage.”
“But you and father will refuse it, won’t you? Just like you did the others.”
“I don’t think so. You’ve just passed your M.A. It’s time you were married,
don’t you think?”
“Why do I have to get married? Don’t you want me anymore?” Meera had
burst out, clenching her hands in fear.
“Of course we do. It’s because we want to see you comfortably settled
and married into a good family, that we are keen on this match. Your
uncle knows these people, the son has just returned from England after
spending three years there.”
“How do I know if I’ll like him?” Meera had demanded.
“Don’t worry; if your father and I are impressed with him, I am sure you
will be too. If we aren’t satisfied, we’ll refuse the proposal. After all, we do
want you to be happy.”
“But I’m quite happy here with you,” Meera had said.
Her mother had laughed, “Come now, be a good girl and find something
pretty to wear for this evening - maybe your green silk sari, and don’t sulk.”
After she had left, Meera had thought about what her mother had said.
She knew that she would not disobey her parents because she loved them
too much. She had always been a dutiful daughter and would do what was
expected of her, even if she didn’t agree with them at times.
How nervous Meera had been that evening as she sat close to her mother,
her trembling hands folded in her lap. Mrs. Banerjee and her eldest
daughter had asked her so many questions, “Can you sing? Do you play
any musical instrument?”
“Yes.” “No.” She had answered in monosyllables, her voice sticking to her
throat. Shomir had spoken to her father at the other end of the room. She
had been overcome with shyness and had not looked at him once.
Next to her, the fat lady coughed loudly breaking into Meera’s reverie.
Startled, she looked inside the train and her eyes met Shomir’s. He smiled
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at her, but she did not respond. Instead, she turned to the window, but not
without noting how attractive he was and what a nice suit he was wearing
- dark blue.
She didn’t remember what he wore at the wedding or the reception. They
had been surrounded by relatives all the time. Even this morning, what
a big crowd had been waiting to see them off on their honeymoon. Meera
thought about it again. How she had clung to her mother and wept.
“I don’t want to go, Ma, I’m afraid. Please let me go home with you,” she
had begged.   
But her mother had whispered, “Hush, my child, you are married now. You
must go with your husband and be a good wife. I will miss you too.” Her
eyes had filled with tears as she bid Meera good-bye.
In the taxi, Shomir had tried to console her. “You’ll like Digha,” he had
ventured. “It’s not so crowded at this time of the year. I guess people don’t
want to be caught in the Monsoon rains.” But Meera had sat silently,
looking out of the window and dabbing her eyes with her handkerchief
from time to time.
She felt a little foolish now, as she thought of her behaviour this morning.
What must Shomir think of her? she wondered unhappily. Did he think
she was childish? In spite of feeling uneasy at being with him, Meera was
experiencing a kind of excitement, too, which was so new to her. She didn’t
know why, but it was important to her to know that he approved of her.
An hour later, the train pulled into Karakpur station. They sat at a table
and sipped hot tea in the station restaurant while they waited for the bus
to Digha.
“Tired?” Shomir asked gently.
“No,” she lied, staring into her cup.
“We’ll have a good rest when we get to Digha,” he smiled kindly. Toying
nervously with her cup, Meera did not answer.
As Shomir left to see if the bus had arrived, Meera watched him furtively.
How tall he was - at least six feet. She liked the way he walked - with an
easy confident stride.
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During the long bus journey they sat together; Meera was tired of looking
through windows. Self-consciously she played with her gold bangles. After
a while Shomir said, “Look through the window.”
The trees and bushes had given way to the sandy beach. Soon the blue-green
ocean came into full view. A little gasp of pleasure escaped Meera’s lips as
she took it in. She had never been to the sea-side before.
Moments later the bus stopped. As she climbed out, the wind caught at
her rosy silk sari, exposing her painted toenails and slender feet in their
red sandals. Using both arms, Meera held down her billowing sari as she
walked towards the white, two-storeyed hotel with a neon sign over the
entrance which read “Aloka.” Shomir joined her after taking care of their
luggage. They walked up the black stone stairs to their bedroom. Shomir
closed the door, took off his coat, and flung himself down on the bed.
“Phew, that feels good.”  
Meera looked at him, then at the other bed. She wanted to lie down, too,
but she felt awkward with him there. She had always had a room to herself
at home.
“Shall I order some lunch for us up here? I’m starving aren’t you?”
“I think I’ll have a shower first,” Meera murmured. She felt so hot and
sweaty after all that travelling. Her mouth was unusually dry, too. How
self-conscious she felt as she walked to pick up her suitcase. But Shomir
was there before her.
“Let me do that for you. It’s quite heavy,” he said, putting it on the bed.
Then he turned towards Meera. Cupping his hands around her face, he
kissed her on the lips. She looked at him for a second, her brown eyes wide
with surprise. No one had ever done that to her before. She rushed out
of the room and stood gripping the white balcony. The sea stretched out
in front of her. A fresh breeze fanned her burning face. She felt a slight
movement behind her. Shomir had come out. He lit a cigarette.
“I’m sorry if I upset you just now.”
She could hear concern in his voice. “Would you like to go down to the
beach after lunch?”
Meera smiled slowly and nodded.
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Later, they lazed on the sunlit beach teasing tiny little crabs which sidled
cautiously out of their holes in the sand. When Meera or Shomir gently
threw pebbles at them, they scuttled back into their holes, only to venture
out again a little later. How Meera and Shomir laughed when a big wave
caught them unawares and splashed them.
Meera was surprised to find that she was enjoying herself so much. Shomir was
good company, too. He told her about England. “People are very polite there.
They don’t shove and push to get into a bus or theatre, like they do here.”
“Why did you leave?” she asked shyly.
“I got homesick. I missed the crowds in the streets, my family, my friends
and the sunshine.” He smiled at her, “Now that I know you, I’m even happier
that I came back.”
Meera felt herself blushing. She looked towards the sea. The blood was
rushing through her veins just like the waves rushing towards the shore.
She didn’t feel afraid anymore, but she did feel her body tingle like ice one
minute and burn like fire the next. It must be the sea air, she rationalized to
herself, I’ve heard people say that it affects one this way.
That evening after dinner, they strolled along the beach. Day became night.
The water turned from blue-green to a dark mysterious presence. Big clouds
were massing in the sky.
“It looks as if it might rain,” Shomir murmured, “Let’s go back.”
Once they were safely back in their room, Shomir asked suddenly, “You don’t
feel unhappy anymore, do you? I mean being here alone with me?”
“Oh, no I - I ...,” But Meera’s voice trailed off into silence. She couldn’t explain
how she felt to Shomir. She even found it difficult to explain to herself.
Shomir came over to her. He tilted her face up so that their eyes met.
“I’m going to kiss you again,” he warned “Promise you won’t run away this
time.”
“I promise.” Meera heard her voice say with an eagerness she could not
believe.
A new Meera seemed to be in control of her, someone she did not recognize
- someone who appeared to be completely unpredictable.
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America (Continued)
1969. When I returned from London, I went as a lecturer to
Katherine Dunham’s School of the Arts in East St Louis, Illinois. I
was to run drama workshops, but could never find any students;
they were always in the dance workshops which were far more
exciting. Not being a dancer, I was redundant in the programme.
But I met Portia Hunt who attended Katherine Dunham’s School
of Dance as a part-time student. She helped me find a place to live,
a flat in the same building as hers. Luisah Teish who had come to
study with Katherine Dunham also became a good friend. Portia
introduced Luisah and me to the Black Artists’ Group (BAG) in St
Louis, across the Mississippi River, in the next state, Missouri.
BAG had been established by a group of jazz musicians and they
had expanded the activities of the organisation to include dance
and theatre. Portia was both a dancer and actress.
BAG, on Washington Boulevard, offered weekend shows of music,
dance and drama. Luisah became choreographer of the dance
group. I worked in the drama group, creating scenarios based
on Black people’s problems that formed the bases for improvisations. I was still in Commedia del’ Arte mode. Though Drama and
Dance were significant, it was the Jazz Ensemble that was the
backbone of the group. The premises at Washington Boulevard
were used for rehearsals during the week and open to the public
on Saturday nights for an evening of music, dance and drama in
a kind of nightclub atmosphere. People sat at little tables and we
took to selling coffee and light snacks. I often made samoosas to
sell on Saturday nights.
My experience with BAG was inspiring, exhilarating; it gave me
the confidence to write plays when I returned to South Africa.
1970. I left Katherine Dunham’s School, and became part of the
East St Louis branch of Southern Illinois University’s special
education programme just across the road. Here I met Mildred
Mitchell, a lecturer in the program. We became good friends.
Though I had students in this programme, I still remained quite
ineffective as I was unfamiliar with the students’ background
and needs.
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1971. I went on a short visit to New York to see theatre productions.
I stayed at the home of a friend of a friend (Mildred Mitchell’s friend,
I think) in Brooklyn. I saw productions by the Negro Ensemble
Company and at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Peter Brook’s
circus production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. I will never in
my life ever see a production more exhilarating, exciting, superbly
entertaining and completely mind-blowing than Peter Brook’s
Dream. It changed my attitude to theatre and to life; made me realize
that we have infinite possibilities – we just have to be bold enough
to embrace them. I firmly believe that I was the first person up to
give the production a standing ovation. I will never forget it; it made
me a fervent admirer of Peter Brook. Influenced by Antonin Artaud’s
theory of theatre, Brook gave us a performance in which the stage
with its props and sets was more than a backdrop; it was alive with
meaning. (In 2015, when I watched DVDs of the Metropolitan Opera
2010-11 production of Wagner’s Der Ring des Niebelungen, I again
experienced the excitement of a production in which the mise en
scene came alive and contributed meaning to the performance.
Thank goodness it is available on DVD so I don’t have to try to recall
it; I can watch it whenever I want.)
1972-6 In 1972, I went to see the Chairman of the Black Studies
Department at George Washington University in St Louis, Missouri
to ask whether Black Studies could include the study of Black plays
and the history of Black theatre. He didn’t show me the door; he
organised a joint lectureship for me in the Black Studies Department
and the Performing Arts Area (PAA). That is how Americans are –
always open to new suggestions. In America, I developed an understanding of democracy that could not be applied to South Africa not
even after 1994.
At Washington University, I started off with a production of Wole
Soyinka’s The Strong Breed. It was not a PAA production; it was
sponsored by the St Louis Committee on Africa of which Mildred
Mitchell was chairperson. Mildred wrote to Wole Soyinka and got
permission for us to do the play. As there were no black students in
the PAA, I assembled a cast from other departments, from BAG and
another theatre group. A very talented student lighting designer
from the PAA, lit the performance. I was delighted to have his
voluntary contribution to the show. We did the play without props
and sets. The actors mimed hand props and created sets with their
bodies.
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After I had been in the PAA for about a year, I began directing
productions. I may have started in the small experimental
theatre. I had devised a course on African-American Theatre
History in the Black Studies Department and when I found the
1949 play, Our Lan’, by Theodore Ward, I decided to put it on. We
were very happy to discover that the playwright was living in
Chicago. We invited him to the production and introduced him
to the audience.
Our next production was the Broadway hit, No Place to be
Somebody by Charles Gordone. I don’t think I did it justice; I didn’t
really have an understanding of African-American culture. I also
directed a production of Cabaret, a fiasco; I was trying too hard
to accommodate Black students.
My last show was The Trials of Brother Jero by Wole Soyinka, I had
directed it earlier with BAG actors. I used the same technique
of having actors use their bodies to create sets and mime hand
props.

1972. Seetha comes to the States
After I was appointed to Washington University, I had found
accommodation in an area adjacent to the University – an old
house that needed work.
Soon after, I heard from my sister, Seetha that she and Pranab
wished to emigrate. Pranab was ambitious and wanted a better
life in America. So in 1972, while I was at Washington University,
Seetha and Pranab, with their two-year old daughter, Sunita,
came to the States. I had sponsored them in.
For Seetha, Calcutta had been a great shock; she had never
encountered such abject poverty before and living in the midst
of a traditional Bengali family, she had lost the freedom to be
herself. She had even contemplated suicide. It was only in 2013,
when I read Dominique La Pierre’s book, The City of Joy, that I
really understood how devastating it had been for her. Pranab
had told his family in Calcutta that Seetha was a university
graduate and that lie put a terrible strain on her. It made her
feel like a fraud and reduced her self-esteem. She apparently
was not good enough for them in herself. That thought haunted
her. When she came to St Louis, she was determined to get a
college education. She enrolled at Missouri University and after
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four years, graduated Cum Laude. She also gave birth to two
more children, a son, Pratik, in 1974, I think, and then a daughter,
Ragini, in 1976, two months before I returned to South Africa.
Pranab was a mechanical engineer. Being an enterprising young
man, it did not take him long to find employment in a reputable
firm. He didn’t like the house that I had rented, so he found a
couple of townhouse apartments in the suburb of Ferguson. He,
Seetha and two-year old Sunita moved into one and I into the
other. He learned to drive and I gave him my car and bought a
new small car. I attended a course at a technical college where I
studied motor mechanics. And for a while, I used to do my own
tune-ups.
Pranab was also a musician; he played the sitar and sang. In
Calcutta, Seetha had also learned Bengali songs and had sung
with her husband. In St Louis, she sometimes sang with him.
She eventually began to explore her interest in writing. I am
not sure how it happened that my brother, Seeni, Seetha and
I, all wanted to write. My brother, Reggie, is not a writer; he is
more of a raconteur – he loves relating his experiences and the
experiences of his family.
I was in the States at a very volatile period of its history. It was
the time of Martin Luther King’s civil rights movement which
culminated in 1968 in his assassination and was followed soon
after by Robert Kennedy’s assassination. It was a time of Black
Panthers, the burning of buildings in black areas; a time of
hippies, the Vietnam War and student protests – with an anti-war
musical, Vietrock, doing the rounds of college campuses. It was
the time of Black is Beautiful and the poetry of Imamu Amiri
Baraka (formerly Leroi Jones) and Sonia Sanchez. Then came the
Watergate scandal and Richard Nixon’s impeachment.
Though life was very eventful, I began to feel that I needed to get
back to South Africa as my work was beginning to seem empty
to me. My experiences at Washington University and in St Louis,
had revealed my inadequacies and my inability to integrate into
American culture. I was floating and wanted to be where I could
really understand and be part of the community. That was a
delusion but I had to come back to discover that.
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1976 Finding a Job

Return To Durban 1976
1976. I returned to Durban in July and went to live, at his
insistence, with brother Seeni, his wife Mercy and their two-year
old daughter, Sabrienne. Seeni had married while I was still in the
States.

I had to find a job. My friend from primary school days, Gowrie
Naidoo (née Pather) encouraged me to apply for the post of Head
of the Speech and Drama Department at UDW. The current head,
David Horner, was moving on. She advised me to meet with him
before my interview. When he learned that I had been involved
mainly in Black Theatre in the US, he advised me not to mention
it. I was crash-bang back in South Africa. My interview was a
complete farce. I gagged myself as Horner had suggested. The
interviewing panel was into Harold Pinter and other modern
English playwrights and literary criticism; I was into African-American playwrights and theatre. I couldn’t talk about my
work and I couldn’t talk about English playwrights and theories
of literary criticism. The panel probably thought I had bought my
degree from Indiana University.

Marje Rughubar organised a welcome and get together with
my old theatre friends at her sister Mercy’s house in Asherville.
Marje had been involved in exciting theatre activities in the late
sixties and early seventies. She had worked with MAD (Music
and Drama) which had put on a controversial musical revue: It’s
a Colourful World,1 written by Guru Pillay. The show was banned
because it made fun of racial discrimination. Marje Rughubar and
I became very good friends and I went often to spend weekends
at her home in Tongaat. While she was preparing her teaching
aids for her Grade 1 pupils, I was writing plays, short stories and
poems.

When I went as a lecturer to Giyani College of Education in 1989,
that’s what someone there also said of my degree. It was meant
as an insult but I have no pretensions to being an academic; my
education in South Africa had been too poor to provide a proper
foundation for that. But I have no regrets. When I watch the film,
Educating Rita, I see that I didn’t miss much. At Giyani, I was back
into theatre, into improvisational theatre. My students put on
plays based on their experiences and culture in the various styles
of theatre from the Greeks to Augusto Boal. It was exciting because
performances grew out of the experience of the students and
they had firm control of what they wished to portray. Needless
to say what we were doing did not conform to traditional South
African syllabuses.

Kessie Govender was at the get-together at Mercy’s house.
Kessie’s very successful play Stable Expense was on tour in and
around Durban at the time and he invited me to travel with his
troupe. Kessie had opened a little theatre, The Stable, in the Good
Hope Centre in Victoria Street and was putting on play after play
– plays that depicted the injustices suffered by Black people. I
was in awe of his achievements.

After my appalling interview at UDW, I applied to Wentworth
High School and was appointed as a teacher. I remained there
until the end of the year. Once I had started working, I moved out
of Seeni’s flat in Dunnotar Avenue in Asherville and was now living
in a flat in Overport. And I needed a laundromat. After a search,
I finally found one in the new Overport Centre and recorded my
discovery in the following story.

1 My book, The Keshwars from Dundee, describes the work of MAD and its brave venture, It’s a Colourful World.
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The Laundromat
(1977)

What a tremendous discovery it had been, finding a Laundromat – the
answer to my fervently neurotic prayer. I had been grumbling for at least
two weeks before, because I thought Durban which had gone modern in my
absence, had remained stubbornly mediaeval about washing. My neighbours
in the flats had established clothes lines above me, under me and all around
me and I assumed that I too would have to go back to the arduous business of
having to wash my clothes by hand and hang them out to dry. How depressing!
I walked out of my door every day, into clothes hanging all along the
way, reducing me from a proud upstanding human being to an insect
crawling under and around wet foliage on all sides. Looking out of my
windows across to other buildings, across to yet other buildings, I saw
rows and rows of clothes hanging on lines. For a while, I was in a state
of despair. If only I could win one of those crossword competitions in the
newspapers, I’d build a laundromat on the spot and become a laundromat
millionaire with a chain of laundromats replacing all those clothes lines
in and around Durban. But of course other people always win those grand
prizes so I was stuck with my problem – until I discovered a magnificent,
brand new laundromat in Overport City, a brand new shopping centre! I
wondered why nobody had told me about it; then I realised that the Indian
community didn’t really need it. Many Indians had their own washing
machines and others were still contented with the old way. If I had never
left South Africa, would I still be contented with old ways? Would I still be
trying to live in yesterday when today is almost over?
Anyway, there I was coming back from my first joyous afternoon at
the laundromat when I saw a Coloured woman in the parking lot and
wondered what floor she lived on as I made my way to the elevator. I stood
waiting patiently; that is the only way to wait for the lift in our building,
and when it eventually came, it brought my neighbour, Mr Reddy, down
with it. He smilingly asked if I had been doing my laundry. Happily, I
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nodded, thinking how his wife had sweetly discouraged me from using
her lines when I had hung up a pair of trousers once when the lines were
free. I was trying to think of a way to remind him of this, but he had
spotted the woman from the parking lot coming towards us. His face lit
up as he welcomed her and I realised that she was white. We all rode up to
the fifth floor together. They chatted about fishing and I stood contentedly
holding my washing.
When we got to our floor, the woman got out and Mr Reddy held the lift
open for me. Then he and the woman went off to his place. When their door
opened, I heard Mrs Reddy’s cheerful voice reprimanding the woman in a
familiar way for being late. I wondered, is this South Africa? The country of
discrimination? Well, maybe the laundry business hasn’t moved into the
twentieth century yet, but human attitudes seemed to be changing.
Later that same day, I popped back to the shopping centre for my groceries.
Even though I wasn’t doing any more washing, I felt a glow just knowing
that my laundromat was there. In the supermarket, I felt how strange it
was to be shopping like an American. The American way of life is informed
by the belief in freedom and individual choice. Here in South Africa, in
imitating them, the powers that be have adopted the form, hoping that
the democratic values that permeate it, are somehow separate and apart.
We have moved away from shops where things were behind counters and
we waited till someone deigned to serve us. Now we served ourselves like
independent, free human beings, choosing what we wanted, behaving
like free people. How long could we practice this supermarket democracy
and not let it go to our heads and hearts and demand the same kind of
freedom and equality in everything.
Again, I was struck by the ambivalence in our lives – living today with
today’s attitudes towards things and yesterday’s attitudes towards
human beings. I thought again of my laundromat that had freed me
from drudgery and saw it in a new light. With the supermarket, it was
a weapon, a revolutionary sword, ironically provided by the oppressor
to end, unbeknownst to him, his oppression. Better than any Marx, they
were indoctrinating us with ideas of freedom and equality. I looked at the
row of bottles on the shelf before me, and as I reached for my jar of mango
pickles, I laughed. Here, in the open, overtly, I had performed a subversive
act. My neighbours and their white friend flashed into my mind. Yes,
freedom was on the way.
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This time when I got back to the parking lot at the flat, I saw a handsome,
distinguished looking man standing in front of the elevator. We chatted
about the lift, which as usual was dawdling somewhere up above, wondering
if it was stuck again as it stayed an interminable time on the seventh
floor. Our lift also seemed to suffer from the ambivalence informing all
our lives. It wanted to live by yesterday’s standards, but it used a twentieth
century mode to protest. It went on strike daily – remaining jammed on
some floor or the other and like all strikes in this country, was dealt with
violently and summarily, usually being forced back on the job by a kick
or a shove. But it arrived eventually and I got off at the fifth while my
companion continued a slow ascent.
As I got out, I saw Mr Reddy standing near his door; I smiled in greeting
as I went to my door. Turning the key in my lock, I was surprised to find
Mr Reddy close at my elbow. In a very confidential manner, he asked if an
African had ridden up in the elevator with me. I nodded. Then he wanted
to know if the man was going to the sixth floor. When I nodded again,
he looked at me with an air of excited distress and asked, “What do you
think of that, eh?” Somewhat puzzled, I stood waiting for the revelation.
“He’s living here, on the next floor!” I was even more puzzled. Was I really
in South Africa or was I still in St Louis? How delightful I thought, but
when had apartheid been abolished? My neighbour continued, “He’s a
doctor.” I smiled. At last, some class in this place – my mind was ready to
go off on its own tangent but a note in my neighbour’s voice arrested me.
It sounded familiar but I wanted to be absolutely certain.
He leant forward. “I work at the hospital, you see, and I know the nurse
who lives up there. She was living there (he pointed to another building)
but now she’s moved here. African nurse. She’s living here in our building.
He’s a doctor at the hospital. What you think of that? She was staying
here by herself, but now I see he’s coming here too.” On the surface it all
sounded like the usual garden-fence variety of gossip, but I was aware of
the strong undertow in Mr Reddy’s communication and I was wary. “What
you think of it, eh? Now they letting Africans into this building.” I stood
there without speaking, my silence forcing him to damn himself and me
as well – he had come to confide in me, someone whom he considered an
ally. “After all, colour counts.” I looked at the two of us, both of us as black
as night and I couldn’t understand what he was talking about. “What do
you mean colour counts?”
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“We can’t have Africans staying here. I must put my mind to this thing.”
Suddenly, this neighbour of mine, friendly, charming, kind, had turned
into a viper right before my eyes. He had raised himself, spread his hood
and was ready to strike.
Words tumbled out of me. “But I think it’s a good thing. That’s the way it
ought to be. We should have African people staying here. We should all
be mixed up. It’s because we don’t know people of other races that we are
prejudiced. I’m glad that they are here. We must fight discrimination.”
My neighbour looked at me as though he were seeing me for the first time.
He stared for a moment, recovered himself and quickly gave fervent lip
service to the idea of equality. “Yes, that’s true; we have too much discrimination in this country.” He went back to his flat.
I thought back to Mr Reddy’s white friend. Would he object if she took
a flat here? And why was he so concerned about the African doctor
upstairs? Was it because he was a doctor? Mr Reddy was the hospital cook
and I could only assume that he resented the fact that an African man
was a doctor, higher in status and in authority over him. And believing
in the fallacy of racial superiority, he probably felt humiliated. Perhaps,
frustration at work had spilt over to the home front when he found the
doctor declaring his equality by living in the same block of flats. He didn’t
want this threat to his identity, an identity established for him by the laws
and social restrictions of apartheid rather than through his own search
for himself. Now he planned to use the law against the doctor – a law
that in other circumstances he would condemn as unjust – that keeps
Black people oppressed and thus is no law at all. Here he was demonstrating the ambivalence in his outlook, the split in his personality that made
him typically South African. He reminded me of all other split people,
un-Christian Christians, White Liberals, and those most tortured of all,
play-whites. He made me afraid to look in the mirror. I was terrified that I
would find a fractured form. Even worse, would I see myself whole because
like all people in my country, I couldn’t see that I was a divided self?
Unpacking my groceries, I found my jar of mango pickles and realised
that it was more a symbol of ambivalence than a symbol of freedom. Free
choice in a supermarket, in a racist society, is a form of schizophrenia. But
it wouldn’t affect the Reddy’s of the world anyway; their wives were busy
putting up their own homemade pickles. This was just a plain old jar of
pickles in my hand; I put it up on the shelf.
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A few days later, as I passed the Reddy’s door which stood wide open as
usual, I saw them chatting with the nurse from upstairs in a familiar
and friendly manner. In light of what Mr Reddy had said, this was a
surprise. A pleasant but astonishing surprise! What had happened to
his endorsement of the Group Areas Act? I could only imagine that Mr
Reddy’s outburst had been a mood of the moment. After all it is hard to
remain free of prejudice when the air we breathe is heavy with its pollution
and, despite ourselves, we all slip in and out of attitudes that we know are
wrong.
How strange though – the Reddys’ friendships extended across all racial
lines. But with my liberal sentiments, standing in judgment of Mr Reddy,
I could claim friends in only one racial community. How very odd indeed
MJ Naidoo
I became a frequent visitor at M.J. Naidoo’s law offices. MJ,
or as we in the family called him, Jay, was my father’s youngest
brother, but he was only a few years older than I, and to us (my
brothers and sister), he had always been a brother rather than
an uncle. Through him I became involved in the activities of the
Natal Indian Congress (NIC) in the late 1970s.
In 1964, the government had created the Natal Indian Council
and appointed Indians to it. The Council had minor control over
Indian affairs. The acronym of the Council, NIC, the same as that
of the Natal Indian Congress, was a deliberate ploy to confuse and
to defuse the influence of the Congress that Mahatma Gandhi
had founded in 1864.
In 1974, the government had proposed the formation of the
South African Indian Council – SAIC, the same acronym as the
South African Indian Congress, again deliberately appropriated
to cloud the existence of the Congress. As the Indian councillors
had been appointed by the government, they were vilified as
sell-outs in the Indian community. To make the SAIC, the new
national council more acceptable, the government decreed that
half its members would be elected by the Indian community.
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In the late 1970’s, aware that these elections to the Council were
coming up, the Congress was involved in debate about whether
to collaborate with the government and field candidates for
election. Some members wanted to get onto the Council; they
declared they could then bring about change from within.
MJ, Congress chairman at the time, was very firmly opposed to
the notion. He saw the Council as a puppet structure, under the
control of the Government without any freedom to act independently. Its establishment was simply a ploy to show the world
that all people in South Africa were represented in government.
Whatever power the government conceded to the Council would
be for the furtherance of apartheid. It was also part of apartheid’s
divide- and-conquer strategy. MJ’s understanding proved to
be true. The Council, which had power to grant licences for
businesses and property, used its power for bribery and nepotism.
Such corruption was proof that the government’s claim of
creating equal opportunity through separate development was
nonsense. Those in the Congress seeking power were tempted
and ready to stand for election to the Council.
But MJ won the day and the Anti-SAIC Committee was set up. I
participated in Anti-SAIC activities. After my experience in the
States, I was a strong proponent of democracy. I had a very naive
understanding of democracy – to me it was simply a garment; all
you had to do was put it on. Through MJ, I was introduced to a
number of anti-apartheid activists: Archie Gumede, Farouk Meer,
Paul Joseph, Zac Jacoob, George Sewpersadh, Pravin Gordhan,
Yusuf Mohamed, Jerry Coovadia and Griffith Mxenge.
The following story was inspired by involvement with the
Congress, the Anti-SAIC committee and an actual experience at
Overport City shopping centre.
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Lindiwe
(1978)

As they drove towards the Overport City shopping centre, Mynah was
laughing because Lindiwe was scolding her as usual for her weekly flutter
on the horses. To Lindy, it was decadent; part of an exploitative, capitalistic system, set up to fill poor people with false hopes of instant riches. The
government, which frowns upon all forms of gambling, chooses not to regard
horse racing as gambling because it is a source of revenue. And here was
Mynah, an anti-government activist, supporting it.
When they arrived at the shopping centre, Mynah was about to make a
right turn into the parking area but had to stop as two white women in
nurse’s uniforms were standing in the middle of the drive-in entrance
engaged in conversation. Mynah gave a little toot on her horn, thinking
that the women had not noticed her. One moved out of the way, but
the other, looking up in great indignation at Mynah, stayed right where
she was.
Mynah was puzzled, “What’s wrong with her?”
Lindiwe glowered. “She’s just being funny. Because she’s white, she thinks
you have no right to ask her to move. Go on then, run her over.”
Mynah began to move forward, but the woman stood her ground and
Mynah, doing her best not to ride over the woman’s toes, was forced to
squeeze past. Lindy was boiling, “These damn whites. Think everything is
theirs by right. What are you so worried about? If you knock her down,
it’ll be her own damn fault.”
Mynah tried to soothe Lindy. “It was just one of those things. She must
have been offended because I hooted at her.”
“So what did she expect? That you should hold up traffic just so she could
finish her conversation?”
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Lindy launched into a tirade against Whites that continued in the tote
office and all the way down to the supermarket. It gave her relief to vent
her feelings. Mynah, who felt helpless against petty racism, found Lindy’s
fighting talk a little trying. In their attempt to get to the supermarket
through the crowds, they forgot for a moment about Black-White issues.
They were in a hurry; this was just a quick stop to pick up tea and biscuits
for the meeting they were going to in town. After making their purchases,
they went to a till with a fairly short queue, something to be grateful for
on this Saturday at the end of the month.
They soon became aware that something was going on ahead of them.
A White woman, immediately in front, was having an argument with a
Coloured woman in front of her. The White woman was trying to get in
before the Coloured woman who it seems had a trolley in front of her and
two more, just as full, on the side. The woman behind her, seeing the three
trolleys, was adamant that the Coloured woman leave the queue and line
up all her trolleys one behind the other. The Coloured woman countered
by accusing the woman of picking on her because she was Black. The white
woman, in tones reminiscent of Jane Austen’s Darcy, declared she wasn’t
South African. She was English.
Lindy and Mynah, watching from behind, were struck once more by the
white attitude of intolerance. Mynah was afraid that Lindy was going to get
involved. But a man approached the scene. The English woman, assuming
that he was from management, complained that the Coloured woman was
making a political issue of the situation. The Coloured woman also began
to complain, but the man, in a very firm manner, asked her to be quiet and
turned his attention to the English woman. He asked her who had been in
line first. She complained about the Coloured woman’s many trolleys; she
was aggrieved at what she considered to be a confidence trick. A White
customer in front, who confirmed that the Coloured woman had been in
line first, was ignored by all, including the Coloured woman; having paid
for his groceries, he moved off.
The Coloured woman started to complain again about being abused
because she was Black. The man told her again to be quiet and calmly
began unloading the goods out of her trolley onto the checkout counter.
This took the English woman by surprise. The man turned to her and said
that since his wife had been in line before her, she had every right to remain
where she was. This man, who looked white, was actually the Coloured
woman’s husband. He told the English woman, who was standing there
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fuming, that her impatience smacked of petty racism. She protested again
that she was English. “Yes, and it’s you people who have messed up the
whole world. Look at the state of this country. It wouldn’t have been in this
mess if it weren’t for the English.” The woman turned incredulous eyes on
her husband who had been standing by their trolley all the while acutely
embarrassed by the scene that she had created.
Lindy began to laugh. The Coloured man, seeing Lindy’s smiling face,
realised that he was the centre of a performance and began to enjoy
himself. He marched round the queue and pushing the two offending
trolleys forward, asked the English woman how she would like him to
line them up. He indicated that he could put them side by side or one
behind the other. The woman, still recovering from the shock that this
was a Coloured man, watched in indignant and humiliated silence as he
pushed his trolleys to the counter and unloaded them. Smiling cheerfully
at all around, acknowledging the quiet applause of his audience, the man
threw out proud remarks that his was Black blood. When he paid for his
provisions, the amount rung up was almost a thousand rands.
Lindy turned to Mynah, “You’d think that the supermarket would look
after a customer like that.” She was beaming with delight. The fog had
lifted from her brow. “‘Oh, I like his style. That is a man. So firm and
strong, the kind you read about in romances. Why have I never met one?”
Mynah laughed, “What are you looking for? A sparring partner?”
“Oh, go to hell.”
Lindy’s eyes followed the couple to the exit and as she turned to speak to
Mynah, her eyes lighted on the young white man who had tried to speak
up for the Coloured woman. He was at the cigarette kiosk. He looked up
and she turned away. Liberal White, she thought, and dismissed him from
her mind.
Soon Mynah and Lindy were on their way to the meeting at attorney
MJ Naidoo’s offices. As they pulled up outside the building, Lindy was
surprised to see walking ahead of them, the same young man from the
supermarket, the one who had tried to defend the Coloured woman.
Alarm bells went off in her head: Special Branch! She nudged Mynah.
“Do you see that?” Mynah looked up but was puzzled. “That chap was in
the supermarket just now.”
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Mynah was indifferent. “So what? We’ve been followed before. Come on,
let’s go.”
When they entered the attorney’s offices, they found the group already
assembled there. MJ came forward to meet them. “Lindy,” he took her
aside, “thank goodness you’re here. Would you chair the meeting today?
I don’t want to. It seems that Singh and his friends are determined to
make trouble and I want to be free to hammer them from the floor.” Lindy
frowned. “Please,” MJ persisted, “you’re the only one I can depend on to
keep the situation under control.”
“Okay, but I don’t have your tact.”
MJ laughed. “Today is not a day for tact.” Someone came up and whispered
in his ear and he left abruptly.
Lindy sat down next to Mynah, who as usual had found a quiet corner for
herself and was observing the human goings on around her. Lindy sighed.
“MJ wants me to chair. There’s going to be more infighting today. Singh’s
gang is going to be pushing for Congress representation on the Council.”
Mynah smiled mischievously, “They don’t stand a chance against you.”
Lindy was about to reply but MJ’s voice broke into their conversation.
“Lindy, time to get started.”
The meeting began and as expected rose to a fierce battle about participation in government appointed advisory bodies. Singh believed it was
the only way to influence government policy. MJ was contemptuous;
government appointed bodies were puppet structures. They were toothless
and gave credence to the government’s claims that it was empowering
black communities. Singh’s group felt that they had no option but to fight
the government from the inside.
MJ was scornful, “Don’t be ridiculous. You will just become figureheads.
You will be humoured and ignored. The only way to deal with this is to
repudiate these Councils.”
Singh sneered, “How? Passive resistance? Boycotts? Strikes? They have
never worked.”
MJ was adamant, “We will call for non-cooperation; no one must accept
appointment to the councils.”
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Singh’s cynical laughter was loud. “There are many opportunists out there.
They won’t turn their backs on money and status.”
MJ snapped back, “I am asking us to do that. We have to set the example.
Or are we the opportunists?” There was uproar.
As Lindy called for order, she caught sight of the young man from the
supermarket. She was shocked. What was he doing here? MJ called Lindy
back to business, “Madam Chair, may I continue.”
Lindy looked up, “Before you do, I believe we ought to check credentials.”
MJ was surprised. “But Chair…”
“I’m sorry but this is supposed to be a closed meeting, yet I see faces that
I do not know.” Lindy directed her gaze at the young man who got up to
leave but MJ motioned to him to sit down.
MJ turned to Lindy, “Let’s not waste time …”
“I’m sorry MJ, but I’m not satisfied that all those present here, have the
same concerns as we.”
“She’s quite right.” Singh’s voice boomed across the room. “We should
have checked credentials before we started.”
MJ turned to Lindy and in exasperation announced, “Madam Chair, your
request comes rather late in the day.”
“I accept that and I apologise. But newcomers must identify themselves.”
MJ became quite annoyed. “Madam Chair you know perfectly well that
every organisation is infiltrated by spies; sometimes they turn out to be the
most trusted members of the organisation.” His eyes were fixed on Singh.
“If you believe that anything said at this meeting will remain within these
four walls, you are quite mistaken. So if we are not willing to take risks, we
ought to give up the whole business and accept that we can never be free.”
MJ turned to the entire group. “Do we proceed with this meeting or do we
call a halt to everything right now?”
Lindy resented MJ’s attempt to make her look like a fool. But she was not
going to be forced to give way. She felt that MJ’s kindly nature and the
careless way he accepted the danger in which he lived, could jeopardise the
whole organisation. During the tussle between Lindy and MJ, the young
man had quietly and unobtrusively removed himself from the room.
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Singh suddenly broke in. “Madam Chair, I believe the person in question
has taken your point. So let us proceed.”
The meeting proceeded and the two sides went at it again, hammer and
tongs. Lindy thought she was going to lose control of the situation. But
when the argument was at its height, MJ stood up and demanded the floor.
He pointed out that they were there to consider the plight of people living
without recourse to the most basic necessities of life. Their development
was being hindered at every turn. He then produced the most startling
facts and figures, described conditions and related experiences that
made the petty struggle for power in this room seem like another form
of oppression of the poor. He quoted from a document – obviously put
together with painstaking care – it brought vividly to mind the misery of
the poor. “These conditions will never change as long as we have despotic
rule. This white government, in establishing these advisory councils, is
asking us to endorse our own oppression.”
After MJ’s moving address, Lindy appealed to the meeting to recognise the
real issues at stake and it wasn’t difficult to bring both sides together – at
least until the next meeting.
As Lindy picked up her handbag to leave, MJ came up beside her. “You
handled the meeting well, except for that one tactless move …”
“You mean that SB? Look MJ, I’ve told you often enough, you’re too
trusting.”
MJ took her by the hand. “Come with me.” Lindy’s eyes were questioning.
“Come on. Don’t just stand there.” He led her into the inner office where
she found the young man seated at MJ’s desk. He jumped up and stood
looking uncertainly at her and MJ.
“Lindy,” I want you to meet the man whose facts and figures on housing,
unemployment and the rest, gave me the ammunition to shoot down those
dissident loudmouths. This is Abe Fischer. He was detained five years ago
for his work with trade unions. He’s been out a couple of months. You may
have heard of him.”
Lindy didn’t know where to look. “Yes, I have heard of him.”
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“He’s been doing research on living conditions in the townships and
informal settlements and for obvious reasons has been keeping a low
profile. He really shouldn’t have been at this meeting today but I needed
the material so he risked bringing it for the sake of the organisation –
which as you can see is in a very fragile state now that the government is
dangling carrots in front of our noses.”
Lindy was suffering the most acute embarrassment.
Abe smiled, “But you were quite right to be suspicious of me. At any rate,
it’s all over now and we’re none the worse for wear.” He was trying to take
the edge off Lindy’s acute sense of shame. At this point, Singh came to the
door and MJ went out to talk to him, leaving behind an awkward silence
in the office.
Abe put out his hand, “I’m very glad to meet you. I have heard a great
deal…” His voice trailed off as Lindy interrupted.
“Don’t try to excuse me. I should have known better. I’m sorry … no, not
just sorry …”
“Please …”
“No, no. Let me finish. I am ashamed of myself. Not just because of my
suspicion, but because of my prejudice … I mean because you are white.”
“Well, that’s what we are all about, isn’t it? Overcoming prejudice. We
wouldn’t have to overcome it, if it weren’t there.” Lindy looked uncertain
but he continued, “If you’ll forget that I’m white, I’ll forget that you’re a
racist.”
“Racist! I’m not a racist.” The defensive attitude was gone and she was
gearing up for a fight when she caught the smile in his eyes. Involuntarily,
she smiled back. Well, if she wasn’t a racist, it was possible that he wasn’t
one either.
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School and Theatre
1977. I was appointed to Springfield College of Education in the
Afrikaans Department. After eleven years in the States, my Afrikaans
was worse than ever but I wrote and produced a one-act play in
Afrikaans (the original version of Have Tea and Go). As a result, I
was offered some kind of deal if I would continue to write plays
in Afrikaans. I knew this was an attempt at co-optation, similar to
what was going on with the creation of the SAIC. I refused and was
transferred to Durban Indian Girls’ High School. At DIGHS, I would
be working under a principal, Mrs. S. Poovalingam, whose husband
had been or would be appointed to the President’s Council, another
puppet body like the SAIC. So I was set for conflict in my new
appointment.
1978. Teacher in the English department at DIGHS. I used
literature set works for school productions: for example, Shakespeare’s A Winter’s Tale in an Indian setting with sets by Karun
Pillay. Karun had been our neighbour in the 1950s when we
lived in Lorne Street. He was now well known for his decorative
pundals for Indian weddings.
While I was at DIGHS, an Inspector, an Indian man, visited my Std
Seven F English class. He was present when we were looking at a
funeral scene in the novel, The Grapes of Wrath. It must have been
a set work. In order to have students understand the significance
of the death, I had them sharing their experiences of funerals
and the differences in the practices of Christians, Muslims and
Hindus. I think, he found the class boring because this was an F
class, and to him F meant poor students. In those days, students
were divided according to performance; those with the best marks
were in the A group. The Inspector really wanted to criticize my
approach to the subject but he chose to diminish the students
instead. I have never been a traditional teacher and that’s what
he had expected to see. I was delighted with my students; they
had readily and enthusiastically entered into the discussion.
After school hours, I was working with Ronnie Govender’s Shah
Theatre Academy. Ronnie, as playwright, with Essop Khan and
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Mohammed Ali as actors, formed the backbone of Shah Theatre
Academy. While Ronnie was writing The Lahnee’s Pleasure, Shah
Theatre put on a performance of three one-act plays. I had
translated the Afrikaans play that I had written at Springfield
College of Education into English and Ronnie gave it the title,
Have Tea and Go. I wrote another one-act, Black Magic Woman.
My two one-acts with Ronnie’s Beyond Calvary made up the bill
of Three for Tea, staged at a hall (Gandhi Hall?) in Carlisle Street.
Circa 1978. At some stage, Mohammed Alli and Essop Khan,
directed a production of Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun,
at Kessie Govender’s Stable Theatre. I played the role of Mama;
my performance was a travesty. That is when I met Jackie and
Mike Stainbank who were also in the cast. Jackie and I became
good friends. Jackie was a teacher at Bechet High School.
1979. The Matrics were studying the novel, Tess of the d’Urbervilles. I decided to adapt it for the stage and put on a
performance with the students in Matric. Bilkish Vahed, a very
talented actress, played the role of Alec d’Urberville. I had two
students play Tess, a spring-winter Tess, Michelle Lazarus, and
a summertime Tess, Fazila.
1980. Students at DIGHS went on strike in support of the student
boycott in the Western Cape; they remained in the grounds and
did not attend lessons.
In (November 2014), I received from Professor Khatija Khan
(UNISA), who was in this boycott, this email message: Let me
refresh your memory about who I am...in your first year at DIGHS,
who was the naughtiest girl of class if not school... Who was one of
the girls who championed the first boycotts at the school...8C, 9C,
10C...you went with us to the Easter show in PM burg...Nadia Minty
was in our class... ooh now I’m going back down memory lane...for
me school has loads of wonderful memories
The principal asked me to speak to the boycotting students; she
expected me to get them back into the classrooms. I went out
into the grounds, listened to what they had to say and told them
to follow their consciences. The students were protesting against
apartheid; they were doing exactly what I would do. Mr Krog, the
Director of Education, condemned the strike and was responsible
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for sending the police around schools to intimidate students. I
remember standing at the school fence on the Dartnell Crescent
side when students were going home and keeping my eye firmly
on police vehicles driving past the school. I believed my presence
to be a deterrent to any violence or attempts to seize students.
Soon after, I was invited to speak about the boycott at a public
meeting at the M.L. Sultan Tech Theatre. The meeting was
being held to take action against the detention of children. The
Detainees’ Parents Support Committee (DPSC) was formed at the
meeting. I was elected on to it.
At the end of the year (1980), when I heard that Mr Krog would
be guest of honour at the school’s Awards’ Day, I boycotted the
occasion. I was not prepared to honour Mr Krog.
1981. At the beginning of the next year, while I was sitting in the
DIGHS staff room waiting for the staff meeting to begin, I was
called to the office and given notice of transfer to Stanger High
School. It was a punitive transfer; I had to move out of Durban. My
friend Marje Rughubar, who lives in Tongaat, which is not far from
Stanger, offered me accommodation in her home until I found a
flat in Stanger. After I returned from the States, I had spent many
a weekend visiting Marje; her home was my second home.
At Marje’s, I began writing my plays. I sat in her dining-room,
writing and sharing my ideas with her, reading portions of text
to her as she helped me along with suggestions. I had written my
one-acts there and was now working on a full-length play, Of No
Account. At the time, Marje was busy trying to organise a school
for mentally challenged children. She had even offered her garage
as an interim venue for the school. And she was doing her utmost
to obtain support and funding for a proper facility. Her efforts
led eventually to the establishment of the Golden Steps School.
I wrote Of No Account, my first full-length play based on my
brother Seeni’s experience at work and put it on at Kommunikon,
a little theatre in one of the buildings in Prince Edward Street. The
play received a nomination for the Durban Critics’ Circle Award.
I am not sure how I could have been working in Stanger and
putting on this play in Durban. I may have been staying weekends
at Marje’s flat in Good Hope Centre and rehearsing weekends. I
can’t remember. The play went to Stanger in November 1981.
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Benjy Francis organized a run at the Laager at the Market Theatre
in Johannesburg. On the opening night, one of the actors, who
had eaten beans for supper, farted loudly right in the middle of
the dramatic final moments of the play and what had been an
audience sitting in tense expectation turned into a hysterically
laughing group of spectators. The play was a flop at the Market.
The critics declared it was over-written. It is my chief failing as a
writer and I struggle with it in everything I write.
While I was at Stanger High School, I took part in a film, A Chip
of Glass Ruby, one of Nadine Gordimer’s short stories in the
collection, Six Feet of the Country. It was shot in Johannesburg.
I played opposite Kessie Govender as his revolutionary activist
wife (based, I think, on Zainab Asvat). Kessie played my fearful,
angry husband. The R1,700 that I earned for taking part in the
film was deducted from my teacher’s salary – the Department
took R1,800. I had not been granted leave to take part in the film
but had taken it anyway..
At the end of the year I resigned from teaching and moved back
to Durban. Marje again came to my rescue. She offered me her
flat in Good Hope Centre and I lived there for a year or two. But
people had their eye on this flat; flats in this building were at a
premium. Someone once told me it was a place for mistresses of
rich men. Marje was told she had no right to pass the flat on to
me and she eventually lost it. 1982 to 1983, the short time that I
spent in that flat, was an intensely productive period of my life.

WIP and UDF
1982. To earn a living, I offered drama classes for children at
Springfield and then in Tongaat.
I wrote and directed We 3 Kings for the Upstairs Theatre in Durban.
It is a farce that lampoons the South African Indian Council (SAIC),
an apartheid structure. Babs Pillay, Essop Khan and Charles Pillai
played the three hoboes who become candidates for election
to the SAIC. Etienne Essery, a young white man, who had been
jailed in a military barracks for refusing military service, joined
us and quite contrary to the person he was, portrayed various
aspects of apartheid. His was a multiple character called Whitely;
his role changed in different scenes. He was an election official,
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a policeman, and the white god worshipped by collaborators. I
treated my script as a Commedia scenario; it was open to improvisation by the actors and together we produced a hilarious farce
that was very popular. There was one performance on 28 April
1982, at the Albert Baumann Hall on the 4th floor of the Central
Methodist Church, at the corner of Aliwal and Smith Streets.
Members of the cast and I then formed the Work-in-Progress
(WIP) Theatre Company and took the play on tour to ‘Indian’
townships in Natal and Johannesburg. ‘Indian’ townships had
no theatre venues. Ronnie Govender staged his plays in hotel
lounges. Various theatre groups used school, community and
cinema halls – in the old days cinemas were built like theatres
with stages. In defiance of apartheid laws the Bolton Hall in Albert
Street had always been available. The hall was named after Harriet
Bolton, a dynamic Trade Unionist and human rights activist. In
the 1950’s, the Brian Brooke Company, the only white company
that performed for Black audiences, brought its productions to
the Bolton Hall. Marje Rughubar vividly recalls the company’s
production of The Kimberley Train, a play about a Coloured
woman passing for white. I remember the humiliating scene in
which the woman’s head is held down and the hair pushed back
from the back of her ears to examine their colouring.
Then we discovered the Hermit Theatre. An American, John
Dennen, who owned a restaurant in Hermitage Street, had turned
the loft over the restaurant into a little theatre for new and
original productions. The theatre, known as The Hermit, was at
first used mainly by white university students. When Black artists
understood it was open to them as well, it became a mainly Black
Theatre venue. Among the original Black productions that came
to the Hermit was Mbongeni Ngema’s Asinamali.

Detainees’ Parents Support Committee (Dpsc).
While I was living in Stanger, I was not involved in the activities
of the DPSC. But when I returned to Durban, I wrote the play,
Coming Home (later re-titled Ikhayalethu so as not to be confused
with the film Coming Home about a Vietnam War veteran.)
The opening performance at the Hermit Theatre in 1982 was a
fundraiser for the DPSC. Etienne Essery, Pippa Dyer and Madoda
Hamilton Ncayiyana formed the cast of Coming Home. Madoda
won the Durban Critics’ Circle Award for best newcomer.
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January 1983. I wrote and directed Outside-In with Essop Khan
and Pippa Dyer. The play based on a scenario that Essop had
provided, was performed at the Hermit Theatre. In July 1984, Mike
Stainbank, who was administrator of the South African Theatre
Organisation, took the play to the Grahamstown Festival. It was
directed by William Abdul with actors, Gregory Schubert and
Belinda Mills.
April 1983. Babs Pillay, Essop Khan and Mahomed Ali directed a
revival of Three for Tea. For this revival I wrote a third one-act play,
It’s Mine, to replace Ronnie Govender’s Beyond Calvary. It’s Mine is
a reversal of Ronnie Govender’s play, which is a tragedy. It’s Mine
is a comedy also about a pregnant woman, but a liberated one
who does not find marriage necessary to legitimise the child she
is carrying. The play also poked fun at the Natal Indian Council –
the collaborators with apartheid.
Masks. Suria Naidoo, a lecturer and dance instructor in the
Speech and Drama Department at UDW – the University of
Durban-Westville for ‘Indians’ -- had asked me to write a play for
her students. I fished out my long buried manuscript originally
called Phantasmagoria that I had written at Indiana University in
1967. I reworked the script and was hoping that Suria would use
it as a basis for improvisations and would suggest improvements.
She invited me to a rehearsal and I saw changes I needed to make.
Devi Bughwan, Head of the Speech and Drama Department did
not like the title Phantasmagoria so I changed it to Masks.
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had met these actors through my involvement with the Stable
Theatre, Upstairs Theatre, Shah Theatre and the UDW drama
students. The small group of five young actors, who performed
The Masterplan, made significant contributions to the creation of
the revue. The lyrics I had written were put to music by Oliver
Raman. He was a Beatles fan so he used tunes of songs such as
“Ob-la-di, ob-la-da.” A guitarist provided the musical accompaniment. The Masterplan became a way to entertain and educate
at Congress and UDF mass meetings held to denounce the
fraudulent Tri-Cameral system and to urge people not to vote in
the elections to it.
The government held a referendum for the white community
seeking its endorsement of the Tri-Cameral Parliament. WIP
Theatre Company took up its position on the steps of City Hall on
the Smith Street side and urged white passers-by to vote against
the proposal; they avoided looking at us.
1983. The owners of the Good Hope Centre declared my
occupation of Marje’s flat illegal, I was forced to move and Marje
lost the flat. An actress in the WIP Theatre group, a former
student of mine from DIGHS, Subashni Naidoo, found me a flat in
“Milla Rosa” a block of flats in Overport where her parents were
supervisors.

The Masterplan. We 3 Kings, the send up of South African Indian
Council elections, led to my being asked to write something for a
celebratory reception that the Natal Indian Congress was holding
for Terror Lekota who had just been released from Robben
Island. I wrote The Masterplan, a revue that made fun of those
who collaborated with apartheid.
When the government planned to set up a Tri-Cameral Parliament,
I was again asked to create a performance that would help
expose the fraud of the Tri-Cameral Parliament. I revised The
Masterplan for The WIP (Work-in-Progress) Theatre Company,
which consisted of established as well as new young actors. I
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One day, a couple of Special Branch men came knocking at the
door. The kitchen was tiny so my table height fridge stood just
outside it next to the entrance door. The Special Branch men had
come to confiscate the script of The Masterplan. I told them there
was no script; the whole performance had been improvised and
memorized. They weren’t satisfied but they left. Meanwhile the
script for the revue was lying right there under their noses on
top of my ’fridge. It didn’t look like a script because it consisted
of loose pages.
When the UDF was launched in 1983, WIP Theatre Company was
affiliated to it. The Masterplan was banned in September 1983,
just before we were to perform at a fundraiser for the UDF.
Overnight I wrote a new revue which I called, Chicken Licken. It
lampooned the Indian collaborators in the Indian Council who
were standing for election to the House of Delegates (the Indian
parliament in the Tri-Cameral System). We put on Chicken Licken
and another revue, The Freedom Train. I had been working on this
revue with a group of young actors from Lamontville. It depicted
the transition from Luthuli’s non-violent strategy to Mandela’s
limited violence aimed at apartheid structures not people. The
theme song is all that I have of this revue:
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ride the train
freedom train
Chief is here
Nelson too
heroes all
ride the train
freedom way
trace the path
through the dark
till the wheels
find the tracks
speed away
ride the night
till the stars
open out
into suns
FREEDOM DAY!
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Then I wrote a fourth revue Alan’s Coon Carnival, another send-up
of the Tri-Cameral system – which made fun of those standing
for the House of Representatives, the Coloured parliament, in
the Tri-Cameral system.
In 1983, productions of The Masterplan, Three for Tea and Masks
were running concurrently.
I had written a farce, Luci’s Dilemma, in 1982 about Lucifer’s
problems of overcrowding in Hell and his attempt to annex South
Africa as a natural extension. It was written with Etienne Essery
in mind as Lucifer. But it was never performed. Towards the
end of 1983, WIP Theatre Company was falling apart. We didn’t
make money on our shows and the actors were looking for more
lucrative prospects.
They were all people who were either students or employed
during the day; we put our shows together in the evenings after
work. I was extremely lucky to have been able to work with so
many talented actors who performed for the love of theatre and
the excitement of defying apartheid. We made no money and
they earned little or nothing from our theatre ventures. I will
always be grateful to all of them for their creative contributions
to my plays.
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Elections, he held a staff meeting at which he announced that he
would call in the police if this happened. I opposed his decision,
said I would not support him in this. The students went on
boycott but the principal did not bring in the police. I have no
idea why and don’t take credit for his change of heart.

Laudium, Pretoria
1984. Also in search of greener pastures, I left Durban and went
to live with my brother Reggie and his wife Suzie in Laudium in
Pretoria. I remember putting on a performance at the Laudium
Hotel of It’s Mine with my niece, Reggie’s daughter, Diriscilla in
the main role. But I wasn’t able to build a company in Laudium.
To earn a living, I began drama classes for children on Saturday
mornings at the Pretoria Tamil League School. I had also tried to
hold drama classes for children in Lenasia but that hadn’t worked
out. Suzie who was teaching at Laudium High School told me of
a vacancy for an English teacher there. She recommended me to
her principal and I was appointed on a temporary basis.
Then I met A.R. Dawood (Apmai), an underground MK (Umkonto
we Sizwe) cadre who was actively involved in the resistance
movement. He was an official in the Transvaal Indian Congress
(TIC); so was Maniben Sita. At the time that I met them, the TIC,
like the NIC, was part of the UDF and involved in the boycott of
the upcoming Tri-Cameral Elections. Maniben, a very dynamic
and dedicated activist, stood on street corners holding up signs
‘DON’T VOTE”. Dawood established the Anti-Election Committee,
of which I became a member, and we began the work of discouraging the community from voting. We attended public meetings
of those who were standing for election and canvassing for votes.
We challenged their position, accusing them of selling out the
community. Maniben, a very powerful speaker, was called to
address mass meetings organised by the Transvaal and Natal
Indian Congresses.

On the day of the elections, Maniben sat outside the polling
station dressed in black. I decided to join her and after school,
wearing black, went to sit with her. In the evening, students and
young people, including Reggie’s daughter Dris and her brothers,
Raschin and Ashe, came to stand opposite the polling station,
chanting slogans and calling out to voters to stop and think
about what they were doing. The police with their dogs sent
these youngsters packing.
A very small percentage of people voted; many were intimidated
by Maniben’s presence outside the polling station. But it didn’t
matter to the government how many people voted as long as votes
were cast. Even if only one person had voted, the government
would claim that it had offered us democratic participation in
the state and we had accepted. After the elections, an inspector
came to the school to question me about my beliefs and actions
and I was dismissed from Laudium High School.
Rami Pillay, who also lived in Laudium, came from a family of
activists whose opposition to dictatorial government dated
back to the time of Gandhi. Members of his family had been
satyagrahis at Tolstoy Farm in 1910, had been involved in protest
action and had been detained. Rami’s son, Unben, was a pupil at
Woodmead High School; a school that in itself was a statement
of opposition to apartheid; it was a non-racial private school.
Rami recommended me to the principal, Peter Nixon, and I was
appointed to the Integrated Studies Department.
With this appointment, I was able to move out of Reggie and
Suzie’s house. I rented a garden flat in 15th Avenue in Laudium.

At Laudium High School, when the principal heard that the
students would boycott classes to protest against the Tri-Cameral
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Woodmead High School.
Oct 1984 – April 1988
Chris de Villiers, Head of the Integrated Studies Department,
assisted by Georgie Jacklin and Ted Smith formed the Integrated
Studies team. They were very creative, innovative teachers who
understood Integrated Studies as empowerment of the learner
through encounter with literature in its variegated context –
social, historical, geographical, religious, mythical and political.
In Integrated Studies, learners and teachers worked together in
creative processes that gave learners opportunities to discover
for themselves. The librarian at Woodmead, an English woman,
also worked with the Integrated Studies team; she gave lectures
on Greek mythology. Her knowledge and wonderful sense of
humour kept students spellbound and entertained.
I think it was the Integrated Studies programme that brought
Tom Swart and Sue Cohen to Woodmead High School. Tom and
Sue, on the staff of the Johannesburg College of Education, were
working together in a PhD programme at Wits University. They
came to observe and evaluate Woodmead’s Integrated Studies
programme as part of their research. They were people who
represented the new South Africa and I was very glad to meet
them.
Sue was involved in anti-apartheid activism with the Black Sash,
with David Webster’s group of activists and the Johannesburg
Detainee’s Parents’ Support Committee. Through Sue, I became
marginally involved with these groups. In 1987, I produced a
double-bill as a fundraiser for the DPSC at the Laager at the Market
Theatre. I wrote a new play, Nobody’s Hero, about a young man
who becomes disoriented in detention and solitary confinement.
He confuses his present detention with his detention as a
teenager during the Soweto Uprising in 1976 and confronts his
younger self in the cell. Two very talented young teenagers from
Woodmead High performed in the play. Kagiso Davis Mokgatle
played the detainee as a teenager and Fana Goodwill Mokoena
played the detainee as an adult. The second play was Coming
Home now called Ikhayalethu, which had been the fundraiser for
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the DPSC in Durban. Tom Swart and Marthy Watson, the drama
teacher at Woodmead High School, agreed to play the roles
of the white couple, David and Sally Kane, into whose home a
black man, S’hlobo, played by Fana Mokoena, comes to squat. I
am grateful to all of them for their generosity and willingness to
perform without thought of remuneration.
1985. Twenty-two UDF leaders, including Moses Chikane,
Mosioua (Terror) Lekota, and Popo Molefe were arrested and put
on trial for treason at Delmas, east of Pretoria. Apmai Dawood
arranged visits to the detainees and organised meals for them
in the tradition of Thailema Pillay, who had provided meals for
the Treason Trialists of 1957-1960. Those of us who visited the
detainees took them some staples, bread, milk and their favourite
– biltong.
1987. After Peter Nixon left Woodmead High School, at the end of
1986, I think, Integrated Studies, came under attack. Traditionalists on the staff who did not understand the methods of the
Integrated Studies Department had a powerful ally in the new
principal. After a while, Chris de Villiers resigned and then Ted
Smith. Things got worse when an “Indian” was appointed Vice
Principal. He didn’t have a clue about the progressive methods
being employed in Integrated Studies.
In the programme, we regularly showed films related to themes
we were exploring. They led to discussion, debate and research.
On one occasion, a student suggested that we watch the film
Deliverance. He then changed his mind because he felt it was too
violent. He did not say so but it was really that he thought the
class would not be able to deal with the male rape scene. The class
had not seen the film and had no idea why he had withdrawn his
suggestion. This led to discussions about his right to decide what
was suitable for the class, which in turn led to discussions of the
function of censorship. At the time the New Nation newspaper
was banned and its banning also became part of the discussions.
In order to decide whether we would see the film or not, we were
involved in questions of censorship, freedom of expression and
democracy. The new Vice Principal, was outraged at the choice
of the film – he had become aware of it from an announcement
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on a notice board. He had never attended an integrated studies
session and his narrow focus was the rape in the film. He had me
called into the Principal’s office. We hadn’t even seen the film; we
were still in the process of deciding whether we would or not. I did
not apologize for what was happening in the Integrated Studies
class. For me that was real education; students confronting,
debating and challenging their beliefs. But I wasn’t endearing
myself to the administration.
Furthermore, I had taken in a student in matric (twelfth grade)
who had been expelled from the boarding house. I have no
idea what he had done but I couldn’t see him stranded and not
completing high school. His friend, a little rebellious white girl,
Ponché Whelpton, came a few times to stay over in my place in
Laudium to be with him.
1988. At the end of the first term, I was dismissed from Woodmead
High School.
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Giyani
Giyani Journal: December 1988 – Jan 1989
[The dates of entries are not in chronological order; the events
generally are.]

Friday, 16 December 1988
I begin this journal several months after I should have. Things
began happening in July and I am going to record as best I can
recall and obviously from my point of view everything that has
happened since I decided to become part of the Giyani College
of Education venture.
As all of us who have come here [to Giyani] had to trek north from
Johannesburg, Cape Town, Pietermaritzburg and other places, it
is appropriate that I begin this account on this day when outside
of our immediate environment in Giyani, the Afrikaners are
bringing to a close their commemoration of the Great Trek and
their affirmation of an oath taken over a century ago to dedicate
themselves to a God who would assure them of victory over the
Zulu nation.
One hundred and fifty years later, we have come north filled with
a similar sense of mission, not bloodthirsty or vindictive, but still
with the idea of conquering by spreading light in this dark recess
of the world. In the last few months I have come to accept such
an attitude as presumption. Like Kurtz, with hearts of darkness,
we have carried our shadows, our festering guilts and frustrations, into this neo-colonial ‘Eden’. But people here have already
been divided into the ruling elite and the ruled.
And the elite, like us, bear shadows in their beings. Their
hearts mottled, they too have a sense of mission. All their
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hopes emanating from the most ruling Chief Minister, Hudson
Ntsanwisi, lurk in the half-light – hopes of fulfilling needs that
do not emanate from the smiling, brightly garbed women who
adorn the streets of Giyani like flowers or the bleary-eyed men
whose grey skins reflect the escape that they have found from
more than a century of missionizing. Having been brought here
by the Chief Minister, we too belong in the tradition of the Swiss
missionaries, who brought the first taint into this paradise. What
do we know of poverty, unemployment, starvation, illness? It is
not physical and material welfare with which we are concerned
– we have come to enlighten. Like our forerunners, the Swiss
missionaries, we will take care of the soul; let the body take care
of itself.
So who are we and why did we come here?
When I look at myself, I see a malcontent, lunatic perhaps,
attempting to escape the myriad ambivalences imposed upon
existence by apartheid conditions, but here I am in a “Homeland,”
the epitome of apartheid, where nothing is, but what is not; where
the line between illusion and reality was erased a long time ago.
And with my naive belief in democracy, I am under the illusion
that I come, bringing clarity.
I am an “Indian” woman – other – as I was to discover after
my application to Giyani College. The focus on race denies my
nationality as South African. In South Africa, identities are tied
up in racial tags and as often as we discard them, conditions
foist them back on us. When someone is murdered we want to
know who did it – was it a black or white person – so that we can
adopt the appropriate stance of indignation. Our compassion is
not engaged, only our racism; all we feel is relief if the crime was
committed by one of “them” or guilty collusion if it was one of “us”.
I had seen advertisements for Giyani College of Education in the
Weekly Mail but had dismissed them because I was not looking
for a job in an educational institution. I had just been dismissed
from an “enlightened, non-racial” school and my view of institutions was that they were for mad people. I was looking to recover
my sanity. I had found a good job with an alternative education
programme TELIP (Teachers’ English Language Improvement
Project) a Wits University project at Funda Centre in Soweto. For
the first time in South Africa, I felt that I was more important
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than the colour of my skin. Here was a situation in which there
were no patronising attitudes and people smiled and welcomed
you. The chances of recovering my sanity were good.
Then Tom Swart and Sue Cohen2, who were also looking to fly
over the cuckoo’s nest, came to see me with the news that they
were going for interviews to Giyani College of Education. They
came back with enthusiastic reports of the project and especially
of the Rector, Angus Rose, who had been appointed by Professor
Hudson Ntsanwisi, Chief Minister of Gazankulu. The Rector’s
breadth of vision had provided a balm to their mutilated sensibilities. I am not sure how and why they had become involved in this
project, but I was glad for them and congratulated them on their
appointments – Tom as Vice-Rector and Sue, Head of Division,
Social Sciences, and Head of Department, Geography. But Angus
was having difficulty finding staff for the college. Newspaper
advertisements had not borne fruit; a college in a Homeland had
little appeal. Tom and Sue were now helping Angus Rose recruit
staff. They asked me to apply and I was tempted.
Though I was happy at Funda Centre, there were things that
concerned me. First, I had no time to pursue playwriting. I had
hoped to become involved with the Arts Centre at Funda but that
was the one group that was exclusive; in the short time I was there
I had not found a way in but I was not without hope. Second, the
newly appointed Organizer of the TELIP Project, who was much
younger, did not seem to me to be committed; he probably found
me overbearing. Third, and more importantly, I had been engaged
in discussions with a couple of friends, Chris de Villiers and Ted
Smith, colleagues from the Integrated Studies Department at
Woodmead School, about setting up a small private school which
was about education not instruction where students would be
recognized as individual human beings and the organization of
learning would not be along standardised factory lines. We kept
pledging to make our school a reality, but it never got beyond
a dream.
Then Tom and Sue came to offer what seemed to be the dream
come true.

2

Tom Swart and Sue Cohen whom I had met at Woodmead High School. They 		
were PhD candidates in Education and had come to study Woodmead’s progres-		
sive programme.
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“Hudson Ntsanwisi conceptualised the College as a vanity project for
the Shangaan “nation”. Since all other groups in SA look down on the
Shangaans, he wanted to show the world (and indeed the Shangaans
themselves) that they could establish and run a world-class college.
Hence its having to be associated with a “world-class” university
like Wits and its diploma having to be equal to that of whites – i.e.
four years and not the three-year diploma of the “Bush Colleges”.
There also seems to have been the hope of providing this quality for
his relatives and friends, since Angus Rose often said that he told
the Chief Minister there is no “back door” to the College, apparently
knocking on the head this hope…
The Chief Minister left the curriculum entirely in the hands of the
GCE Senate and Wits. I am not sure that he even knew what we taught.
This gave us enormous freedom – far more than any other institution
in SA. We really had carte blanche with curriculum matters - as long
as we stayed in the broad parameters of Wits’ requirements: four
years, major in Education Studies and two other teaching subjects,
curriculum content was our and our Senate’s own business.”
(Tom Swart, March 2014)
Though I had found TELIP and my life had taken a new course;
though I had emerged from the tunnel and all was light, the
thought of Giyani flared like the sun at noon. And to be paid an
excellent salary for having the opportunity to realise a dream –
what an inducement. Being in my fifties, a shadow lay deep in
my consciousness – fear of a destitute old age – especially as I
had made no provision for retirement. I had never remained long
enough in any institution to qualify for a pension and perhaps
Giyani would offer security. Now with Tom and Sue, who dreamed
the dream of building an institution where learning meant
self-development, Giyani promised to be an exciting adventure.
I applied and went to Giyani for an interview.
I was full of trepidation. The picture painted of Angus Rose was of
an intellectual giant and I knew that with my puny capability and
my diffidence especially about my competence to express myself
verbally, I would never survive. But I was not overly concerned,
I had TELIP. In fairness, I had informed my co-workers at Funda
that I was applying to Giyani College. They were not too pleased
– I had only been in the job at Funda for two months but they
would not stand in my way.
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I travelled up to Giyani with Sue, Tom, Lionel, and Lionel’s son,
Daniel, who sat in the back with Tom and me. Though we all
played games together, Daniel scrupulously avoided contact with
me. And Tom and Sue were engaged in academic discussions to
which I could make no contribution. My sense of inadequacy
growing apace, I began to feel that I was involving others in a
confidence trick, flying under false colours. I was not of the
calibre required for this college. I reprimanded myself for having
subjected myself to a situation in which I would be revealed for
the fool I was.
It had been arranged that Sue and I stay the night at the Giyani
Hotel. Tom, Lionel and Daniel would go to friends on a farm in
Venda after we had lunched with the Roses. Sue was resentful at
having to be dumped at the hotel. She remarked that when she
had come with Tom for their interviews, Tom had been given
luxury accommodation at the hotel and resented that we had
to put up with much less. I felt that she really wanted to be with
Tom and Lionel; I felt guilty thinking she had been obliged to stay
at the hotel because of me.
[At the time I had no idea that Tom, Lionel and Sue were in a relationship triangle. Sue had told me that Tom was gay and she had
encouraged him to approach Lionel. So I had no idea of her real
feelings for Tom. During our time at Giyani, I never attributed any
of her actions to the anguish she probably felt at having lost him.]
We booked into the hotel, bathed and changed and then went
to the Roses, Angus and Bridget, for lunch. In addition to the
reputation that had preceded him, Angus was a physically
imposing man with a booming voice and an extensive vocabulary.
His wife was the epitome of the cultured woman. I felt quite out
of my depth; my head became a total vacuum and I could feel my
eyeballs in their sockets. Smiles that hovered on my lips were
quite false. Lunch was a wonderful spread, most delicious. And
I ate; I was locked into eating; it was a way to hide. Beyond that, I
had no part in the proceedings. Any remarks addressed to me were
summarily dealt with and I concentrated all my efforts on chewing.
It was the only way I knew of being unobtrusive because I felt myself
a huge intrusion in this highly civilized atmosphere in which the
only expectation of me was that I should have knowledge of what
was Indian. Born and brought up in South Africa, I have no such
knowledge. This was an additional deficiency – my confession
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of which raised momentary interest and amused disbelief. The
fact that I was marginal to the situation did not really arise out of
race; it arose more out of my consciousness of class.
Despite my parents’ desire to turn their children into upper middle
class elites, they didn’t really have the means for it. Class is what
actually divided me from the rest at the Rose’s dinner table. As we
live in South Africa, however, it was not class difference that was
perceived; it was racial difference. My inability to communicate
at the gathering may have been put down to the natural reticence
of the ‘Indian’ woman. Eventually Angus gave me something to
read and said he would be interested in my comments. It was the
editorial of a language magazine so filled with academic jargon
that it was virtually incomprehensible. It was a commentary on
black writers but it showed a preference for those writers with
whose political views the editor could identify.
The next day, I went with the group to the office that Angus
occupied in the Education Department. I gave him my opinion
of the article and that it seemed was the extent of the interview.
Angus offered me the job and since I was aware that he knew very
little about me, I could only guess he was going on Tom’s recommendation; he had great respect for Tom. I really did not feel very
confident about the offer; I felt I had not gained it on merit.
Lionel was also interviewed that day, for a post in the Education
Department. After the interviews, Lionel, Daniel and I went on a
tour of Giyani while Tom and Sue remained with Angus. Lionel,
Daniel and I went to the only shopping complex. We walked
down to the market where there were friendly women behind
the concrete counters of their stalls selling vegetables and fruit.
We could not understand the language, Xitsonga, and they could
not understand English, but we managed to communicate at a
basic level with some of the women who were as curious about
us as we were about them. One woman offered us oranges and
we accepted this token of friendship. Then as we walked around
the shopping centre we came across a young man standing in the
doorway of a furniture shop. We chatted with him; he was from
Soweto and was glad he had come to live in Giyani away from
crime and violence. Then we drove around Giyani and discovered
the various sections of the town.
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We returned to the college to pick up Tom and Sue. Sue and I
went to check out of the hotel. The people at the hotel insisted
that we pay for our accommodation. Sue became indignant, but
I decided to pay to avoid a fuss especially as I felt I had come
up to Giyani under false pretences and was given a job I didn’t
deserve. I did not feel that the job was really mine; I was sure
Angus would, on reflection, withdraw the offer. Tom, however,
was quite certain that I had the job as Angus had apparently been
impressed with my comments on the article he had given me to
read. Tom was just being kind I was sure.
On the way home, Daniel, Sue and I sat in the back of the car.
Daniel expressed his indignant disapproval of the fact that I was
wearing the same shirt I had worn the day before and made sure
when he lay down to sleep that even his feet did not touch me.

Sunday, 18 December 1988
After I was fired from Woodmead School at the end of the first
term in April 1988, Ponché Whelpton, one of my tutees, was
expelled at the end of the next term. In July, Ponché’s parents
received a letter requesting them not to send her back. She was
considered a bad influence among students. Actually Ponché,
a person with a mind of her own, never dissembled; she spoke
exactly what she thought and felt. As schools require conformity,
she did not conform. She had had no inkling when she left for the
holidays at the end of June that she was being expelled. When
the letter arrived, she was devastated. She called me from her
home in Botswana and my civilized self responded to her need
and offered her a place in my home. Ponché had stayed over in
Laudium, a couple of times to keep another student company
who had come to stay with me when he was evicted from the
school boarding house.
Ponché arrived in August 1988, just at the time that I was being
accepted-rejected by Giyani College of Education. She came
full of anguish about her family’s indifference and the school’s
cruelty. At the time, I was working for TELIP at Funda Centre,
and attending courses in the evening at Wits University in a
programme called USSALEP (United States South Africa Leader
Exchange Programme) to help improve my usefulness in TELIP.
USSALEP trained people working in or attempting to devise
projects to benefit communities in townships. I was occupied
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from eight in the morning to ten every night which meant that
Ponché was left to her own devices. It was very foolish and
thoughtless of me to have brought her into an empty home. She
was seventeen and used to companionship; to invite her into a
home like mine was asking her to live like a hermit crab with a
hermit crab. I realised immediately that I was bad for her; I did
not want her to adopt my way of life – the life of a fifty-three year
old loner.

When it seemed that the crab would be going to Giyani, Ponché
assumed, even though the crab did her best to paint a negative
picture, she would go to Giyani as well. The crab tried to
accommodate Ponché’s interest in art by encouraging her to
investigate apprenticeships. Then when it seemed that we would
not be going to Giyani, we enrolled in an adult education art
course at Wits.

It was difficult for her and difficult for me. I would come home
after work and study to find that Ponché had not eaten and
when I cooked would nibble at the food. I had no idea what she
wanted and I was sure that my meagre store of provisions did not
include what she required. When we went shopping she made
no demands and I decided to leave her be; she would eventually
make her wishes known. In the meantime she secretly consumed
chocolates, biscuits and ice-cream. So I kept plenty of these.

Tuesday, 20 December

What made it worse was that Ponché claimed to be vegetarian
and I had to think of ways of providing her with suitable meals.
My own repertoire of cooking was limited to just a few dishes
– non vegetarian – that I ate regularly. Ponché had come from
Botswana with two huge bags of moong beans. I had no idea how
to cook them. Neither had she. I soaked them for days, boiled
them for hours, tried to season them and they were awful. Ponché
indicated that I was doing it all wrong but would never undertake
to cook them herself. Finally I gave up on the beans.
Then I gave up on Ponché’s vegetarianism. I decided to cook a
chicken curry one day. I tossed in mushrooms because she loved
mushrooms. And she ate with relish. She actually preferred meat
though she would not admit to it and even accused me of forcing
her to give up her vegetarianism.
I looked forward to weekends when Ponché would go to stay with
friends. Being a hermit crab, I wasn’t used to constant conversation. The only sound of human voices had previously come from
the radio or television and did not require responses. Now I was
required to respond. The crab was expected to express interest in
teenage sexual exploits and intrigues. Being a spinster and a loner,
the crab had no such appetites while Ponché’s were burgeoning.
As I wasn’t accommodating her, she began to accommodate me;
she spent most of her time in the crab mode confined to her
room, reading. It was not good.
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In August 1988, A few weeks after my interview in Giyani, which
had happened towards the end of July, Angus Rose telephoned.
He was coming down to Johannesburg and had to see me. This
was the first call I had ever received from Angus and I immediately
thought, “I am going to be dumped. I knew it would come to this.”
The thought did not fill me with despair; I would still have Johannesburg, a city that was becoming home, a city offering such
variety that I could happily remain within it for the rest of my life.
I met with Angus at Wits University the next day. As I went to
meet him, I passed Professor David Freer’s office and glimpsed
Sue and Tom seated within. I ignored them, hoping that they had
not seen me; if I was being dumped, I didn’t want to face them.
Angus was standing in front of the main door waiting for me but
I had come in from the side and surprised him. He took me into
an office and then explained that there were problems with my
appointment. There were objections on the grounds that I was
“Indian”. It seemed that the queries had come from Pretoria.
Angus advised me not to resign from TELIP and to continue
there at least until the end of the year. I did not tell him that I
had submitted my resignation from TELIP the week before. I only
asked whether the offer of appointment had been withdrawn.
Angus was most emphatic; he assured me that I would still be
coming to the college. Despite his assurances, there was doubt
in my mind.
When I left him and was making my way to my car, I suddenly
heard Tom and Sue calling out to me. They had actually been
waiting for me and had visited David Freer because that had been
a convenient spot from which to monitor the situation. They
wanted to know what Angus had said. I was reluctant as Angus
had sworn me to secrecy but they persisted and I told them. They
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were after all my good friends and I trusted them. It then came
out that they knew all about the matter; they had known for a
couple of days. They had strongly advised Angus not to divulge
anything to me.
We went to have tea in a Greek restaurant in Hillbrow; there
they told me the rest of the story. When the objection to my
appointment was made, Angus had communicated it to them and
they had passed it on to David Freer. They assured me that if I
did not come to Giyani, they would not either because they could
not be part of an undertaking that was blatantly racist. Both of
them had offered to resign and Wits was threatening to pull out
of the whole venture. David Freer was going to Giyani to clear up
the matter. It was heartening to have Tom’s and Sue’s support.
I admired them. They were fearless; prepared to stand by what
they believed; even put their futures on the line for a principle.
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insisted that prejudice be confronted; my withdrawal would be
a concession to discrimination. If we fought the issue now, it
would be clarified for all time. They were right and I apologized. I
went home to tell Ponché, who had been celebrating ever since I
had told her I had made up my mind not to go to Giyani, that we
might be going after all.
Eventually Wits won the battle and the cloud was to some extent
lifted off my appointment. There were, however, still the matters
of accommodation and my designation as Head of English that
were points of contention. Since Giyani is in a Homeland, and
Homelands are exclusively for particular African ethnic groups,
there was no place for non-Tsonga Africans let alone an “Indian”
in Gazankulu. Kremetart, the little white compound on the border
of Giyani had been provided for white government employees. It
fell under the jurisdiction of Pretoria and therefore was a white
group area. So I could not be accommodated in Kremetart.3

But the situation I was in wasn’t fair to TELIP. The next day, I
informed the people at TELIP of my situation and asked if I could
withdraw my resignation. I would stay at TELIP and forego Giyani
as I could not subject the project to my personal insecurity. But
Dr Franz Auerbach, the Financial Manager of the project, a man
of principle and integrity, like Tom and Sue, felt that an important
issue was at stake and I needed to fight. He made a most generous
offer; TELIP was willing to be flexible to accommodate me, would
put off any decision about my position until there was clarity
about Giyani. Like Tom and Sue, Dr Auerbach was ready to take
up the fight against racism. For Tom and Sue’s sake, I was glad;
they had resigned from JCE and would have to start looking for
jobs if they did not go to Giyani.

The only recourse was to wait for campus housing to be built and
move to Giyani at the beginning of 1989. Sue argued that that
would mean that I would not be involved in planning; either we
all went up or we all stayed and planned in Johannesburg. After
discussions with Angus, Tom felt that we had to go up to relieve
Angus of the burden of having to run all operations on his own.
Then Sue unilaterally decided that I would stay with her and Tom
in the house which had been allocated to her in Kremetart. Sue
was magnificent; like Alexander the Great with the Gordian knot,
she simply cut through the problem in a bold, decisive manner
– even, perhaps especially, if it meant defying Angus, Kremetart,
local and central Governments and apartheid. It did not concern
her that she could be compromising her own position.

Still I felt guilty; I had put them and TELIP in an invidious position.
The more I thought about the whole situation the guiltier I felt.
Eventually I decided that I would not go to Giyani at all.

On Saturday, 1 October 1988, Ponché and I left Laudium for
Giyani. We moved in with Tom and Sue and that was that; nobody
said a word.

One afternoon on my way back from Funda Centre, I stopped
off at Sue’s townhouse in Kelvin to explain my position. Tom and
Sue were waiting for me and when I rather tersely expressed the
opinion that this was a matter which I would decide for myself,
Tom burst out in anger. He felt that I was betraying them; that I
was being selfish. He too had problems; being gay, he could very
well come under fire. It was up to all of us to stick together and
hold out for a college established on democratic principles. They
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The whole Giyani adventure had begun in a way to deprive me of
a very fragile self-esteem. As I was of Indian descent, when we
got to Giyani, Angus informed me that not being a mother-tongue
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Kremetart is Afrikaans for Baobab, a tree common to the northern Transvaal.
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speaker of English, my title would now be Head of Communications. It took a little time to recover my self-confidence after
this initial hostile beginning. The employees at TELIP had added
to my discomfort implying that I was selling out in going to a
Homeland. They would not let me use TELIP materials at Giyani
and hinted that I was going for the big bucks. Their attitudes didn’t
bother me; my own did. I thought I had overcome my inferiority
complex but here I was completely demoralised and when Angus
appointed a new Head of English at the beginning of 1989 and
then moved me out of the Division of Languages and Communication altogether, it confirmed in me my incompetence. But I
was Head of the Arts Division and meeting people like Marlene
Winberg, the Head of the Drama Department, and Hildur Amato,
Head of the Department of Art, helped to restore something of
my self-esteem.
After this ambivalent welcome to the college, I had no idea
that Giyani would turn out to be another wonderful experience
such as my trip to the States; such as my appointment to the
Integrated Studies Department at Woodmead. Tom’s plan for
the college, designed to nurture the creativity of all individuals
– staff, students and workers – gave us the freedom to be, and
allowed education to become an exciting exploration into new
worlds of understanding. [When I found myself in the Drama
Department in 1990, I was home.]

Monday, 19 December 1988
Marlene Winberg, the Head of Drama, had arrived in Kremetart
in October. Her household consists of her three-year-old son,
Shen, her child minder, Mama Maggie, and Quinton, her partner,
a Coloured man, twelve years her junior. Peter, the father of Shen,
who lives to the north of Giyani at Elim, often comes to spend
the night. Marlene’s lifestyle offers a challenge in a place like
Kremetart where people are narrow and parochial. She expects
trouble from them but trouble has come, not from the conservatives of Kremetart, but from the conservatives (Tom refers to
them as liberals4) amongst us. Hiding behind the fundamentalism
of Kremetart, some members of the college staff have been the
first to express their disapproval.
4
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This is how it came about.
Towards the end of October, Liz Host came up from Cape Town
to join us. I had heard about Liz Host from the time I became
associated with the college in July. Angus’s high regard for
her was most apparent; in fact of all appointments, it was her
appointment, next to Tom’s, about which he was most enthusiastic. I was looking forward with curiosity and apprehension
to meeting the incomparable Liz Host. As I was not convinced
that my appointment had been made with respect to my worth,
I felt that I would be weighed against Liz Host and be found
dreadfully wanting.
When I actually met Liz, I was quite pleased because she was
human. There was no doubt she had sterling qualities; she was
lively, hardworking and committed. She seemed strong and
independent. The fact that she had insisted on a flat of her own,
when she had been asked to share a house with Marlene, made
me aware that she, like me, valued her privacy. I warmed to her.
When I went one morning to her flat on some errand, I found her
sitting on the stoep sipping coffee and enjoying the view. I liked
the informality.

2 January 1989
I begin this entry in my journal with the scorpion that I killed, or
had killed – Simon, my gardener, carried out the contract – in the
little enclosed area outside the kitchen. That, it seemed, would be a
good way to introduce Liz. No, I am not comparing Liz to a scorpion.
The other day, when I went to put my little garbage bag into the
big municipal garbage bag which is just inside the gate against
the wall of the enclosure, I saw a black blotch on the wall. For
a moment I thought it was a slug and was about to brush it off
when I realized it was a scorpion. I left it alone and went off to do
some shopping. When I came back, I called Simon, my gardener,
to get his opinion on whether the creature was dangerous or
not. Khensani had told me that green and black, or was it yellow,
scorpions were dangerous. Since I was uncertain I wanted
Simon’s more knowledgeable opinion.
At first he thought I was imagining things and declared that the
garbage bag was not a thing to be feared. When he lifted the
bag, he still did not see the scorpion which was half hidden in
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the ground. When he eventually saw it, he said it was dangerous
so I told him to kill it. He stamped on it and then mashed it to
nothing with a stone. I felt sicker than Lawrence about the snake
at his water trough. At least he had not destroyed the creature
but I out of fear had had the scorpion killed in a most savage way.
Though Lawrence blamed the voices of education in his head,
I could only blame my own primitive instinct of fear that had
caused the savage attack on the little, quite beautiful creature
which had tried to protect itself from me, a monster, by hiding
behind the garbage bag. My fear was obviously greater than the
scorpion’s and consequently, far more destructive.
What has this to do with Liz? The way I see it, she is a victim of
fear on every level. Her fears have a way of assuming gigantic
proportions - scorpions the size of dinosaurs. She came to Giyani
at the end of October and has worked with us for six weeks. As
I have explained, Angus had prepared me for a superwoman and
until the 10th of November that is how I saw her; she was the
prototype for the College staff. When I learned afterwards from
Tom and Sue that she had spent most of the ten days weeping on
Sue’s shoulder, I was astonished.
I had seen only what I wanted to see – a woman passionate about
her subject, enthusiastically opening up new areas for investigation. Her neighbour, now my neighbour, Dr Van Rensburg, Sakkie
to her, had told her that he had been looking forward to the influx
of college staff. He welcomed the challenge that we would provide
to the conservatism of the place. He had apparently said, “Don’t
judge us; we are not all the same.” Like the Liquor Town man, he
was obviously a Nationalist since he was doing what the Nationalists have been doing for some time, creating distinctions between
their liberalism and the views of more conservative Afrikaners.
When Liz and Sue attended a Ladies’ party – ladies of Kremetart –
at the Giyani Hotel, they were able to pick out of racist comments
saving graces which showed the women to be humane.
Liz was excited because she saw all of these people as specimens
for historical examination. When Sue invited Liz and randy Chris,
from next door, to dinner, Liz was intrigued. She said over and
over, “I wish I had my tape recorder,” in the same way as Sue
always said, “I wish I had my camera.” As I am not an academic, all
I could see was a lonely man. On meeting Liz, Chris was looking
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her over, Sue as well, as a possible bed mate. The fact that Chris
abandoned the pursuit soon after and found himself a woman in
Pietersburg indicated that he too had regarded Liz and Sue as
subjects for study, had done his research, drawn his conclusions
and gone off to Pietersburg. I was not sure that he was not the
more effective scholar.
During dinner, Chris had talked about the dishonesty of the
Tsongas and the many things that went missing from his home. I
was quite surprised as I had often heard references to the basic
innocence of Tsonga people. I had heard also of the summary
justice for theft in Kremetart. If anything went missing from any
home, all workers in the settlement would be gathered together
and physically punished; that apparently was an effective
deterrent to crime. I questioned Chris’ assertion by pointing
out that the Tsongas had the reputation of being honest. I was
immediately corrected by Liz who, as a good historian, declared
that we cannot make generalizations; the proposition “All Tsongas
are honest” upon which my argument was based, was specious. I
accepted that and did not pursue the point. It was possible that I,
as usual, was looking for racists behind every bush.
Soon after, I excused myself from the party and retired to my
room. Later when I went into the kitchen to make a cup of tea,
Ponché joined me. She said she refused to sit at a table where the
word “kaffir” was accepted without comment. Chris had used the
word and the others had let it pass. Liz’s excuse would be that in
the interests of authenticity as a historian, she had to observe
situations in the raw. When I told Tom why Ponché had left the
table, he thought Ponché’s action futile; she ought to have stayed
to challenge. I wondered why he hadn’t.
Liz had leapt to the defence of Chris when he was making racist
comments about Tsonga people and then had allowed him the use
of the racial slur, “kaffir”. Was all of this in the interests of research?
The build up to Liz’s housewarming began in that week. She was
getting her flat ready for this party even though she hated parties.
I asked why she was giving it. “I like to have lots of people here
at the beginning to warm up the place.” As usual, I was doing my
best to get out of going. Liz could feel my reluctance and ignoring
my crab-like condition, insisted that I come. I felt trapped.
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Liz’s house warming would be preceded on Tuesday, 8 November,
by Bridget’s party to celebrate Tom’s birthday. Trying to find a
way out of both parties, I gave as excuse that I could not attend
either as the parties coincided with Deepavali, the Hindu festival
of lights. Nobody was aware that I was an atheist and did not
observe any religious occasion. But being in party mood, the group
latched on to the idea of Deepavali to fill the gap between Tom’s
birthday on Tuesday and Liz’s housewarming on Thursday. The
day between the two parties, Wednesday, would be a celebration
of the festival of lights. I was taken aback but agreed and decided
to make it an informal affair at which people would learn how to
make samoosas.
Though I had been quite determined not to, I did go to Bridget’s
party; Tom was a dear friend and I did not want to offend Bridget.
As it turned out, after the party at Bridget’s, people begged off
the Deepavali celebration, much to my relief.
Liz had felt my reluctance to attend her house warming and
had insisted several times that I come. I said I would and I am a
woman of my word. But before the housewarming, Liz had a big
breakdown. As I have already indicated, I had no inkling of its
imminence – for a would-be-writer, I am as perceptive as a bat
in broad daylight.
On the morning of the house-warming we were at a meeting at
the college.
I had to stop writing in my journal just now because Paddy
O’Byrne, radio personality, was playing a wild and fired up version
of “Hava Nagila” arranged by Stanley Black and I had to get up,
dance and sing (croak actually) to it. It had a wonderful joyous
quality that penetrated through the ice and connected me to the
wellspring of my being. When I hear music like that, I am aware
that I have, in my singleness of being, missed out on a joyous
aspect of being human.
To get back to Liz’s breakdown on Thursday morning, we were
at a staff meeting sharing our approaches to our subjects. A few
days earlier, Tom had presented his and Lionel’s inspiring view
of their subject, Education. Now it was Liz‘s turn to present her
views on History, but she threw a tantrum instead. I can only
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assume that being very competitive, she was overwhelmed by
fear that she would not come up with as coherent and brilliant
a presentation as Tom’s. She accused us of having robbed her of
her sense of identity and direction; she did not know who she
was and what she was about; that Tom, Sue and I had formed a
cartel and were dominating proceedings.
Clayton, a little peeved at not having been included in the “power
block,” began to fight for a space in it. Tom, Sue and I who were
all at loggerheads with another at the time (living together at
Kwaggalaan had its problems) were amazed at Liz’s perception of
our solidarity. Actually it was quite gratifying to realize that we
had kept personal issues separate from professional matters.
Liz’s outburst put everyone on the defensive. She took up the
entire meeting with accusations of our neglect of her. I explained
that I had no idea she felt like an outsider. I had assumed that
like everyone else she understood the principles on which the
college was to be established – especially after Gerald Brown,
the Physical Education Head, who had visited the day before, had
been excited by it. (He had been with us a few hours; Liz had been
with us almost two weeks).
Liz concentrated her attack on Marlene who had used the word
“democratic” to describe her methods. Liz accused us of cloaking
our ideas in jargon; we were not critical enough in our thinking.
She hated the idea of integrating subjects; she did not want
anyone interfering in her domain. That she would have to share
tape recorders or even plan interviews with Marlene, who also
wanted access to local folk lore and oral traditions, filled her with
horror. Metaphorically speaking, she was screaming, “Rape!” at
all of us.
I sat there quietly hoping that this meant the housewarming was
off. But by evening Liz had recovered her composure.
[Now I see that what was happening at Giyani was similar to what
had happened at Woodmead when the forces of conservatism
that had bided their time came to the fore to bring Integrated
Studies to an end. This was South Africa and integration was a
bad word.]
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On Thursday evening, there was tension between Sue and me,
something that was becoming a regular feature of our living
together. I went off to Marlene’s with Quinton and Ponché. At
Marlene’s, we found Peter, Shen’s father, who had come down
from Elim, and took him with us to Liz’s housewarming.
At the door, Liz greeted us with a gracious, “Welcome to my
home.” We walked in to find Angus entertaining Clayton, Gene
and John with his stock of humorous stories. When Tom and Sue
arrived they joined the jovial group exchanging anecdotes. After
we were settled with drinks and snacks, Liz consulted with Sue
about the amount of spaghetti to be cooked. Sue advised her to
cook four packets. I was surprised, one packet goes a very long
way – but perhaps it was my parsimonious nature that made me
think so. Liz went to cook spaghetti, was snowed under with
pasta and had to put the bulk of it in the freezer.
After a while Marlene, Quinton, Ponché and Shen left. I wandered
around like a disembodied spirit, examining Liz’s books and music
tapes, vaguely aware of what was going on around me.
When dinner was about to be served, Marlene returned with
Peter, Quinton, Ponché and Shen. Gene and Clayton, there may
have been others, reacted on seeing Peter and Quinton. One of
them said, “How many more of them does she have?” I ignored
the remark; it was private disapproval inside a group of which I
was not a part. I was glad that Peter had come; he was someone
I could talk to.
Dinner was served. Ponché dished up a plate for Peter – Ponché
was quick to respond to good-looking men and Peter was
sensational. Then Ponché retired into a corner with Quinton,
also a very handsome young man. When I had a plate, I stood
with Quinton and Ponché because I could see that Quinton was
completely put out by Peter’s presence and I tried to tease him
out of his discomfiture. Meanwhile Tom was chatting with Peter.
When Peter was free, I cornered him, invited Sue to join us, and
we discussed support work for political detainees.
Then I saw Ponché taunting Clayton. At Bridget’s party she had
driven him mad with the way she gyrated her hips when she
danced and now she was teasing him again. I heard her ask, “Are
you a man?” Eventually I sat down off to the side. There were not
enough seats in the room and Ponché pulled Marlene down on
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her lap. They were the only people at the party who displayed
any kind of party spirit; the rest of us were stodgy to the core.
But Marlene was soon bored with this party; when she left, her
entourage retired with her.
The raconteurs continued to tell stories which I couldn’t enjoy –
they were of the type that ridiculed other people. I retired to the
kitchen and read. As I had not come in my own car and had been
deserted by Marlene’s group, I had to wait until Sue was ready to
go home. I was sorry that she had to leave on my account but I
was glad to go when she suggested it.
This housewarming was the first in the superstitious cycle of
three evil occurrences that Marlene was to endure.
The next day, Friday, 11 November, Sue left for Johannesburg to
visit her mother. The rest of us met as usual and continued with
various tasks involved in the selection of students for the new
college. We decided to finish off individual jobs at home and meet
at the college on Monday.
Just before nine on Monday, on my way to college, I intended to
stop at Marlene’s to offer her a lift. As I reached the turn at the
end of Kwagga Lane, I saw Marlene in her car; she gestured to me
to stop. She wanted to talk. When I suggested that we do so at
the College, the manner of her refusal made me realize that she
was agitated. As I had to go to the shops for a minute, I asked her
to wait for me at Sue’s house.
When I got back, Marlene was sitting in one of the arm chairs.
She looked depressed. She had already unburdened herself to
Ponché and had shed all her tears. I sat down and listened to her
story. Angus had called her into his office and told her that she
had behaved in a manner that reflected poorly on the new college.
She had had no right to bring Peter to Liz’s housewarming as he
had not been invited. Furthermore, she had sat on Ponché’s lap
and this amounted to a disgusting display. People were asking
questions about her and her household which included her
Coloured boyfriend. She was accused of imposing her values on
others, causing great discomfort to her colleagues and throwing
a bad light on the college. Angus it seemed had taken it upon
himself to reprimand Marlene for her behaviour.
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Marlene’s narrative shocked me. I couldn’t believe that Angus
would treat any of his staff as recalcitrant children or that he
would condemn Marlene’s behaviour in his official capacity as
Rector when she had offended his private sensibilities as an
individual. I assured her that Tom and Sue would not tolerate this
official invasion of her privacy. To try to comfort her, I invited
Marlene and Quinton to dinner that night.
During the weekend, Ponché, Quinton and I had experimented with roti-making and that night we got our assembly line
together again, with me providing the dough, Quinton rolling out
the beautiful round rotis and Ponché grilling them on the stove.
As a preliminary to dinner that evening, Marlene recounted her
story to Tom. Then, over mutton curry and roti, we laughed and
joked about narrow-minded people.
Privately I was shocked that there had been such a vehement
denunciation of Marlene when my anti-social behaviour was far
more reprehensible. When Sue arrived later that same evening,
and heard the story, she too was shocked. We agreed that the
matter be thrashed out the following day [Tuesday, 15 November].
In the morning, we called Angus into a meeting and Marlene
related her story once more and it soon became clear that Angus
had not acted of his own accord, but on behalf of a group of people.
It was only when he turned to Liz and Darryl: “Well Liz and Darryl
what do you have to say to me,” that they indicated that it was
their disapproval that had led to this unpleasant situation. One
rather wry element in this comedy was the rationalization that
Liz gave for considering Peter an intruder at her party – she was
afraid she would not have enough food. With all the mounds of
spaghetti that had had to be refrigerated!
At the meeting, we worked through the fact that the party was
a private affair; that Marlene’s actions did not reflect upon the
college as a whole. Those individuals who had been offended by
her behaviour should have spoken to her privately. As chairperson
of the meeting, I offered apologies to Marlene and Angus. But
no apologies were made by individuals to individuals. Liz made
it clear that what she had learned from this meeting was that
conversation wasn’t conversation and she would have to watch
what she said to people in the future.
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I began to look more closely at Liz. There had been tension in
staff meetings between Marlene and Liz; I had taken this to
be Liz’s impatience, openly expressed, of Marlene’s constant
nagging about the needs of the Drama Department for which
no immediate solution could be offered. The problem – suitable
premises with a performance space – was dependent on the
Gazankulu Government. But Tom, who is very good at reading
people, had hinted that there was an instinctive antagonism
between Marlene and Liz. I had put it down to the fact that
both are powerful personalities and thought nothing of it. But
this complaint about Marlene to the Rector was vindictive. Liz
wanted blood.
From superwoman, Liz plunged in my estimation, to petty
woman. She had managed to infuse Angus, Clayton and Darryl, all
of whom were most receptive, with her neurotic fears and from
that day we were divided into two camps. Liz gathered around
her knights and knightesses of conservative liberalism [liberal
whites]. Even Sue eventually succumbed to her influence; was
this Sue’s revenge against Tom or was this the real Sue?
Liz and her crowd are afraid of change; it threatens their understanding of themselves and their position in society. Liz cannot
endure the thought of sharing with Marlene and does not want to
associate with the workers on our staff. Elitism and paternalism
keep intact the person she is. Discovering the true Liz has been
most disappointing. In her, I see the dream poisoned at its source.
Is it possible to prevent the spread of infection? Those of us who
can admit to our prejudices will become relatively free but those
who cannot will never change. Like alcoholics, we have first to
acknowledge our sickness before we can be cured.

2 January 1989
As the writer of this journal, what I present will simply be accepted
by the reader. A writer really has no problem getting the reader
to empathise with her viewpoint. Simply by taking the reader into
her confidence, she pays him the compliment of treating him as
an equal as she takes him on a journey through the labyrinthine
convolutions of her brain. Thus he becomes one with her and
adopts her feelings and attitudes.
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In this journal, I spell out doubts about people. If they were writing
this journal, the reader would see me as ungrateful and misguided;
would see others’ generosity and my anti-social obtuseness.
Others would be good, humane persons; I the deficient neurotic.
I have to admit that in my effort to assert my independence, I
have become incapable of understanding fully other points of
view. That failure is mine and I do not want the reader to revile
people simply because he has my one-sided perspective.
As long as the reader is aware that the filter through which
these early days in Giyani is presented, is my consciousness and
the truth that I present is true only for me, then the reader is
protected from prejudice. Caveat emptor, reader-buyer beware!

Saturday, 17 December 1988
There are only a few of us here at Giyani and the intensity of
work has locked us too closely together, so tensions have been
running high and ruining relationships.
On Monday, 12 December, we went to a factory to choose furniture
for our offices at the college. At the factory, Sue and Liz began
choosing without regard to the College budget or practical needs.
They wanted enormous desks which would not be comfortably
accommodated in offices that we have to share. And they wanted
additional items – not absolutely essential. When Tom pointed
this out, Sue looked ready to dissolve in tears; she did not and
backed down on her demands. After this little power struggle
which Sue lost, she threw in her lot with Clayton and Liz and
showed this by travelling back with them even though she had
been with us at the start of the day. At meetings on the following
two days, caught between Liz and Tom, she remained totally silent.
Then a crisis situation! In the middle of a meeting,Tom suddenly
realized that despite our commitment to democratic procedures,
we were embarked upon a process that was exclusivist and
separatist. On Tuesday morning (13 December), while we were
planning an orientation programme for the new staff who were
to arrive at the beginning of the year, Tom suddenly asked: “And
what about the administrative staff and the maintenance staff?
Why are we not sharing our ideas with them?” It was a blinding
revelation; he suddenly saw that in all our planning we had
followed the traditional route – a route that placed work in a
hierarchy, not in a united endeavour towards a common goal. We
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had accepted the notion that as academics we were at the top
and could make decisions without input from other sectors.
Tom’s feelings of guilt at this neglect infected us all. In flagellating
himself, Tom had whipped the lot of us. Despite his protests that
he was speaking to his own feelings, he was the one questioning
and accusing; and we were the ones who had to confess. We had
involuntarily marginalised segments of the population. Believing
we had overcome all the years of apartheid conditioning, we
caught ourselves conforming to it, and it came as quite a shock.
It knocked us all into momentary insecurity.
To the more conventional among us, Tom seemed illogical in
insisting that admin and maintenance staff be involved in planning.
Tom’s self-examination had its worst effect on Liz and Clayton.
They remained silent but disapproving. Tensions increased and
kept us in our camps – one group perceiving the other as racist
and the other perceiving the first as communist.
Those of us who instinctively understood, realised that what
Tom was calling for were lines of communication to be set up
immediately with all sectors of the staff in order to bind us as
equals in a unified commitment to establishing a truly democratic
institution. Being one who supported Tom, I explained what I
understood. “What we are talking about is the staff association.
We agreed in principle a long time ago to set up one up so let’s work
towards that.” No one could see the relevance of my proposal so
I suggested that we establish a sub-committee to look into ways
of involving all sectors of the staff in the orientation programme.
Tom, Marlene, Muzi (our Registrar), Hildur (Head of Department,
Art) and I, volunteered to be on the sub-committee to draw up
a new staff orientation programme. We met that night. As we
were acting in accordance with the principles we had laid down,
we felt superior to those who accepted the conventional view of
staffing. What we failed to realize was that those who were not
with us were struggling with suggestions that they were racists.
In effect, the only real difference between them and us was that
we were able to forgive ourselves. They were still struggling with
feelings of guilt that we had thrown off in our determination to
rectify matters.
When Tom accepted the idea that we start with a staff association,
we were able to draw up a plan in which the first of the three days
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of the orientation programme would be a combined meeting of
all the staff to discuss common issues and set up structures and
procedures. The following two days would allow different sectors
of the staff to concentrate on matters directly pertaining to the
work they were doing.
When the sub-committee presented its plan the next day, Clayton
and Liz openly criticised the proposals as ludicrous and that led
to violent arguments. Tom and I were asked to declare that we
had no hidden agenda. I can only guess that Clayton, who wanted
the assurance, had conjured us up as communists trying to turn
the college into a wing of the ANC. [Actually, those who would
work at this, were not yet amongst us.]
During the whole meeting, Sue kept walking in and out of the
staffroom. Later I discovered that Tom was putting her through
the most awful agony by staring at her to get her to respond; she
kept leaving the room to escape his eyes. Towards the end of
the meeting, she came to sit next to me to get away from Tom. I
interpreted the move as her attempt to extricate herself from the
ambivalence of being between Liz-Clayton and Tom. Eventually,
it was agreed that we could have a combined staff gathering but
Liz and Clayton ensured that it was cut down from a whole day
to one hour. Sue was very quietly mumbling that that was not
possible, but this is where the matter was left. We would return
to it in the New Year after a two week break.

Saturday 17 December
I have just come back from shopping at Score Supermarket,
which was quite busy. I bought four huge raisin buns; they look
full and packed – for hearty appetites. They are just the kind
of buns that appeal to me. Their size, their look of wholesome
goodness, attest, like my clothes, like the posters on my walls, to
my plain, ordinary, plebeian tastes and manners.
While munching on a bun, I reflected on what I had written before
I went shopping and realized I have not stated clearly the most
important factor which soured relations in our meetings last
Tuesday 13 and Wednesday 14 December. What people resented
most was the fact that they were being placed in camps of racists
and non-racists. Thus the reminder that ours was an “anti-racist”
approach raised an emotional storm in Clayton who condemned
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the term stating that he preferred the term “non-racial”. He was
fighting off the implication that he was racist when he should
have been accusing those of us sitting in judgment of being
equally racist.
Really the whole business of trying to determine who is racist
and who is not is a futile exercise. It leads to emotional and
irrational behaviour. I have to speak to Tom about not going on
these useless witch hunts – nobody in South Africa likes to be
called racist because we all are. So let us all help each other to lift
the barriers to free interaction that apartheid imposes on us all.
We are all products of apartheid and must recognise that caught
in apartheid structures, whether we like it or not most of our
actions conform to these structures and are racist. When any of
us has an insight such as Tom’s the other day, it must be shared
in a compassionate way and not in an accusatory manner. We
must all be treated as reasonable so that we can become aware of
ways in which we bow to the system. Only then will it be possible
to make a common effort to disentangle ourselves. We need to
recognise that this is an ongoing process; insights will occur
continually as we try to free ourselves of our socialization. If we
take the guilt out of the process it will contribute to a faster pace
in our learning and growth.
Yesterday was the second day after I moved in [to the townhouse]
two weeks ago that I spent entirely alone without having to
accommodate other people’s needs. In July, I lost what to me
is the most precious possession I have, my privacy. I had lived
entirely alone for almost twenty-four years. Once I got used to
living alone, I began to appreciate the precious gift I have, a gift
of total freedom. I have a space in which only my own expectations of myself matter. All the shackles of routinized living do not
apply. In the privacy of my home, I am a savage, totally untamed,
self-indulgent and free to do or not do, as I like.

Sunday December 18, 1988. Mango Pickle
I spent part of yesterday making mango pickle for Khensani. In
Giyani, mango trees are everywhere. Every garden in Giyani has
mango trees; Angus’s garden has three; Sue’s has two. And Giyani
produces the Monate brand of mango achar.
Khensani had brought me a dozen mangos and asked me to make
mango achar. My view of the Indian contribution to South African
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culture was confirmed by this request. The legacy of Indian South
Africans to the country is their cuisine. When I came to live in
Giyani despite objections to my appointment on the grounds of
race – suggesting that this part of the world had remained safe
from the “Koelie gevaar” – I found that Indian influence through
mango achar had already penetrated the area. Unperceived by
the Gazankulu Government, mango achar had actually prepared
the way for my entry into Giyani. And now my first task for a
Giyanian is to make mango achar.
To tell the truth, I have always regarded pickle-making a
mysterious rite revealed only to the few, like my mother. It was
definitely the realm of the initiated; ordinary mortals like myself
could never aspire to it. But in Giyani, despite all my attempts not
to be, I am seen in racial terms, so as an “Indian” I am regarded as
having magical pickle-making properties.
Fortunately for me, some enterprising women in Durban had,
in the 1950s, put together a cookbook, Indian Delights, which
has grown from strength to strength and in which all has been
revealed. There is no doubt in my mind that this recipe book
represents the noblest achievement of Indian South Africans. It
consolidates the contributions made over a long period of time in
the form of curries, samoosas, biryanis, chillibites, sweetmeats,
etc. This book has stood out like a beacon against apartheid
declaring that what originated with Indians can be shared and
acquired by others. It has defied strict separation of the races and
by its nature has invited all to break bread together. Fortunately,
Indian Delights never came to the attention of Verwoerd; but even
if it had, he probably would not have understood its dangerous,
subversive threat to apartheid.
I turned to this bible for a mango achar recipe. I found the one
which calls for tamarind, my personal favourite, not the typical
concoction found in supermarkets all over the country. While I
was making it, I wondered if Khensani would like this variation. It
occurred to me that my preference for and knowledge of tamarind
achar would only confirm in everyone’s mind that I was Indian
and no matter how badly I dressed or behaved, the stereotype
of the gracious Indian woman would somehow be made to stick
to me. What is worse, the pickle turned out just fine (though I
am not sure Khensani will like it) and people are sure to believe
that I do have the magical properties that confirm my identity as
Indian and deny my nationality as South African.
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I enjoy household tasks such as pickle making because they
provide me with breaks from the world of formal ideas and allow
me the freedom to reflect on my situation. This is why I have not
employed a domestic worker. I have had several Giyani women
approach me for work since I moved into my flat on Tuesday,
December 6, almost two weeks ago. I have turned them away
and felt a pang of guilt each time because I am aware of the great
unemployment in this area. But I enjoy being alone and being
totally free to do what I like, when and how. Other people, no
matter how much I like them, are a constraint on this freedom.
Though there are no domestic workers in my home, I have
employed a gardener. I have absolutely no talent for or interest
in gardening but as I seem to have been allocated a huge space
for a garden something has to be done about it. A young man
came knocking on my door one morning when Marlene and I
were having tea and told me that he needed a job as gardener;
his manner suggested more that I needed him as gardener. It
seemed that he was going to take me in hand and turn me into
a proper resident of Kremetart. I could not resist what seemed
an inexorable force. Despite his very positive manner or perhaps
because of it, he refused to enter the flat as his feet were muddy
so we stood on the little stoep and arranged to meet to discuss
what was needed to get started.
Tomorrow Monday 19, Simon – I remembered his name only after
he came back last Tuesday to confirm his appointment – Simon
and I will go to Mabunda Hardware to buy garden implements
and hopefully we will soon have a garden. I have a wonderful
view from my sitting-room which looks out on indigenous trees
on the bank of the Klein (Little) Letaba River that runs through
Kremetart. I simply want lawn to run from my door right in
among the trees; but I expect I’ll put in some flowers and have
a little vegetable patch somewhere. I shall leave it all to Simon. I
have no talent and very little interest in gardening.

Monday, 19 December 1988
Simon came in early this morning and we went to Mabunda
Hardware so that he could choose the tools he needed. He has
been working all morning clearing weeds. It is a large piece of
ground and will probably take him a few days just to get rid of
the weeds.
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Simon is twenty-three years old. His parents died in an accident
when he was five and he was brought up by a man called Phineas
Mabunda who raised cattle. Simon worked as herd boy for Phineas
until the age of ten when he insisted on going to school. A teacher
supplied him with books, but he was eventually forced to give up
school in order to earn a living. When he was fifteen he became a
caddy. On the golf course he met George White who trained him
as a gardener. When White left Kremetart, Simon was without
regular work. He still lives with Phineas who provides him with
board and lodging but is unable to do more because he lost most
of his cattle during the drought of 1986-7.

Tuesday, 20 December. MUZI
Last evening, I finished a second batch of mango pickles made
from mangos from Angus Rose’s garden. When I went to Angus’s
yesterday afternoon, no one was at home. I had met Bridget Rose
at Darryl’s when I popped in there to deliver a book on Alternative
Afrikaans and she had indicated that she would not be home but
I could help myself to mangoes. When I got to her house, her
two dogs Emily and Alice were vociferously expressing their
disapproval of a group of African people walking past. Now I tend
to be uneasy around dogs and I wondered whether Emily and
Alice would tolerate my approach, another black person.
I stood at the gate a few minutes and Alice jumped up, I assumed
to be petted. Then Emily came charging up and after I had greeted
them both and explained that I was there to pick mangos, they
personally escorted me to the mini mango orchard at the back.
Alice bounded ahead arriving at the trees well ahead of me.
Emily decided that this was a rather mundane undertaking and
wandered off. I was amazed when I saw the trees so heavy with
mangos that their branches were dragging on the ground. Each
tree bore a different variety – one had the paisley shaped mangos,
another huge peach mangoes and the third a smaller but still
large variety of peach mangoes. I picked green mangoes from
this tree – all under the proprietary and supervising eye of Alice.
When I left, Alice escorted me to the gate. It was obvious she felt
it incumbent upon her to dispense the gracious hospitality that
was characteristic of her household. Being of a restrained nature
myself, I appreciated such courteous attention especially after
Ginny and Mungo, Tom’s and Sue’s dogs, who gave you no space
and swamped you with their need for affection. And I had just
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come from Darryl’s where his dog Keyo had immediately jumped
up, placed his paws on my shoulders and invited me to dance. Of
course it takes two to tango, but I have three left feet.
I have digressed; this section belongs to Muzi and to Muzi it must
be returned. Muzi and his friend George walked in at a crucial
stage in achar making. They helped themselves to cool drinks
and chatted while they waited for me. Muzi who had come to
Giyani to take up the post of Registrar at the college was suddenly
told last week that as he was Swazi, his appointment was being
queried. So here it was again – this time discrimination against an
African. Living in apartheid South Africa, the ethos of separation
and prejudice built on white and black tribalism, has penetrated
every nook and cranny – only the mad can imagine themselves
free of the taint.
Muzi was now going to accept the position of assistant-registrar.
He was going to play second fiddle to a government appointee,
a much younger man with no experience who needs guidance;
he has already asked Muzi to help him. Muzi accepts his new
position. He does not believe an indignant withdrawal to be a
viable option and to insist on the contract and force acceptance
of him as Registrar would be a hollow victory. As Registrar he
would have to work with Government Officials who have the
power to block his every action and reduce him to impotence.
Muzi doesn’t seem to mind that his salary and status have been
reduced. In fact, he had come to see me not to discuss his situation
but to collect the student applications received over the last two
months. He wanted to begin building a data base. Since Darryl
was the person with all the statistics, Muzi left with George to
find him. They planned to spend the rest of the evening devising
a suitable computer programme.
Muzi is a better person than I could ever be. He seems not to
have personal insecuritiess that cloud his decisions. It is obvious
he is perfectly comfortable with who he is and other people’s
attempts to demean him have no effect on him whatever. He
knows he has his contribution to make to the college and that
is all that concerns him. In my case, when I was confronted with
a similar situation, all my feelings of insecurity came to the fore
and I wallowed in notions of my own unsuitability and inferiority.
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Wednesday, 21 December 1988. Liquor Town Man, Peter
Dukes, Tony Pel
On Monday, Marlene moved in two doors away. She visited me
once, briefly, in the midst of moving, to get some milk. She respects
my need for privacy even though she has just the opposite need.
For the first time since we’ve both been in Giyani, we are alone,
each set up in our own flat. For me, this is a boon; for Marlene it
must be difficult as she is a normal human being and is used to
sharing her life with others. She would have treated my flat as an
extension of her own but she picked up too many signals from me
about my neurotic need to be alone. If I looked and sounded like
Garbo, I would be regarded as intriguingly individual but even in
my own eyes I am only a hermit-crab, self-indulgent about my
private space.
Right now Marlene must be suffering; she has lost Quinton
and Mama Maggie and has to bear the burden of Shen alone.
Fortunately the man who runs the Giyani bottle store, “Liquor
Town”, lives directly opposite us. He has a sweet little daughter,
Ronel, who is providing companionship for Shen. Despite
Marlene’s verbalised concern for her offspring, she is always
farming the child out. At first, she may have seen in me an affectionate Tannie dispensing love and cookies, encouraging children
to come and watch TV under my protective and caring eye. But
crab eyes on stalks, protrude watchfully when there are threats
to take over the shell. Unlucky Marlene.
I have briefly referred to Liquor Town man; he is young with a
big smile and a very friendly manner. The first time I met him
was when I went with Tom and Ponché into his bottle store. At
that time, I simply lumped him in with the rest of the people at
Kremetart and thought that he was very pleasant for a member
of the Conservative Party. I had occasion to go into the bottle
store again when I went to purchase a bottle of orange liqueur
for Sue, my parting gift when Ponché and I moved out of Kwagga
Lane. Again he was most pleasant and as on the first occasion, I
noted his courteousness to the black women he employed and
put this down to the Afrikaner, as an individual, warm and caring;
the Afrikaner in the collective is generally a racist.
One morning, quite incidentally, Liquor Town man was mentioned
at a staff meeting. Liz was questioning the fact that he had moved
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into one of the new flats which were for Gazankulu Government
employees. Tom wondered if he had Broeder Bond connections
and had pushed his way in. I did not know to whom they were
referring until Marlene mentioned Ronel, his daughter. Then
I realised that the Broeder Bond brute referred to in the staff
room was my Liquor Town man. Marlene spoke up for him; he
and his wife had invited her over for a drink and she had often
left Shen in the care of their child minder. He was not welcome
in Kremetart and had struggled to get a place in the compound.
Because he was a Nationalist, he was regarded by Conservative
Party adherents as a flaming radical. It was no wonder that he had
been assigned to the grey area for undesirables– where Marlene
and I, communists from the college, lived.
After the staff meeting, I needed to go back to Liquor Town to
take stock of Liquor Town man again. As I have no imagination
when it comes to gifts, I decided that I would get another bottle of
orange liqueur, this time for Tom and Lionel. Liquor Town man’s
wife and one of his associates showed me where the liqueurs
were and while I examined them with the expertise gained from
a box of liqueur chocolates, the Liquor Town man called to me
and there he was bending forward to me as I bent forward to
the bottles. We shook hands formally as neighbours and I was
introduced to his wife.
“Why do you keep to yourself?” he asked. “Come and visit us
any time you like.” Of course, I couldn’t explain my crustacean
condition – even close friends need to be gradually introduced to
it. We talked about Ronel and his wife said, “Don’t let her trouble
you, chase her away if she becomes a nuisance.”
But of course Ronel is very sweet and being a child, instinctively
knows I am a crab, a friendly crab, but a crab nonetheless. The
first time I met Ronel was when Marlene brought her and Shen
to visit. At the time I was amazed that this child was prepared to
enter my flat; she would be in trouble when she got home. Now I
know that her father is of the Nationalist Party, not the Conservative Party, and the Nats are doing their damnedest to shed their
racist image, he was probably pleased that his child had been to
visit. He told me, “You’re lucky to be where you are. The people
on the other side of Kremetart are terrible. They didn’t want me
among them.”
I like the Liquor Town man, his wife and child. They make me
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feel there is hope for this country yet and perhaps apartheid
can be dismantled rather than violently overthrown. If we at
the college object to his presence in Kremetart, we are simply
applying the logic of apartheid and accepting that as he is not a
government employee, has no right to be in Giyani. Of course he
is not a liberal and does not repudiate the Group Areas act; he
accepts my presence in Kremetart because I am not ethnically
African. It would never occur to him to live in Giyani especially
with legal restrictions imposed by the Nationalist Government.
He is a conformist and is keeping in step with party philosophy
which is beginning to evolve towards non-racialism.
Peter Dukes, another of my neighbours in our grey area, is an
English import, here to look after air-conditioners in Giyani. He
is married to a Giyani woman, young enough to be his daughter.
Until Marlene’s arrival, they were the objects of outraged, prurient
interest. Peter Dukes, however, carrying the badge of imperial
authority even all these years later, stomps all over Kremetart’s
apartheid sensibilities, determined to stuff their racism down
their throats and make them choke on it.
He is aided and abetted by his friend and neighbour, Dr Tony Pel,
also from England, a scientific genius and adviser to the Chief
Minister. Tony Pel’s liaison with a Tsonga woman is also known
and frowned on. Tony has no thought of marriage but now the
family of the young woman want to know what his intentions
are. With all of this happening in Kremetart – why the fuss about
Marlene? Is it because she is a woman and women do not have
the same right to assert their freedom?
I met Peter Dukes on the second night after I moved into my
flat. The air conditioner in the bedroom was, and still is, leaking
badly. He had come in response to Ponché’s summons to check
it. Ponché was very good at finding fix-it people. All kinds of
workmen, stimulated by her charms, come rushing through the
door nostrils flaring. This is how our geyser got fixed. A young
electrician just returned from work and in the middle of his
shower responded with alacrity to Ponché’s call and applied
himself assiduously to the task in hand. He climbed into the
ceiling and switched on the geyser – that was all that was wrong
with it.
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Despite his young wife, Peter Dukes is not immune to Ponché’s
allure and the two came cavorting into the house. He examined
the air-conditioner and promised to get hold of the contractor
the next day. Then he sat down to chat. His wife had remained
outside and we had to invite her in. She removed her shoes,
entered and sat down. Peter told their story. He had had two
weddings, one by tribal custom and then a legal wedding – exactly
like “Indians”. Traditional weddings, African and Indian, are not
recognised by law.
When he told me he knew of the objections to my appointment,
I was surprised. He had heard from Tony Pel. When I said that
the objections had been raised in Pretoria, Peter said, “Well, it
mustn’t go beyond these walls, but the objections came from
Giyani, from the Chief Minister.” I wasn’t devastated by the news.
After all I had lived through the 1949 riots in Durban, when Zulus
turned on “Indians” and terrorised them for several days. Besides
“Indians” are as racist as anyone and since apartheid breeds
racism, African people have reason to distrust and dislike people
like me. Racism is part of a South African birthright.
What was more interesting to me was the relationship between
Peter and his wife, Nurse. He spoke for her and she focussed
entirely on him. His remarks about the black people with whom
he worked were patronising. He found them slow and inept – saw
himself as having the task of educating them – the Whiteman’s
burden. Completely racist in his thinking, yet by his marriage, he
was flaunting anti-racism. Was Nurse destined to be abandoned
when he returned to England?
His remarks about Tony Pel dispelled my inclination to judge
him before I knew him. I had heard about him, the science fundi,
who was setting up a huge science education project in Giyani.
Since there was subtle rivalry between his project and the
Science Department at the College, we had adopted a suspicious
and somewhat contemptuous attitude to this scientist. After I
heard from Peter that Tony had been influential in dispelling
fears about “Indian” women and that he was involved with a
Black woman, even if it was only an affair, I realised I ought to
reserve judgment; not condemn him simply because he had been
assigned a position of power in Giyani – and because he always
wore a white lab coat. After all, he had been appointed, just as we
had been, to bring new opportunities to the area.
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Saturday, 24 December 1988. PONCHÉ
This morning when I got up, I was reminded of Ponché as I usually
am when I go to brush my teeth and see where the toothbrush
holders had been. One holder had been stuck on upside down
and the other so close under the bathroom cabinet that I had to
concentrate when putting my toothbrush into it. Since such an
action should be mechanical, my having to be conscious of it had
annoyed me so I had pulled the holders out. As it is two weeks
since Ponché returned to Botswana, I decided to record my
thoughts about her today before she fades out of my consciousness now that the toothbrush holders are no longer there.
Ponché is a mixture of child and woman, innocence and
experience, angel and devil. The sweet side of her is turned out
to captivate and tantalise. The people she conquers unleash in
her the will to dominate. She was seventeen when she came to
live with me in Laudium. I had long forgotten what it was like to
be seventeen. All my memories of being seventeen were tied up
in my mother’s illness; she died when I was eighteen. Though I
was in my mother’s presence, I never saw her steady decline as
fatal; I never connected her to mortality.
Now here was Ponché at eighteen also running away from
death; she at least seems to be aware that death is a permanent
severance. Her father, a man in his eighties, is seriously ill and
Ponché has been hiding with me so that she doesn’t have to be
there at the end. I understand. One look at my mother’s face in
death had forced me to acknowledge the total annihilation of life
in someone who was supremely significant to me. My mother and
I were not close but my existence had meaning for me because
she was there. If I believed in life after death, I may have been
consoled. Thirty-four years after her death, I still grieve for her.
Ponché has gone home to Botswana to watch by her father’s
bedside. At least she knows that he is dying but whether that
will reconcile her to his loss, to his absence from her life, I do
not know. When she sees him in her mind’s eye, will she be able
to accept that the image is a shadow and the reality, unlike other
images in her mind, can never again materialize? Perhaps, since
she has already been in mourning for many months, when death
comes, it will be the culmination of the experience, not the
beginning, as it was in my case. My mourning for my mother will
continue until I myself am dead.
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When I took Ponché to Pietersburg two weeks ago, I met her sister
who very gently reprimanded Ponché, and through Ponché, me,
for Ponché’s neglect of her parents. From her I learned that their
father was very ill, had collapsed three times since Ponché had
come to stay with me, was no longer able to drive and had been
asking for Ponché constantly. Though I knew Ponché wanted
to stay with me and I had been feeling guilty about sending her
away, I was glad she was going. She needed to go home both for
her own sake as well as her father’s.
Ponché, the child-woman is very aware of the world’s cruelty
to her. She is actually an adopted child; her parents had found
her in the midst of a black family. Ted Smith, my colleague at
Woodmead High School, had the story from her brother that she,
a little white baby, had been carried to the house in the arms
of a Black woman. Ponché herself told me that she had been at
least a toddler when she was adopted by the Whelptons. The
fact that she speaks Tswana like a native speaker inclines me to
her version. As a child it was the only language she spoke. It has
occurred to me that Ponché has attached herself to me because I
am black. She would like to discover her true parentage.
Expressly forbidden to enquire into her past, Ponché’s
resentment became focussed on her mother who is Afrikaans
and consequently suspect in Ponché’s mind. Ponché sees her as
racist, has insinuated that it was only because she was horrified
at the sight of a white child living among black people, that she
adopted her. Though Ponché is determined to see her mother
as an uncaring, callous person because she does not approve of
Ponché’s tendency to mix with Black people, it is clear that Mrs
Whelpton has been a very indulgent mother.
Ponché is a spoiled child. She cannot do, is not used to doing,
for herself. Living with me, a woman who does not believe in
having other people pick up after her or anyone for that matter,
she has had to learn to do for herself. I expected her to help
with the housework. She resented this but she eventually came
to realize that the only way she could impress me was by pulling
her weight in the home. I was not impressed by presents and
flattery, and Ponché learned to cook though she never took to
washing dishes. She came looking for security and comfort and
found instead a situation which must have been a trial for her.
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Ponché loves to tease and torment others. When she knows
that someone has succumbed to her spell, she will lead him a
merry dance. For instance, she knew that Clayton was starved
for sex and being a sexy young thing, drove him crazy with every
movement of her body and eyes, then spurned him with smiling
taunts. But Clayton was too easy and only good for a laugh. A
somewhat different prospect was Chris, the huge agricultural research worker, who lived next door at Kwaggalaan. He
came to visit and was forthright about his need for a woman.
Ponché’s eyes sparkled; she thought she would entice him, make
him squirm with desire and leave him suffering. But Chris was
actually interested in Sue. She is more of an age and is as tall
as Chris. When Chris realised that it was no go with Sue, he
eventually found himself a responsive woman in Pietersburg. We
later learned that he was a randy old sod and that Black women
were not keen to work for him. He was too crude for Ponché;
he would only have responded to her if she had grabbed him by
the balls.

spent a good deal of time with Quinton, much to Sue’s chagrin;
she could no longer rely on Ponché‘s help with the dogs.

Ponché liked a challenge and that came in the form of Quinton,
young – a year or two older than Ponché – very handsome and
more significant, Marlene’s lover. Here was a challenge indeed. He
was eminently, invitingly irresistible because he was unavailable.
Before Quinton arrived, Marlene told me she was pleased that
Ponché was there – she would be company for Quinton. That
would relieve her of the necessity of having to listen to childish
chatter. I said nothing and ignored the voice in my head that said,
‘Oh, oh, trouble ahead.”

The next day, Marlene arrived two hours late for work. She
announced that she had had a family crisis. My voice gleefully
cried, “Ah, ha! I have been warning you!” There is only so much
taunting that one can take from a voice in one’s head – I decided
to ask Ponché. She did not deny that Quinton had been in her
room but he had gone home after the film and that was that. I
made it a principle to take everything Ponché said at face value. I
didn’t see how we could live together if I did not. I told her about
Marlene’s dramatic entry into the meeting in the morning and
according to Ponché, Mama Maggie, Marlene’s child-minder, had
told Marlene that she and Quinton were having an affair. Ponché
said that was ridiculous; she and Quinton were friends. I didn’t
probe and told my voice to go jump in the Klein Letaba.

The first time I saw Quinton, he was leaning over the gate at
Marlene’s house. He was gorgeous and the voice in my head said,
“Watch out!” Ponché and Quinton were thrown together a good
deal because we were busy at college till late at night, every night.
Both were lonely and felt like misfits in conservative Kremetart.
They enjoyed each other’s company; watched videos in Ponché’s
room, went swimming and for walks along the river. One
afternoon, when I came home from work, Quinton, bare-chested, was in the garden helping Reckson, the gardener, with the
digging. Ponché and I were still living at Kwaggalaan at the time.
Ponché, sitting on the lawn, was enthralled by his energetic form
swinging a spade. Tom wanted help with something or the other
and when I suggested that he ask Quinton, he replied, “Oh, I
couldn’t do that – deprive him of his admiring audience?” Ponché
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One night, home very late from the college – after eleven – I
could see that Quinton was in Ponché’s room. He was still there
as he did not know that Marlene had come home an hour before.
The voice in my head asked, “I wonder if Marlene is waiting up
for him?” He and Ponché had been watching films. Ponché, who
usually did not budge from her room, did not wait for Sue to
come and greet her as Sue usually did. Sue was very good to her.
At the time, suffering acutely from the lack of privacy, I wasn’t so
considerate. Ponché came to say hello in the kitchen. She did not
mention Quinton and I didn’t ask. I try not to interfere in other
people’s lives despite the voice in my head. I was tired and went
off to bed. Apparently, Sue was not aware of Quinton’s presence
in the house. I was a little surprised by the secrecy; but it was
not my business. However, the voice in my head said, “She’s your
responsibility.”

But there was a marked change in the relationship between
Ponché and Marlene. At first, Marlene had embraced Ponché
with great affection and delight; Ponché had reminded her of her
little sister. Ponché had been gratified. It was a welcome relief
from my undemonstrative nature. But Quinton’s arrival changed
the nature of their relationship. Now it was clear that they were
rivals. Marlene was distinctly disturbed.
The weekend that Marlene was going to visit Peter – she had
vaguely invited me, and positively invited Ponché, to join her –
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she, Quinton and Mama Maggie took off without a word. That
evening, a rather down in the mouth Ponché told me in answer to
some query that Marlene and Quinton had gone off to Elim and
forgotten about her. Apparently Quinton had been reprimanded
for spending so much time away from home when he was
supposed to be looking after Shen, Marlene’s son. We did not
expect to see much of Quinton anymore; he was under obligation
to Marlene and had to abide by her rules.
But the next morning, Quinton came to ask a favour. Ponché wasn’t
there when he arrived; she had gone with Tom to Pietersburg
for groceries. On the way back from Elim the previous night,
Marlene’s car had broken down and they had spent the night in
the car huddled together against the cold. They had hitched back
to Kremetart at dawn. Quinton wanted me to take him to bring
the car back. I got my jumper cables and we set off. We talked
about the bad time Marlene was having. First, there had been the
attack on her by Liz Host; now, this unfortunate breakdown. We
found the car parked on the side of the road, boosted the battery
and set off for home. I decided to follow Quinton as a precaution.
Just five minutes from home, we got stuck behind a slow moving
truck. I was not aware that the truck was travelling so slowly
because of a Combi crawling in front of it. I knew that Quinton
would overtake at some point and was ready to move out with
him. At what seemed to me the opportune moment, Quinton
pulled out and when he was alongside the truck, it also moved
out to overtake the Combi. To avoid a collision, Quinton sped
onto the gravel verge and shot past the truck and the Combi. But
the gravel sent his car into a skid and he careered over the road
onto more gravel on the opposite side, made a wide curve, shot
across the road again and disappeared in a cloud of dust. It was
like a TV stunt.
I stopped as soon as I could, saw the car on its side and went into
a panic. I didn’t know what I could do or would do if Quinton were
dead. I called, “Quinton! Quinton! Quinton!” My voice seemed
distant and ineffective. How could anyone hear me? Later, when
Quinton recounted the experience, he said he was angry and
irritated at hearing my mad screaming, “Why is she shouting like
that?” It was only afterwards that he realised that I could not see
him at all.
Suddenly Quinton, a distant look in his eyes, appeared standing
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straight up looking out of the rear window on the passenger’s
side of the car. It was bizarre – like a magic trick. He climbed
out and seemed fine. Thank god! I couldn’t believe our luck. We
were soon surrounded by a large group of Tsonga men. They
took charge of the situation, found a policeman amongst them,
cut down the wire fence which had absorbed the impact of the
car and turned the vehicle on its side. They set the car back on its
wheels. During all of this a most inconsequential thought crossed
my mind, “Quinton and I are wearing exactly the same colour
T-shirts” – turquoise, I think. Instinctively, I felt the T-shirts had
bound us together in the moment and protected him! Despite my
lack of belief in the supernatural, I realise I am inherently superstitious!
When we got to the police station, Quinton suddenly exclaimed
that he could not report the accident as his licence had been
suspended the year before. He had been in a juvenile facility on
a drug-related offence and couldn’t afford to have his record
examined. We drove back to Kremetart in my car; I left Quinton
to tell the story to Marlene while I went to Kwaggalaan to tell
Ponché what had happened.
Then we went to commiserate with Marlene. She was superb.
She accepted the accident, made no fuss about the car which
was a write-off and was only thankful that no one was hurt. The
accident drew her and Quinton into a closeness that excluded
us. Afterwards when I expressed my amazement at Marlene’s
strength, Ponché’s look told me I was being naive; she thought
Marlene’s magnanimity was simply a way of manipulating Quinton
and keeping him tied to her.
For a few days things seemed better between Marlene and
Quinton and we didn’t see quite so much of him at Kwaggalaan.
At the end of November, he left for Cape Town, to take care of
some business to do with an inheritance that he hoped would
provide him with the money to get the car repaired; at that stage
there was still hope that it could be salvaged. At about the same
time, Sue and I also left for Cape Town to attend a conference.
On Tuesday, Dec 6, when we got back from the conference, I
went straight into my new townhouse. As Quinton felt abused
in his relationship with Marlene, he was often at the flat seeking
solace from Ponché. They were almost of an age and had found
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companionship in each other. But Ponché was going back to
Botswana within a few days.
One afternoon, Marlene came over to the flat with Shen and
Ronel. She asked if the children could watch TV. She said she
wanted us to give Ponché a farewell party. I had broached the
subject with Ponché and she had been very much against it, so
I couldn’t agree. Marlene was upset and went off leaving the
children behind, ostensibly for Quinton to look after since he
came there so often. I wasn’t thrilled; this was my flat, not a
crèche. Fortunately, Shen wouldn’t stay without her.
The next time Marlene marched in, the children were left outside;
she demanded to know from Quinton, who had stopped by, if he
wouldn’t come home occasionally “to the place where you sleep.”
I was aghast at being drawn into this situation. Quinton went
outside with her and after a while when I went out, I found Ponché
lying on the pavement reading and Shen riding around on Ronel’s
tricycle. Quinton was babysitting with a vengeance; he was going
to keep Shen out all afternoon and not go home until late.
On Friday, 11 December, the day before Ponché’s return to
Botswana, Quinton spent most of the day with Ponché and was
going to join us for dinner; he didn’t give a damn what Marlene
thought. Ponché decided that she would cook her favourite dish,
mince curry, but we didn’t have enough mince. I suggested a
potato curry. Ponché had never cooked one. I explained how to
go about it and she cooked up a delicious curry. Ponché was no
longer an awkward child in the kitchen. She had discovered that
she was a natural cook. Living with me, she had had to learn to
cook to ward off starvation.
The first time she cooked – that had been a few weeks earlier
at Kwaggalaan – I had come home, tired, to find Ponché waiting
for me to prepare a meal for her. I just pulled out more work
and got on with it. Forced to cook, she experimented with a fish
dish. As I have always been an idiot with fish, I couldn’t advise
her. She appealed to me over and over again and was seething,
calling me a bitch under her breath throughout, but she cooked
an apparently wonderful meal that she, Tom and Sue shared. Tom
and Sue praised her and from then on Ponché knew she need not
depend on others for meals.
After supper on that Friday before she left for Botswana, she and
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Quinton went for a stroll. When she came back, she fell asleep
on the couch next to me. I was watching the film, “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof;” a most appropriate choice by SATV for this particular
section of my journal – I wonder how SATV knew.
The next day, 12 Dec, Ponché and I left for Pietersburg where
someone from her family would meet her and take her on to
Botswana. Ponché showed me a poem that Quinton had written
and given to her as a parting gift. She asked me to read it to
her. It was not what she had hoped it would be – a poem which
acknowledged her. Instead it was a poem about Quinton and his
perception of his own situation. Unfortunately that is the way it
is with all of us; we are selfishly wrapped up in our own individual
emotional lives and not aware of other people’s needs. Ponché
told me that Quinton had asked her to sleep with him but she
had refused because she didn’t want to be used simply to console
him. I thought Ponché had been sensible and was impressed by
her maturity. Actually, she was more mature than I when it came
to relationships.
The weekend after Ponché left, I spent the time alone, wallowing
in the luxury of my new found freedom. The first thing I did was
to move the TV from the living room to one of the bedrooms. I
hate having a TV in the living room – it makes a farce of social
interaction. And I did not want TV to act as babysitter for Shen
and Ronel. I also wanted to wean Quinton of coming to the flat
for TV which had been as much of an attraction as Ponché. Both
Marlene and Quinton registered visible shock when they saw
that the TV was gone. Marlene didn’t stay long; Quinton stayed a
little longer and then left.
Then came the week of the dreadful 15 Dec meeting, at which Liz
and company had made it clear that they accepted mixing with
admin and maintenance staff in principle but not in practice.
Our sub-committee which was to draw up a new orientation
programme for the entire staff met at my flat over dinner.
Marlene and Quinton were present and it was obvious that
Ponché’s absence had made a huge difference to Marlene. She
was quite relaxed. Quinton had already said to me that he missed
Ponché. We couldn’t really talk about Ponché in front of Marlene.
Ponché’s absence, however, forced Quinton into the realisation
that he couldn’t continue on at Giyani. He was lonely and without
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Ponché, he was forced to face the fact that his relationship with
Marlene was not enough.
When he came to tell me that he was going back to Cape Town,
we talked about Ponché. I tried to cheer him up by showing him
the toothbrush holders. He was amused and began to talk of
her as a person not as some kind of romantic fantasy. He told
me how jealous Marlene had been of Ponché even though there
was nothing between them. He intimated that Ponché had been
willing to go to bed with him but he had not entertained the
thought as he could not be disloyal to Marlene. When Marlene
had accused him of being unfaithful, he had tried to make her
understand that he was incapable of betraying their relationship.

Friday, 16 December 1988
After I stopped writing, I settled down to read the book “Communication Studies” which Tom had lent me. I am officially Head of
Languages and Communication at the college – somewhat ironic
since my own ability to communicate is quite impaired by my low
self-esteem.
In the afternoon, Quinton came to visit me and I read to him
what I had written yesterday. While I was reading, Sue knocked
and I called out to her to come in. She opened the door and stood
in the doorway; I asked her again to come in but she remained
in the doorway holding out my diary which she had found under
the seat in her car. She asked for the keys to the College. As
I went to look for them I asked her to come in again but she
remained where she was. I found the keys and she wanted to
know, “Are these the keys that I was supposed to have?” I had no
idea. Marlene had left them with me. With a look of exasperation,
Sue said, “I’ve been looking all over for them, if I’d ...” She took the
keys and left.
I continued reading my narrative to Quinton while he made tea.
I interrupted myself to ask, “Quinton, did you hear me ask Sue to
come in?” It occurred to me later that she may have objected to
the informality of my calling out to her to come in.
When I had finished reading, Quinton told me that he had spent
the morning alone as Marlene and Hildur had gone off to Elim.
When I asked why he hadn’t gone, he replied that there had
been a misunderstanding. While he was still in bed, Marlene had
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asked him if he was going to Elim with her. When he said he
was, she wanted to know why; ‘There is always tension when
you are around Peter.’ Quinton took this as a signal that he was
not welcome and stayed behind. Quinton feels that he is part of
a triangle. He has decided to go back to Cape Town and this may
mean the end of his relationship with Marlene. He is not happy
here; he feels like an appendage rather than a person in his
own right.
“If Marlene doesn’t come home tonight, I’m taking Conan (his
beautiful Alsatian) and I’m hitching to Johannesburg. In Cape
Town the difference in our ages didn’t matter. Marlene and I
were involved in the same organisation and we each knew where
we were headed. Here I do not see a role for myself and Marlene
has a clear agenda. We’re not at the same place. I’m glad I’m going
back to Cape Town.”

Saturday, 17 December
Quinton left for Cape Town. He and Marlene clung to each other
full of anguish. It was a painful parting.
Quinton and Ponché were gone but they left behind a mystery.
Separately, each had told me how firmly s/he had restrained
the other’s desire. The impression they left in my mind was that
they had both been sorely tempted; though they were amazingly
compatible, they had felt they had no right to a relationship. But
when Ponché left, she gave her address and telephone number to
Quinton and no one else – not even me.
Marlene is going to move into the flat two doors away from me
now that Quinton and Mama Maggie have gone back to Cape
Town. She is alone with her three year old son, Shen. We use
the term “flat” rather loosely. These are actually townhouses
or as someone put it “a posh version of terrace housing.” These
townhouses form a terrace totally separate from other houses
and that is why I have one. As an “Indian” woman, I have no
business being in Giyani and certainly no business living in a
white compound. As my townhouse, stands slightly separated
in the terrace that somehow makes my presence a little less
intolerable.
Marlene is moving into this outcast block because the house
which she was allocated is right at the entrance to Kremetart and
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comes under scrutiny of all who pass through the gate. Though
this has been something of a difficulty, I believe, it is really the
noise of the traffic on the main road that makes it unpleasant. In
the townhouses, we are far removed from main road traffic.

Thursday, 22 December: Staff Housing
Last night, Tom and Lionel came to visit with Daniel, Lionel’s son,
and Ginny, their dog.
Ginny jumped up as had been her wont at Kwaggalaan and invited
me to dance but Lionel, conscious of my uneasiness with dogs,
kept her away from me. So did Daniel and I had to confess that
Ginny and I actually were friends, whereupon, Daniel allowed
Ginny to come and be cuddled. Ginny eventually jumped onto
my lap and cradled herself in my arms. There seems to be a
conspiracy among dogs to transform the crab into a person.
Tom and Lionel have moved into the park home. I remember the
first time I went to look at the park home with Darryl and Tom,
early in November. I thought how wonderfully spacious it was;
but Darryl to whom it was being offered, turned as grey as his
hair. The covering over the roof that helped protect the structure
from heat was not to his liking and he was appalled by the wall
paper in the kitchen. When we walked into the garden and saw
the paw-paw trees and other delightful features, the greyness
did not vanish from his face. I knew he would not move in there.
I would have, quite happily.
When Tom went back to Johannesburg during the break at the
end of November, he told Lionel about the park home. Lionel, a
shaman and an artist, had said unequivocally that he wouldn’t
mind living in the park home. Since the housing situation was
critical, they weren’t going to fuss over accommodation. Lionel’s
commitments in Johannesburg had prevented him from coming
to Giyani in October. He arrived two days ago. He and Tom are
happy with the park home.
Darryl, however, had not been prepared to compromise. At the time
that we were looking at the park home, Darryl had just suffered
the loss of his dog, Tess, under trying circumstances. When he
accepted the position at Giyani, as Head of the Department of
Afrikaans, he like everyone else was promised a three bedroom
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house with a huge garden. In October, a day or two before he left
for Giyani, he was told that the houses were not ready; he would
be temporarily accommodated in a one-bedroom flat. Having
suddenly to adjust to the new arrangement, he put his dogs, Tess
and Keyo, in kennels. They were big dogs, cross Labrador-Border
Collie and cross Labrador-something else. From the beginning
we were acutely aware of Darryl’s distress. He ’phoned regularly
about the welfare of his dogs. Then about three weeks after he
arrived in Giyani, he received a call from the kennels in Benoni
informing him that Tess had died of biliary. Darryl was distraught.
As he is a reserved person, his suffering remained understated
and for that reason hit us with tremendous force. One could only
guess that he blamed himself, the kennels and the college. Sue,
who dotes on her dog, as Darryl does on his, could empathise and
was very supportive. In Darryl, Sue recognized a kindred spirit.
No matter how sorry I felt for Darryl, I found it difficult to adjust
to Mungo, Sue’s bull-mastiff. Mungo had turned the house in
Kwaggalaan into a kennel. The situation was becoming intolerable
and unlike Tom, I could not handle it. There were bowls of dog
food all over the kitchen and the fridge smelled of cat food – Sue
also had a cat. In addition, I couldn’t play my radio and I had
nowhere to work.
Though Angus had promised that I would be the first recipient
of a staff house on campus – to get the “Indian” out of the white
area – the likelihood of housing being available by the end of the
year, let alone at the beginning of January (1989), was becoming
more remote. I didn’t want to be dependent on Sue for another
three months or more. I had to find a place of my own. When I
went to use the telephone at Gene Layne’s flat, Gene pointed out
the townhouses that were being completed across the way. He
suggested that I apply to Dumpy Matthews. Tom, who happened
to be there, and Gene, cautioned me about approaching Matthews
directly. They suggested that I go through the proper channels.
That meant Angus first. As I had moved into Kremetart against
his express wishes, I did not know what kind of reception I would
get from him. When I approached him, he advised me to speak to
Dumpy Matthews.
I would be leaving for Laudium in two days for the ten day break,
so I went to see Matthews on my way back from college. Sue was
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with me. I told Matthews about my need for a place and Darryl’s
misfortune with his dog. Then Sue and he talked about dogs and
Sue complained about the housing situation. Matthews was most
sympathetic; he agreed that Darryl and I could each have one of
the new townhouses. That evening Darryl and I looked them over
and chose numbers 15 and 16. 15 for Darryl so that he could fence
off an area for the dogs and 16 for me since it was the only other
flat with two bedrooms; I needed a two bedroom flat for Ponché
and me. We referred to these townhouses as flats, I am not sure
why, – perhaps because they formed a terrace and were small.
The next day Darryl and I went back to Matthews again; he noted
down our choices and assured us that the flats were ours. He
thought they would be ready by the middle of December. I was
delighted but Darryl didn’t trust Matthews. As I am slow to read
other people, I accepted that Darryl knew better. So I wrote a
letter to thank Matthews for his kindness; it was a mark of appreciation as well as an attempt to ensure his commitment to the
arrangement. As I was leaving for Laudium the next day, Sue
agreed to deliver the letter for me.
When we came back just after the break, Darryl and I learned
that the flats we had been promised, had been allocated to other
people. We went to see Matthews who blamed Mrs Cloete and
sent for her. We thought he was going to confront her. All he did,
however, was to ask her when the flats would be ready. Now it
seemed they would not be available until January. I watched this
encounter with dismay. Matthews had no intention of thrashing
the matter out. He made another vague promise and we left most
dissatisfied.
The housing issue became a matter for discussion in our meetings.
I suggested that we form a pro-tem housing committee to assist
Angus in obtaining suitable housing for staff. My concern was to
forewarn staff members who would be coming in later about the
reality of housing in Giyani. They were not to expect the housing
they had been promised as that was a dream of the future. They
would have to put up with sharing arrangements for quite a while.
Tom and Darryl were elected to represent us on housing issues
to those powers who dispensed abodes in Kremetart. Though
none of us had wanted to live in Kremetart, we were now fighting
for accommodation in the white enclave. The rumour that by the
end of the year, Kremetart would become part of the Homeland
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under the jurisdiction of the Gazankulu Government, made the
idea of living in Kremetart palatable. (I wonder why; we would
be moving from white separate development to black separate
development.)
Angus, Tom and Darryl organized a meeting with Dumpy
Matthews and Mrs Cloete one afternoon. According to Tom, the
meeting began with a good deal of pussyfooting. After almost two
hours of delaying tactics, Angus, Tom and Darryl eventually got
the bureaucrats to address the issue. They then made available
12 housing units which our housing committee could allocate
to members of the college staff. It was no doubt a victory. It
was then that the park home was made immediately available
to Darryl. He was enthusiastic until he saw the house. Then he
decided to wait. Soon after, he was given another option, a big
house which boasted a portable swimming pool; the property
would be available in a few weeks.
Now that housing was on the staff meeting agenda, we began
to juggle houses and housing needs. At the beginning there was
talk of housing to fit the status of the individual. So – we had
repudiated racism but not elitism and classism. Fortunately,
however, all the whining and jockeying for houses that followed
led to the principle of allocation according to need; families
would be given houses; singles would share houses or go into
flats. Some singles felt discriminated against because they were
not thought of as constituting a family. Sue protested often that
with her cat and dog she needed as much space as a family.
I was assigned a new two-bedroom townhouse, No 15, the
townhouse that Darryl had earlier picked out for himself. As
Ponché was going back to Botswana, I felt I no longer qualified
for No 15. But my being “Indian” made me eligible. It had been
decided at the highest level that I would have No 15; every effort
would be made to get it ready by mid-December so that I could
move in. No 15 was a separate unit, adjacent to but not joined to
the other townhouses in the terrace. Its separateness, though
miniscule, made it suitable for my occupation. I could not, was not
allowed to, trade it for other quarters. I laughed; it was a separate
Indian area in the separate white group area of Kremetart, in the
separate Homeland of Gazankulu for Tsonga people. So thanks
to apartheid, I had good accommodation. Pretoria is paying
Gazankulu and Gazankulu is paying me and all of us are keeping
the flag of separate development flying high.
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One of my friends in Laudium suggested that I name my place
Muthalstan and hold elections. As candidate I would have a
hundred per cent support of the electorate (me) and would
vindicate the much maligned tri-cameral parliamentary system.
Perhaps, I could then take a seat in the House of Delegates, the
Indian House of the Tri-cameral parliament. I could possibly
become chairperson of the Indian Ministers’ Council now that
Amichand Rajbansi had been fired from that position; his portfolio
as Minister of Housing would be most appropriate considering
my circumstances.
Darryl eventually found a huge house with a huge garden in
Tambotielaan. He moved in quietly and has kept silent ever since.
He has made no effort to share and is quietly extending himself
in his new home. With his trauma over Tess’s death and his eager
contemplation of Keyo’s arrival, no one has had the courage to
point out that he should actually share.
In contrast, Sue’s position was a torment. She had come to
Giyani laden with possessions because she had been allocated
a three-bedroom house. Once Tom had decided on the park
home and I had prospects of a flat, he questioned Sue’s need
for a three-bedroom house with huge grounds and suggested
that she share. Sue experienced this as a form of torture. She
cried, complained, accused, and tensions rose higher and higher.
She began to interpret every word and action in the light of her
housing needs. When I offered to give up No 15, she saw that as
an attempt to show her up.
Sue had reason to complain. She had been badly misled and now
was in the situation of not having security of housing tenure. As
she occupied a three-bedroom house, she felt that as a single
person, she could be required to move any time a family had to
be accommodated. It was painful to think of leaving Kwaggalaan.
She said repeatedly, “I really like the house. It has a nice feel about
it. I took to it the moment I walked in on the first day.”
It would have been asking too much to require her to move a
second time in three months.
Actually, nobody was asking her to move – only to consider sharing.
Sue worked herself up into a total state and one afternoon at
college, after one of our noisy meetings, burst into tears. I was
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embarrassed because I could not, did not know how to help.
My efforts the previous day to get the committee to let her
remain in sole possession of the Kwaggalaan house, had been
interpreted by her as an attack. Marlene went to her and offered
her comfort. When Sue petulantly declared she would move into
a one-bedroom flat as she was not prepared to go on living in
a state of insecurity, Marlene agreed with her one hundred per
cent. In fact, Marlene was positively packing Sue and moving her
out of Kwaggalaan as she sat talking to her.
I left thinking that Marlene was saying all the things Sue did not
want to hear, but when Sue came home, she seemed calmer.
Now sitting in the topsy-turvy living room, a serene look in her
eye, Sue said, “I am not moving from here. I can’t do it to the
dog. When I see Mungo so happily romping about in the garden,
I couldn’t move to a one-bedroom flat. I couldn’t deprive him
like that. I couldn’t do that to my dog.” In concurring with her,
Marlene had had the opposite effect.
But she accepted the idea of sharing. She would share with Clayton
who had been coming on to all the young women, including Sue,
in an attempt to escape the problems in his marriage. Clayton,
however, was now on the verge of reconciling with his wife so
Sue had to look for someone else. During the first weekend of
December, when Sue and I were attending a conference in Cape
Town, we met Gavin Hayward, who had been appointed Head
of the Department of English. Sue felt she could quite happily
share with Gavin, but after she had made the generous offer, she
began to raise concerns. She didn’t really think they had much in
common. He was interested in accommodation and money and
did not seem committed to the college. Then she wondered if he
smoked. She wouldn’t be able to endure living with a smoker – it
would make her take up smoking again.
In Cape Town, we had also met Pedro Espi Sanchez, the new
Head of Department, Music, and she thought it would be better
if Pedro moved in with her even though she was aware that Pedro
and Hildur, Head of the Art Department, planned to share. She
kept wavering about who she was willing to share with. The maths
person, a woman and single, would be joining us and would have
to share. Sue’s triangulations began to include her as well.
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As soon as Sue and I got back from Cape Town, I moved straight
into my new townhouse. No 15 had become available at the
beginning of December and Ponché had worked assiduously from
the previous Thursday to get it ready by Tuesday, 6 December,
when I would be back from Cape Town. All my possessions
had been moved. My precipitate departure from Kwaggalaan
increased the tension between Sue and me. My hasty retreat
seemed ungracious. I regretted hurting her but I was glad to be
out of that atmosphere of tension.
Besides, the trip to Cape Town had been quite awful for both of
us. A friend of Sue’s had offered us her house in Cape Town while
she was away. Not used to all the measures that people take to
protect their homes and possessions, I was completely ignorant
of how alarms and locking up procedures worked. I still am. Sue
showed me and I thought I had the hang of it but on the one
occasion that Sue asked me to lock up and set the alarm, I didn’t
do it right. When we came back after the conference session, a
friend of the owner of the house was waiting for us. She was irate
as she had found the door unlocked and the alarm not set. Sue had
to suffer the consequences of my incompetence. Furthermore,
she had friends in Cape Town and insisted on my coming with
her to visit them; being a crab, I was not a pleasant companion.
We met Quinton, Marlene’s boyfriend who had returned to Cape
Town [for his share of an inheritance that would help towards
restoring Marlene’s car that he had crashed], and he was shocked
at the tension between us. I look back and realize how insensitive
I was. Sue was suffering and I was too dumb to understand that.
My feelings of inadequacy have always blocked my ability to
empathise with others.
After we came back from Cape Town, Sue was alone in the house
at Kwaggalaan. Tom had gone off to Johannesburg to attend
Lionel’s brother’s wedding and I was ensconced at No 15. I had
no time to consider Sue’s needs because Ponché was leaving for
Botswana and I was helping her prepare for the journey home.
Fortunately, Hildur had struck up a friendship with Sue. After that
painful meeting on December 15 when we were all confronting our
inherent prejudices in working out the staff orientation programme
and during which Sue, feeling terrorised by Tom, had displayed
almost psychotic behaviour, she and Hildur became close.
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Hildur often repeated to me that she liked Sue and that Sue
did not endorse the racist views of Liz and others into whose
company she had been thrown since her return from Cape Town.
Hildur also intimated that she liked dogs. I could feel censure
in these views; the implication, I felt, was that I had been unfair
and an unpleasant housemate. Of course I had; I did not dispute
Hildur’s words and when Hildur said she was thinking of moving
in with Sue, I agreed it would be good for Sue as Hildur would
keep her from straying into the conservative [white liberal] camp.
Hildur was going back to Cape Town for Christmas and when she
returned would move in with Sue. I wondered how Sue would
accommodate Hildur’s things. With her many possessions, Sue
really needed every particle of space in her house. When Hildur
looked at me serenely and said, “I don’t have much,” I knew I was
coming across as petty and mean.
Just before Quinton left for Cape Town for good, I went over to
Marlene’s to say goodbye. Hildur and Marlene were on their way
to look at houses. I assumed for Pedro Espi Sanchez and Gavin
Hayward, but I was wrong; it seemed Hildur was looking for a
house for herself. I was surprised. Hildur explained. “When we got
back to Sue’s last night, the dogs had torn the place apart.” Hildur
must have had visions of her delicate water colour paintings
floating in tatters at Kwaggalaan. She had also become aware of
the masses of Sue’s possessions. One of the rooms that they had
talked about for Hildur was packed with stuff and Sue couldn’t
promise it would be cleared out by the time Hildur got back.
Hildur was also amazed by the number of boxes at Kwaggalaan
that were still unopened.
So Sue’s housing problem has not yet been solved. I really believe
that she ought to be left alone in this Kwaggalaan house and no
pressure brought on her to share or to move. After all, as Tom
often points out, even as he is prodding Sue, Darryl has got away
scot free simply because he doesn’t make a fuss and draw attention
to himself. But then he doesn’t have Tom trying to dislodge him
either. I can only assume that Tom keeps on at Sue because they
have been very close for many years and in this new situation, he
may be discovering that they don’t share the same values.
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Friday, 23 December
Yesterday morning, Elize came to visit me. Elize is Sue’s domestic
worker. She helped me learn a little Tsonga while I lived in
Kwaggalaan.

Sunday, 25 December
For some reason, I couldn’t get on with the writing on Friday or
yesterday either, but today is Christmas Day. In my life, Christmas
day in recent years has meant writing. I have done my household
chores, the dishes, vacuuming and the beginnings of pitta bread
– it’s the first time I’ve tried this. Just as yesterday was the first
time I tried a fish biryani which turned out fine except that the
bottom burned and last Thursday was the first time in about five
or six years that I tried a fish curry. I am going through one of my
cooking spells. I succumb to these every so often; it goes with my
sense of freedom.
Now that I am on my own again where my behaviour is not under
scrutiny, I can shed all vestiges of routine. When you live with
even one other person, your life falls into routines. I don’t want
routine in my private sphere. Routine is of course necessary for
daily commerce in the public sphere but for my personal sanity,
I need to be able to relapse into simple primeval self-gratification in my own home. I hate living at the behest of the clock; I
hate the formality of tables, tablecloths, chairs and all the other
elements that turn eating into a ritual. When you live with others
the clock regulates your eating, sleeping, work and pleasure. It
has to because one has to establish community and since we all
get hungry or tired at different times, it is best to let the clock
say when we are officially hungry or tired.
In my shell, the clock has been dethroned. Though I have, in
demonstrations and protests, shouted slogans for freedom, I
know that there is only one real freedom and that freedom is the
primitive satisfaction of needs. I have that in my little flat. So on
Christmas day, I automatically assume the role of Scrooge even
while Luciano Pavarotti on the radio is singing to me about love.
Last year, 1987, when I met Tom and Sue for the first time, I saw
them as a unit rather than as individuals and I made the wrong
assumption that whatever the one thought was what the other
thought as well. Circumstances misled me. The fact that Sue and
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Tom were working together on a PhD project meant, for me,
a strong bond; you cannot work closely with someone unless
there is great affinity. And there were Sue’s constant references
to their travels together; their sharing of a bed; their sharing
of expenses for their research, the similarity of their life styles;
their love of good music, art and good cuisine. Both loved to cook
and entertain.
Even after I was told that Tom was gay, I still saw him and Sue as
a couple. They represented in my mind a very liberated couple:
people who could be together when they chose and apart when
they wanted. It was only when I became aware of Lionel that
I began to separate Tom and Sue. I can only guess that while
Tom was still in the closet, Sue had had his intimate companionship. But once Tom was secure in his gay identity, it ruled out
an intimate relationship with a woman. No matter how closely
people bind themselves to one another, they are still individuals
and as Tom once put it “a relationship simply denotes a point in
time at which lives intersect.” Tom’s and Sue’s lives were moving
past the intersection. Giyani had become a testing ground of
beliefs, of courage and relationships. We had all come to Giyani
to find ourselves anew.
Tom, in his way, has been through hell, the hell of all people
who are regarded as aberrations from the norm – in apartheid
South Africa that constitutes the majority. In coming out and
facing discrimination, he not only developed a new understanding of himself, he also developed a deep compassion for
all those who are discriminated against. Had he not been gay,
he would probably have been as elitist as other liberal whites,
some of whom have come to Giyani to lead a ‘primitive’ people
into Western enlightenment. Tom has come to learn and to
share what he has learned. He is aware that his every action is
part of a learning process and that the clock has no jurisdiction
over learning – it doesn’t happen at stated times and places; it is
happening in his every encounter with every human being. He
has found real connections with Tsakani Khoza, our Religious
Education and Biblical Studies Head, with Muzi, now our assistant-registrar, with Elize, the domestic worker at Kwaggalaan,
with Caswell and Mcachane, gardeners who work for him and
Lionel. They all trust him implicitly, as I do, because there is no
patronage in his friendship. So even if Tom has not seen it yet,
he has created around him a fellowship of people who love him.
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[Now in 2015, seeing our failed democracy, I realize that at Giyani,
under Tom’s leadership, what I experienced was as close to the
ideal of denocracy as I will ever experience in South Africa.]

day for gardening as he will not have to work in the murderous
heat that is characteristic of this time and place.

Yesterday I went to visit Tom and Lionel in their park home
bearing a bowl of fish biryani. We sat and chatted for a while
and Tom talked about what he had been like before – a perfect
conformist impeccable in dress, behaviour and speech. He
dropped this elaborate mask, once he accepted himself as a gay
man. He had climbed the ladder of success with ease before;
once out, however, he found himself thwarted. He had to pay
for his freedom. Not so much because he was gay; more because
he embraced his homosexuality with complete confidence – his
openness outed the homophobia around him. His affirmation of
himself as a gay man had given him new insights; had brought
a new creativity into his work and was carrying him out of the
conventional. But his innovations were now being seen from a
homophobic perspective. His achievements and competence,
considered outstanding prior to his coming out, now came under
question. People couldn’t accept the new Tom and refused to
understand his innovative ideas.

December 28

Then Tom discovered Giyani and like a prophet who has seen the
Promised Land, he herded together those amongst his acquaintances whom he believed wished to escape Pharaoh’s bonds, and
with his beacon of faith lighted our way into the unknown north.
But like the Israelites, we were a mixed group and amongst us
were those who would resurrect the golden calf.

Tuesday, 27 December
Yesterday, I got involved in bread making and that absorbed my
creative urge for the day. My mother used to bake bread. I have
baked bread before, years ago, but the bread I produced yesterday
was of a superlative quality. Once I am over the cooking fit, I don’t
know whether I’ll have the inspiration or will to continue with my
culinary experiments.
It rained last night and it’s very cloudy today. I don’t know whether
Simon will come to work in the garden. I had intimated that he
should not come when it rains; but it all depends on how he
interprets this morning’s weather. Actually, this would be a good
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I am waiting for Tsakani Khosa whom I invited to lunch. I expected
her a while ago but she probably assumed that she had to come
at one and not before. I had asked at what time she usually had
lunch and set the time for the meal, saying, “Come any time
before that.” But it’s after twelve and she has not arrived. She
may be lost; after all, this is Kremetart.
When someone knocked a little while ago, I thought it was
Tsakani but it was Amos, Dr Van Rensburg’s gardener. Amos, who
had left a key with me for the gate next door, had come to water
the doctor’s garden. Accompanying him were two attractive
young girls – cousins of his who have come back to Giyani – one
from Hillbrow and the other from Boputhatswana. They sat with
me while Amos watered the doctor’s garden. I asked them about
school but the conversation was halting as I really didn’t know
what to talk about. When I asked for their impressions of Giyani,
I was amazed to hear the cousin from Hillbrow reiterate what I
had heard in July from a Soweto man in a Giyani furniture shop.
She preferred Giyani; in Hillbrow she was surrounded by rough
elements.
The other cousin simply giggled and registered her disapproval
of Giyani and Risinga High Schools. She seemed to think Kheto
Nxumalo, the school for Gazankulu Government Ministers’
offspring, was better even though she has yet to attend a school
in Giyani.
Amos and his cousins were my second lot of visitors. My first
visitor had been Sue; she had come at about ten to return a
few things I had left behind at Kwaggalaan. She would only stay
a minute she said. I got the impression that she did not think
she was welcome. I told her I was glad to see her and after a
momentary hesitation, she accepted my invitation to a cup of
tea. I wanted her to stay for lunch but she could not accept as
she and her mother had made plans to drive to Magoebaskloof.
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We talked for quite a while – the beginning of a process to heal
the breach between us. We talked about disagreements at staff
meetings. We discussed Angus’s attitude and the manner of our
appointments; our dealings with one another, with the rest of the
college staff and with the Giyani community. For me the problem
was that some of us could not acknowledge that we all operate
from a basis of discrimination. If we cannot admit to that we
cannot shed each layer of prejudice as we discover its existence.
To Sue the problem was how to change attitudes without hurting
people’s sensibilities. I asked, “But whose sensibilities? Do you
only care about Liz and Clayton? What about Muzi, Kondi and
Tsakani. Are you not concerned with the feelings of those who
are discriminated against?” Sue felt that it was pointless trying to
discuss issues in a confrontational manner and I pointed out that
it was Liz and Clayton who turned meetings into confrontations.
When I suggested that meetings should not become emotional,
she said emotion was part of a human being’s make-up and
therefore impossible to divorce from a situation. But I insisted
that excesses of emotion made us irrational and was counter-productive.
She said that we were caught in a reformist5 (Tom’s word that
he had used to criticise her) situation but I could feel she was
using the argument to excuse her failure to denounce prejudice.
She ended the conversation saying that it was a pity that the
Vice-Rector’s job had not been advertised and that it had automatically been earmarked for Tom, a white person. I felt she
was trying to divert attention from her resentment of Tom by
implying that his appointment smacked of nepotism and racism.
Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned? After that 15 December
meeting, Tom had predicted that there would be a dump-Tomas-Vice-Rector movement.
On January 15, I recorded the following entry in my journal:
“Onthe third of January Tom received a letter from Angus asking
him not to use the designation ‘Vice Rector.’ ”

5
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[2014 when I started working on this autobiography, decades
after we had left the college, I got the following explanation from
Tom.

“If you want a real story, remembering that all the protagonists are
now dead, and that my version must hold sway, here, I trust, is a
suitably juicy account: “Tom was appointed to the post of Head of
Education and Curriculum on the understanding that he would
become vice-rector of the college, when the numbers justified the
post. He must have taken this at face value when he signed a letter as
“Vice-Rector” in the first year of the College’s opening – probably to a
student, who needed the voice of authority. This came to the Rector’s
ear. Who whispered it? Why did the Rector not open a conversation
around this with Tom? Why the official letter?
Up to that point, the Rector had been happy to treat Tom as a
workhorse – often asking him to deputise for him and to take
a leadership role within the college. He had previously said to
Tom that the curriculum was not his (Angus’s) concern, nor was
liaison with Wits around this. Thus, the approach seemed to be:
make Tom do the work of Vice Rector, but do not let him get above
himself. Why an official letter: this was, it seemed, the first salvo in
the war between “the progressives” and “the liberals”. No doubt a
“liberal” whispered this in Angus’s ear – a “liberal” who was already
beginning the campaign to neutralise Tom, and by extension the
“progressive” cause.
Why would Tom be appointed Vice-Rector later on, in the light of the
above? Wits insisted on this and this would become a thorn in the
flesh of the “liberal” cause. Later on, when Tom declared publically
that he did not want the Rectorship when Angus retired, the “liberals”
would not believe him – after all, did he not pretend to the throne
way back in 1989? And with a letter to prove it?”]
Despite the effort to re-establish friendly relations, Sue’s insinuations against Tom, made me feel I could not trust her. At first, full
of regard, I had followed wherever Sue led; but some time before
Giyani, I had begun to feel the oppressiveness of her friendship,
mainly because I am a crab. She would insist that I stay over at
her townhouse when I had late meetings in Johannesburg. Her
constant reiteration of all the reasons why it was no bother; her
pressing a set of keys on me that I did not take, were difficult for

Reformism refers to gradual rather than revolutionary change
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the crab, and I stopped availing myself of her hospitality. I still
held her in high esteem, and blamed myself for my inadequacies.
When I was still at Woodmead School, I had confided to her
many of my misgivings. She had always pointed out that I was
not giving enough consideration to the feelings of the people
who, I thought, were discriminating against me. Even Tom had
made me feel that I ought to be grateful to the principal who
had offered me promotion to Head of Integrated Studies without
a commensurate increase in salary. At that time I had not been
able to argue against Sue because I suspected myself of being
overly sensitive about affronts to my black dignity. Now in Sue’s
pleas to excuse Liz and Clayton, I was hearing similar considerations for discrimination.

January 1, 1989
Yesterday I received a letter from Ponché. It was full of pain; she
is with her dying father. She seems to be shedding her little girl
self-indulgence. She writes: “I’m going to help at home for a while.
I didn’t think I’d want to be around when the day comes that my
father leaves. But the way he missed me, it seems so selfish to leave
him when he needs me.”
She has even put off going to Cape Town even though the windy
city has become more attractive to her because of Quinton. She
enclosed a letter for Quinton. Obviously she is not aware that
Quinton left just a week after she did. Because Quinton wasn’t
here, I read Ponché’s letter. It was full of pain but is clearly a
love letter; not childish. It reveals that Quinton and Ponché had
fathomed each other’s pain and could communicate at levels
that required few words. Now at the bedside of her dying father,
perhaps thoughts of Quinton will soothe her and allow her
suffering to lead her to new levels of maturity. In her letter to
Quinton, she writes; “It seems so wrong to tell you I love you but I
do. I’m going to have your baby someday.” I wonder if their paths
will ever cross again. Was their meeting just a fleeting moment
which ends as her father’s life comes to an end?
This is New Year’s Day; the most misnamed holiday on the
calendar. New years do not happen only on the first of January
nor do they come around only after one complete revolution of
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the earth around the sun. In the calendar year 1988, there were at
least two or three years for me. I suppose spells of 3 or 4 months
cannot be regarded as years if one is comparing them to the
earth’s annual journey. But that journey is too vast and occurs
in a sphere of consciousness that is abstract and impersonal.
Living in Giyani where monkeys troop through the garden and
scorpions lurk behind garbage bags, one cannot see the earth
making its journey. Instead one sees the sun rising and moving
across the sky and it is this daily journey that gives meaning
to life.
So 1988, a conventional year for others, had been three years for
me. I became Head of Integrated Studies at Woodmead School
in January and was dismissed in March. My next year began in
May, when I joined TELIP and again was involved in a conflict
not as intense but enough to make me take the road to Giyani. In
October, my third new year began when I left for Giyani. 1 January
1989 is not a new year, not a beginning at all but a continuation.
For some however, it truly is a new year. On Thursday, 29
December, the Townleys, Scott and Lynn, arrived. They start
their Giyani adventure at a time that coincides with the official
New Year. Scott has been appointed to the English Department.
When I was passing the Townley house, (the one Marlene had
occupied but gave up when Quinton and Mama Tsakani left), I
saw the removal van and scurried around to get the keys. Tom
was also chasing after keys for Barry Stone, the Cummings and
the Browns all of whose furniture was being delivered at about
the same time. Tom provided bread and milk for each household.
At the Townley’s house, the driver of the removals van told us
that the house was infested with fleas so Tom got insecticides
and sprayed.
Later that day, I went to see if the Townley’s had arrived. They
had and were busy organising the off-loading of their furniture.
Scott came and greeted me warmly. When I asked how they were
organised for supper, they told me they were going to Sue, who
had invited all the newcomers as well as Liz, Clayton and Darryl.
The voice in my head was warning me: the forces of reaction are at
work. The invitation to dinner of all the newcomers was not simply
a gesture of welcome. It was the Klan on a recruitment drive.
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I asked Scott and Lynn if they would come for lunch the next day,
Friday; I had invited Khensani, Emily and their children. Scott
accepted.
On Friday morning, I waited and waited thinking that Emily and
Khensani would come early but the Townleys were the first to
arrive. It occurred to me that Emily and Khensani probably had
transport problems. I was toying with the idea of going to fetch
Khensani and was about to tell Scott and Lynn when Khensani
and her eighteen-month old son, Curtis, arrived. I thought I
would go with Khensani to find Emily but apparently Emily had
moved and Khensani had no idea where.
We settled down to chat; I tried my best not to express any
negative feelings about the Klan, knowing that Scott had been
with them the night before. Scott, however, kept probing about
Angus. He was suspicious of him because of his colonial air.
Though I agreed about the colonial air, I tried to give Angus
the benefit of the doubt when we discussed Muzi’s demotion
to assistant–registrar. I believed that for Angus the college was
the first priority and he would not protect the individual at the
cost of the college. I did not mention that for me there is no
separation between College and individual – what one does for
the individual, one does for the college. The fact that Muzi had
been demoted calls into question our claim of non-racialism.
I let slip a remark that I later regretted. When Scott wondered
about Barry Stone, a Michael House Man, I said “I’m glad you’re
in languages.” Scott’s rejoinder was an immediate though gentle
rebuke. “In these small communities, people do talk. It’s something
that concerns me.” I tried to squirm out of the awkwardness I had
created and went on to admit that the small group working at
Giyani since October had indeed become incestuous.
Scott was like a breath of fresh air. I should have expected that;
anyone with a passion for Shakespeare is obviously a superior
being. And he had not come to Giyani with eyes closed, as I
had. He asked about whether we paid rent. The question of rent
had been haunting me for some time. We had not paid rent at
Kwaggalaan and I have not been in my flat long enough to know
what the situation is about rent. I told Scott that I didn’t think
we would be paying rent. He frowned and expressed regret; it
seemed we had come in on a gravy train. It wasn’t fair; like colo160
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nialists, we were set up in comfort and luxury amidst the starving
local population. Scott was such a contrast to Barry Stone, who
at a Housing Committee meeting sometime later, would say to
me, “I thought I was going to have a three-bedroom house. I
know I am single but that does not mean I do not need space.
Why else does one come to a place like Giyani if it is not to have
more space? I was promised a three-bedroom house on a forty
acre plot and that’s what I want.” Obviously the notion of rent had
no relevance for him.
Thank goodness for Scott. I had first met Scott and Lynn when I
had come for my interview with Angus last July and I remember
liking them a lot but in the months between then and December
I had observed that words and deeds do not reflect the same
realities, so I had decided not to count on Scott. But at that lunch,
I was reminded again why I had liked Scott and Lynn so much
on our first meeting. They didn’t seem likely to join the liberalconservatives.

Tuesday, 3 January 1989
Angus informed me that I was no longer Head of Division
Languages, only Head of Division Arts. He would now be
advertising the post of Head of Division Languages. It had never
seemed feasible to me to be head of both divisions; I had thought
of it as a stop-gap measure until more staff were found. I was
glad; the Arts Division was where I naturally belonged but I was
still teaching in the English Department.

Thursday, 5 January 1989
We went on holiday from Dec 16 – Jan 2. During the break people
came and went; I stayed put and enjoyed being on my own without
responsibility to or for others. Tom went back to Johannesburg
to help Lionel pack up their household so they could move to
Giyani by the 20th of December.
Before he left, he came to tell me that he had been summoned by
Tsakani who had been very hurt by certain remarks at a meeting,
especially those made by Clayton. He had stated that he could not
invite black staff members to his home in Kremetart because he
could not take the responsibility of other white residents’ hostility
towards them. She had also been upset by Liz’s outpourings and
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at Sue’s silence. She wanted a meeting with Tom and all the black
members of staff to discuss how to heal the breach between
black and white. We couldn’t meet before the 30th of December
as Muzi and Kondi would be away until then. So it was agreed
that we meet on the 30th.
But the meeting had to be postponed as Muzi and Kondi had
not yet returned. Besides Tsakani was in the midst of trading in
her three year old Toyota for a brand new model; she was too
excited to attend a meeting. When I told Tom the meeting had
been postponed, he was uneasy. He wondered if Tsakani felt
intimidated but I assured him it was the thrill of the new car. Tom
wanted the matter cleared up on the first day of our return to
college. As he and Lionel were going off to Johannesburg to ring
in the New Year with friends, he asked me to set up the meeting
for the afternoon of the 2nd; he and Lionel would be back by then.
I informed Tsakani of Tom’s disappointment and we arranged a
meeting for the Monday afternoon. I left a note on Tom’s door.
Monday midday we met at Tsakani’s place. Tom could only stay an
hour as he was going to Siyandani village to take photographs of
an Inyanga, his gardener Caswell’s second mother. As chair of the
meeting, Tsakani began by asking how we felt about the hurtful
remarks that had been made. We all expressed our concern. Incidentally, Marlene was there too. She had returned from her visit
to Elim and knowing that Tsakani wanted her at the meeting, I
had invited her to attend. We discussed the comments and the
tone in which they were made. The remarks indicated a division
in the staff which would be harmful to the College. Liz Host was
identified as the source of the problem and it was decided that
she had to be stopped from turning meetings into interrogations
and accusations.
When Tom left for Siyandani, the rest of us decided on a plan
of action. I said that I would volunteer to chair the meeting the
next day (we used the system of rotating chairs) and we could
put our concerns on the agenda. Tsakani and Kondi offered to
present their views and call for explanations of remarks made
at that 15 December meeting. They wanted a re-examination of
the principles upon which the functioning of the college was
based. Tsakani wanted to deal with Clayton’s words. As Clayton
would not be present, I advised her simply to have her concerns
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recorded in the minutes so that we could take them up at a later
time. When Tom came back, he basically agreed with the plan.
After the meeting, Tom and Lionel invited me to go with them to
Siyandani. Tom had not been able to take pictures earlier as the
Inyanga had not been ready. I was glad to have this opportunity
to visit the village. But my blackness together with my inability
to speak Tsonga was something the people in the village found
strange, even unacceptable. Here in Giyani, I am often mistaken
for Shangaan.
When Tom started taking pictures of the Inyanga, everybody
wanted to be snapped but they all waited politely. The Inyanga
posed in simple attitudes with a serene downcast look that
reminded me of African sculptures. When Tom turned to the
others who had been waiting in quiet excitement, there was
suddenly great activity and fun. The whole family began posing,
striking attitudes and clowning.
After the film ran out, we stood around and chatted. I caught
sight of a pamphlet, a copy of which we had looked at earlier at
Tsakani’s house. When we had asked Tsakani and Kondi about
it, they had shrugged it off. But in the village, people had very
definite views. The pamphlets had been put out by political
activists, working underground, who were calling for a boycott of
Gazankulu elections. Caswell’s father was most disapproving; he
kept insisting that troublemakers had distributed the pamphlets.
Caswell, however, supported the views in the pamphlet. He would
not vote in the forthcoming election; he took a stern view of
nepotism and corruption. He cited the Chief Minister’s establishment of business and educational monopolies and the granting
of special licenses to family members, including his doctor son,
whose qualifications were suspect.
Then Caswell’s mother, the Inyanga, took me into her hut and
questioned me about my relationship to Tom and Lionel. They
were wondering what an old Black woman was doing with two
young white men. I made the assumption that they saw all relationships in terms of kinship, so I thought that saying we were
friends would be quite meaningless. I told them that we worked
together; perhaps they would accept a relationship in terms of
function rather than choice.
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Then we joined a group sitting in a circle drinking beer. One
old woman was clearly contemptuous of me – a black person
parading as white. I could see the contempt in her eyes. And when
I refused the beer that was offered me, an offer of communion,
I confirmed her dislike. As I didn’t have the language to make
her understand that I don’t drink, I was guilty of repudiating the
villagers’ hospitality. Unlike Tom and Lionel who, in sitting down
to share the beer, had become part of the community, I remained
an outsider. When we were leaving, I went to say goodbye to
the old woman; she addressed me as “madam” and spat out her
goodbye. If only we didn’t depend on ritual actions to be the
bearers of respect!
Driving out of the village in the dark, it was difficult to see where
we were going; the villages don’t have electricity. A few days later
when Simon came to ask for a plaster for a cut on his leg, he
said, “I accidentally slipped on a bottle, the other night. Where
we stay, we don’t have lights like you.” This is Homeland separate
development.

Sunday, 15 January 1989
It is ten days since I put anything in my journal because I have
been extremely busy, as we all have, implementing the programme
we had drawn up for the orientation of the new Giyani College
of Education staff. We had returned to work on Tuesday 3rd
January. Despite the dreadful conflicts we had been involved
in earlier, everyone now accepted the idea of an orientation
that included all sectors of the college staff. Darryl, who was
definitely aligned with the liberal-conservatives, was the one who
suggested that we expand our task groups to include administrative and maintenance staff. [Now I wonder whether he was being
sarcastic at the time considering that he made little effort to give
the new staff the kind of welcome we had agreed on.]
Everything was going smoothly but we still had to deal with
the matter of the humiliation that Black colleagues had been
subjected to on December 15. Even though Clayton wasn’t there,
Tsakani brought up the matter of Clayton’s remarks. Sue and Liz
leapt to his defence. Both Kondi and Tsakani explained that they
no longer felt free to visit their white colleagues. Sue was forced
to declare that she was not racist, that she had given keys to
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her house to Muzi to come and go as he liked. When Tsakani
challenged her about her silence at the previous meetings, her
face became red and contorted and she cried. She had not been
able to speak because she had been afraid of being attacked; she
was hinting at Tom. It is true that Tom had been hard on her
during the meeting because she had refused to condemn the
racist views that were being expressed. Despite her tears and
the pain on her face, I did not sympathise with her.
Sue and Liz apologised for any hurt that they had caused and
the meeting ended with a superficial reconciliation. Though Sue
fell into Tom’s arms and sobbed and seemed to make up, I have
found that in two subsequent visits to me, in her subtle way,
she has been trying to undermine my trust in Tom. She is also
very protective of the sensitivities of Liz, Clayton, Darryl and all
the new liberal whites coming to teach at the college. And she
has developed a deep revulsion for Tsakani. She cannot abide
her, declares that Angus made a dreadful mistake in appointing
her and has written her off declaring that it is impossible to talk
to her.
She said so to me yesterday after she had just visited Clayton and
spent a great deal of time getting him to examine his attitudes.
She had also spent the previous day working carefully with Liz,
“engineering” (her word) her reactions so that she would adopt
a more open, anti-authoritarian approach. She had taken time
to work with these two liberal whites but had made no attempt
to talk to Tsakani. She simply dismissed her out of hand as irredeemable. She had infinite patience with Liz and Clayton who
had publicly insulted our black colleagues but none for Tsakani
who had been most hurt by them.
Her feelings against Tsakani may have been mixed with envy; she
had simultaneously pointed out that Tsakani dressed beautifully,
had a new car and a beautiful home. But I felt she hated Tsakani
for questioning her silence at the December meetings. No matter
how Sue tried to justify that silence, she knew she had betrayed
the principles she professed. She probably hated herself more
than anyone else.
I have just been visited by Marlene and Shen. Marlene, who has
been ill for a week, has had a stream of visitors. Yesterday Beryl
Jacobs, a new arrival at the college, went to visit her to vituperate
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against Tom. Apparently she had called Tom a fool and accused
him of leading the college in the wrong direction. Beryl Jacobs, an
attractive, middle-aged blonde, is obviously in the habit of selling
herself on charm; when that charm does not have the desired
effect, she reacts like the proverbial woman scorned. And Tom is
mischievous. He loves being attractive to women; loves leading
them up the garden path. Beryl had taken a complaint about
Kondi to him. I heard about this from Kondi. Beryl had apparently
told Tom that Kondi was impossible and she would never be able
to work with her. Tom had asked her to speak directly to Kondi
on the matter. Beryl, I assume, was furious that he had not taken
her part and dealt with the problem for her. She met with Kondi,
apologised to her, turned their meeting into a vilification of Tom
and hinted that she has – what Marlene calls – “a hot-line to
Angus.”
Unfortunately, Angus is not gay and is susceptible to Beryl’s
charms. Her flirtatious manner and the genteel suggestiveness
of her raillery probably have a titillating effect on him. He has
been most solicitous about her welfare and it is clear he has a
very high regard for her.
I am beginning to wonder about Angus’s perceptions of people.
At first I had believed, because I had had it from Tom and Sue,
that he had an incisive ability to assess character. Now I am quite
certain that he does not. He accepted Tom on Clayton’s strong
recommendation, then Sue and me on Tom’s recommendation, a
number of other people on Clayton’s recommendation, and the
Arts people on Marlene’s recommendation. So really Clayton, Tom
and Marlene are responsible for the recruitment of most of the
academic staff. Angus has been given credit for putting together
an unusual complement of people when in fact he had no idea of
the people he was appointing. Angus is a good, genial soul with
old-fashioned allegiance to a gentlemanly code – courtesy and
consideration on the one hand and rigid adherence to form on
the other. Angus’s kindliness is therefore contradicted by the
harshness that goes with prescription.
I would like to be Angus’s friend. I sometimes feel he would like
me to be his friend. So we have approached the matter through
mangoes. As I have recounted before, I have taken up all kinds of
culinary challenges at a time in my life when food should really be
relegated to the back benches of my consciousness. I was invited
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by Angus to fetch mangoes from his yard. I did so once, pickled
the mangoes and delivered a small bowlful to Bridget, Angus’s
wife; a small bowlful because she apparently is a connoisseur of
Indian cuisine; she once criticised my chicken biryani for not
having mint in it. I have tried to pop in occasionally to talk about
things marginally related to the college. Perhaps Angus no longer
regards me as the rather inconsequential “Indian” woman that he
was more or less forced to appoint at Tom’s insistence. In fact,
his consciousness of my Indian-ness has in recent times been
absent from his remarks despite the fact that I am now a provider
of mango achar.
Angus is inclined towards the liberal white (conservative) camp
of which the charming Beryl has become a member. I was on the
welcoming committee for Beryl so when she arrived I met her,
tried to give her some idea of what we had done and what we
intended for the next week. It had been almost impossible to get
a word in edgewise. She is one of those people who open their
mouths and close their ears to ensure a one-directional flow
of words. I had to force myself into her monologue especially
when she began to reveal her paternalism. Her whole attitude to
me was condescending. When I had walked into her place, she
had said she was so glad it was I who had come to welcome her.
She was not referring to me as an esteemed colleague or friend
but simply as a black person. In other words, my appearance
confirmed that she was not racist. I had ignored that but when
she extended her patronage to the people of Giyani, I did not
keep silent. She became vaguely uneasy.
The next day, I gave her a lift to college; on the way she talked
about car accidents. Her son and daughter had recently been
involved in accidents and she had broken down in Naboomspruit
on her way to Giyani. The matter of insurance came up and I felt
obliged to tell her that I did not have insurance on my car. She
had assumed that, being a black person aspiring to be white, I
would do the accepted thing and have insurance. She started to
lecture me about insurance and I pointed out that I had not been
able to afford insurance on my car. Now that I was working at
Giyani, I could think about it as I was earning like a white person.
After the 3rd of January, those of us who have been here since
October, formed groups to welcome people and introduce them
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to the principles we had devised as the charter for the college.
Tsakani and I were in the same group. We arranged a meeting
with Mboya, the new Physical Education lecturer, Dyson, from
admin, and Hilda, from maintenance, for Thursday 5 January. The
rest of our group would be arriving later that day. At this meeting
we discussed the college charter. Mboya expressed reservations
about our anti-authoritarian approach. For Hilda and Dyson such
a discussion was very new in their lives. They had never before sat
down and communicated as equals with educators. The meeting
was slow and rather demanding on them; it is possible that they
felt rather than understood our intentions.
Mboya asked for another meeting with me and I promised to see
her the next day, Friday, with Pedro Espi Sanchez, Head of the
Music Department, who had arrived on Wednesday night. Pedro
was also in our group. I had met him when Marlene brought
him and Hildur over on his arrival. Hildur was going to spend
the night at Marlene’s and Pedro was going to stay at my flat.
On Thursday, their furniture would arrive and they would move
into their house. When I got back after the meeting with Tsakani,
Dyson, Mboya and Hilda, I went to see Pedro and arranged to take
him with me to meet Mboya the next day. I knew Beryl was in her
flat and after I had returned from a shopping trip to Pietersburg,
I went to welcome her. As I have already explained she did not
give me a chance to say much. Her lecture focussed on the fact
that Angus had bought a red and black dining room suite which
clashed with the pink sofa-sleeper. I had intended to invite her
to go with Pedro and me to meet Mboya, but I was only given
enough space to inform her of the welcoming party for the group
on Monday afternoon.
Pedro and I went to Mboya’s flat which was on the ground floor of
one of the Women’s Residences. There was a great deal of space
but I found it rather dark. We talked and again Mboya showed
reluctance about certain procedures such as the establishment
of a Students’ Representative Council (SRC). Eventually we left,
making sure Mboya knew about the party on Monday.
I had borrowed Tom and Lionel’s cooler box for my trip to
Pietersburg in the morning so I went to return it and found
that their tea party with their group was not over, Kondi was
still there and so was Hildur, who left soon after. Everyone was
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bubbly. They had obviously had a wonderful time. We chatted
for a while about what a good atmosphere had developed now
that we had demolished class differences and were working
together as employees at the college. Tom and Lionel invited me
to stay for supper and I did. We talked cheerfully except when we
thought of Richard Chauke, Denis Bandi, Jean Woods and a few
others who were in Liz and Darryl’s group. They had not been
involved in any activities. In the midst of my running around in
the morning, when Jean Woods arrived I went over to say hello.
When I discovered that she belonged to Liz’s group, I went over
to let Liz know. Liz barely opened the door to me and said, “Oh,
she’s here a day before she was supposed to arrive. I’ll go over
later.”
Tom felt that Darryl and Liz had adopted a boycott attitude and we
felt sorry that some members of the staff were being neglected.
Eventually, Liz and Darryl did meet with their group for a brief
tea at Angus’s house. It seemed entirely perfunctory and not in
the spirit that was intended.
Gene Layne had brought news that afternoon of a conference
that was taking place the next day at the Chachulani Hall and
wanted all the staff to know so that they could attend if they
so wished. Kondi, Tom and I undertook to let people know. I
went to Marlene who said she would attend, to Beryl who said
she would; then to Liz. “Oh, I know about the meeting but we’re
going to the Kruger Park.” She had a friend visiting. After I let the
Cummings and Hildur and Pedro know, I went to inform Angus
that Beryl would be going to the conference; he had apparently
arranged to go over and fix plugs for her. Outside Angus’s house,
I bumped into Tom who was emerging from Clayton’s house next
door. Tom was annoyed. He had come from Scott’s place where
Sue was visiting. She had said, “Oh, I know about the meeting.” It
seemed that Angus had informed the liberal whites; no one else.
The next morning, Marlene couldn’t go to the conference as
Shen and Peter had not returned. I went off to fetch Beryl and
when we got to the hall, we found the liberal whites with Angus,
his wife, Bridget, and the new Head of Department, Physical
Education, Gerald Brown. We waited outside the hall until ten
and then were summoned in. When the meeting began all of us
from the college were introduced as VIPs. I found it most embar-
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rassing. The guest speaker at this meeting of the Bureau for
Tsonga Language and Culture was a Professor Ripinga, Minister
of Education in Kangwane, another Homeland. He gave a Marxist
view of Education; it seemed to me part of the window dressing
that the Homelands represented.
In the afternoon, the proceedings continued in Tsonga and I
found someone to translate for me. I was the only one from the
college who had returned. Tom and Lionel were holding their
final party for their group – a braai at the Hudson Ntsanwisi Dam
and could not attend. As I listened, I discovered that it was only an
appearance of solidarity that had been displayed in the morning.
The President of the Bureau was actually calling for its dissolution
because members were apathetic and the Bureau itself served
no useful purpose. The Chief Minister, Hudson Ntsanwisi, who
was present, defended the Bureau; his claque supported him
and burst into loud cheering every so often. By five o’ clock, the
small group discussions which were to have taken place after
the President’s address had not happened. As I was very hot and
tired by then, I decided to leave.
Outside I met Sam, someone I had known in Soweto. Sam had
publicly rebuked Prof Ripinga for ‘casting pearls before swine’.
He told me he was in favour of the dissolution of the Bureau.
He was going to resign anyway. I left the meeting to its deliberations knowing that my small understanding of Homeland
politics was now totally confused. The Chief Minister, Hudson
Ntsanwisi, seemed to me to be in the same mould as Gatsha
Buthelezi. He had created similar organisations; the Bureau, the
Giyani Women’s Organisation and Ximoko Xarixaka – a kind of
secret police parading as a cultural group similar to Inkatha. The
College, the brain-child of Ntsanwisi, was meant to have fitted
into this cluster of organisations and would have, had Tom not
been appointed Vice Rector.

Sunday, 8 January
During the week I had asked all the people in the Languages
Division if we could meet on Sunday to embark on a discussion
about language teaching. Everyone had agreed. At about 9 last
night, I found a letter under my door from Darryl.
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Dear Muthal,
I will in all probability be “out in the country” tomorrow, so would
like to suggest that the proposed Divisional meeting be held on
Monday or Tuesday. As these are relatively “open” days there should
not be much of a problem arranging a time suitable to all.
Enjoy the weekend. Regards. Darryl.
The letter shocked me. Darryl had arbitrarily decided on
postponing the meeting without consulting anyone. I talked
to Darryl the following Tuesday. He was annoyed at my interpretation of the letter. He said he was not very well because he
suspected he might have developed a hiatus hernia. He tried to
indicate that I was inconsiderate to confront him in his condition
but I did not let him off the hook and made him aware of his
high-handedness. [Now in 2014, I realize that Darryl probably
knew that I was being moved out of the Division and did not feel
it was necessary to attend any meeting I called.]
At about eight on Sunday morning, it occurred to me that without
a Tsonga lecturer, our division would not be able to operate in the
way I had in mind, so I dashed off to Angus’s house to find out if
there would be a replacement for Wilson Baloyi, Tsonga lecturer,
who was no longer coming to the College. I found the Roses at
breakfast and Angus informed me that they had already found
a replacement, Sarah Masunga, the person I had approached in
November to give lessons in Xitsonga to the staff. I was delighted.
After a cup of Chinese tea, I dashed off to Sarah and told her
about the meeting at ten. It was a terrible imposition on her but
being a very dedicated person, she agreed to come.
At ten, Gavin Hayward, Scott Townley, Sarah Masunga and I met
to talk about language in general, about Tsonga as language
support in our work in English and Afrikaans, our need to become
acquainted with linguistics and new theories about language
development. After Sarah went home, Scott, Gavin and I planned
a sixteen week English programme. When the meeting ended at
about two, I dashed off to fetch Mboya from campus because
I had also organised a meeting of the Arts Division at Gerald
Brown’s flat.
At the time, I was also Head of the Arts Division. Pedro, Hildur,
Mboya with two-year old Sakkie and I met at the Browns’. It was
a difficult meeting because Gerald, though his heart was in the
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right place, declared that he had come to help these people;
that he was going to spend the last seven years of his working
life improving the lot of the underprivileged and helping them
to take their place in the modern world. Pedro and Hildur were
exchanging embarrassed glances and it was left to me to try to
make him aware that his words were patronising. It was not easy
as there was no doubt that Gerald was filled with goodwill. He
wasn’t in the same mould as Liz and company.

Beryl arrived at 4, followed soon after by Pedro and Clayton who
brought wine and beer. We chatted until Tsakani and Mboya
arrived with trays of sandwiches. Tsakani left immediately after
to fetch Dyson and Hilda. When they came back we snacked as
we chatted. Then David Goldhawk arrived. I had been looking
for him for over a week. He had come to Giyani and gone off
immediately to Zimbabwe to visit his ailing parents. I was glad to
see him and after introductions, we settled down again.

When we eventually left, Mboya came home to see where I lived.
After Hildur took her back to college, I set about baking a cake
for the next day’s party. While I was busy, Mr Maluleke, the TV
man from the shopping centre, brought back my TV. He had
tested it and apparently fixed the problem, but I found that the
reception had in no way improved; still I was glad to have it back
as it allowed me to escape into a different world about which I
could be completely judgmental since I was not part of it.

[And this is where my journal ends. I did not continue writing,
possibly because at Giyani I was introduced to the computer and
may have continued recording my experiences electronically –
but I have no records. Learning to use a computer is one of the
great gifts I received from Giyani College of Education. I gained
the practical skills that facilitate writing and creativity.]

The next morning, I discovered that the demonstration of AV
equipment, scheduled for 9 at the college, would only take place
at eleven. I had planned to be at college at 8 to meet with Gerald
and Mboya who were to choose offices in the Education Building
– the Physical Education Centre with a gym had as yet not been
completed. Afterwards I would stay for the AV demonstration.
When Mboya, Gerald and I met, we found that there were only
three not four offices in the end building. We chased around
after keys for a while and then decided to postpone the matter. I
went off to buy a few odds and ends for the party, dropped these
off at home, fetched Beryl and went off to the AV meeting. After
the AV display, the ETA people suddenly came in to make a presentation. I made my excuses and left. I came home to find a note
from Marlene that she was back and I should come to see her. I
couldn’t. I did a little more baking and set everything out for the
party at four.
Just after three, Sue came by to arrange a meeting to discuss our
session at the staff orientation on Thursday afternoon. We were
to lead discussions on academic support and language across the
curriculum. We arranged to meet on Wednesday night since the
next day, Tuesday, was the day of the big staff party when we
would get together for a braai at the Gazankulu Goldmine Tree
House Resort.
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With students on campus, life in Kremetart became quite eventful.
On one occasion, Tom and Lionel invited their students to a braai
at their home. While they were socialising around the braai in
the yard, they were startled by a pistol shot. A resident, revolver
held high, was registering his objection to the presence of the
students in Kremetart. When Kremetart came under control of
the black Homeland government, White GCE staff members, who
mixed freely with blacks, were resentfully tolerated by Kremetart
residents, who no longer had a choice but to accept them.
Eventually, most of the GCE staff moved out of Kremetart and
into campus housing. On campus, there were new adventures
– encounters with snakes, little Mozambican cobras and on
one occasion, of which I am aware, a green mamba. Lionel kept
snakes, he had a beautiful little orange and brown snake (I think
it was a species of rock python) that he often wore as a bracelet
on his arm. He had no problem with snakes but the rest of us
lived in fear.
I once got a call from my helper, Angelina, telling me that there was
a snake hanging from the roof. I told her to ignore it. On another
occasion, when she was working in the house, a Mozambican
cobra came out of the little study and stood confronting her. She
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didn’t bother calling me; she called in a gardener instead and he
dispatched it. The little cobra had been in my study for a few days
– catching up on drama techniques I expect. But sustenance of
the mind requires sustenance of the body; it had probably come
out to find food.
Then there was the time (circa 1997) when a member of staff, Guy
Bostock, found a green mamba coiled around the pipes under the
washbasin in his bathroom. I wrote the following story based on
the incident, but set it off campus, in a local family in one of the
housing sections of Giyani.

Snake In The Bathroom
“Mhani! Papa!” Khazamula shouted as he ran in through the gate followed
closely by his sisters, Khanyisa and Misaveni. “We won. We won. And I
scored two goals.” Khazamula was very excited. His school had beaten the
neighbouring school in a soccer match and he was the hero.
”You should have seen him, Papa, he played just like Lucas Radebe,”
Khanyisa laughed.
“That’s great, Khazamula,” his father said. “So you scored two goals.”
“Papa, he scored the winning goal!” Misaveni called out excitedly.
“Yes, Papa. We were two goals all and there were five minutes left. Then
Themba headed the ball to me and I dribbled all the way past the defenders
and scored. The goalie didn’t know what was happening.” His parents
laughed. They were very proud of him.
“I think you’re ready for Bafana Bafana, Khazamula,” his mother teased.
Father laughed. “We have to celebrate our son’s success.”
“I know, let’s go to Khazamula’s favourite restaurant for dinner,” said
Mother.
“Great, Mhani, I’ll get ready.” Khazamula dashed off to the bathroom to
shower. First he took his toothbrush and toothpaste to brush his teeth.
When he bent down to rinse his mouth, he heard a strange hissing sound.
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It was coming from under the washbasin.
Khazamula was about to look under the washbasin when something
suddenly flashed at him. He jumped back in fear when he saw that it was
the head of a snake. He moved back cautiously towards the door, dashed
out and slammed the door closed.
“Papa! Papa! Come quick. There’s a snake in the bathroom!”
“What!” Father, Mother and the girls came rushing out of their rooms.
“Where is it?”
“I closed the door. It’s in there, under the sink.”
They all rushed outside and Papa looked through the bathroom window.
“Look for it under the washbasin, Papa,” shouted Khazamula.
“Oh my, it’s a mamba. It’s coiled around the pipes under the washbasin,”
said Father.
“Thank God, it didn’t bite you,” Mother was quite agitated.
“I want to see! I want to see!” yelled Misaveni who was too short to look
through the window. Father picked her up and when she saw the snake,
she screamed, jumped out of Papa’s arms and ran to the edge of the
garden.
Khanyisa looking through the window laughed, “Look out Misaveni, it’s
coming for you.” Misaveni screamed and ran to Mother.
“Stop that now, Khanyisa. Papa, what are we going to do?”
“We can’t leave it in there. Let me see.” He went round to the side of the
house and came back with a long pole. “Get the shaving cream from my
room, Khazamula.” Khazamula dashed off to get the cream.
“Why do you need shaving cream?” Mother was puzzled.
“If I can push this pole right up to the pipe, the snake may crawl along it
and out of the window. If I put shaving cream on the pole, when we come
back we’ll be able to see whether the snake crawled up the pole or not.”
“You mean we’re going off and leaving that thing in there!” Mother
exclaimed.
Misaveni howled, “We’ll never be able to use the bathroom again!”
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“Oh, shut up, Misaveni.” Khanyisa was cross because she too was getting
worried. “Are we really going to leave the snake in there, Papa?”
“What else can we do?” Papa took the shaving cream from Khazamula,
smeared it on the pole, pushed the pole through the window and carefully
lowered it under the washbasin.
Then they went off to the side of the house and watched. Nothing
happened.
“Let’s not wait. This can take a long time,” Papa said. But just as they were
about to go, Khazamula caught his father’s sleeve.
“Look, I think it’s coming out,” he whispered.
They turned to look and saw the snake’s head emerging from the
window.
“I’ll get a stick,” said Papa as he ran off toward the garage.
“Be careful, Jabu. That’s a green mamba.” Mother was afraid.
Papa came back with a big stick. Just as the snake’s head touched the
ground, he raised the stick and brought it down with a crashing blow. The
snake’s head was smashed to a pulp. Its body twisted violently and then
fell limp. The snake was dead. Papa pulled the rest of it out of the window.
It was very long, almost two meters. Papa smiled with relief, “Well, that’s
that.”
“And it’s not too late. We can still go out to dinner to celebrate Khazamula’s
soccer victory,” Mother reminded them.
“We mustn’t forget that,” said Papa. “Khazamula hurry up and change.”
Khazamula went into the bathroom. He looked around carefully to make
sure that there was nothing under the washbasin, in the bathtub or in the
shower. Khazamula undressed quickly, and showered.
When he was ready, the family set out for the restaurant. But they forgot
all about Khazamula’s two goals. All they could talk about was the snake
in the bathroom.
“I’m sorry I killed it, “Papa said. “I was so afraid of it. I didn’t think.”
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This was one of the stories in the collection, Emerging Heroes,
written for the 2010 World Cup and published in 2012 by Stainbank
and Associates. In the actual incident in Giyani, when the mamba
crawled out of Guy Bostock’s bathroom window, it climbed high
into a nearby tree. A gamekeeper, called in from the M’nombe
Nature reserve, shot it where it lay along a branch.

1989 Nhlangano
Though things were going well in 1989, we had been unable to
implement Tom’s vision of a united staff. He had wanted to weld
the academic staff and workers into one body responsible for
the functioning of the college in all its aspects. As members of
the academic staff were dead set against such an amalgamation,
he was forced to compromise. He was, however, determined that
workers be recognized as part of the college community, not
simply as servants. He reluctantly agreed to a separate forum for
the workers and asked me to organize it.
I called the workers together and explained that we would form
a body that would meet regularly to deal with their needs and
functions at the college. They had to see themselves as integral
to the functioning of the college as they provided essential
services. By ensuring an environment in which staff and students
could function well, they were making an invaluable contribution
not only to the college but to the education requirements of the
community. We would meet once a month in the staff room. As
members of staff, they would share the same staff room as the
academic staff.
The workers chose the name Nhlangano (gathering) for their
organization and elected a small committee of five people to
organise and run meetings. Barbara Maloi, a lecturer in the Physical
Education Department, and I, represented the academic staff on
the committee. We did not chair meetings; the chairperson was
always one of the elected members of the committee and all
meetings were conducted in the Tsonga language. My contribution
to meetings was always a big container of freshly baked muffins.
Nhlangano meetings were always well attended and everyone
seemed to enjoy the opportunity to get together regularly.
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When there were complaints about the cleanliness of Student
Residences, these were discussed at Nhlangano meetings.
Workers complained of students’ bad habits and took me to see
condoms strewn about in the bathroom areas. So I came up with
a scheme to make students aware of the need to respect their
living spaces and at the same time give workers and students an
incentive to keep their residences well serviced and tidy. I asked
students to take note of their living quarters and to tick on a
very simple form the degree of cleanliness of their residences
and the efficiency of the worker. The worker who received the
best evaluation would receive a monetary award. The students
would not co-operate with the scheme. That meant inspections
by the Nhlangano Committee which would decide on the best
serviced residence and the worker to receive the award.
But the competition caused resentment. Competition was not
acceptable in Tsonga culture. The idea of singling out one person
for praise went against the idea of community. This commitment
to egalitarianism, though laudable, provided a safety net for those
who did not pull their weight.
I have no further recollection of the happenings of 1989 but I
have a letter written to my sister which indicates that that first
year at college was exciting and stimulating for all of us.

December 10, 1989

Dear Seetha,

At last I am actually on holiday. Despite the fact that we closed on
November 30, I have been busy until last Thursday, December 7. I have
devised a project to improve the teaching of English in the schools of
Gazankulu and that is what has kept me busy when most other people
have already gone away, some to distant climes.

Next year I shall be teaching drama for the first time since I returned to
South Africa thirteen years ago with a PhD in Theatre and Drama. When I
first came back, no one would hire me and I had to go back to teaching in
schools. Drama has not yet been introduced into the school curriculum so
I became an English teacher. When I came to Gazankulu, it was as Head
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of the Division of Communication and Languages. At first I was also Head
of the English Department, but the Gazankulu Education Department
objected on the grounds that I was Indian and therefore not a mother-tongue speaker of English. I was ready to fight it, but the Rector had
had enough of fighting and appointed someone else as Head of English.
The new man and I got along for a while but we are from different schools
of thought and we began to pull in opposition to each other. I decided that
I could not go on working like this and begged for months to be allowed to
go into Drama for which I am certificated so that no one can question my
credentials. Besides it is what I really want to do anyway. I persisted and
with the help of the arts lecturers, I have finally managed to get myself
back into drama.

After all that, I now hear that there is a vacancy at the University of
Durban-Westville (the Indian University established in the early sixties
that first opened its doors on Salisbury Island in Durban Bay). Gowrie
Pather (now Naidoo, who was at school with me) is being boarded as she
has developed a cardiac condition and I have been invited to apply for
her post. Of course, now that I have managed to win a place for myself in
Drama at Giyani College, I am not going anywhere else.
I love being in Giyani despite the narrow-mindedness that I encounter in
a variety of places. Here, I work with African students and I feel extremely
lucky. At Durban-Westville, I would be working with Indian students, who
mould themselves in the tradition of the West, and that is not interesting
enough for me. Here at Giyani, we can become involved in what is
happening in the most progressive theatre and drama circles, and that
does not include University Departments or the recognized professional
theatre; we can become part of the movement to create a viable indigenous
theatre based on the South African experience. So I am looking forward to
1990; I think it is going to be an exciting year for me; even more exciting
than 1989 has been.
I hope that things are going well for you too. I feel very guilty about having
taken away your book on creative writing. If you want it back, I shall post
it to you. I have begun to write poems now. I don’t know if they are any
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good but writing them gives me a great deal of pleasure. My poems fall
into two categories; very cynical and very optimistic. Here is one of my
optimistic ones:
Infinity

inside the head
enfolded
confined in convolutions
defined in hemispheres
mapped out
in routes of communication,
infinity
in a mass of jelly
transmitting signals
that leap
across synapses
past Alpha Centauri
past Pluto
into other galaxies
to the back of beyond
to reach
from every direction
over and over
the beginning
the big bang
of the mind

(I wrote this just after I had watched a documentary on the brain.)

I hope you have a wonderful new year and that life is opening up for you in
the same way that it is for me, making me wish I could live forever.
Love to Pranab, Pratik (if he is still there), Ragini and you.
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Saturday Morning School
I am not sure when I started the Saturday Morning English classes
for children at the college.
I think it was in 1989. Mboya Seakamela, lecturer in the Physical
Education Department, suggested the idea; she knew that many
parents in Giyani wanted their children to be able to communicate
fluently in English. So I organised our Saturday Morning School.
It provided a wonderful opportunity for our students to gain real
experience in the classroom as facilitators of learning.
I worked together with Pauline Brown, wife of Gerald Brown,
Head of our Department of Physical Education, to establish the
Saturday morning classes. Pauline, a singer and musician, was a
teacher at Khanyisa Primary School where she worked with first
and second graders. Pauline and I ran the project and also taught
in it. We employed about twenty College students to work with
the children. We met with them once a week and together we
prepared the activities and materials for the classes. There were
about three hundred children, divided into units of about fifteen.
We charged R20 per month for each child so that we could pay
the students for their participation in the programme.
We used music, drama and games as the basis for instruction. We
taught children to read and write and gave them opportunities
to express themselves in English. We worked towards a concert
at the end of the year where parents could see their children act
and sing in English. Being a pianist, Pauline provided the music.
Later we bought a keyboard and one of the students also provided
accompaniment for the activities. The school was a great success
and I was invited to organise a similar school in Malamulele.
In 1994, when I became Vice Rector, I handed the project over to
the new Head of the Drama Department who had also become
involved in the Saturday School. At Malamulele, a very capable
student, who was from the area, took over the organisation of
the classes and a committee of parents took care of the finances.
Unfortunately, the committee saw the project as a way to make
money for its members and it failed.
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1990: In the drama department

Political activism

I was in the Drama Department at last. Marlene Winberg, Head of
the Drama Department, in addition to being a very creative drama
teacher, was an anti-apartheid activist. She introduced students
to plays by African authors and me to Dorothy Heathcote’s teacher-in-role method of running drama workshops. She directed a
play, The Trial of Dedan Kimathi by Ngugi wa Thiong’o which was
performed in the main lecture theatre.

Marlene, our Head of Department, being a political activist,
became involved with the local underground and through her
I also became involved, though marginally, in the activities of
groups working to build democratic structures and preparing
people in Gazankulu for the overthrow of apartheid and the
establishment of democracy. Marlene was not the only activist
on the staff; Lufuno Nevhutalu and Malele Petje, both lecturers in
Education, were organising students and teachers in the Giyani
area. New student structures and teacher organisations were
being set up and meetings of activists were held on campus. The
Giyani Youth Congress was formed and became associated with
other youth organisations in other parts of the county.

I introduced students to Dorothy Heathcote’s teacher-inrole method of running drama classes; to Commedia del’ Arte
techniques that I had studied in the States and production
techniques from the Greeks to Berthold Brecht and Augusto
Boal – all applied to the African experience. My students created
scenarios for plays based on their own experiences; dialogue was
improvised and always in Xitsonga.
When we put on a play based on Brecht’s expressionistic theatre,
we succeeded in alienating the audience with a funeral scene in
which the students danced in with the coffin, joyously singing a
funeral song, Senzenina. Then the corpse sat up and explained
his death. The student audience was made to question what was
being presented and, as was intended, it repudiated what it was
being subjected to. But the performers wanted applause not an
audience alive to the contradictions in their lives. I assured them
we had succeeded in getting the audience to think about what
was happening and not sit passively absorbing the values we
presented. But the students wanted the theatre of empathy not
the theatre of alienation.

All these activities were aimed at the overthrow of the Gazankulu
Government, an apartheid structure, as well as the apartheid
government itself. I only begin to see it now – Lefuno and Malele
must have been underground Umkhonto we Sizwe operatives.
Tom’s enlightened view of education had, quite inadvertently,
provided cover for underground activities and become confused
with subversion. The college, with its emphasis on a democratic
ethos in its organization, came to be seen as something of a hotbed
for revolutionary activity. For Hudson Ntsanwisi, Chief Minister
of Gazankulu, his dream had been turned into a nightmare.

Sunday, 11 February 1990 Nelson Mandela Freed
Nelson Mandela was released from prison and all hell broke loose
in Gazankulu and other Homelands.

Performances were given in the drama lecture room, in the
common rooms of the residences and occasionally in the
lecture theatre. When we were studying Augusto Boal’s theatre
techniques, we found out what problems students were experiencing in the residences and our performances, held in the
residences, began with a tableau or an improvisation depicting a
problem. Students from the audience were invited to change the
tableau or to enter the performance to help resolve the problem.

On that Sunday, as I sat watching and recording the TV broadcast
of Nelson and Winnie Mandela walking out of Victor Verster
Prison, a member of the SRC came to see me about cancelling
lectures the following day to celebrate Mandela’s release. Tom,
the Vice-Rector, was away for the weekend so the students had
approached me. I immediately drove off to see the Rector, Angus
Rose, in Kremetart. He was adamant: no cancellation of lectures.
Celebrations could be held in the afternoon after lectures.

My work in the drama department was most fulfilling. It remains
one of the highlights of my life.

I went back to the students, told them to go ahead; their request
had been approved – celebrations could start at 10:00 as they had
requested. And the whole campus burst into joyful activity. In the
art department a huge portrait of Mandela, head and shoulders,
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was being painted on a wall hanging that reached from the
ceiling to the floor. The music Department’s marimba band was
busy working on several items; the choir was practising freedom
songs; Marlene was organising dance and drama presentations.
The celebrations would take place in the dining hall in one of the
women’s residences. I set up two television sets one for each side
of the hall and connected them to my VCR. We would be showing
the events of Mandela’s release that I had recorded. I also made
arrangements for the celebration to be videotaped – the college
had a couple of video cameras. I informed the workers of the
celebrations and they would contribute traditional dances.
I made no apology to the Rector or Tom for the cancellation
of lectures. Instead, I asked them to open the proceedings.
The Rector welcomed and addressed the gathering. Tom read
Mandela’s famous speech from the Rivonia Treason Trial. A
rumour, circulating in Giyani that Nelson Mandela was at
the College, brought crowds of pupils to GCE to join in the
celebration. In the midst of the singing and toyi-toying, a man, a
supervisor of the gardeners, I think, was suddenly yelling at the
whole gathering in Afrikaans. He had come in to demand that the
workers return to work. He was ignored and went off ranting.
Mandela’s release was much more than a moment for celebration.
It unleashed the violence of long-suppressed resentment.
Students and activists impatient for freedom in Gazankulu and
other homelands wanted their own release from captivity in
apartheid structures. That led to a general defiance of authority.
Teachers, principals, homeland governments, local authorities,
tribal authorities and those considered witches in villages came
under attack. Even at Giyani College, which in its inception had
repudiated apartheid, the students went on boycott. Homeland
governments responded to this challenge to authority with
violence.
It only occurs to me now (2014) that with visionaries like Tom
Swart and those of us sincerely dedicated to the principles of
democracy, Giyani College had unwittingly become an expedient
refuge for underground operatives. The difference between us
and the operatives is that we were intent on education; they were
intent on power. We were out in the open; they were not – so we
were seen as the agents-provocateurs. We were their screen.
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Angus asked me to write reports on the situation in Giyani and
the formation of the Giyani Youth League. I have found only one
of the two reports. It follows here and reflects my naive understanding of the situation – my lack of awareness of manipulation.

A personal view of the present
situation in the Giyani area
Monday, March 12, 1990, marks the beginning of the fourth week
of a stay away in Giyani and surrounding areas. Shops, schools
and the post office are closed.
The stay away began after a rally in the Giyani stadium on 18
February 1990, held to celebrate the release of Nelson Mandela.
At this rally a call was made to people to stay away in protest
against poor and unfair educational conditions. Although the
stadium was not full by any means, the next day, Monday, 19
February, all shops and schools were closed. Compliance with
the call was total and unanimous and seemed nothing short of
miraculous.
Only a few people, like those of us at the College who do not
speak Xitsonga, were unaware of the stay away call. As I walked to
my lecture on the morning of February 19, I saw students forming
a column and heard them singing as they marched carrying an
ANC banner. It was then that I realised that there would be no
classes that day. After a while, students came running back to the
campus. A number of them were hurt.
They told us that the police had tried to stop them from marching
to the old Gazankulu Government Hall where they wanted to
join people of the Giyani community who had assembled to seek
permission from the magistrate to march to the Government
Offices to present a petition. The police had, it seems without
provocation, attacked students with quirts, tear gas, buck shot
and butts of guns. One policeman allegedly died after he accidentally shot himself while butting a student with his gun.
The students scattered and were chased. Many were beaten,
some very badly. At least five had to be treated at the hospital.
Lecturers from Giyani College helped to ferry students to the
hospital and to campus where a first-aid station was set up. At
College, students drew up statements describing how they had
received their injuries.
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A number of students continued with the march and joined
members of the community outside the old Gazankulu
Government Hall. A number of lecturers from the College went
to the scene to offer help to students who were hurt. The police
wanted us to stay away but some of us decided to wait with the
students and community people, in the hope that our presence
would be a deterrent to further violence. At about 14:00, after at
least six hours of waiting in the hot sun, the marchers received
permission to march to the Government Buildings to deliver
their petition. The petition was received and the marchers were
promised a reply within twenty-four hours. The marchers decided
that the reply would be made public at a rally in the stadium on
Wednesday, 21 February 1990, at 14:00.
No reply was received and the stay away, intended for three days,
was extended to the end of the week.
The protest was originally planned as a boycott of Colleges
of Education, as requirements at one of the Colleges seemed
unreasonable to the students. There was unhappiness about a
hike in fees, the lack of accommodation for the new first year
men and the suspension of pregnant women students. These
problems were some of the reasons for the protest march.
Police action exacerbated the situation and the demands of the
students became secondary. Long simmering discontent with the
Gazankulu Government came to the fore and the demand was
made for the resignation of the Chief Minister and his cabinet
and for an end to nepotism and the misuse of funds.
As there seems not to have been any direct communication from
the government and as the police have become very active in
the townships and villages, the stay away continues. Each time it
seems the stay way might be called off, the increased police and
military presence and detentions ensure its continuance.
In the meantime, teachers in Giyani, who have for years been
frustrated by prescription and poor working conditions, have
come together to form a new teachers’ organisation and are
working towards setting up a progressive, democratic education
system. Parents are beginning to organise and civic structures
are being formed. The community has begun to mobilise itself.
On Thursday, 9 March 1990, Professor Hudson Ntsanwisi appealed
to President F. W. De Klerk for police and military assistance.
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On Monday, 12 March 1990, Giyani College of Education was
closed off by the military and police. This was a surprise move
on the College. All the gates were blocked by Casspirs and about
two hundred security, police and military personnel invaded the
campus. Lecturers were not allowed to leave without written
permission. Security Police searched lecturers’ offices and homes
and confiscated educational materials as well as items such as copies
of the national anthem [Nkosi Sikele] and the Freedom Charter.
The security men had come with the express intention of finding
a connection between the College and the stay away. They
apparently believe that some of us at the College are part of a
grand conspiracy to bring down “Homeland” governments. The
majority of lecturers are new in this area and we could never
have orchestrated a stay away even if we had tried. It has for
years been the tendency of those in authority to underestimate
the unhappiness of people; to minimize their grievances and to
blame political protests on outside agitators.
What is happening in Gazankulu is bigger than an individual or
group of individuals. There is unrest in many of the “Homelands”
and “Independent States”. These “Homelands” which have been
the dumping ground for major problems such as poverty, unemployment, housing and education, are now being repudiated by
people whose anger has been festering for many years. The release
of Nelson Mandela has galvanized people into action and South
Africa cannot ignore the challenge coming from the ”Homelands”.
People in the “Homelands” are demanding their rights as citizens
of South Africa. The question that has to be asked is whether
the country, whatever the new political dispensation, will be
prepared to find solutions for problems that have traditionally
been diverted to “Homelands”?
Muthal Naidoo
Giyani College of Education
P.O. Box 2444
Giyani 0826
[The Rector had also asked me to write a report on the Giyani
Youth Congress but I have lost that one. I had no idea that my
reports would be handed to the Security Police.]
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When the college was invaded on Monday, 12 March, Marlene had
not been on campus and on her return as she approached the
college, she saw what was happening, turned around and drove
away. She knew that the Security Police were looking for her. By
the end of the week she returned to college; she didn’t want to be
on the run.
On Monday, 19 March, the Security Police came for her. They
searched her house, confiscated material and took her away; we
later learned that she was being held in a police station near the
Venda border. She was part of a police swoop on over sixty people
in the Giyani area. On Saturday, 24 March they came for me at
about seven in the morning. I was in the shower when they arrived
and they had to wait. When they came in they searched the house
and took a whole lot of papers and the video tape of our celebration
of Mandela’s release.
They really had no reason to detain me, but my organisation of
the celebration had made me suspect. Later, when I was interrogated by Major Van Wyk, that’s what he referred to, and
knowingly shook his head, because the tape showed me with
the students and other staff members, toyi-toying as part of the
festivities. Mandela’s release had thrown the Security Police into
a mad frenzy; it had struck them like a thunderbolt that their
circumstances were changing radically; their function, even their
existence, was threatened. In a desperate attempt to restore
their authority, they were picking up people willy-nilly.
On the morning that I was arrested, I was taken to the Giyani Police
Station where I sat for hours. At about 13.30, I was transported
to Haenertsburg Police Station where I would be detained for
the next twenty-eight days. I only realised much later that this
detention of activists. the removal of “leaders” – apparently I was
seen as one – was simply a measure to end the chaos that had
descended on the Homeland. But the stay away continued and
school life was disrupted – boycotts, violence and stay-aways
became the order of the day.
At Haenertsburg Police Station, an African police matron was
asked to search my bag and to confiscate papers. I am not sure
what she understood by papers. Searching through my bag, she
found Dorothy Heathcote’s book on teaching drama that I had
hidden in a shirt with lots of blank foolscap sheets which she
overlooked and went through a box of tissues. She found nothing
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to confiscate; a Police Officer would have taken my book and
the foolscap. I had a ball point pen hidden in my shoe as I was
determined to spend my time in prison reading and writing.
I recorded my stay in detention on the foolscap pages. Whenever
I heard the keys in the locks, I hid my books and papers under
the mattress of my bed. Two metal doors and two security gates
that had to be opened to get into my cell made such a clamour
that I had plenty of warning. I made summaries of Heathcote’s
drama techniques, planned a few workshops and completed my
preparation for the second semester of drama lectures. I also
kept a journal, a day to day record of my time in detention, which
follows here.

A Taste of Detention

24 March – 20 April 1990
Day 1: Saturday, 24 March 1990

I arrive at Haenertsberg Police Station at about 2 p.m., hand in all my
possessions (R20 and my chronic medications) and sign for them. My pills
are to be issued to me daily. A police matron is told to search my bag. Then
I am locked up in this cell. The smell of urine and the generally stale smell
in the air make me aware of the unpleasantness of my situation. Then a
bed is brought into the cell. This is some kind of concession; normally
prisoners are expected to sleep on a concrete bunk built into the wall. I
put my bag on the bunk. At about 5 p.m. the matron brings me six slices
of bread, two huge sausages and a mug of coffee. I eat a slice of bread, half
of one sausage and drink the coffee.
It has been a long, tiring, wasted day. I have now totally absorbed the
scents of the cell and am not conscious of them anymore. However, I have
a problem with the bed linen and blankets.
Day 2: Sunday, 25 March 1990

5.30. A policeman unlocks the outer metal door and security gate, then
the metal door of the cell, yells out through the cell’s security gate, “No
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complaints” and leaves as I do not complain. Yesterday I had complained
to no avail of the blocked drinking fountain.
7:30. Elizabeth, the matron, comes to get me out of bed, makes me sweep
the cell and then watches me shower in the little yard adjoining the cell.
Breakfast is served at about 8:15, lunch at about 12 and supper at about
5 p.m. All the most unhealthy food. My health will certainly deteriorate
here – there is no calcium at all in the diet, no fresh fruit or vegetables. I
had told them I was vegetarian.
I try to create a routine as I had heard from ex-detainees that it was the
way to maintain one’s sanity. I exercise, write a poem, write in the security
police’s book, sketch, sleep, wait for food. It is a kind of routine.
Day3: Monday, 26 March 1990

The daily meaningless enquiry “No complaints”, sweeping, showering,
breakfast. At about nine, the Station Commander introduces himself
to me. He is going to request my transfer to another jail as they cannot
provide me with the food I require – I had asked for nothing except that
they not bring me meat.
Surprise – at about 11 or so the Commander comes back with armfuls of
packages of fruit, biscuits, chocolates, my embroidery, and a jersey for
which I am most grateful; it has turned cold.
Then, in her usual bold, determined way flouting senseless rules and
requirements, Sue bursts into the cell and that makes my day. I admire
her; she is self-assured and assertive. She wanted to see for herself – much
to the chagrin of the Commander.
All the goodies that Sue brought are from the staff at the college. I will give
most of the food away. There is no wash basin in the cell and I don’t want
to have to use the toilet more than I have to.
Day 4: Tuesday, 27 March 1990

I spent most of the day on my embroidery – trying to develop the skill;
what I am producing looks awful. As I have no way of drying my clothes, I
made a washing line from some of the wool that I use for the embroidery.
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Day 5: Wednesday, 28 March 1990

I put up my washing line but was made to take it down. Do they fear that I
will hang myself? That’s crazy. I am not in such desperate circumstances.
When I remembered a dental appointment I had made before I was picked
up, I got the police to telephone and cancel it.
I have discovered a marvellous exercise which gets my heart rate up – I
exercise twice a day – before breakfast and in the afternoon. But I spend
most of the day on the bed, reading, writing and doing embroidery.
Day 6: Thursday, 29 March 1990

While I was sitting in a state of apathy, a policeman brought a questionnaire. Apparently my friends had come and wanted to know what to do
with various things of mine. The policeman brought in a big bag of wool
and asked me to choose the colours I wanted. That was great; the blue
they had brought me on day three was finished. I wrote back to them
asking them not to bring me any food even though I knew I might risk
hurting their feelings since they were so generously and spontaneously
helping and supporting me. I wrote that just knowing they were around
was enough; I didn’t need anything else. Later that night the Major came
to see me and looked with disapproval at all my friends’ efforts.
Day 7: Friday, 30 March 1990

Advocate Seth Nthai, assigned to represent detainees – there are over
sixty of us in various jails in Gazankulu – came to see me today, six days
after I was detained. He looked at me in some amazement, “I couldn’t
believe it when they said you had been detained? Why you?” I felt vaguely
ashamed of not having deserved the honour. Here I was sitting in prison
with my embroidery and thinking about a production of Romeo and Juliet,
how could I possibly have been confused with comrades of the struggle.
At any rate, I was. Under the State of Emergency reasons are not needed
or given. Advocate Nthai straightened out the matter of communicating
with my brother and also asked about the food. I assured him I had no
complaints. After he left, I thought what a pleasure it had been to see
him. He had come in and shook hands. I had not realised before how
significant something as mundane as shaking hands could be. What he
brought to the prison were civilized values; I had had to check these in
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with my personal possessions on the first day and my manners, even after
only a week, were somewhat wanting.
I was here in a police station in a most scenic part of the Northern
Transvaal. What a waste; I would not be able to enjoy my surroundings.
They had put me in a clean, grey cell with a toilet but no washing facilities.
There was a drinking fountain but its drain was blocked so it couldn’t be
used. I complained about this the first day and every day until the fifth
day; then I stopped. You see, they have this routine of looking through
the bars or walking into your cell at regular intervals from 5.30 in the
morning to 9 at night barking, “No complaints.” At first I thought it was
a query; then I realised it was an order.
From the major in the security force to the Commander of the police
station to all the police constables their “No complaints” was automatic
and meant to be answered in the same perfunctory way as one says, “Fine,”
when someone says, “Hi, how are you?’ Being new, however, and not yet
inducted into the ways of prison life, I had complained for five days about
the drinking fountain. After the first two days, I complained simply as a
means of trying to assert some control over my circumstances.
The Commander explained to me that I could get a cup and keep it in the
cell and fill it up from the fountain which threw out a miserable arc of
about half an inch. On about the fourth occasion when I complained, he
said that the Public Works Department could not come to attend to such
a minor matter and he started to look around for a scapegoat. I could see
that the Black warder and probably Elizabeth, the Black matron, would
be hauled over the coals. So I gave up because I realised I was going to get
the black staff into trouble. Now when they say “No complaints,” I answer
appropriately, “No complaints.”
The toilet in the cell sits right opposite the security gate and the metal door
behind it stays wide open. The cell looks out onto a small exercise yard at
the end of which are another security gate and metal door both locked.
As warders and others have to pay their respects, i.e. “No complaints,” at
all hours of the day, there is no privacy and the use of the toilet became
a bit of a problem. At first, I would charge at it and hover over it tense
and watchful. For the first few days, I hardly used the toilet at all. Then
I figured out that if I used the toilet immediately after one of the “No
complaints” salutations, I would be safe and I became more relaxed.
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I can’t imagine why I was so anxious. The guards have to unlock the gate
and door into the yard first and the noise of the keys in the locks is loud
enough to awaken the dead. At night, the turnkeys have to open four
doors to get into my cell. During the day they have three because the
metal door of the cell is always left open. Even though the cell leads into
a small yard, I am never allowed in there except to shower and brush my
teeth. Perhaps they think that like MacGyver, if I were in the yard, I would
climb up to the iron grill overhead, lift it off with my bare hands and leap
over the prison walls singing “Stone walls do not a prison make.” That
would be pretty nifty for a fifty-four year old un-athletic woman like me.
Miss Marple could probably manage it – but me, I just turn my back on
freedom and try to fix up my cell.
The first day that I was brought to the cell I saw a big black insect crawling
on the wall under the drinking fountain. Thinking it was a cockroach, I
armed myself with a shoe and dashed over to kill it but it was a cricket so I
let it be. The next morning when I woke up the cricket was happily nestled
under the spare blankets on the concrete bank built into the corner of the
cell. Totally dictatorially, I decided that the cricket should not be such an
abject creature seeking imprisonment but should go out into the world
and relish freedom. So I pushed it out of the cell. It came running back
each time I pushed it out.
Late that night, I saw the cricket again sitting on the wall under the
drinking fountain. I spoke to it quite seriously about its lack of selfesteem. The next morning I found it among the blankets again and I
swept it out. Elizabeth, the matron, who happened to be standing at the
gate, put her foot over it as it came sliding towards her. And that was the
end of the cricket. I felt quite distraught. I had not listened to the cricket
and its need for a dark cold jail cell. I had simply imposed my values on it
demanding that it live in the sunshine and fresh air. I was no better than
the security police.
On the day that I was brought to this prison, I was arrested early in the
morning at about 7:30, made to wait for hours at Giyani Police Station
before being brought here. I was put into this cell by two in the afternoon
and at five, was offered a meal, my first for the day. It consisted of about
six slices of brown bread, half a tomato, two huge sausages and a mug
of coffee. As I have a blood pressure problem, my diet normally includes
plenty of raw vegetables and fruit. I looked at the plate, devoured the
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tomato, ate half a sausage, half a slice of bread and drank the coffee.
I really wasn’t hungry. The matron, Elizabeth took this as a complaint.
She is the only one who never says “No complaints” but if you do not eat
everything that is provided, she regards that as a complaint.
I suppose they have hunger strikes in their minds. So ever since the first
day, I have had numerous inquiries about my “complaints” about the food.
On the second day, I asked for coffee and two slices of toast for breakfast.
For lunch I was given half a tomato, two fish sticks and bread. At night,
I was given more bread and coffee. The next day, I refused the two slices
of bread and asked for one. I was brought three and ate one. Thus, I had
again registered a “complaint.” For lunch I was given two fish sticks and
boiled vegetables. In the evening I asked for coffee only. This again was
registered as a “complaint.” On the first occasion that I met the Station
Commander the first thing he said of course was “No complaints.” Then
he said he was going to request that I be transferred to a place where my
dietary needs could be met.
When Major Van Wyk of the Security Police came to see me yesterday, the
sixth day of my incarceration, he also mentioned my “complaints” about
the food. The next morning when I asked to see the Station Commander
about my need to communicate with my brother in Pretoria, he brought
up the matter of food again. He said, “I don’t want to see you in here
suffering where you can’t get your traditional food.” Traditional food! Oh
man, stuck with stereotypes! I decided perhaps I was being condescending. I could see that I was making him uncomfortable in his position as
Station Commander with my “innumerable complaints” about food, and
with my requests to have the drinking fountain fixed.
He actually had the potential to be human but his calling seemed to have
knocked that out of him. He had been exceedingly nice to all my friends
who had come bearing all kinds of gifts of chocolates and biscuits, my
embroidery work, fruit juices and books. He had on his own authority
– this was very daring of him – allowed me to have my embroidery. On
the occasion that the major visited me, he took note of the embroidery –
apparently his wife has a frame exactly like mine. I was trying to create
a tapestry. The embroidery seemed to make him ambivalent towards me.
I actually showed him my work which is not good – I have only recently
decided to take this up as a hobby. His wife from what I could gather
does tapestry work. At any rate, the Major later rapped the Commander
over the knuckles for allowing me the embroidery. He was quite right to
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do so; the embroidery was something to do. Prison punishment relies
on depriving one of a sense of being by keeping one idle; activity is life
affirming.
You should have seen the Station Commander when he came to my cell
to greet the Major. The Commander introduced himself in a most ingratiating manner. It was obvious he felt greatly honoured by the visit even
if the Major had not had the courtesy of calling on him first and had
simply exercised his privilege as a superior. If this is how they treat one
of their own, no wonder I was in prison. They expect people to kowtow to
authority and I come from a family tradition that recognizes the human
not the rank.
The Station Commander explained to me the next day that the Major had
disapproved of the parcels of food etc. that my friends kept delivering
to the prison. Of the books they brought, the Major had allowed only
one through – a treatise on Hindu scriptures. I couldn’t help giggling –
Hindu scriptures, traditional food – what next? Maybe they would insist
that I wear traditional garb as well instead of the African blouse and the
pants I had on.
My friends are great chancers; they don’t worry about rules. They know
that they can’t give me books but they brought a whole pile including one
on the Christian life. I was surprised that the police did not let me have
it. I would have thought they wouldn’t want to miss an opportunity to
convert me – but this was apartheid not colonialism. In apartheid, one’s
culture signifies superiority or inferiority. So they were probably more
concerned that I stick to traditional values and remain in my place. I read
the introduction to the Hindu book but as I am not one for religious texts,
I skimmed through the rest. The sadhus speak in the same tone of voice
as the Major, demanding respect and complete acceptance of authority.
It’s quite amazing actually the correlation between the Vedas and the
Security Police. They all deal in the twilight zone of opinion and insist
that it is all factual.
To get back to the business of food: In the week that I have been here,
I have discovered that the paltry rations that are offered in prison are
actually sufficient. As one is not using up energy, one does not need much
in the way of sustenance. If I were on a chain gang, digging ditches and
the like that would be something else but I spend most of the time on my
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bed thinking, writing, sleeping. I have two exercise periods, one before
breakfast and one before supper but other than that I sit around for most
of the time. In prison, each hour is at least four hours long.
A Police Superintendent from a nearby town came to inspect the
prison. Suddenly, there he was in my cell. He greeted with the usual “No
complaints?” and left. While the Constable was locking up, I asked him
the time. It was 3.25. I reminded him to come back at 4 to let me out to
shower and brush my teeth. I waited at least two hours before he opened
up at 4 o’ clock.
Day 8: Saturday, 31 March 1990

Advocate Seth Nthai came to see me yesterday. I had asked Elizabeth to
come and meet him. I’m sure he could not understand why; neither could
Elizabeth. It was just that I wanted Elizabeth to assert herself and throw
off her subservience to authority. In meeting someone like Advocate Seth
Nthai, I hoped she would see herself as more than a servant.
Now I think it’s necessary to tell you about Elizabeth. I could sense her
kindliness through her disapproval of my eating habits.
[At the time I believed that Elizabeth was responsible for preparing my
meals; it was much later that I discovered that the cook was an Afrikaner
woman. She, not Elizabeth as I believed, really wanted me to eat and was
trying her best to find things that would appeal to me. After two days she
hit on boiled vegetables to replace the bread and then she varied these
with fried chips and macaroni. I was actually forcing her to be creative.]
Elizabeth is the first person I see in the morning. She comes in at about
seven. On the second day, my first morning in prison, she came to the
cell and helped me make my bed. I really didn’t need help but she didn’t
approve of the way I made the bed. For the first few days, I fought a subtle
battle in arranging the blankets and sheets the way I wanted but then I
gave up – what a silly power struggle that was. We made the bed her way.
The next order of business was sweeping the cell.
On that first morning, I assumed she was going to sweep but she said,
“No, no, you sweep.” So I did and I swept the yard. Then I showered with
Elizabeth watching me all the while – I suppose she has to – in case I
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try to commit suicide by trying to swallow the soap whole or something.
They appear to be very concerned about that sort of thing. The other day
when I used some of the wool I had to make a washing line in my cell so I
could hang up my towel and undies, Elizabeth took one look at the line,
clicked in disapproval, went out and came back with a warder who told
me they could not allow the line. I was quite peeved; that had been my big
innovation for the day. She threatened to pull the line down. That brought
out the beast in me. In a tone which said, “You touch my clothes and you’re
dead,” I asked them to leave my things alone. I would remove the line since
I had put it up. They were to touch nothing. Elizabeth was stopped in her
tracks by my tone. She and the warder went away. I removed the line and
sulked.
When Elizabeth came back with my lunch, she took her cue from me. She
barked at me and refused to allow me the cup which the Commander had
said I could have to fill at the miserable drinking fountain. We were both
short with each other; like a couple of children, we were not speaking.
I cooled down the next day when I realised that she could have been in
trouble if the Commander had found the line.
The whole business of not putting things in my way with which I could
harm myself is quite ludicrous when you consider the menace of the
shower that is provided. This shower which shoots out short jets at the
press of a button goes from cold to boiling hot in one minute flat. The
first couple of jets are cold, the third lukewarm, the fourth hot and the
rest unbearable. If I were intent on committing suicide, all I need do is
stand in that jet stream – if you keep your finger on the button you have a
continuous stream of boiling water shooting out at you – you could quite
easily become stewed meat. But I am not concerned with escape, in any
form. To get clean, I have to dart through the stream not to get scalded; I
am not too successful in getting clean. The tap in the wash basin, which
has no plug, works on the same principle. So to try to wash clothes means
washing them in boiling water and after the fiasco with the clothes line, I
refused to wash any more clothes. Elizabeth thinks I am a pig.
Elizabeth has been working in this prison for ten years. She lives in a
village called Boyi and hitches to work every day. It takes her at least two
hours to get here. She is fifty-nine years old and has nine children. She
would like to quit work but with nine children to support she cannot. Her
husband is old but he works on a local farm and earns R100 a month.
Elizabeth earns R150 rand a month – after ten years of employment here!
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And she works seven days a week from seven to five. She looks after women
prisoners and does the prison laundry.
When I received my first load of goods from my friends, I tried to give
Elizabeth most of the food but she refused. I thought it was concern for
me but it was actually fear of the authorities. She has begun to accept
some of the stuff because she can see it is too much for me.
After I introduced her to Advocate Seth Nthai, yesterday, she brought me
a special lunch, a huge helping of chips, a tomato, a slice of avocado and
two fish sticks. She brought it with a serviette over. She was very pleased
with her effort [actually not hers but the cook’s] and I rewarded it by
eating everything on the plate even though I really don’t like avocado and
I know chips are bad for me.
Looking at Elizabeth, I realize that even here in prison I am more privileged
and freer than she is. So it makes a great deal of sense that there are people
out there trying to overthrow the system. They say that prison hardens
one; maybe next time they will have a reason for locking me up.
Today, Elizabeth brought me a special lunch again, with avocado – I must
say I am beginning to like it – and vegetables, tomatoes, fish sticks and
TEA.
This morning she also found a plug for the washbasin so this afternoon
I could wash myself without fear of being parboiled. At the beginning of
the week she had made me plug the basin with the soap wrapping and it
seemed that a plug was out of the question. Now I think we understand
one another; she realises that I respect her and so she is going out of her
way to make life comfortable for me. [I still didn’t realize she was just
carrying out orders.]
There is one thing she does, however, that troubles me; she keeps inviting
policemen into my cell to see me. I’m not sure why? Perhaps just to greet
but I feel like a side-show and have not responded graciously. I think I
must accept what she is doing as an act of friendship; it’s just that the
policemen that she brings to my cell are two that I find obnoxious. They
seem to think they deserve special attention; I don’t know if they are
higher ranking than the others – I must take more careful note of their
uniforms – and are demanding respect for rank or whether they just
fancy themselves and expect me to flatter their egos.
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Day 9: Sunday, 1 April 1990

This morning was quite eventful. The first thing that happened was that
Elizabeth, quite concerned, came to tell me that the Commander wanted
me to hand over my needlework. So I gave it all up plus two magazine
pages (wrappings for my sanitary napkins). They had a weird notion that
I had newspapers and that was all I could find to fit the bill.
Surrendering my embroidery put me into a bit of a mood for a while but
I went back to reading the Upanishads and became quite interested in
trying to find a Marxist angle to what I was reading. The fact that so
much of the writing deals with the unity of opposites, with effort being
its own reward and the idea of integration struck me as being close to
the dialectic. The big difference is that in Marx labour leads to conscious
perception whereas in the Upanishads all striving is towards elimination
of consciousness and integration with God – but there is one exception.
One Upanishad speaks of arriving at a state of super consciousness and
the elimination God. After wrestling with these ideas for a while, I slept.
Immediately after breakfast I had put on my black skirt, my black African
shirt and stockings and lace-less black shoes, all ready for Sue’s visit. Then
I realised I was being foolish. She would come at about 11 am and that
was at least 12 hours away by my internal clock (1 hr = 4) so I slept and
indulged in strange fantasies.
I dreamt that I was fourteen years old and quite stunningly beautiful. I
had been wandering around with cousins or friends who took me to a
strange house, like one of those New York brownstones. They went in but
I didn’t. Instead I went back to a lake that we had spotted on our way. It
was very cold, the lake was blue and I began to take off my clothes to dive
in. There was a handsome young man swimming near the edge. He was
watching me but all I could think of was the water and its iciness. He
seemed to be taunting me and then I dived in and swam quite a distance
and back but didn’t seem to touch the water or feel the cold. While I
was dressing, the bare-chested young man sauntered up to me. He was
strikingly beautiful. He seemed to want to touch me. Suddenly he asked
for a kiss and I stared at him with large frightened eyes. So he began to
talk and eventually walked with me to the dance studio where my friends
were in a bharata natyam (Indian classical dance) class.
Well! To be having this kind of dream at age 54! I put it down to my
oestrogen/ progesterone tablets. I thought of Alexis Carrington (soap
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opera character) and I could understand why she is always after young,
beautiful men. She must be on hormone replacement therapy as well. It
was quite a pleasing dream to have in this place.
Then a policeman came to tell me that Sue had arrived so I dressed again
and went out to see her. As I walked into the sunshine, I caught my shadow
on the wall and saw that my hair looked dishevelled. I tried to pull it
straight but I didn’t do much good. It was great to see Sue. She had once
more brought in a whole lot of supplies. We talked for at least an hour and
I discovered despite the fact that I was being held, the troubles for which
I am partly being held responsible, are continuing even though I am not
there to stoke the fires of revolution. In Giyani the stay-away continues;
College has not reopened, schools have not reopened. The college staff
has not been paid but all of them are getting ready to fly off for the Easter
Holidays after a term of no teaching.
Sue also told me that Reggie, my brother, would be coming to visit me on
Sunday. I really didn’t want to bring Reggie into this nonsense but I was
forced to do so when Security Police would not let me have visitors unless
I produced the names of family members. I had fought with them about
Tom and Lionel but they had refused to allow them to visit me because as
the Major had indicated, they were about to pick them up. I introduced
Elizabeth to Sue and, in the traditional manner, Elizabeth curtseyed as
she shook hands.
Elizabeth [I still hadn’t realised she wasn’t the cook] cooked up a storm for
my lunch today. Two baked potatoes, large ones, pumpkin, rice, cabbage
with cheese sauce, tomato and fish sticks. It was the biggest meal since
I came here. I suppose this is the Sunday special for prisoners. Other
prisoners got pap and vleis but as I refuse meat, I get all the goodies.
After lunch I picked up the Bible Sue had brought me – yes they have
now allowed me a Bible – and began to read it. I started with Genesis – I
don’t know why – it’s probably the section I know best. I’ll probably get
further in my reading this time if I am not overcome by the eroticism. It
just strikes me that my somewhat erotic dream was perhaps inspired by
the Upanishads; it’s amazing the way religious texts get right down to
basics, even better than Masters and Johnson.
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Day 10: Monday, 2 April 1990

Today started off as usual with Elizabeth coming to get me out of bed, then
our making the bed together, followed by my sweeping out the cell, then
my ablutions. While I was still at the washbasin, Elizabeth came hurrying
in. “They want everything spotless,” she said. “The Major is coming today.”
So she mopped the floor and yard again. Men outside were sweeping every
crack in the paving. What a dreadful system; one tries to shine only when
one is being inspected and such kowtowing – to another human being! I
wondered what the rest of the morning held in store for me. I was hoping
the Major was coming to tell me that I was going to be released.
I dressed and waited but he took too long to come so I undressed and took
a nap. Then a Major came, not Major Van Wyk, the Security Police Major,
but an Inspector of Prisons – the third one in as many days.
At lunch time, I was just beginning to eat a complete replication, without
the potatoes, of yesterday’s meal, when I was summoned to the charge
office to see a doctor. I got dressed and as I entered the charge office, saw
Mr Mdanisi, I think, who lives next to the college, sitting with a visitor
just as I had sat with Sue yesterday. I assumed this was his visitor for the
week. I smiled and greeted him but he looked straight through me. As he
walked out, he did not acknowledge me so perhaps that wasn’t Mr Mdanisi
after all.
Then the doctor, all in white to match his silvery white hair, barked across
the charge office, “Come here.” I walked over to him and waited while he
filled out a form. He – obviously the district surgeon – was a rude, surly
man. He asked what my previous illnesses were and as I had no idea what
he meant, I said I had none. Then he asked for my previous occupation
and I said I didn’t know why he was talking about my occupation as
though it were over. He said, “Well, where are you now?” and I told him
being arrested wasn’t an occupation. He felt that he had made his point
and went on to make the usual assumption about my “complaints” about
the food. So I told him very clearly that I had never complained and that
shut him up. What a dreadful bigot the man is. [Now I realize he was
just a man who didn’t question the way he had been programmed by the
system.]
It seems that the question of food is a matter for great concern to all these
people, and my lack of complaints is taken as a form of protest. Really
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food is hardly that important in my life – I can push down anything that
is palatable and I often refuse stuff that I don’t fancy. It’s my frequent
refusal of bread and this morning’s horrible porridge and the fact that I
never eat supper – all I have is a cup of coffee or tea – that worries them.
I have only felt hungry once in all the ten days I have been here and that
was yesterday at lunch time. Apparently other prisoners complain a great
deal about the food. When you have lived alone for as long as I have, you
lose the rituals that make food more than sustenance; there is no companionability, good fellowship and communication – there’s just you and the
need to keep your strength up so you learn to consume what you need.
Right now I am not eating very differently from what I do at home. My
usual routine is a small bowl of porridge for breakfast, a vegetable salad
for supper with lots of cups of tea in between. The main difference between
my eating here in prison and my eating at home is that the food here is
totally lacking in nutrition. They always serve something fried with lunch
and the idea of fresh vegetables does not go beyond the half tomato that
I get. As for milk or calcium rich food, which I badly need at my age, it is
not to be thought of. I worry only about the fact that my calcium intake
is not what it should be. I can manage without fresh vegetables but at
fifty-four one is in danger of osteoporosis. [Looking back, I realize it was
simply the assumption of a doctor when I cracked the bone in my little toe.
He condemned me to a lifelong dependency on alendronate. I have come
to the conclusion that doctors, mindlessly following standard operating
procedures are responsible for creating addiction to drugs.]
Today, the meeting with the doctor was most unpleasant. I came back
and looked through Psalms in the Bible and picked two, 137 and 94, and
learned them to vent my spleen through them. Psalm 35 is also promising
but it needs editing, too much genuflecting to the Lord.
Waiting for the Major, I spent the time this morning reading the Bible. I
flipped through Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy, skimmed through
Joshua and Judges and was quite annoyed to find how many times the
Israelites kept turning to evil and God just kept providing them with
saviours who went around slaying lots of people. The Old Testament is
full of bloodthirsty episodes of the most vicious kind. I mean people fuss
about Herod but he was simply following tradition. It was common for
people to put whole communities to the sword, men, women and children.
[ Just the way we still do today and probably will do forever more.]
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The Samson story I found a sort of tragi-comedy. Here was a Samson who
delighted in riddles and practical jokes; he played the fool with Delilah
and the Philistines and gave away his strength. Before Delilah, he already
had experience of an unfaithful woman in his wife who told others the
answer to the first of his riddles. That would have cost him the bet but for
his superior strength. Still, he was none the wiser when he went to Delilah.
She asked him at least four times about the source of his strength. After
it was clear that she had betrayed him each time, he eventually told her
the secret of his strength. When he was brought as a blind buffoon to
entertain the Philistines before he pulled the temple down on them, he
was still in his clown role – only this time rather sad. God certainly made
some strange choices for saviours.
Take Jacob for instance – what a pusillanimous deceiver he was. I mean
for twenty years he obediently slept with whomever he was asked to bed,
Rachel and their maid servants. He was just a big stud to them and as for
his treatment of Esau what a completely despicable way to behave towards
his brother. Cheating him of his birthright, his father’s blessing and then
after years of separation, greeting his hearty cheerful brother in a most
un-brotherly fashion – refusing his hospitality and refusing to accept
him. Then, in the Bible that I have, there is a cursory dismissal of Esau’s
line. There is no interest in him as a human being; no description of his
adventures. I have half a mind to write a book of Esau myself.
Esau, like Cain, I feel, was given a raw deal but he didn’t succumb to his
misfortunes as Cain did. Poor Cain why did God not look with favour on
his offering – because he was an agriculturalist? Really! I know being a
Christian God one could not expect him to be a vegetarian, but being God
surely he could be impartial.
One last word about Esau or Edom in Psalm 137 that I have learned by
heart there is one reference to Edomites which makes them synonymous
with Babylonians and I don’t know if Edomites are Babylonians. It almost
put me off learning the psalm but the feeling of hate and the lust for
revenge are so good that I couldn’t resist.
Day 11: Tuesday, 3 April

It was really cold today so I spent all day in bed, the warmest place. I spent
most of the time reading the Bible. I looked for references to Baal but
couldn’t find anything substantial so I turned to the Gospel according to
Matthew on which Paolo Passolini based his film of the life of Christ.
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I do not find the Bible as good a religious text as the Upanishads. The
Upanishads delve into the mystery of the universe. We can never fathom
the mystery of the universe and we have only a small moment in which to
produce some kind of life pattern against that vast backdrop. We are in
constant creative tension with our finiteness against that infinity. Except
for the Mandyuka Upanishad, which the editor of the book seems to fancy
because it accepts the idea of life after death, in the Upanishads in general,
the atman (individual consciousness) becomes integrated with Brahman,
the eternal unconscious.
I spent a good deal of time today thinking about my brother, Seeni. He
is about to go to prison for embezzlement again. I am supposed to be
a character witness for him when the plea for mitigation of sentence is
made. At least MJ6 wants me to be. I don’t. I am quite angry with Seeni. He
has for years been sucking me dry of every penny that I could spare. Ever
since I came back from the States he has been getting money out of me
under false pretences. For fourteen years I gave him money not suspecting
that he was manipulating me. When I finally cottoned on to it [I am very
slow] and stopped sending him money, he was caught out for embezzling.
So for years I had provided a cover for his criminal activities, sending him
money for all his so-called urgent needs, actually, I think, to replace what
he had embezzled. Now I am looking at my retirement with nothing saved
to support me.
He will be going to jail soon and again I will be expected to support his
family. My father was a burden like this to Seetha and me and now this
brother. I think he should go to jail that will at least keep him out of reach
of other people’s money. But when I think of the eleven days I have spent
in here, I feel sorry for anyone who has to be locked-up. Seeni, however,
will not be sitting in jail because he does not deserve to be there. He has
kept his wife ignorant of simple things like paying the rent and so on. Of
course, I see why. He wanted complete control of the money so he could
misuse it. I find him and his family a cross that I do not want to bear.
Damn it – I am tired of being responsible for various members of the
family – I want my freedom to feel that what I earn is mine and I can buy
6
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myself a luxury item or two now and then. I wish I could just abandon
him and his family, as I did Dad’s mistress and her son.
Day 12: Wednesday, 4 April

Today I got clean sheets. I had been asking for clean sheets since Monday.
Ever since I came to this prison, it’s been raining and cold. Only over the
weekend did we have some sunshine. This morning when I again asked for
clean sheets Elizabeth told me that there weren’t any; because of the rain
no washing could be done. I was annoyed – do they not have machines
for the laundry at this police station? I told Elizabeth that they were mad
and because she worked for the police she would also become mad. She
wasn’t offended by my remarks; she just dismissed them as foolish ravings.
When she brings my breakfast, she is always accompanied by a warder;
warders are the keepers of the keys. I asked the warder if I could see the
Station Commander. Soon after, I got clean sheets – I am not sure whether
Elizabeth thought I was going to complain or not but clean sheets arrived
before the Station Commander.
But the Station Commander wasn’t in so I had to wait for the secondin-command. Meanwhile the warder allowed me extra washing time. So
I washed my hair. While I was washing my hair, two young policemen,
substituting for the Commander, appeared and all I wanted from them
was that they phone my lawyer to ask him to get permission for the visit
of my brother, Reggie, and his wife, Suzie, on Sunday. They were surprised
– I think everyone around here feels quite deflated that I don’t complain.
Even if I had something to complain about, I wouldn’t. I won’t let anyone
think that I am succumbing to these circumstances.
Besides now that I have the Upanishads to read, I really couldn’t ask
for more. I have been reading and re-reading the introduction to try to
understand the philosophy. It is very deep and I am delighted that I have
the time now to try to understand the religion into which I was born but
never inducted – as very few Hindus are. All we get are a few antiquated
rituals which have so little relevance to our lives that people like me soon
discard them. Reggie of course has found his way back into Hinduism
through one of these masters who concentrate on the philosophy and
have replaced ritual with meditation, vegetarianism and prayer meetings.
I have my own understanding of the religion but I don’t feel the need to
commit myself to it or to any religion. I follow the scientists who accept the
mystery of creation and do not try to rationalise it.
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I spent a good deal of time out in the courtyard today because they left the
cell gate open till almost lunch time. Just before lunch a white policeman
walked in with a whole lot of supplies for me from my friends at college.
They sent a lot of food – symbol of their love and sympathy. I received a
bowl of tamarind chicken from Tom and Lionel, chocolate chip cookies
from Penny Bristow, the librarian, I’m sure; she saw how I enjoyed them
when working in the library. The care package also contained two six packs
of Liquifruit, a huge packet of nuts and raisins, a fun-pack of Bar-ones,
Letaba mango achar, and pickled green chillies – hot and a godsend.
There were also three little bowls of garlic and chilli powder and bay leaves,
and a huge plastic bag of broken biscuits. All this for one person! Well I
added part of the tamarind chicken to my usual prison lunch. The prison
lunches are getting to be good – lots of vegetables, pickled and boiled
and a slice of avocado, the usual half tomato and two fish sticks. I really
appreciate the veggies and the Cook – I used to think it was Elizabeth who
prepared the food but she tells me it is a “madam”—seems to be enjoying
the challenge of feeding me.
Anyway, I look at this array of food from the college and though I really
do appreciate the love and concern to which all of it attests, it is far too
much. So Elizabeth is smuggling stuff out every night. Her nine children
and husband need it all more than I do. I don’t give her the pickled chillies
though, because I love them; besides she wouldn’t be able to eat them –
they’re dynamite.
I am firmly locked up in my cell once more. The policeman who locked me
in was most disapproving of the freedom I had had to roam around in the
10 x 10 yard and enjoy fresh air and sunlight.
If the Security Police Major is trying to break my spirit by keeping me
here, he really is wasting his time. What with Elizabeth and the cook and
my college friends, I’m not going to break down – I’m just going to get fat.
Oh, I almost forgot, my friends also sent me a lot of clothes. I don’t need
these either but I’ll save them for visiting days. I need to look presentable
for visitors so that they don’t get depressed. Of course, one of my teeth
from my denture had to damn well fall out so now I do look a bit pathetic.
Really this is disgusting; it seems a kind of emotional manipulation of the
situation.
Sue had told me on Sunday that Marlene had not yet received a visit from
anyone so I was very lucky that Sue got moving so quickly about getting
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a visitor’s permit. I’m sure, however, that Marlene has also been receiving
lots of care packages and must feel the way I do, part of a family. The staff
will be going off on their Easter Vac tomorrow and I’m glad. I had hoped I
would be out in time to see them off.
I’ve been worrying about Reggie’s and Suzie’s visit on Sunday. I thought
this was the Easter weekend and I was going to get the lawyer to put them
off but when Elizabeth and I were making the bed, I asked her if she
belonged to the Z.C.C. and would she be going to Morea this weekend.
She said then that Easter was the following weekend. That put my mind
at rest and I am looking forward to seeing Reggie. I want to ask him all
about Hinduism, to see what version he has of the religion. I am really
glad I was born a Hindu – it is such a free-spirited religion – there are
no dogmas and the scriptures seem to indicate a developing process of
thought about the nature of reality and since all schools of thought end
at different positions, all positions are up for question and to my way
of thinking invite further probing and development. And there is even
acceptance of atheism.
Day 13: Thursday, 5 April

It is a beautiful day today; the sky is a deep blue. I stood out in the yard
for a long time before breakfast enjoying the sun and fresh air. Earlier
this morning when Elizabeth and I were making the bed, she told me that
she had heard that I would not be here for long. I wasn’t to say anything
to anyone about what she had told me. Of course, I was glad to have this
piece of information, even if it was just false hope. She may just have
heard the staff here hoping that I would be gone soon because I am an
embarrassment to them, chiefly I suspect, because of my ‘no complaints’
complaining.
The Station Commander came to see me just now to find out if I had
received the food from friends at the College. He was clearly touched by
their efforts and said he appreciated what they were doing for me. He
made me feel quite ungracious but of course he too thinks food is the
answer in a situation like this. He had seen the spices and curry and
thought that ought to please me because I was now receiving “traditional
food.” If he only knew: all I long for is a fresh vegetable salad. The only
comfort the Commander can get is from my friends. He gets none from
me. He had come in with the usual “No complaints” and almost implored
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me to complain when he said, “We are here to help you.” Because he is a
nice man, I made no sarcastic rejoinder to this.
Late in the day, a young white cop, as officious as they come, barged into
the cell – I was having my afternoon nap. He wanted to know if I needed
toiletries. I ask you; for what Prince Charming do I need to be other than
clean which is all I aim at, inside – or outside, as a matter of fact. Then
he committed a dreadful crime; he closed the metal door to the cell. It is
always left open during the day; only the security gate is kept locked. This
man actually had the warder lock the door – my only source of fresh air.
Later he came back again, peeped through the cell gate and asked if the
toilet flushed and if the drinking fountain worked. I told him it did not.
He said, “Oh, it’s not in order. No complaints?” Now I ask you! Then he
closed and locked the door again; he didn’t hear me yelling to stop him.
The noise of the key is so great that my call went completely unnoticed.
Day 14: Friday, 6 April

Today, another lovely day! There is more cloud and the sky is overcast but
I think that it will be fine. So I washed clothes again today. Washing gives
me more than an hour in the fresh air and sunlight.
While I was sweeping my cell this morning, I found a paper clip. I have no
idea where it came from and I said to myself, “Good, I’ll try to unblock the
drinking fountain with this.” I almost tackled it before breakfast but as
I would be locked up many hours in the cell, I decided to stay out in the
sun till breakfast arrived. After breakfast, I straightened out the paper
clip and poked around in the little drain and, lo and behold, I managed
to dislodge whatever was blocking it. I am now waiting to announce to
the Station Commander that I have fixed his drinking fountain for him.
There is nothing I can do about the measly spurt of water though; I shall
keep tinkering and see what happens.
Yesterday afternoon, when Elizabeth came to release me for my afternoon
wash, she told me to hurry up as the Major was expected shortly. She told
me to make myself presentable for him and I asked her why; he wasn’t
my boyfriend. She thinks I am a little crazy so she laughed, exhorting
me to hurry up as she left. I was quite looking forward to meeting the
major because I thought he would give me some idea of when I would be
released. Like a fool, I was hoping he was coming to say, “Pack your things,
you are going home now.” But he stood me up; he never came.
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Day 15: Saturday, 7 April

The first thing Elizabeth did today was to inquire whether the Major had
come. I have made her as anxious about my release as I am. I must stop
that.
Despite the promise of fine weather this morning, the clouds took over
and we had rain practically all day. After a powerful thunderstorm in the
afternoon, it was all over; the sun came out, the sky was blue, lots of fluffy
white clouds sailed across it. I had watched the storm for a while; had
seen the edges of a flash of lightning through the grill over the yard and
had heard a terrific peal of thunder. I had watched for a while, then went
and had my afternoon nap. At four, I was let out of the cage to wash as
usual and the warder who opened was the one I particularly dislike. He
has an insolent manner; he stood there puffed out to assert his authority
and male superiority. He had little white breadcrumbs over his lips. Heavy
lidded he said, “No complaints”. I gave him a curt “No complaints” and
indicated that I was ready to wash if he would clear out.
I did my exercises and then went out to wash. Afterwards, I stood in the
yard to enjoy the fading sunshine, the sky and clouds. Yesterday, when I
was in the yard, I noticed cobwebs across a number of squares in the grid
above me. Today I looked to see if they had been washed out by the storm,
but no, they were all there clean and sparkling in the sunshine.
While I was in the yard, I thought about writing to Lionel as the one who
would really understand the oppression of food that I have to submit to;
then I thought I was fussing too much and abandoned that idea. I thought
of Reggie’s and Suzie’s visit on Sunday and what an imposition on them
especially as this is such an exercise in futility.
In this prison, the situation is “don’t call us, we’ll call you”. There is no
way you can get the station staff to respond to you. If you knock or bang
on your door they ignore it. Just now a man in obvious distress cried out
and cried out. Eventually, there was a lethargic reply and I heard some
footsteps and keys; perhaps he was attended to. One could have a heart
attack in here and die and no one would be the wiser.
The whistler is around. There is someone who goes around whistling all
day and his favourite tune is of the song about Hudson Ntsanwisi and his
Ximoko Xarixaka being sell-outs. One morning last week, it must have
been about 4 a.m. – I heard a group of people singing the song and for a
moment thought I was back in Giyani.
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That’s it. I’ve given them two weeks to vent their spleen and they still want
to play this cat and mouse game with me. Well, all that’s over. I’ve decided
they cannot act with impunity against me; I am going to take action. I have
decided to bring an action against them. When Reggie comes tomorrow I
shall ask him to get advice from MJ7 about what I should do – I shall also
ask to see Advocate Seth Nthai and tell him what I want to do. I am not
going to take no for an answer. This is my life that people are bandying
about and one little life is, I agree, of no consequence, but it is my life and
of great consequence to me. For all I know, I could languish in this cell for
the rest of my life. Who’s to stop it if I don’t? A new day dawns!
Today isn’t half over and it’s full of excitement. When Elizabeth came to
work today she too was ready for a fight. She had apparently been waiting
since 7.30 for them to open this cell to let her in and help me clean up. I
had wondered why I was up, had exercised and made my bed before she
showed up. As she was coming into the cell, someone was calling to her
to help serve the prisoners’ breakfasts. She told whoever it was that she
was busy and got down to mopping my cell. She was in quite a defiant
mood. She said “I’m not going to serve any breakfasts; I have my work to
do. I’ve been waiting from 7.30.” It was now nine and she wasn’t going to
be pushed around.
They keep telling her she’s old and doesn’t work well. Apparently one of
the white women had inspected her work and Elizabeth showed how she
swept her finger over the floor of the yard and said, “Look at this dust. The
other matron is a better worker.” Elizabeth said if they fussed when she
went over for the breakfast round – she wasn’t planning to be there before
ten – she was simply going to tell them that if they were not satisfied with
her work, they could pension her off. She said that will shut them up; they
don’t want to hear about that. I could understand why – they wouldn’t be
able to get such cheap labour again.
Just as I was getting ready to sit down and write all this up, I heard the
keys and hid my books and papers under the mattress as usual. Then a
lovely surprise; they said Reggie was there. I put on my clothes and went
7
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to greet him. Then we got permission for Diriscilla, Reggie’s daughter, who
had come in place of her mother and had driven them up. Reggie seemed
to have gotten on very well with Van Wyk (the Major); he said he was very
nice. But Reggie is like that, a real gentleman and gracious – people like
him. I’m just the opposite; a rather peppery broad who puts people’s backs
up. Reggie brought news that I might be released soon. He said, “You’d
better behave if you don’t want to stay longer,’ and Diriscilla added that
it looked as if I was going to lengthen my stay. So I didn’t tell them that I
was getting ready to fight.
They were surprised to find me my usual self. They had the impression
from Sue, and I had a suspicion that she was giving out that notion at
the college, that I was depressed and ready to die. It’s what she wants
to see. When she came last Sunday, she was quite disappointed to find
me cheerful and lively. “Surely you have fits of depression.” And that’s
probably what she had reported to everyone – that I was depressed –
purely a figment of her imagination. She probably didn’t tell people that
I didn’t need food either so that’s why I had such a huge delivery last
Wednesday.
Reggie and Dris brought me a modest container of food and that was
really nice. It wasn’t overkill. They brought veg biryani which Reg had
cooked, samoosas, a roti and chutney. Still a rather large meal but not
anywhere near as overwhelming as plastic bags full of food.
Apparently Sue was insisting that Reggie come to visit me again during
the Easter weekend. I was astonished and told him not to come; the
highway would be clogged with buses, taxis and cars getting Zionist
Christian Church (ZCC) followers to Morea. It would be dangerous and
extremely taxing and Reggie had recently had a heart bypass. I advised
Reggie to lie to Sue if she ’phoned to ask if he was coming to visit. I was
quite annoyed with Sue. She doesn’t even know Reggie and she’s busy
ordering him around. I had expressly told her, and Seth Nthai that I did
not want Reggie to visit me at all; I had told them about his surgery and
didn’t want him to drive all the way here. But Sue must have painted such
a dreadful picture that he probably felt obliged to come. And now she was
forcing him to come during the Easter weekend!
Day 16: Sunday, 8 April 1990

I got up with a splitting headache. Last night, at the last check, the warder
asked me, “Can I switch off the light?” and I answered “Yes, please,” Quite
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pleased that I didn’t have to remind him. But he locked up and went off
without switching off the lights.
Then it rained so insects trying to escape came buzzing into the cell and
dropping on my pillow. I had to get up and exterminate a few. The insects
were a nuisance, but worse was the light. I couldn’t sleep properly and
developed a headache. I also got very hot and had to take off my night shirt
and throw off all the blankets. I thought that the weather was changing
but when Elizabeth came to wake me this morning, she said it was very
cold and that it was raining. I was quite surprised.
Elizabeth was feeling like company and a chat today. She didn’t leave and
that meant I couldn’t take my time washing. I had to wash and get back
in the cell so I did not have the opportunity to be outside for more than a
few minutes this morning.
Elizabeth’s daughter was ill yesterday and she had to rush off to see her
after work. Grown women with mothers still act like babies just because
their mothers are still around. Elizabeth has told me that her children
are tiresome. The oldest is forty, the youngest nine. They all live at home.
Six of them are working but they make no contribution to the home. I
asked her why she didn’t kick them out. She has asked them to go but
they don’t budge. When I heard her story, I was again thankful that I was
single and free – I said so to her. She had asked me before if I had children
and if I were married and was I not looking for a man. When I had said
“No” to all her queries, she had been shocked. Women who fall into the
marriage trap disapprove of women like me, yet their whole lives testify
to total oppression. Elizabeth is a lot like me; she is pleasant and soft on
the outside but there’s a tough cookie lurking underneath. Unfortunately,
marriage has not allowed that other more interesting person to develop;
like the Station Commander whose occupation suppresses a better side to
him, tradition oppresses Elizabeth.
Reggie had brought news yesterday that I would be out after the Easter
weekend. Today one of the Pietersburg Security men came to peep at me
through the bars. It was the usual “No complaints” routine – no mention
of sending me home. I have a theory that they will send me home once I
start complaining and reacting like a normal inmate.
I spent the entire morning in bed trying unsuccessfully to shake off a
headache. Lunch, however, seems to have knocked out the dull pain in
my head. I suppose it was a hunger headache though why I should have
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been hungry after I ate that huge amount of vegetable biryani, plus six
samoosas that Reggie brought yesterday, I don’t know. At any rate, I’m
feeling better now and the sun is shining too.
Day 17: Monday, 9 April 1990

It’s a lovely bright sunshiny day and the warder left the security gate of
the cell open, even though I had obediently gone in to be locked up. So I
stayed in the yard until breakfast. Fortunately, Elizabeth wasn’t there. She
is so conditioned to her job that she cannot really register my need to be
in the yard and tries to get me locked up as soon as she thinks I’ve had
enough time for a wash. She sticks to the rules.
Yesterday she said, “Today is Sunday” and I asked “Don’t you go to church
on Sundays?” She put her hand to her heart and said how much it hurt
that she cannot go to church. “I have to worship at home.” Then she
looked at me and said, “You too, you better pray in here.” I suppose she
was thinking that if I prayed I might be released. I said I didn’t need to; I
was not a Christian. She looked quite shocked and I added insult to injury
by saying I had no desire to become one either. She was horrified and I
tried to explain that she had her beliefs and I had mine. She disapproved
and was uncomfortable so she left the cell soon after. But I was sorry she
couldn’t go to church especially at Easter.
Last night my subconscious, as usual, took over the problem, worked on
it and decided that as the next weekend is Easter, I was to ask the Station
Commander, this will really put his humanity to the test, to give Elizabeth
a day off so she can go to church. I’ve got to figure out how to say it so that
Elizabeth does not get into trouble because of my interference. It’s the
only real gift I can give to Elizabeth for her friendship in these two weeks
and I hope I can pull it off. I shan’t tackle this today. I’ll wait till he comes
on his weekly rounds – he usually comes in on a Tuesday and Thursday
morning. Mind you the first time I saw him was on a Monday. Well if
he doesn’t come today, I’ll send for him tomorrow. His usual reaction to
everything I ask for is to refer it to the Security Branch, but this request
is squarely in his domain and he might be angry because of my interference. I’m hoping that, as a good Christian, he will see that it is wrong not
to allow the faithful to worship as they ought. Perhaps it will eventually
penetrate that arrangements should be made for the Black staff to have
their spiritual needs taken care of. Well, Amandla, let’s hope for the best!
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Then the Station Commander himself came to sing the usual “No
complaints” refrain. I took the opportunity to ask him if Elizabeth could
have a day off. “No, she is on duty. I pointed out that she is a Christian
and the Easter weekend is an important time in the life of a Christian. In
my mind the whole meaning of Christianity is summed up in the death
and resurrection. He said these things must not concern me. All police
personnel are on duty on Sundays so she must be on duty. I asked if he
was going to church over Easter and I could see the humanity fade from
his eyes and the smile harden. I told him Elizabeth had no idea that I was
asking and not to say anything to her.
Well, I hadn’t succeeded and I learned that being Christian comes second
to being a policeman. Very interesting. The Commander is basically
a decent human being but he is an institutionalized human being; he
functions within institutional strictures. This is the man who had said to
me, “If you need anything just ask; we want to make you happy” – just a
mechanical meaningless recitation of words, like an election promise.
Before lunch arrived, I was sitting here a little worried that my request to
the Commander would have bad repercussions and I couldn’t wait for
Elizabeth to show up. When she arrived, she was speaking Tsonga which
she had specially learned for me and being African she had picked it up
faster and spoke it more fluently. In the few minutes that she had been
tutored, she had learned more than I in the year that I have been trying to
learn the language. So what she said was beyond my comprehension. At
any rate, I realised that she had not been called in by the Commander and
in that respect at least he had been considerate.
Incidentally the food was good today. This morning the porridge was
actually well prepared and lunch was boiled cabbage, mashed potatoes, rice,
the usual fish sticks and slice of tomato to which I added a couple of the
dynamite pickled chillies that I had received from friends at Giyani College.
Day 18: Tuesday, 10 April 1990.

Yesterday afternoon I suffered the most terrible pain in my stomach and I
felt quite faint. It was the effect of those chillies and their passage through
my bowels. So last night I went to bed quite early. Then surprise, a warder
came to tell me that the Security Police from Pietersburg had come to see
me. So I got dressed and went to the charge office. Major Van Wyk and his
companion took me into a little office to question me. The first thing the
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Major did was to put his revolver down on the table, next to his briefcase.
I supposed it was an intimidatory tactic; it was gratifying – made me feel
like a pukka revolutionary.
They are coming back this evening; I expect they’ll pitch up about seven.
Today I wondered whether I could get Scott – Scott Townley is in the English
Department at the College – to ask his MP friend, Roger Burroughs, to
come and see me. If they intend to lock me up for a long time, I can get my
case to parliament through him.
Day 19: Wednesday, 11 April 1990: Letter to Tom and
Lionel.

Dear Tom and Lionel
I am going to try to smuggle this letter out to you by the next visitor who
comes to see me. Please do not let Angus know as he might inadvertently let Van Wyk know and then I’ll probably lose this secret privilege of
writing down my thoughts.
My perspective from this cell is very different from yours and things that
loom large to me may be nothing to you so forgive me if in what I write to
you I seem to be making a mountain out of a mole hill.
On Monday, April 9 and Tuesday April 10, Major Van Wyk and another
Security Branch man came to question me.
I was already in bed when they arrived on Monday night. That’s not
unusual. I am almost always in bed. Van Wyk questioned me for about
two hours. I can’t call it interrogation though technically it is that; interrogation sounds vicious and belongs to an earlier period. Van Wyk wasn’t
vicious, only cynical. He began the session by telling me not to make any
sarcastic remarks or he would simply walk out and leave me in detention
for a long time. He said he wanted me to co-operate (by “co-operate” he
means “confess to your involvement and implicate as many others as you
can along the way”). I didn’t want to antagonise him because, quite frankly,
though this is as good a place as any for R&R, it’s not quite what I would
have chosen for myself. And in trying to go along without challenging him
(any form of challenge is what he interprets as sarcasm), I found myself
muzzled.
Van Wyk has it fixed in his head that the College is involved in the organ215
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isation of the stay away in Gazankulu and no matter what I say he only
wants confirmation of that. He made wild accusations about the College;
we were a “political party college”; we were “indoctrinating students”. He
had gathered this from posters etc. in classrooms and noticeboards. I told
him he was mistaken and to lock me up if he didn’t believe me. He said
he was a Christian (very interesting) and every night he got down on his
knees and thanked God that there were cowards in the world. So I asked
if he was calling me a coward; he replied that I was afraid and ashamed
of what I had done. I told him I was not afraid or ashamed of anything I
had done but I would not confess to things I hadn’t done. He told me to go
back and think about things and tell him exactly how I saw the situation
in Giyani. He was coming back the next day.
I realized that those words “coward” and “ashamed” were trigger words
and decided I would be on the alert for such trigger words when they
came back the next day.
I spent the rest of the night analysing what had happened and realised
that in trying to co-operate by not antagonising him, I had allowed myself
to react within the framework that he had set and consequently I had not
been true to myself. I had allowed words like “coward” and “ashamed” to
evoke the expected reaction. I realised I would have to get them to break
out of their frame of reference and to define their terms.
Tuesday: When they arrived, I was much more relaxed. Van Wyk could
sense this and assumed I was now going to co-operate and for the first
part of the session, sat writing down a statement which was to be my
statement about my activities in Giyani. He conferred with me from a
statement I had already written in the first two days of my detention. He
was very eager to get all the details about the Mandela Celebration. I took
complete responsibility for the entire programme and gave the names of
all the people I had approached to take part.
He wanted to know how I came to organise the programme; I told him I
had been approached by the SRC. He wanted names so I gave him T.C.
Khoza’s name [TC was president of the SRC] but told him that T.C. had
nothing to do with organising the programme. He was very interested
in how Ernest Khoza, the student from Turfloop, had been included in
the programme. I told him I had been approached and had agreed to
include him. Now because he is also a Khoza, Van Wyk is trying to find a
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connection between T.C. and Ernest. When T.C. gets back please give him
your support.
Also he was very suspicious of you, Tom, because you read Mandela’s
speech. He wanted to know whether you had chosen that yourself; I said
you had. He is also very eager to get whoever stated that the College should
become a People’s College (was it you?). He is dying to get Malele. What
annoys him most about the video is Malele; he is trying to connect what
Malele said about forming structures with what happened during the stay
away. He wants to connect the College to the stay away. He has a quietly
concealed contempt for all of us at College and all we are attempting to do.
He has no idea what that is. He speaks well of Angus only and quotes him
copiously against the rest of us. So I tried to discredit Angus by accusing
him of jumping to conclusions.
Van Wyk wanted unnecessary details from me about who watched the
TV coverage of Mandela’s release with me. I gave him Mike Wessels,
Lindy, Barbara Ramsingh, Marlene and Hildur – but I don’t think
Hildur was there. He wanted to know if students watched and I said no.
I have “implicated” quite a few College staff members in the Mandela
Celebration and Van Wyk is now trying to find out how the whole stay
away was orchestrated from the celebration.
After I had sold out the College staff by revealing their names (they have
our video anyway so they know better than we, who have to rely on our
memories of the Mandela Celebration), he questioned me about the
events of 19 February when our students marched to Giyani Hall and were
beaten by the police.
He was referring to a written statement on the stay-away that I had
submitted to Angus at his request. In it I had simply stated that when I
had heard that the students were being beaten, I went to the spot. But Van
Wyk wanted to demonstrate that my report was biased. He asked if I had
found out whether the police had given a warning or not. I said I hadn’t
– it wasn’t my business to do so. He asked why we only took statements
from our students who were hurt and did not ask other people for their
versions – all this to indicate how biased we are.
Then he questioned me about the Giyani Youth Congress (GYC). He had
a statement that I had written for the Rector, Angus Rose, at his request
and, as I thought, for his information. Now van Wyk was referring to
that document and conferring with me to get more detail. He knew I had
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attended two meetings when the group was being constituted; he had
been told that I had provided a classroom for the meetings. He wanted to
know how many people were at the GYC meetings that I had attended. I
thought there were about twenty.
He paused and said, “Now let’s just chat” and asked whether I thought
it was democratic that a group of twenty people had taken control of the
Giyani area and got people to stay-away and boycott. Yes, the number in
the GYC was small but the fact that there was such tremendous support
for its call indicated to me that they represented the whole community. He
believed they had obtained support through intimidation. So I brought
up police intimidation. He accused me of bias and referred to Angus’s
authoritative knowledge of GYC’s intimidation of people. Angus had
apparently also told him of Alan Kirkaldy’s two talks on Communism at
GCE. (I don’t remember those, do you?) He asked why we didn’t get a proand anti-communist view of Communism – why only Alan’s. So I asked
him whether he had talked to the organisers to find out whether they had
only presented one point of view and accused him of being biased. Then
he said that Angus had had to speak to some of us about our political
activities. When I asked to whom Angus had spoken, he would not say
and I accused Angus of jumping to conclusions.
As he kept telling me he did not want to fight with me, I eventually said he
didn’t have to fight; he wasn’t sitting in a jail cell. When he told me that my
detention was a preventative measure; I replied that the only thing that
was being prevented was my work. He blamed the GYC for my detention.
I countered by accusing him of detaining me because he had jumped to
the conclusion that I was involved in organising the stay away. He tried
to tell me he was my friend; my response, “Friends don’t detain friends.”
I thumped his desk, pushed my face almost into his and said, “You keep
accusing me of lying – where is your proof that I am lying.” Then he asked
for the names of members of the GYC and I said, “I am not giving them
to you.”
The other security officer in the room had been spluttering at me intermittently and I had been throwing out side-shots at him whenever I got the
chance. When I got aggressive, he became incensed. Then Van Wyk stood
up, put his books in his briefcase, his gun on top of them and said, “I am
not putting up with this. When you want to talk to me, tell these people.” I
said, “Fine” and began to walk out. Van Wyk didn’t want to show that he
was angry but it was clear that he was. He wanted to know what books I
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had (because he was ready to confiscate.) Since I have the Bible and Hindu
Scriptures and he had testified to being a good Christian, he could not very
well take them away. So he wanted to know if I still had my needlework
which they had already taken away a week earlier. It would have given him
such pleasure to have been able to confiscate it at that moment. I went to
my cell feeling much better.
So you see I shall not be out of here for a long time. Van Wyk was on the
point of arranging for my release just after Easter but I turned his “gentle”
questioning of me into interrogation of him and I have to pay for that. I
really do not care. If I had sat there tamely as I had done on Monday night,
I would have felt that I had betrayed my integrity. I personally believe that
there is only one way to be free and that is by being true to yourself; so
even if I sit in this cell, I am free.
I cannot give them names of people at GYC meetings simply because I
may name someone like me who has nothing to do with the stay away. I
cannot subject anyone to this kind of arbitrary confinement. It is barbaric
and by not giving names, I am protesting against the lawlessness of the
State of Emergency.
[In retrospect, I believe Icould have givem them my niece Sharmini
Brookes’s name. She was visiting me at the time that the GYC was being
formed and had attended the inception meeting with me. I wonder if they
would have gone to London (UK) to arrest or question her.]
You may think me foolish and impetuous and I am often foolish and
impetuous but that is my karma.
What amuses me about the whole situation is that I know the GYC and
they are such a bunch of ninnies. They cannot even conduct a meeting
properly. Can anyone believe they could so successfully organise a stay
away if the community itself was not ready to respond.
Though Van Wyk had admitted that they (GYC members) are a very small
number, he wanted to make out that they had intimidated people. But
how could such a small number have orchestrated such a massive stay
away? God, if the GYC had to lead the revolution – what a joke! (Maybe
that’s why they want to pin things on the College – we are eminently
more capable of leading a revolution.) Anyway, I am a bit worried about
the sinister innuendoes about the College – I know I always worry and
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you always feel there is nothing to worry about – that we will ride out
the storm.
Now for more mundane matters. Please thank everyone for me for all the
care and concern they have shown and tell them that I do not mean to
sound ungrateful but I really do not need food. I am managing well with
the prison food. My meals are being tailored to my needs. The only thing
I am concerned about is the lack of calcium in my diet. I know I am at
risk of osteoporosis so instead of biscuits, chocolates, sweets and cooked
foods, I would appreciate a tiny fruit yoghourt or a tiny carton of fresh
milk whenever someone comes to visit.
I am going to be in for quite a while so please do not wear yourselves out
trying to drop by etc. It’s not necessary. I am quite happy. I have Elizabeth
(the matron officially, unofficially, the maid), who is my friend and with
whom I share all that I get. It would be nice if Barbara could send some
roti and curry for Elizabeth. My brother brought me a roti when he came
to visit and I gave it to Elizabeth. It was such a treat for her because it
brought back memories of when she had worked for some Indian family.
Give my love to everyone and please apologise to them on my behalf if
any of them and especially you and the IMP* are harassed by the police.
(I don’t think they’ll go after Jews anymore because in that book they
gave me to write my statement, I wrote a stinging comment about racist
whites in Kremetart who send police on witch hunts because they are
prejudiced against Indians and Jews). I would advise the imp* to disappear
for a long while.
I really appreciate all the love and support I feel from the College; it’s part
of the reason I can be quite happy where I am.
Love, Muthal
(Find a way to smuggle in some more paper. These are about my last pages.)
*IMP/Imp: I was referring to Ian Malele Petje. I now suspect that he was
part of the underground that had organised the stayaway.
[This letter was only sent off on 17 April 1990, three days before
I was released]
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Day 20: Thursday, 12 April 1990

There is a vehicle that pulls up outside at odd times of the day – and from
it emanates the loudest music – Black American and Black South African.
Early this morning we were treated to a rasping voice singing, “Get on
down”, and now there is a lively group singing, “Viva Mandela”. I must say
even though the truck sometimes comes at four in the morning, the lively
music is always welcome. There were many reprises of “Viva Mandela” this
morning and I find it ironic. One of the reasons I am in this cell is that
I organised the celebration of Mandela’s release at the college. I am glad
that Mandela can walk free. If I have to pay for being glad, I’ll do that – as
long as he’s out there.
I spent most of the day daydreaming. When I did some serious thinking
it was still about my fight with Van Wyk on Tuesday. He clearly believes
the ball is in my court and, though I don’t like clichés, my attitude is
that I don’t have to play it and I certainly am not going to. I don’t fancy
betraying people just to get out of this cell a few days earlier. If Marlene
is out by Sunday which she should be if they do not make application to
extend her detention, then I expect they will let me go on the 22nd; but if
Marlene is in for longer, chances are they’ll keep me in for longer.
Poor Elizabeth has been staying later and later at work – I hope this is not
a consequence of my request that she have a day off.
Today, hot cross buns and litres of juices arrived from lecturers at the
college. I have sent the buns off with Elizabeth.
One thing has worried me today – I wish now I hadn’t given Van Wyk the
names of lecturers on the Mandela celebration video. These security people
are so eager to ensnare people that they will turn even innocuous events
into something sinister. So those poor lecturers who simply responded
to my call to make a happy day of it, may be hauled in for no reason
whatsoever. The State of Emergency makes it possible for these Security
Forces to prey on innocent people.
Day 21: Friday, 13 April - Good Friday

Today Elizabeth arrived a little late and she was cross. It was a holiday and
for some reason they expected her to do more than her share. I don’t know
why – I couldn’t understand what she was saying; perhaps some people
had not come to work – I don’t know. Anyway she was saying she was not
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going to do the extra work. Then after I had swept out the cell and was
moving into the yard, I stopped for a moment and she said, “Go on, sweep.”
I responded, “Ja Baas” and she laughed. Then she told me that she had
called the white woman, probably the Cook, by her first name. The woman
had asked her what had happened to “Miesies” and Elizabeth asked her
if “Miesies” was her name. To which the woman said “yes”. I was amazed
and I thought to myself I am a dangerous person, more dangerous than I
or they know or think – but not in the way they know or think. I am glad.
If I stay here long enough I shall start working on the guards.
Last night while I was lying in bed, I heard the so-called criminals next
door talking about liberation. I couldn’t understand – except for a few
words about liberation, the rest was in Sesotho. I don’t know if I interpreted
correctly but it seemed a policeman was also talking about liberation and
I got the impression that he was saying he was biding his time!
Today before breakfast while I stood in the courtyard, I decided to dance
a little. I am such an inhibited pig but I tried to do a few steps, even tried
an imitation of Fred Astaire – a very staid Fred with at least two left feet.
While I was dancing, it clouded over and I thought, “I have just created
a rain dance. Now I know, if ever there is a drought, I have two secret
weapons – one is to wash my car and the other is to dance – and it’s sure
to rain. Perhaps I should apply at Modjaji [the home of the Rain Queen]
if ever there is a vacancy there. I might have to look for another job if this
detention goes on.
I enquire of the policeman who opens the door for Elizabeth with my
breakfast, if Mr Mdanisi is still here and am told that he was released
last week. That was probably the end of his twenty-eight days. I’m hoping
Marlene comes out on Sunday because that will be the end of her twenty-eight days.
For me there is little hope. Van Wyk probably has criminal psychology
under his belt and is using it on me but it doesn’t work because I am
not a criminal. First he left me in here for two weeks thinking that would
soften me up; then he came to see me and threatened me with a very long
detention. At present that threat has no effect on me. I wonder what’s
next.
I hurt my rib the day before yesterday – I don’t know how – possibly
doing my exercises but I really only felt the pain when I was in bed. It
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felt sharp and piercing. I had anti-inflammatory tablets that my doctor
in Tzaneen had prescribed some time ago when I went to him for confirmation that I had not broken bones in my hand. I hadn’t taken the pills
because I hate pills. I am taking them now and they seem to be helping. I
also have anti-inflammatory gel that Sue brought, and am applying that
to the rib. I wouldn’t dream of calling on the prison doctor – that rude,
crude creature who yelled at me. He’d probably crack all my ribs not heal
them.
The guards have been bringing me loads of toilet paper and I finally
pointed out to them that I didn’t need them but now I realize that since
I am running out of writing paper the toilet paper will do and I shall not
refuse any rolls from now on.
Day 22: Saturday, 14 April 1990

Yesterday, I wrote four poems on toilet paper. I was quite pleased with
myself. Today I shall revise them.
Day 23: Sunday, 15 April 1990

Worked on poems again.

Day 24: Monday, 16 April 1990

Last night I began rereading Dorothy Heathcote and I am beginning now
to learn from her. A lot of what she does is what I was doing with the
kids in Laudium except that she is not at all authoritarian – I was totally
authoritarian and now I know how to improve my teaching style. If I am
fired from GCE, I shall go back somewhere and start drama classes for
children again – and this time really give them the goodies.
Day 25: Tuesday, 17 April 1990

When Elizabeth came in today we had no broom so she brought the mop
and said, “Mop. You know how?” I said, “Yes, I’m not stupid.” So I mopped
the cell and then went out to mop the yard. Elizabeth was surprised; she
said, “You can work.” She hadn’t expected my readiness to mop – she
didn’t realize that for her it was work, routine and boring, for me it was
something to do and it gave me pleasure.
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Today I asked the cops, because I thought someone from college might
come, to tell them I needed to send clothes back – that was so that I could
get my letter to Tom and Lionel. At 4 o’ clock bath time, the policeman
came back with grapefruit and yoghourt; someone was there from College.
I gave him the clothes. He brought them back because he said my friends
felt I needed them but I sent them back and asked for the names – none
other than Lionel and Tom with Dan, Lionel’s son, – now I hope they look
through the clothes and find the letter.
Today or rather last night I decided that the pain in my ribs was not a
cracked rib but maybe a hernia so I’ve tied myself up with the belt from
my dressing gown to steady the area under the left rib. I laugh each time
I look at the belt – they took away my shoe laces (because I might hang
myself ) but left this long belt.
Day 26: Wednesday, 18 April 1990

I have decided that I must now make myself comfortable here because I
am going to be here long – it’s no use hoping that I’ll go home tomorrow.
Yesterday, Tom, Lionel and Dan brought juices and yoghourt (a godsend).
This morning I asked Elizabeth if she would ask the cook if I could put 2
of the cups of yoghourt in the fridge. Elizabeth who is very frightened of
these white bosses asked me to speak to the Adjutant-Station Commander,
De Lange. I said, “No, I am asking you. You are my baas.” This kind of
responsibility was something she did not want. She talked it over with the
warder and as they were having a right royal argument outside the charge
office, they had left the gates and doors unlocked. Since I was trying to
get someone to do some shopping for me, (Elizabeth looking at my legs
becoming grey had told me to send a policeman to buy some lotion), I
went out to the charge office and was told that they couldn’t keep the
yoghourt because the fridge was out of order.
Then I asked for someone to go shopping for me. They wanted the money
and I had to remind them that they did not allow me to have money; they
had my money with them. They came back into the yard with Elizabeth
and while she was still engaged in argument with one of them, I quietly
said to another, “Get me paper and pencil so I can write my list.” Elizabeth
and I had already fought about this earlier when she had said just write
what you want and give it to the policemen and I had answered, “With
what, on what? They don’t allow me to have any writing material.” But she
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was too intent on the yoghourt problem to do anything about it.
Anyway, I had decided it didn’t matter about the yoghourt – it was cold
enough to keep for a couple of days. Then Elizabeth came in, wanted to see
again what I wanted put in the fridge, went to the women in the kitchen,
asked and came back to get the little cups. There was no problem but she
had put herself through the whole process of arguing with me, then the
policeman, before she worked up the courage to ask the white women in
the kitchen. But she did it; a great achievement I think, to overcome her
conditioning in that environment.
I made my list and was called out to sign that I had taken money for my
purchases. When I went into the charge office to sign there were some petty
criminals sitting there – they took one look at me and began giggling. I
have become used to people laughing at me – I know I look odd to them
because I dress and behave to suit myself not anyone else. There was one
amongst these petty offenders who was obviously a malingerer; he was
pretending to be mad. Everyone was laughing at him too. I thought, “He’s
saner than I am – he’s not simply accepting his situation.” The group was
eventually sent back to work. I signed for my money which was given to
a white policeman who would do my shopping. Now that I am taking up
semi-permanent residence here, I shall have more money brought and
I’ll keep them buying things for me. Nobody need bring me anything
anymore.
Day 27: Thursday, 19 April 1990

Today Elizabeth came in with news that her brother had died. He was fifty
years old. Apparently, he collapsed in the bank after withdrawing some
cash which he gave to his wife. After she slipped it into her pocket, he
fell down dead. Elizabeth concludes that it was wrong of the wife to have
put the money in her pocket; she should have given part of it to her child
and someone else there. Elizabeth superstitiously believes that this wrong
action on the part of the wife, led to her husband’s death. Elizabeth has to
find a way to get to his house after work in order to pay her respects and
find out about arrangements for the funeral.
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Day 28: Friday, 20 April 1990

Yesterday, a surprise visit! Milk and yoghourt, with a note telling me that
my letter had been received. Great joy – cloak and dagger! The persons
who brought the goodies are a complete mystery (probably Tom and
Lionel) but that’s nice, makes it all part of the game. Now that I have
plenty of milk, I shall not have to save the R9 I have left over from my
R20. I gave Elizabeth R5 to go and see her brother’s family. I was thanked
by a Black police officer as though it were his duty to show gratitude as
well – that is the African way – Elizabeth is family – mine too, that’s why
I helped out.
I have decided to spend today and however long it takes to write a very
serious letter to E.P.P. Mingha, Minister of Education, inviting him to
intercede with the Security Police on my behalf – I don’t know if I’ll get
anywhere – my actions usually make things worse for me, but I just need
to be doing things. So good luck to me!
[This where the record I have ends. The following excerpt from my short
story Jail Birds completes the record.]

After lunch, a security police officer comes in and asks Elizabeth to take
him to my cell. He tells me to pack my things; I am going home. I can’t
believe it. Surprised and excited, I turn to Elizabeth who is standing there,
a policewoman on duty. She doesn’t look at me. As I pack, I keep looking
up at Elizabeth who ignores my attempts to communicate. Elizabeth looks
at all the parcels still piled up on the concrete bench.
I say to the officer who is watching and waiting, “I don’t want this stuff. I
would like Elizabeth to have it.” He shrugs. I ask Elizabeth to take all of it
and the stuff in the fridge. Then I pick up my suitcase. “This is so sudden.
I can’t believe I’m going home. Goodbye Elizabeth. Thank you for all your
kindness. I will never forget you.” I want to hug Elizabeth but she is official
and unapproachable. I leave with the officer.
[After she retired, Mynah Bird wrote Jail Birds a story about her
detention. The story was published in Botsotso Magazine and
was nominated for the Caine Prize for African Writing in 2005.]
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2005 Nominees for the Caine Prize
When I returned to college on 20 April, the first people I saw were
Tom and Lionel; they lived next door and welcomed me back. I met
Marlene, who must have been released five days earlier after her
28-day stint, and we shared experiences of detention. Unlike me,
she had had a bad time of it. The first jail that she was sent to was
filthy and crawling with insects. She had eventually, after much
protest, been moved to a prison in Pietersburg (Polokwane). She
declared she was being humiliated because she was an Afrikaner.
Afrikaners who joined the revolution were deeply resented and
became the victims of grossly inhumane treatment. I had read
about Braam Fischer’s imprisonment and knew this was true.
Later when I met Angus Rose, the Rector, he expressed a kind of
wonder at the whole idea of detention. But my detention, apart
from the confinement, had really been like a rest cure; I had had
wonderful reading material. I don’t remember which member
of staff sent me the Upanishads but I shall always be grateful
for having had that wonderfully informative book of Hindu
philosophy to read. And I had recorded my day to day experience
of detention on the foolscap that I had smuggled in.
Incarceration is cruel and dehumanising if it deprives one of
creative activity; but I had not been deprived so my situation was
not normal. I remember when my uncle MJ, the NIC activist, came
out after being imprisoned at Modderbee sometime in the late
1970s or early 1980s, he described how he and his fellow detainees,
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they were not in solitary, played games in their cell, hooked up a
television set in the cell unbeknownst to the police and played
football when they were allowed out to exercise. There was only
one in the group, George Sewpersad, who sullenly remained in
bed, and became prey to the prison environment while the rest
were enjoying the challenge of subverting it. It is the lack of activity
and mental stimulation that make imprisonment a torturous
punishment and aggravates criminal inclinations.
Unfortunately that is how prisons are run. After I retired, my
experience of detention made me keen to become involved
in prison reform. But I was to discover that as a retiree, I was
extraneous to society and unable to influence any of its institutions. Prisoners are in limbo inside the system; pensioners are
in limbo outside it. Just as I had created my existence without
vital connection to anyone else inside jail, I would, in retirement,
have to create my existence outside without vital connection to
anyone. My detention had prepared me for my life as a writer.
It occurs to me now, as I write about those times, that Tom Swart’s
vision, of a genuinely democratic institution, provided the perfect
cover for those underground operatives working to dismantle
apartheid. And the security police had a better idea of what was
going on at the college than I did. People like Marlene and me,
even Tom, were a false front that drew attention away from the
revolutionaries. The boycotts that they engineered changed the
nature of the institution; the college would never be allowed to
develop into what Tom had envisioned. Revolutionary culture,
which is not democratic, would subvert the attempt to establish
a working democracy. It would release vindictive resentment and
lead to violence and non-cooperation. The boycotts also served
to bring to the fore the real conservatism of liberals who had
adopted anti-apartheid attitudes to be politically-correct. In
such an environment, Tom’s original vision was lost; those who
persisted in pursuing it would be expelled. The first to go were
Tom and Lionel; their removal was engineered by the conservatives. Once they were gone, the college was doomed. It lost
direction and became the plaything of opportunists.
In 1999, I wrote a satire based on my experiences at the college.
The original title of the satire was “Ubuntu Baas”, but as it referred
only to the Rector appointed in 1994, I changed the title to
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“Idumpidump”, a satirical name for a Homeland. Homelands were
rural reservations created to confine the majority of African people,
only allowing out those needed for labour in white South Africa.
I wrote this satire to describe events at the college. Infighting is
tedious and boring; a satire turns it into comedy and makes it more
entertaining. In the satire, I call the college Satellite Seminary and
turn it into a training centre for missionaries.

Deaths in the family
While I was still at Giyani College of Education, two members
of the family that I loved very deeply, died. The first was my
sister, Seetha. She had been diagnosed with a tumour on the
brain, a galloping tumour. During the July vacation in 1993, I flew
to St Louis to see her. Immediately on my return, I would have to
present a paper at some conference or the other. Sue and I would
be attending and would both be making a contribution.
When I arrived in St Louis, I was taken to the hospital to see
Seetha. I spent the few days that she was in hospital with her.
When she was allowed to go home, I spent time with her watching
tapes of movies we had seen as children at the Empire Bioscope
in the Asiatic Bazaar in Pretoria in the 1940s. They were mostly
operettas featuring Nelson Eddy and Jeanette McDonald. My
sister could no longer move on her own and was confined to a
wheel chair. She was in a separate room in the house and a hospital
bed had been provided for her. She had become incontinent and
had to have rubber linings on the bed. Her husband often scolded
her for wetting the bed and was very impatient with her. He had
hired a nurse to take care of her and was resentful of the strain on
his finances. He was often on the ‘phone to his medical insurance
company, arguing with them about payments.
My poor sister; there wasn’t much I could do for her, except
be with her. The nurse and I took her to see a movie, Jurassic
Park. What an insensitive choice I made. My sister had enough
monsters in her life without my adding to them.
Just before I was to return to Giyani, she had a relapse and went
into hospital again. As it had been with my mother, I blinded
myself to the fact that she was dying. And when I went to say
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goodbye to her in hospital, she simply accepted my departure as
she had accepted all the misfortunes in her life. I promised to be
back in December.
I flew back to Johannesburg; Sue picked me up; we went to the
conference and I made a complete mess of my presentation.
A week or so later, I received a phone call from my brother Reggie
that Seetha had died. I could have stayed with her had I not been
so obtuse.
Then in June 1997, Tim, my father’s youngest sister, telephoned
me in Giyani. She told me to sit and then announced that her
brother Jay (MJ Naidoo) had died. I couldn’t go to the funeral as
we were busy with some kind of conference at the college and
I was down to run a workshop on the very day of the funeral.
I loved Jay; he was the warmest, kindest individual I have ever
known. He had dedicated his whole life to fighting apartheid.
In the end, he was deserted by comrades and family. He died
alone; his sister Tim, with whom he had spent much of his time
in his last years, had been away in London when he was taken to
hospital. She blamed herself for his death. She believed that had
she been with him, he would not have gone into a decline.
I wanted to write his biography to make up for my own neglect
of Jay, but his children decided that that was their prerogative.
I wrote instead the following poem about MJ and MD, his elder
brother.

MJ & MD NAIDOO

think of MJ
and you see
his big smile,
hear
his spluttering laugh,
see him standing,
arms open wide
ready to embrace
the whole human race.
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from a home ruled
by a dictator-father,
contrary to psychiatry
that the abused
turn to abusing,
he turned to loving
MD his inspirational
elder brother,
having rejected God
and father
learned early,
in home and country
ruled by tyranny,
to stand up for his rights –
the ruling passion of his life
following where MD led
into the Communist Party
into the NIC
Passive Resistance
Defiance
planning escape routes
for comrades on the run –
MJ garnered the gamut
of the fight for human rights
when MD went to prison,
five years on the Island,
on release into exile,
MJ took up
reins of leadership
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activist at university
and in the community;
at the head
of every movement
rejecting ploys
of government
to co-opt leaders
of the revolution
when comrades
seemed to falter,
he held fast
to non-collaboration,
opposing racial elections
separate racial-councils
and Tri-Cameral
puppet-government
after each term in prison,
after he and five others
had holed up
in the USA Embassy
to protest RSA tyranny,
he emerged as ever,
wearing his big smile,
joking, laughing,
arms open wide,
ready to embrace
the whole human race.
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he had not anticipated
the vicious scramble
for position
even before ‘94
his total commitment
to principle
clearly an impediment
comrades and family
finding him
an embarrassment
and after ‘94,
of no further use,
left him
to live and die alone
and when he died
his legacy of integrity,
cremated with his body
scattered with his ashes,
was a commodity
of no use in a country
where Ubuntu
had become nothing more
than an empty metaphor

but in the race for power
he was just a loser;
believing in
the Freedom Charter
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Ghosting in Giyani
1998
After I was thrown out of Giyani College of Education, I boarded
first with Krish Ranchod, Lecturer in the History Department,
who lived in Kremetart. I had actually thrust myself on him; he
soon after gave up his house and escaped to Pietersburg. Then
one of Krish’s Afrikaner Kremetart friends manoeuvred me out
of the house for one of her friends and had me dumped in a
flat. I hated the flat. Elizabeth Ngomane, principal at Samson
Shiviti School invited me to run OBE workshops at her school.
We became good friends and I asked if I could board with her. I
stayed with her until I left Giyani.

Outcomes Based Education
After I was evicted from Giyani College of Education, I was
ensconced in an office in the Gazankulu Education Department
and left to my own devices. At the time, experts at national level
were revamping the education system. Bantu Education would
be abolished in favour of a new democratic system – Outcomes
Based Education (OBE).
As a free agent, I decided to offer workshops in OBE to teachers.
Tom Swart had introduced me to the SMILE Company that
produced educational aids for an activities-based approach to
learning. I ordered materials from SMILE and conducted a week
of workshops with teachers in Bushbuck Ridge. They worked in
groups of four or five and each group worked on puzzles, posters,
booklets etc. These teachers were given learning aids and in
addition bought more SMILE materials for their schools.
Then I ran workshops in primary schools in the Giyani area.
From shebeens, I collected the cardboard trays in which beer
is sold and turned these into all kinds of learning aids – jigsaw
puzzles, mathematical shapes, scrabble letter blocks, sentence
puzzles and so on, for activities based learning. Working in small
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groups, teachers were given the opportunity to experience
sharing, discovering and learning through activities. I collected
discarded documents from the Education building to make
booklets. We stuck the printed sides of pages together and that
gave us the blank sides as pages. Participants wrote their own
stories in these booklets and illustrated them with pictures. So
we produced reading materials that reflected familiar environments and behaviours.
Away from the workshops, however, teachers were not interested
in making their own learning aids. They wanted the manufactured products that their schools could not afford. Professional
Educators, NGOs and others seized the opportunity to produce
all kinds of workbooks for children and sold these to Education
Departments. These materials were then prescribed. They
encouraged dependency in teachers and learners and debased
the whole intent of OBE, which was to encourage independent
learning through self-discovery. Education Departments became
involved in huge sessions in which several hundred teachers at a
time were lectured to about activities-based education. What was
called OBE became a complete perversion of what was meant to
be learner-centred activities-based education that encouraged,
active independent learning and the incorporation of mistakes
and errors into the learning process.
Instead OBE became a new form of prescription. Teachers spent
their time filling in forms instead of facilitating learning. It was
worse than education under apartheid. The irony of it all is that
teachers were now being called “educators” and students/pupils,
“learners” when learning hadn’t changed from the old authoritarian mode of prescription.
Less than a decade later, when the authorities discovered that
they had made a mistake in implementing OBE, they decided to
return to more traditional methods. Then OBE was vilified in the
mistaken belief that what had been implemented was OBE. By
that time, I had a website on which I put the following article:

Why OBE failed

OBE (Outcomes Based Education) is founded on a very simple, practical,
logical notion that every one of us uses every day in our lives. An outcomesbased approach means knowing what you want to achieve – i.e. your outcome
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– and then taking the steps to achieve it. When a carpenter wants to build
a table, for instance, he has a picture of a table in mind (his outcome). He
assembles his materials and tools and begins a step-by-step process until he
has given form to the picture in his mind. When a chef wants to cook a meal,
he has a picture of it in mind and he assembles his materials and tools and
begins a step-by-step process to produce it. Scientists, trying to find a cure
for AIDS, have in mind the end result, destruction of the human immune
deficiency virus.
In other words, in order to achieve something, you have to know or have
an idea of what it is you want to achieve and then work towards achieving
it. An outcomes-based approach is as simple as that. It is common sense.
Steven Covey has made a fortune explaining this common sense notion
that we all know already. OBE is based on principles derived from division
of labour and the assembly line and is perfectly suited to the modus
operandi of the school. Education is based on the same principles.
So why did such a simple approach, an approach that every one of us
uses every day in our lives, fail? For me the answer is simple. Those who
adapted the outcomes-based approach, mostly academics, could not
accept its simplicity and believed it entailed all kinds of mysterious and
involved rites that our simple minds could not deal with. They turned
OBE into a ritual that only they could interpret and they set up the most
involved hieratic procedures that teachers could not understand but had
to follow religiously. They took away control of learning from the teacher,
and more importantly, from the students. They created a system that they
called “OBE” but which was exactly the opposite – it was Anti-OBE and
was infected with a virus, CSIV (Common Sense Immune Virus) that made
teachers and students CSI+. (Academics are highbrows; they do not have
“common” sense.)   
In the name of OBE, a huge administrative bureaucracy was created: SAQA,
SETAs, PROVIDERS of new textbooks, workbooks, etc. and Supervisors
(with new titles that gave the impression that they were there to assist not
control). But these measures only spread the CSI-virus. And teachers and
learners were prescribed to – even more rigidly than they had been under
Bantu-Indian-Coloured Education. Teachers did not know exactly what
was required of them and did not know what to do; learners took it all as
fun and stopped learning.
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OBE, which is a simple common sense method based on the principle of
knowing what you want to do and then finding a way to do it, was turned
into a system administered by a government department. And we should
all understand that government institutions and departments are based
on distrust and strict control. Because some of us are aberrant in our
behaviour, we are all treated as aberrant. (If you don’t believe me a visit to
government-controlled departments for licences and identity documents,
will convince you.)
So an outcomes-based method, from being a common sense means of
exploring and gaining knowledge, became a confused web of imposed
tasks and objectives, strictly controlled by an army of administrators and
materials providers who effectively stopped independent learning.
Critics of OBE warned us about OBE before it was implemented; they
claimed that it had failed in other countries. In pondering why OBE
fails, it struck me that OBE, which actually fosters democracy, is
doomed to fail when it is taken over and administered by government
departments. Government departments do not operate on the principles of
democracy; they are authoritarian, bureaucratic and very controlling. So
there is a disconnect between OBE and Departmental Administration –
and there always will be. An outcomes based approach, which is how we
all conduct our everyday lives, is too simple for government departments
to understand. It does not require rules, regulations and control and that
is obviously a threat to authoritarian institutions.
I was working in opposition to the bureaucratic system being imposed on
teachers, so teachers rejected what I was doing because they were being
indoctrinated into the accepted understanding of OBE which came with
prescribed learning aids, materials and methods created in abstract
situations that did not involve learner or teacher input and experience. I
was wasting my time; I did not have the backing of authority.
But I did not resign even though I had become redundant. I had learned
at Woodmead High School not to give in to impulse. When I wanted to
resign at Woodmead, a member of staff advised me to hang on; she knew
I was about to be dismissed and that would mean I would be paid three
months’ salary in lieu of notice. Now, in Giyani, I was holding on for a
pension. It had never occurred to me before that I was a vagrant in the
world of employment. Only at Giyani did I take into consideration that I
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was almost at the age of retirement and there would be no more odd jobs
on the horizon so I hung on – for a pension. I couldn’t cavalierly let go as
I had before in all my other jobs.
The Rector was determined to deprive me of a pension; as a whistle blower,
I had to pay for exposing corruption. Systems generally close in upon
themselves against exposés and whistle blowers become fugitives. But the
Rector couldn’t get me fired. The Department had no grounds to dismiss
me. So I stayed in Giyani occupying a sinecure position for about a year
until I turned sixty-five and could retire with a pension. It is a pension
based only on my twelve years of service at Giyani College so it isn’t much
but it allows me to survive and that is freedom. I can live out my life in
independence. Tom Swart did me the greatest service in recruiting me to
work at GCE.
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Retirement
Until 1994, I didn’t understand that we live in a culture of
corruption. Apartheid was such an obvious corruption of
democracy that it distracted me from consideration of what is
inherently wrong with a majority placing power in the hands of
a minority. We were at the dawn of a new dispensation in South
Africa, caught up in dreams of freedom from oppression. At least
I was; I had done my share of shouting “Amandla Awethu” and had
unquestioningly believed in the reality of power to the people.
After the students frogmarched me off campus, still trapped in
my lack of understanding of the way of the world, I believed that
justice would prevail.
In 2014, seeing the poverty around me, I accept that I was
deluded. I understand, at last, that democracy is a theory and in
practice transforms into bureaucratic control which makes it no
different from apartheid or any other form of oligarchy. I now see
government, any form of government—including Communism,
in terms of corrupt capitalistic power. Elections are a means of
banking power and government is the big bank. Through the vote,
each citizen gives up her individual power to politicians, and
then is at the mercy of those in whose hands that accumulated
power lies. Democracy readily turns into oligarchy. Politicians, of
any party, become bloated with the power that voters invest in
them and believe they are gods. The media provide the means by
which they, as well as the private sector, consolidate their power
and keep the electorate brainwashed.
I am finding that government and its parastatals are making
increasing demands on my meagre pension. Governments
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declare us all criminals because there are those among us, who
find ways to dodge financial responsibilities. In order to fill its
coffers, our government is constantly on the lookout for ways
of taxing citizens. And our compliance provides the means for
politicians to build palaces for homes and develop a lifestyle
essential to royal status.
In addition to having to pay to travel on major highways, we are
also being forced into prepaid electricity and Telkom wants us to
sign debit orders rather than take the risk of voluntary payment.
There is no trust in the system apart from the trust of naive
voters. The country has become capitalist in the worst senses of
the word.
When I divested myself of broadcast television in 2014, my
neighbour, Rae Labuschagne, lent me all her videos of the
BBC series Yes Minister. I still have a VCR in this day and age.
Yes Minister clearly illustrates how government devolves into
bureaucratic corruption. I hadn’t understood that when I had
watched the series in the 1980s or 1990s. I had simply enjoyed
the series for its humour, naively believing it to be based on a
fantasy of democracy gone wrong. But after twenty years in a
“democratic” dispensation, I now understand that “democracy” is
simply a word, a rallying cry. I see now that it is not possible for
its administrators to maintain integrity – we give them too much
power. So we have to accept government corruption as given.
So “Yes Minister,” “Yes, Prime Minister,” and “Yes, Mr President.”
Mister President is an obvious contradiction in terms.
Now that I no longer follow current affairs on TV, I no longer
take on the woes of the world and my blood pressure is returning
to normal.

As I had also been reading all of Mary Daly’s books, I was critical
of the epic for its portrayal of women in traditionally subordinate
roles. So I removed all of them from the epic and set them in
a play. Being in a different literary genre, the women now had
the freedom to be themselves. Furthermore, I decided to turn
Arjuna gay (his role as Brihannala inspired that) and I made
Sikhandi, his lover. In the epic, Sikhandi begins life as Amba, a
woman, and later becomes a man. I sent the play to someone in
the drama department at the University of Natal in Pietermaritzburg, but she was nervous about producing it so it has never
been performed but it was published in an anthology of plays:
Black South African Women, compiled by Professor Kathy Perkins
of the University of Illinois in the USA. That is how it came to
the attention of Professor Paula Richman, William H. Danforth
Professor of South Asian Religions, in the Department of Religion
at Oberlin College in Ohio. She has written an analysis of the
play which appears in Tarikh (2011), the academic journal of a
department at the University in Delhi.
Living on the third floor of the flat in Myburgh Street, I had to
contend with the colony of pigeons that had settled on the flat
roof over the stairwell. In addition to having to deal with the
exploitative company that was responsible for the management
and maintenance of the building, there were the pigeons, right
opposite my entrance and kitchen windows. The stench was
overpowering. Between the property managers, the apathetic
flat owners and the pigeons, I knew I would have to move.
That experience informs the following story written in 2001/2
and includes a reference to a carjacking that occurred several
years after I moved from Erasmia.

Erasmia
In 1992, I think, I bought a flat in Erasmia and moved out of
Laudium. I spent my vacations from Giyani College at the flat
writing stories, poems, a play and the satire, Idumpidump. My
brother, Reggie, had taped the whole series of The Mahabharatha,
and I had watched the tapes. The series was both entertaining
and educational and I was inspired to write the play, Flight from
the Mahabharath.
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Fly Away Mynah
Mynah Bird shoots bolt upright in bed. There is an intruder in her room.
She shivers. Suddenly, her existence is being filled with life threatening events.
First, the hijacking, now this – a break-in! She has obviously acquired a good
deal of karma to be bringing all this upon herself.
Here she is an old (no guarantee of mercy) bird, with a burglar in her
bedroom. She can make out a kind of avian form, silhouetted in the light
from her computer screen, tapping away on her keyboard. A computer-literate burglar! Killing two birds, metaphorically for the moment, with one
stone! Seeing him totally mesmerised, she feels an odd affinity and can’t
help smiling. That’s exactly how it is with her; once she’s in front of the
monitor everything else just fades away. But this feeling of camaraderie
is interfering with her need to protect herself, to overpower the intruder,
to get help.
She looks around wondering what to use as a weapon but quickly pulls
herself together – no weapon! Having grown up in the time of passive
resistance, she reveres Mahatma Gandhi and Albert Luthuli, and believes
that the enemy is to be disarmed by having him confront his own humanity.
That means he will have to be made aware that he is a person through
other people, motho ke motho ka batho. She throws on her dressing gown,
creeps up to the door and switches on the ceiling light. She is about to say
to him, “If you are here to kill me, let me assure you I will offer no resistance
to your violence, but you must understand that violence is dehumanising.
It will turn you into something less than a beast. You will be giving up your
nobility for degradation and turpitude.”
No doubt any ordinary burglar would be completely overcome by these
elevating sentiments, would kneel before Mynah Bird to kiss the hem of
her dressing gown and beg forgiveness.
But this is no ordinary criminal. On facing him, Mynah Bird freezes; not a
word escapes her lips as she regards him. An avian! A man-sized pigeon!
Head bobbing back and forth, he turns it so that each of his contemp242

tuous eyes can take in the ridiculous little figure whose patch of white
hair sticks out golliwog-style in all directions. As she stares at the huge
bird, wondering how it got into her flat, she knows there is no point to
Satyagraha or Ubuntu. Where does it say that a pigeon can become a
person through people? Mynah is confused, especially as underneath her
saintly professions of Satyagraha and her vegetarianism, her respect for
life on earth does not extend to all forms. Deep inside she has to face up
to her own monstrous nature that places pigeon life at the level of expendability. Oh, shame, shame, shame! No wonder the punitive acts – eviction
by students from a college, etc. – a deep-seated karma.
Then the pigeon intruder announces, “You, Mynah Bird, must move from
this flat. We at Pigeon Plaza have decided unanimously that we can no
longer tolerate your presence on these premises. You have brought endless
suffering upon our community. Had you been a pigeon, there would have
been ways to rehabilitate you; but being of the human species with no
control over your lower instincts and no aspiration towards the higher,
the only options open to us are execution or exile. We chose the latter as
we eschew capital punishment which only a barbarous species such as
yours could have devised. I, Peter-Paul Columba, am here to deliver this
judgment.” He hands her the sheet printed from the computer.
Mynah Bird’s mouth falls open. Is this pigeon preaching non-violence to
me? She pulls herself together, “But this is completely undemocratic. You
have judged me in my absence. I have no idea of the charge and have not
been allowed to present a defence. You call that democracy.”
Peter-Paul turns each condescending eye on Mynah, “No. We call it justice.”
“‘What! You arbitrarily decide that I am guilty – I don’t even know of what
– and pass judgment. I call that kangaroo justice.”
Peter-Paul looks out of tired eyes. “Yes, the poor maligned kangaroo.”
“I insist on a fair trial.”
“You’ve had a very fair trial but if you insist, I shall arrange for a hearing
at Pigeon Plaza where you can present your defence. It won’t, however,
make much difference. Be ready early tomorrow morning.”
“But where is Pigeon Plaza?”
Peter-Paul becomes impatient. “You know it very well. Right up there.”
He marches into the kitchen, stands in front of the window and points.
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Mynah who lives on the top floor of the building sees that he is pointing
to the roof over the stairwell where the pigeons roost. Pigeon Plaza! That’s
not how she thinks of it. Oh, oh, there’s her bad karma again.
Peter-Paul suddenly shrinks to ordinary pigeon size, flies up over the kitchen
sink and out the open window. She had forgotten to close it before going to
bed. She dashes to open the door and shout, “Wait, what am I accused of?”
But he’s gone. As she watches him fly up over the roof and descend among
the other pigeons, she catches sight of Morgan’s grinning face. What is her
neighbour doing out on the balcony in the middle of the night?
Leaning over the wall, he chortles, “Those pigeons will drive us all crazy. I
too can’t sleep because of them.”
Grinning awkwardly, Mynah goes back in to find Peter-Paul’s document still
on the screen. As she puts her hand on the mouse to close it, she sees a name
and address: Peter-Paul Columba, E-mail: peterpaul@pigeonplaza.nest
After breakfast the next morning, Mynah, having taken her broom out of
the closet in readiness for her morning swoop across the clouds, is pulling
the long conical black hat over her patch of white hair when she notices
that her computer is indicating new mail. One message – from Peter-Paul
– requesting her immediate presence at Pigeon Plaza. Oh well, she will
have to put off surfing the skies till later.
She jumps onto her broom, diminishes to pigeon size and flies over to
pigeon plaza. As she circles the plaza, looking for a landing, she sees that
the roof has been organised to simulate a human courtroom. I see they are
making great efforts to accommodate my understanding of justice. She
appreciates the kindness but was hoping to take part in birdy councils to
see how a Palace of Pigeon Justice operates. As a Mynah Bird, she believes
she would have coped with their system but they obviously regard her as
human and incompetent.
Peter-Paul, taking on the functions of air controller, landing and berthing
guide, indicates her place in the defence dock. She takes one look at where
she is expected to sit, brings her broomstick down to seat level and remains
on it. She also switches her nose to neutral. When she looks around she
is surprised to see that all the pigeons are wearing plastic masks, like the
ones doctors wear. Can’t they stand their own smell? Oh no, they can’t
stand mine.
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The hearing begins immediately. The judge, the Honourable Homer, begins
with the arraignment: “You are accused of poisoning the environment
of Pigeon Plaza with the ghastly concoctions that you produce in your
kitchen.” He thumps his gavel and several pigeons limp before the judge’s
bench, all maimed in one way or another: wings in slings, legs in splints,
eye patches, and raw skin where feathers have fallen out. “You are inflicting
the worst kind of plague on our community. Pigeons are dying every day
from the noxious stench that emanates from the cauldron in your kitchen.
You are accused of rhino-form genocide – death from noxious odours.
How do you plead?”
“You’re accusing me! What about…?” Mynah’s hand sweeps over the
Plaza with its plush carpet of pigeon droppings but she only succeeds in
confusing the birds who koer-koer loudly as they are unable to understand
her reference.
Peter-Paul’s voice cuts through the pigeon patter as he turns an accusing
finger on Mynah, “Yes, it emanates from your cauldron.”
“What rubbish! You pretend to be superior to humankind but you are no
better. Jumping to ridiculous conclusions! Based on what? Stereotypical
notions of people like me. Have you ever seen a cauldron in my kitchen?”
Peter-Paul, who is prosecuting, smiles: “You don’t understand how we
get our information do you? We are not reliant on the kind of empirical
evidence that you parade before your juries, evidence that is often
manipulated to ensure the acquittal of murderers, rapists and maniacs
who wipe out whole communities. No, we do not trust the inconsistency of
logic and debate; we know infallibly when we are in the presence of guilty
criminals.”
“How?”’
“We trust our instincts.” When Mynah guffaws Peter-Paul turns on her
sharply. “‘I didn’t expect you to understand. How could you? As a human,
your instincts are completely debased and to compensate, you have set
up an elaborate system of justice that doesn’t work. Let me assure you, we
know that you are guilty. Your flat is the closest to Pigeon Plaza and your
kitchen windows open directly onto our ghetto. Yes, I call it a ghetto. Your
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kind’s extraordinary appetite for property has confined us to ghettos like
this all over the world, but that is a matter for another time.”
Judge Homer intercedes, “Why not now? Is she aware that pigeons have
been on earth for over twenty million years? Longer than humankind?
That we have prior right to ownership of property?”
Peter-Paul smiles ruefully, “Sadly your honour, that battle was irrevocably
lost centuries ago. So if you will allow me, I will proceed with this matter
of genocide.”
Mynah frowns. “Look, I don’t know what’s going on here. In what way am
I guilty of genocide? I would understand if you accused my neighbour in
the flat next door. He often talks of shooting every pigeon on the building;
you see he can’t turn his nose off the way I can. But I believe in Satyagraha
…”
“‘Liar! Not when it comes to pigeons. We have been monitoring your dreams,
recurring dreams I might add, in which you annihilate whole populations
with pesticides and other lethal weapons. Your most imaginative dream
is the one in which you stuff thousands of pigeons on goods trains that
steam off into incinerators.” He raises his right wing, “Heil, Mynah Bird!
... Satyagraha indeed!”
“Dammit! If you know what’s going on in my head, why don’t you know
what’s going on in my kitchen? I don’t have a cauldron and I don’t cook
poisons.”
“What do you call that smell of curry? Do you realise how the stench from
your curries suffocates us. And now that you have taken to cooking offal…”
“Offal! I am a vegetarian. I don’t bring animal products into my home.
You see – your instincts are not perfect. They are lying to you.”
“Very well, tell me that you don’t hate our presence here. Tell me that you
wouldn’t be glad if your neighbour took his gun and shot the lot of us. Go
on, tell me that.” Mynah Bird is silent. All the pigeons begin to koer-koer
in indignation.
Peter-Paul smiles: “You see – you are guilty.”
Judge Homer then pronounces sentence: “You are to vacate your flat
forthwith. So, fly away Mynah Bird.”
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“I can’t do that. I am a pensioner and alone. Where can I go? You can’t
do this to me. I won’t go.” She points the nose of her broomstick into the
sky and zooms off, slamming into clouds that send her spiralling off into
angry loop-the-loops.
Peter-Paul, watching from below, bobs his head forward a couple of times.
“Well, comrades, we gave her a chance. Now it’s war.”
As she is crossing the courtyard to her parking bay the next morning,
Mynah Bird sees two men standing near her car. She recognises one as
Aas Vogel, the man from the office of property administrators of the
building, the company that calls itself The Body Corporate. As a newcomer
to property ownership, she has asked and asked but can never find out
why. She had assumed that the Body Corporate would be made up of the
owners of the flats. Anyway here is Vogel of ‘The Body Corporate’ chatting
with a very distinguished looking man in a blue-grey suit, soft blue shirt,
a blue-green scarf around his neck. She smiles to herself, A human pigeon.
She stops short; looks again. It’s Peter-Paul! The shape shifter is masquerading as a human and talking to Aas Vogel, the enemy. She turns up her
supersonic hearing.
Now Mynah, like Clark Kent, has the appearance of a mild mannered
person but underneath her baggy trousers and extra-large T-shirts –
incomprehensible for her small frame – is … well it’s clear what she is. She
listens attentively to the conversation between Peter-Paul and Vogel and
hears the pigeon advising Aas to bill the owners of the twelve flats for all
the general repairs to the building. They will have to pay additional levies,
additional to the additional levies that they are additionally paying. As far
as Peter-Paul is concerned, additional levies need to be made a monthly
requirement.
Aas is beaming broadly. “Mr Columba, you are the best legal adviser we’ve
ever had. You have a total grasp of our business.”
Mynah Bird is bristling. She knows this is aimed at her, at getting her out.
The other owners simply accept this kind of exploitation. Having paid
additional levies and not seeing any of the promised improvements, she
is always raising objections.
As she walks past the two conspirators, Peter-Paul, his head bobbing,
turns a sardonic smile on her. Okay, he has delivered the first salvo. She
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will retaliate. Then she hears a soft guffaw-like koer-koer from the roof
over the parking bays and when she turns sees her car, Corky Conquest,
sulking under a load of pigeon droppings. So, Peter-Paul is pulling out
all the stops. Mynah turns to see if Aas is watching but he and Peter-Paul
are sauntering towards the gate chatting and joking gaily. Since no one is
looking she quickly snaps her fingers and Corky, restored to her pristine
condition, begins to smile again.
That evening Mynah Bird calls a meeting of all the owners; not all come.
She puts to the half dozen present, the nagging question of who comprises
the body corporate, then insists that they stop paying additional levies;
that proof of repairs undertaken have to be furnished; that the owners
fire Aas Vogel’s company and administer the building themselves. They
are unanimous about the unfairness of the additional levies and after
that initial moment of solidarity, the owners begin to hum-and-haw, to
accuse absentee owners of reneging on their levies and to blame them for
the parlous state of affairs.
Mynah is irate. “I am a pensioner. I can’t afford to subsidise these defaulters.
We should instruct Vogel to sell their flats, recoup losses and kick their
tenants out of the building.”
But the others continue to hedge: managing the building will be an
onerous task; they don’t have time for it; how can they fire Aas Vogel? etc.,
etc. More humming-and-hawing. More meetings. More humming-andhawing. Weeks pass.
Meanwhile Peter-Paul is continuing the assault on Mynah Bird. Pigeons,
all wearing plastic masks, perch on her TV aerial interfering with her
reception, perch on her windowsills and along the veranda wall outside
her door. Every time she walks out of her flat, she finds herself tripping
over little bobbing heads and moving through swirling flocks. Quite
contrary to pigeon traditions of never exposing their young, father pigeons
sit feeding their squabs on the sills outside the kitchen window. When
Mynah prepares lunch, she actually holds out the steamer of vegetables
before putting it into the microwave to show them that she does not cook
curries let alone bring offal into her flat. But they are not impressed. They
see this as an after-the-fact attempt to cover up her guilt.
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With pigeons watching over her like warders, Mynah begins to feel her
home is a prison. She can hardly breathe, has to be constantly clearing
the windowsills and the veranda of droppings, has to keep all windows
and the front door closed and resort to magic sprays to clear the air.
Worst of all, her freedom has been severely restricted. So she goes onto the
Internet to seek help. She finds entries that offer a variety of poisons, nets
and spikes – ironically, all on the same page that mention pigeonophilia.
Horrified, she disconnects on the spot and goes into the kitchen for a
comforting cup of tea.
The next morning, she is surprised to find the windowsill free of squatters,
the first time in weeks. She runs into the bedrooms; all the windowsills
are clear. No more billeting. Why? They can’t have given up; they are on
the verge of victory. She is seriously considering relocating. So why the
retreat? Doesn’t make sense. But thank goodness for it.
What Mynah Bird doesn’t know is that Peter-Paul, hacking into her
computer, had been shocked by the instruments of torture and weapons
of mass destruction that Mynah had downloaded, had immediately
sounded the alarm and pulled back the troops. Now, he has summoned
the pigeons to a council of war where they sit planning total onslaught.
That night, Mynah Bird, completely oblivious of the terror her little foray
onto the ‘Net has caused, is watching The Shawshank Redemption on
her TV to which good reception has at last been restored. Lulled into a
sense of complacency, she watches with tremendous admiration two men
maintaining their sanity and dignity in a human hellhole. She shakes
her head, “The pigeons are right about us; not many of us are worthy of
respect.” After the movie she goes to bed feeling that she is the one who
has crawled to freedom through a sewage pipe; she lies down to sleep, a
smile on her face.
At the crack of dawn, Mynah suddenly shoots up in bed clutching her
throat, her eyes bulging; she is suffocating. The sun is up but she can’t
see a thing; she can’t breathe. The flat is stinking! The stench fills every
available space in every room. It lies thick over her body and as she moves
towards a window, she feels pigeon shit sliding over her limbs. And it is
dark, pitch black. Not a molecule of air or light anywhere. All the doors,
windows and any crack leading to the outside, are sealed. Mynah Bird is
buried in shit.
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So the pigeons have struck! They must be desperate to have gone to such
lengths. As the pong pours into her nostrils and oozes into her mouth,
making her gasp for breath and splutter, she is forced to reassess the
situation. Is this a fight worth fighting?
On the one hand the pigeons are quite wrong about her. She isn’t guilty of
polluting the air with noxious odours. It is beyond her how they can be so
sensitive to smell, but she should leave. Once she leaves they will soon find
out that they are wrong.
On the other hand, if she leaves, she will look like a coward slinking away.
On the other, other hand, if she has to put up a fight she can’t do it without
the support of the rest of the owners; they come from that safe class that
never stands up for its rights and leaves the fight to others.
On the other, other, other hand, she could lead them in battle and give
them the courage to fight.
On the other, other, other, other, hand, she is an old pensioner tired of
fighting.
On the other, other, other, other, other, other hand, she is forced to wonder:
Who is the satyagrahi here? Me? Peter-Paul? The passive resistance is against
me; I am the one being asked to demonstrate my humanity.
So the one hand wins; all the other hands lose.
With a click of her fingers, she clears all the shit clogging the windows
and doors, fills the flat with all the perfumes of Arabia borrowed from
Shakespeare, and goes to her computer to send Peter-Paul an e-mail. She will
move but she needs time to find another place. As soon as the message has
gone through, she hears the pigeons singing on the roof. Larks they are not.
Cyprus Valley Complex
I decided to sell the flat in Erasmia and move out. I felt that the
administrators of the building were exploiting the owners; they
kept coming up with additional levies of a thousand rands at a
time. I had tried to organize the tenants, called several meetings
in my flat to discuss getting rid of this company of administrators. We even invited one of the administrators to one of our
meetings but he couldn’t explain satisfactorily, as far as I was
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concerned, the constant demand for additional levies. They had
to stop. The other owners of the flats were reluctant to take
action and stopped coming to meetings. So I left the building to
them, the administrators and the pigeons. Besides, I needed a
bigger place – just in case my nieces and nephew from the States
came to visit as they indicated they would.
In 1998, I bought a unit in ‘Cyprus Valley’, a housing complex in
Lyttelton, Centurion, which the agent and the property developer
encouraged me to let. Presumably a black owner, as absentee
landlady, could be tolerated. I was still ghosting in Giyani so I
agreed. It wasn’t too long before I would reach retirement age
and could move in.
The property developer let the house to his niece and her
friend, who were very difficult tenants, arbitrarily billing me for
problems with a house that I had only been in once for a quick
look. I suppose as I was black they thought they did not have to
consult with me about repairs for which they expected me to
pay. When I challenged them, they became belligerent and after
a year decided to leave. After that experience, I decided not to let
the house again and in 1999 moved in.
I was the first black in the complex and was warned by a member
of the Board that I had no right to take decisions about my
property on my own. I had always to refer to the Board. I had
just moved in and wasn’t contemplating any changes; I still had
to familiarise myself with the property that I had bought. After
these stern warnings, I settled into my house. Soon after I moved
in, the people in the house opposite moved out. I expected that a
whole lot more would.
At the end of my first year in the complex, I decided on minor
changes to my house. In Giyani, I had had a little laundry. In this
house in the Cyprus Valley complex, the property developer
had put in taps and sink in the garage – a garage cum laundry. I
decided to build a small laundry at the back of the house. As I had
been given orders about consulting with the Board, I informed the
Chairperson and that was when someone came to speak to me
for the first time. I was treated like some kind of barbarian trying
to destroy the integrity of this little white complex. The law was
strictly enforced and I went through a whole lot of bureaucratic
municipal requirements. My little laundry was built, the tap and
sink moved into it and the garage could now accommodate my
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small car comfortably. And I had the garage door motorised. The
kitchen-living room was an open plan arrangement with the only
place for a refrigerator right next to the kitchen door. I had a wall
put in that partitioned the kitchen off from the living room and
put my ’fridge against it.
Later, I noticed that when other people made structural changes,
they did not seem to have the kind of bureaucratic hassle that
I was put through. I wondered if they even informed the Board
that they were making alterations to their properties. Or were
they simply trusted because they were white and had natural
aesthetic sensibilities?
While I was still busy getting tiling and painting done, some rubble
had built up next to my garage which I planned to have removed
once the tiling was done. But I wasn’t to be trusted to do that. I
received a letter under my door from some young women acting
on behalf of the management of the complex,, instructing me to
have the rubble removed. That inspired the following story. I am
beginning to realize that my stories are a form of therapy. Since I
have no one with whom I can share my frustrations, I turn them
into stories.

The Aesthetics Police

To a casual observer, the two women seated in their bakkie look like a
couple of friends chatting, but residents in the complex are fully aware that
they are, in fact, a surveillance team. Sarie Marais and Katrina Koekemoer,
sipping coffee and biting into doughnuts, are camped outside the home of a
dangerous terrorist.
Looking through her binoculars, Sarie suddenly whispers, “It’s
happening.” She hands over the binoculars and pulls out her camera. The
women watch as the garage door rumbles open with a thunderous roar
to reveal shocking pink walls and a floor blocked out in green, blue and
magenta, an affront to the senses that almost knocks them unconscious.
They quickly put on dark glasses and, tense with excitement, continue
their watch. Katrina pulls a newspaper in front of her nose and tries to
appear relaxed as she scrutinises the garage through a hole in the sports
section.
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After a few minutes, the terrorist – an old Mynah Bird – appears. Sarie’s
camera clicks. The Mynah Bird has something in her hands. Click. She
looks around furtively, Click, walks stealthily to the pile of rubble, Click,
accumulating on the lawn next to her garage and drops the stuff off.
Click. She scuttles back into her garage and brings the automatic door
booming down. Sarie and Katrina scramble out of the bakkie and over to
the pile. Sarie exclaims, “Broken roof tiles!” Click. Click. “Well, we have
enough evidence.” Katrina starts up the bakkie and they pull into their
own garage two doors away on the opposite side.
On their return from work the next day, as they pass the pile of rubble,
their sharp eyes catch a glimpse of the terrorist retreating from the dump.
The moment the woman sees them, she runs into her garage. “She can’t
hide. We’ll get her!”
That night, clad in assault uniforms, they hide behind the heap of
rubble. Abandoning the obligatory coffee and doughnuts of stake-outs,
an Americanism anyway, they chew on biltong as they wait. At about
19:00 hours, the garage door roars up. When Sarie and Katrina hear soft
footfalls approaching, they spring out of hiding and grab the woman who
shrieks hysterically. ”Amadiyo! Help! Help!” At the sound of the dreadful
pagan syllables, the lights of the complex go off with one accord.
The next day, newspapers report that a Mynah Bird has been found
hanging in her garage, swinging at the end of a sari. [Where had the
sari come from? She never wore a sari, didn’t even own one.] She had
apparently committed suicide. She was an old pensioner with no friends
or family; she had obviously been driven mad by loneliness.
Sarie and Katrina laugh as they watch painters restoring the garage to
pristine whiteness and rubble removers tossing bricks and tiles into a
truck – the old bird had been busy with renovations. They shake hands
on a job well done. As residents of the complex pass by, they nod and smile
at these slim, attractive young women and marvel at their competence.
Thank goodness the days of gender discrimination are over and women
like Sarie and Katrina are able to come into their own.
After 1994, when invisible walls were tumbling down all over the country,
unleashing escapees from ghettoes into the sanitized, safe and flourishing
suburbs, new laws had made it impossible for the real police to deal with
rising terrorism. Dedicated law officers had been forced underground to
combat the menace. At this complex, with Sersant Sarie and Konstabel
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Koekemoer of the underground police, there was no need to worry about
aesthetics. Property values would be maintained.
A month later, when the residents saw the bakkie parked outside another
home, they knew that the Sersant and Konstabel were on duty again. This
time there was a whole family of Black Birds from Batterville, the township
west of the city.
The girls were up to the challenge.
I had been nervous about moving in amongst whites, but apart
from the attempts to make sure I didn’t bring down the value
of their properties, they left me alone, as I had expected, and
I got on with my writing undisturbed. The only disturbance I
experienced was from the sparrows. As I left the garage wide
open for light in my kitchen, sparrows would fly into the garage,
sit on the side view mirrors and mess up the car. So I wrote the
following poem.
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In addition to writing, I decided I needed to find ways to serve the
community and from 1999, I became involved in a few projects:
part-time lecturer in PROMAT Colleges outreach programme;
assistant in Tom Swart’s Education projects; research assistant
with SAHO (South African History On-line); volunteer in the
Curiosity Shop at Irene Homes.

PROMAT Circa 2000
While I was still at Giyani College, PROMAT Colleges had
employed me to manage its teacher training outreach programme
at a school or the college in Malamulele. Lecturers from Giyani
College and the college in Malamulele gave instruction to teachers
during school holidays. When I left Giyani, I continued to work
for PROMAT Colleges for a couple of years in its outreach in the
Pretoria area. We met with teachers in Soshanguve on Saturday
mornings and helped them in their endeavours to acquire higher
teacher qualifications.

Mirror Images

the angloboer war
again
guerrillas
in my garage
narcissistic
beak to beak
combat
in sideview mirrors
irate mossie
against
irate sparrow
scrap
as they crap
all over my car
the war within
without
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Roslina
One Saturday, a colleague in the PROMAT Program at
Soshanguve asked if anyone could take on her domestic worker
one day a week. She worked one day a week for five different
people, and one of them was leaving Pretoria. I decided it was
time I got some help in the house. I don’t mind cooking and I like
to bake but housework and gardening – no.
The PROMAT colleague, who also lived in Centurion, brought
Roslina Shongwe over to my house. We agreed on terms and she
became my helper. At the time she came to me she was living
in Winterveld. I had been to Winterveld sometime in the 1980s,
a very depressed area; I cannot remember what had taken me
there. I think I went there with Apmai Dawood when I belonged
to his Anti-SAIC Committee. Anyway Roslina came to work for
me and has been with me for about fifteen years now (2015). We
have become good friends. She brings me all the news from her
area, most of it bad, about the kind of violence and intimidation
that emanates from poverty.
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In 2003, I came up with a scheme to provide her with a pension
fund. I took her to the bank, opened up a savings account in her
name into which I deposited R10, 000 and in my mind I saw the
account earning interest and building up to a nice nest egg. I
invited her other employers to make some kind of contribution
as well but they did not respond to my invitation. Then Roslina
either didn’t trust me or was persuaded by her children, but she
wanted all the money right away. So she got her pension right at
the beginning of taking up her employment with me. Now fifteen
years later, my small pension is not sufficient to cope with the
rising cost of living and I have to reduce my expenses. I can no
longer afford her services, have reduced her working hours and
am thinking of dispensing with her services at the end of 2015.
Roslina acquired an RDP house a few years ago and to secure
it from crime has had to put up a wire fence. What she tells me
about young people in her neighbourhood makes me realize that
we as a society are criminalising our youth. We have robbed them
of education, skills, hope and employment. And we are paying for
that with our soaring crime rate; the cataclysm is yet to come.

PROMAT continued
As part of our duties for PROMAT Outreach, we visited schools
and provided teachers with whatever assistance they requested.
I went to schools in Ivory Park, an African township. In 2001, on
my way to a school where I was to conduct a workshop, I became
a victim of a carjacking at a school where I had stopped to
deliver learning materials before proceeding to the workshop. I
recorded the event in the following story. Instead of Mynah Bird,
however, I have named this old woman, Parvathy, in order to turn
her into a bit of an “Indian” stereotype. Comedy often depends
on stereotyping. Mynah Bird didn’t like it that I presented her as
a snivelling old victim. It was her experience and she had gone
through it quite calmly, without tears or self-pity and had not
registered any fear. But Parvathy...!
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Not your car!

Three young men surrounded the car in the schoolyard. Parvathy, wondering
what they wanted, was about to ask when she saw the gun. The leader yanked
open the door, motioning her out; his mate just pulled her out and dumped
her on the ground. Lying there, she saw the three jump in and drive off. Then
all the statues around her thawed and everyone was running about.
Still staring in the direction of her car’s dusty wake, Parvathy was only
vaguely aware of Mrs Shabangu, a member of staff, helping her up.
Parvathy couldn’t believe how eagerly Kogila, her Toyota Conquest, had
gone off with the repossession squad. She could have stalled? But then
she’s never stalled. It was devastating to hear Kogila in the distance, her
motor roaring jubilantly, “Free at last! Free at last! I am off into the Great
Unknown. Goodbye Parvathy and good riddance! Don’t try to find me. I’m
not your car anymore.”
Parvathy was shocked that Kogila, caught up in the excitement of the
moment, could just race off like that. How ungrateful! Parvathy had
provided her with a wonderful life, safe and secure. She was never required
to go on long arduous journeys into perilous territory and she spent a
good deal of her time relaxing in the garage. What more did she want?
Adventure, excitement, thrills? What nonsense! But she had to admit;
Kogila was a spirited little car. Was it possible she was bored with driving
to the store to buy Parvathy’s favourite ginger jellies?
 	
Parvathy knew that cars cooperate completely with hijackers; that
was why owners never got them back. Like Kogila, they imagined that
they were living in dreadful slavery and actually courted the attention of
hijackers. Parvathy was too old to appreciate Kogila’s need for adventure.
At age six, Kogila was a young adult. Though she was just a basic little car
without even a clock or radio, she wanted more from life. Parvathy knew
she envied the big luxury models that flaunt their speed, their radios,
speakers, telephones and air-conditioning. Perhaps Kogila despises me
because I don’t have much money. Perhaps I have been too selfish, thinking
only of myself. I know she hates that internal gear lock that fits like a garrotte
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and maybe she’s ashamed of the alarm system that goes off at all hours and
mainly in the garage. I should have had it fixed. In her mind’s eye she could
see Kogila laughing derisively, “And what good are they? I have been freed
in spite of them.” But Kogila, dizzily speeding off, was quite unaware that
she was probably off to a chop-shop.

Parvathy looked up into the concerned face of a teacher who helped her
up. She had come on her usual Tuesday morning call to Ivory Park Primary
to deliver jerseys and socks, her knitting club’s contribution to children
in the informal settlement. She had greeted the teachers, deposited her
box in the staff room and got into her car ready to drive off when Kogila
was taken from her. NO! When Kogila abandoned her! She had run off
and left her stranded. Tears rolling down her cheeks, Parvathy could only
murmur, “She’s gone, my Kogila, she’s gone! What am I going to do?”
Mrs Shabangu, who had helped her up, stiffened. Huge shock written all
over her face, she wanted to know, “Dear Lord! Was there someone in the
car? Who is this Kookalia? Your daughter?”
“No, no, no. Kogila, my car. You know – my car. Mind you, she is like a
daughter. She goes everywhere with me. What am I going to do? I am so
dependent on her. What am I going to do?”
Regarding her curiously, Mrs Shabangu took her into the staff room. “Did
they get your handbag too?” When Parvathy nodded, she asked, “What
did you have in there?”
“My ID, bankcard, pensioner’s card and fifty rands – all gone with my
Kogila.” Her hands were trembling. She covered her face and began
sobbing again. She felt so ashamed. How could she be blubbering like
this? But every time she thought of Kogila she couldn’t help herself. “Oh
God, my Kogila is gone. What am I going to do without her?” Parvathy felt
stupid to be breaking down like this. “How am I going to get home? My
keys! They took all my keys. I won’t be able to get into my house.”
Just then the Principal, Mr Sithole, put his head round the staff room door.
“The police are here. They’re waiting for you outside.” He led Parvathy out
and helped her climb the high step into the police van.
All the way to the local police station, she couldn’t stop mumbling,
“Kogila, Kogila, Kogila.” At the police station, she told her sad story
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of abandonment to the sergeant at the desk, then to a detective in his
office, but they didn’t care about Kogila’s betrayal. They only wanted a
description of ‘the car’ and as Parvathy lovingly dwelt on the little dents,
the scratch on the windscreen, the missing hub cab, the front bumper
that had come loose, the mismatching brown window winder, she kept
losing control. The detective, who for some reason couldn’t look her in the
eye, got up and left her there in the office.
A young man, sitting at another of the desks, looked very dejected.
Perhaps he would listen to her story. Tearfully she ventured, “Have you
been hijacked too?”
The young man turned an agitated face to her. “No. Somebody break in
my shack and steal all my things.” He shook his head. “I buy this shack
so I have my own place. Then I buy music centre and CD’s. Cost me two
thousand. That no-good Jabavu. He’s watching all the time. He’s the one.
He rob me. I know it. He don’t work, just sit around and wait. When the
people go for work, he break in and steal. I know it’s him. I seen the tekkie
marks on the side. His tekkies. I know that. I ask him about his tekkies
and he say he didn’t wear them that day. But I know it’s him. If they don’t
do anything, I will. He mustn’t think he’s safe. I will get him. I didn’t go
for work today. I come here to report.” His distress was obvious. “I lose one
day’s pay.” He sat there shaking his head.
Glad that he had finished, Parvathy gave a little sob and burst out,
“Kogila...,” but before she could tell him her sad story, his detective came
in and they went off together. She sank back in her chair and waited.
She waited a long time but nobody came back, not even her detective.
Haunted by visions of Kogila’s smiling face flying off into the distance, she
gave one foghorn blast after another into her tissues. When she couldn’t
bear it any longer, she stumbled out into the dim corridor and back to
the reception area wailing, “Kogila, Kogila, Kogila.” There everyone looked
at her strangely. Nobody offered to help her. Some stood about laughing;
others rudely told her to be quiet.
When the sergeant who had taken her statement came back to his desk,
she went straight to him and when he saw her in front of him again,
he quickly sent out a call to the policemen who had brought her to the
station. When they came in, they were very kind, making sure she had her
case number for the insurance company before they took her home.
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But she had no keys and couldn’t get into her house, so she went next
door to her neighbour, Mulligay, who took one look at her distraught face
and burst out, “What’s wrong, Aunty?”
“Kogila, she’s left me.” To her shame, Parvathy began to cry again. Mulligay
gathered Parvathy to her and cradled her in her arms. “What happened?
You look terrible. Come inside and tell me all about it?” She took Parvathy
into the kitchen, made tea and sat down with her at the little table. As
she recounted the events again, Parvathy began to feel a rage building
up inside her. After all she had done for Kogila, to be cast aside like this?
She was amazed when Mulligay, who had completely missed the point of
her story, began to scold her, “How many times I told you not to go there
alone? How many times I told you how dangerous it is? You lucky to be
alive.”
When Mulligay’s daughter, Sundari, walked in with her four-year old son,
Vasi, Mulligay jumped up. “Aunty Parvathy was hijacked! At gunpoint!
Isn’t it terrible? She so lucky they didn’t kill her.”
Vasi ran up to Parvathy. “Parti (Granny), they hi-jack you? With a gun?
Big gun like this?” He indicated with his hands. “What you do, Parti? You
fight them?”
“Don’t be silly, Vasi. You can’t fight somebody with a gun.” His mother
turned apologetic eyes on Parvathy.
But Vasi was adamant. “I fight them. I give one karate kick and they go
flying. Then I take them like this, bang them like this and throw them like
that.” Vasi pranced all around the kitchen demonstrating how he would
have dealt with the hijackers. “Why you didn’t fight, Parti?”
Parvathy didn’t mind the boy but she could see that his mother was
embarrassed. She scolded him, “Nuff now, Vasi. Go play outside.”
Instead Vasi ran up to Parvathy again. “I give them one kick like this and
they dead.”
Sundari grabbed him, took him into the sitting room and set him in
front of the TV to knock him unconscious. She came back quite contrite.
Parvathy wanted to tell her not to punish Vasi but Sundari didn’t give her
a chance.
“Aunty, I’m so sorry. What a awful thing to happen! These
days, you not safe anywhere. When I was putting Vasi in the car to come
here, I saw some funny looking characters watching me. The way I jumped
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into the car, so fast, locked up and dashed off. How terrible Aunty! Where
it happen?”
Before Parvathy could open her mouth, Mulligay answered, “In Ivory
Park – at a school!” Parvathy was annoyed especially when she saw them
exchanging knowing looks. They had never been to the township, so what
did they know? But they were going on like a couple of experts.
“What you can expect? That’s a squatter camp! Dangerous place! Don’t
know why anyone wants to go there. We should keep out of those places.
You went there by yourself?”
“She goes every Tuesday. Alone!” Mulligay nodded slowly and significantly. “They must’a been watching her.”
“Ya, you a easy target, Aunty. With all this grey hair. Ts, ts, ts,” Sundari
shook her head.
But Parvathy had stopped listening. She simply went on sadly, “Kogila is
gone.” In her mind’s eye she could still see Kogila’s grin.
Sundari raised her eyebrows questioningly at her mother. Mulligay
explained, “The car - Aunty Parvathy’s car. She named it Kogila.” She
saw Sundari’s eyes widen as she pressed her lips together to choke back
laughter. Mulligay continued, “They took all her keys. Now she can’t get in
the house. I must call Siva. He must bring locksmith.” Mulligay went off
to telephone her son.
Sundari sat down but Parvathy didn’t want to talk to her. She sat quietly
until thoughts of Kogila overcame her again and words came tumbling
out. “What am I going to do? My Kogila left me. We did everything
together. Now I’m all alone. I don’t know how I will manage. What use is
my life now?”
“What can you do, Aunty? When your time comes you got to go. Your
car is gone. You won’t get it back. It’s not your car anymore.” A huge sob
escaped Parvathy. How could this girl say something like that? What did she
know about loss?
“Don’t cry, Aunty.” Parvathy wanted her to shut up but she went on and
on. “You a Hindu. You believe in reincarnation. You know Kogila will
come back. Not to you, but she will come back. In another form.” Sundari
floated off into her own fantasy and had completely wiped Kogila out of
existence. Sitting there in front of Parvathy, she prattled on, “In another
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form, maybe a Mercedes sports car.” Parvathy saw the dreamy look in her
eyes and turned her head away in annoyance. If only she could go home.
Mulligay returned to assure her that Siva was on his way; she would soon
be in her own house.
“Have you had any lunch? I can dish up quickly.”
“No, thank you very much. I can’t eat anything.”
“But it’s three o’ clock. You went out early this morning; you must be
starving.”
“Thank you, Mulligay. But I can’t eat. How can I eat with Kogila gone?”
When she saw Sundari trying to hide her smile, she stood up and
announced that she would wait in her own yard. But Mulligay forced her
back into her chair and sent her daughter out of the kitchen.  
Late that afternoon, Parvathy was back in her house. She wanted to lie
down but Mulligay was right behind her. And before she knew it, Mulligay
had taken charge of proceedings. She ignored Parvathy’s protests and
set Sundari the task of calling all the neighbours and friends. Then she
reorganised Parvathy’s sitting room. She pushed the chairs and the sofa
against the walls, “For visitors who come to commiserate,” she said. She
propelled Parvathy into her bedroom, dressed her in a white sari and
seated her in the living-room, next to the kuthuvillaku (standing lamp)
that she had fetched from her house with other brass vessels. Parvathy
heard her whispering to Sundari, who was busy on the ‘phone, “She doesn’t
even have a lamp in her house.” She lit the lamp and a cube of camphor
on a brass tray, set out flowers, a banana, betel leaf, betel nut and ashes
and lit the incense sticks in the little brass vases. Then she arranged all
these ritual items around a garlanded photograph of Kogila. Parvathy,
who kept dozing off, was only vaguely aware of what was happening.
Visitors began streaming in after sunset. Mulligay shook her and she
opened her eyes, staring blankly. Why were they taking off their shoes
and talking in reverential whispers? She thought she was dreaming when
she saw them rotating the tray before Kogila’s picture, drawing stripes of
ash on their foreheads and sitting down along the walls in attitudes of
mourning. When new arrivals entered, there were muted, “Vanakams” as
they raised their hands in solemn greeting to all those seated along the
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walls. After the little ritual before Kogila’s picture, the men went directly
to the chairs on their side of the room where they sat, eyes downcast,
whispering when they felt the necessity to speak. The women embraced
Parvathy who slumped in their arms heavy with sleep. Each woman that
entered tried to engage her in a whispered dialogue but she didn’t respond.
She knew this was a dream, a very strange dream.
When the women began chanting bhajans and singing kirtans and all
joined in, Parvathy’s head jerked back and suddenly she was wide awake
and astonished at what she saw. What are these people doing in my house?
Sundari popped her head out of the kitchen and called in a couple of
women to help bring in the tea. In between her fits of dozing, Parvathy had
caught whiffs of frying goolgoolas, bhajias and vadès, vegetarian snacks,
the kind of stuff her neighbours made for their religious ceremonies. She
felt trapped. These people had invaded her home but she didn’t have the
energy to chase them out.
When she heard Mulligay whispering to the women that there would be
a “yetoo” next week, the eighth day ceremony after a funeral, and that
the women were expected to come and cook for the occasion, she roused
herself from her stupor.
“Yetoo? What is that for?”
“It’s a very important ceremony.”
“But what is it for?”
“You mustn’t ask such things. There is always a yetoo when someone dies.”
Parvathy burst out, “Who died?”
Mulligay ignored her question. “I already told everyone. They will all be
coming on Monday. My son has arranged for a priest to conduct the
yegyim (havan – the fire raising ritual).”
Parvathy screamed, “I don’t care; I don’t want any of this,” but only a few
croaking sounds issued from her throat.
Mulligay just shook her head. “Sometimes, Aunty, I think you deserve
what’s happening to you. You don’t believe in God. You didn’t even do the
pumpkin ceremony to bless the car? No wonder you were hijacked.”
“She didn’t bless the car!” The visitors were shocked.
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“Where she goes to temple?” Mulligay continued contemptuously.
“No wonder she was hijacked.”
Parvathy tried to speak but everyone ignored her crackling noises.
“She doesn’t come to temple, doesn’t even light the lamp or pray and she’s
always running round to the squatter camps.”
Then Sundari and her helpers came in from the kitchen with trays of
tea and snacks and set them down ready for the end of the ceremonial
activities. This was the signal for the last bhajan. And while the group
was solemnly singing the funeral dirge, Parvathy, mad with frustration,
was trying to collect her strength. She made a great effort and suddenly
she was standing. The singing died down and she heard her neighbour’s
shocked voice, “What are you doing? We are in the middle of Pinaki
Ilaathe Perinthurai Perumane.”
“What does it mean?” she managed to croak back.
“It’s a very holy song. We always sing it at funerals.”
“What does it mean?” Her neighbours turned to each other in shock. She
burst out, “You don’t know. Don’t even know what the words mean. This
is rubbish! Get out! My Kogila is not dead.” As she stumbled off, she was
aware of women slapping hands across gaping mouths and men shaking
their heads. She escaped to her bedroom, locked herself in, fell on the bed
and was soon snoring away.
The next morning, she found her house back to normal. All the ritual
paraphernalia was gone and the furniture back in place. What resounded
in her head this morning were her own words, “Kogila is not dead.” That
gave her new resolve. She was going to get her back.
For the whole of the next week, she was embroiled in battle with Hollard,
the motor insurance company. When she ‘phoned to tell them that Kogila
was gone, she encountered the same funereal mentality of her neighbours.
The insurance agents also regarded Kogila as deceased and wanted
Parvathy to put in for a replacement vehicle. But Kogila was not dead. “I
only called to inform you that Kogila has been stolen. I am not making a
claim. I thought you had to be informed.”
No matter how many times she told them she was not making a claim,
she got the same stock response: If she was not prepared to make a claim,
there was nothing they could do for her.
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At the end of the week, she got a call from Sergeant Matabane of the
border police at Osshoek, on the border of Swaziland. Her car had been
found. The thieves had tried to take it through the border but the police
had been given such a good description that they had identified it easily,
even though it had Swazi number plates. Parvathy would have to go to
Osshoek to identify the car and sign for its release. Delighted, she ran
over to her neighbour whom she had forgiven for consigning Kogila to the
dead. “Mulli, Mulli, they found Kogila. They found my car.”
Then she ran back home to inform the Ivory Park Police; she had made her
statement at the Ivory Park Police Station. Matabane had told her that the
police there would bring her out to Osshoek. But their telephone wasn’t
working. So she telephoned ten different police stations in surrounding
areas and eventually located the sergeant who had taken her statement.
He had been reassigned to another police station. She knew he would be
as glad as she was that Kogila had been found.
She shouted into the ‘phone, “They found Kogila. They found her. She’s on
the Swazi border.”
As he was a sergeant, Parvathy knew that he couldn’t display emotion and
accepted the calmness in his tone when he asked, “Oh, Miss Koorvi, did
you get your wallet back?” Parvathy was puzzled. “They found it the same
day. It’s at Ivory Park Police Station.”
Parvathy was shocked. They’d had her wallet with all her identification
papers and driving licence for over a week and hadn’t made any attempt
to inform her. She had to get to Ivory Park right away.
Parvathy ran over to her neighbours again and Siva took her to the police
station where she collected her wallet and asked when they would take her
to Osshoek. She found that they wouldn’t commit themselves to a time.
Again Siva helped her out. One of his clients was going to Swaziland the
next day and he made arrangements for her to go with him. Parvathy
called Sergeant Matabane to tell him she was coming and he insisted that
she get a clearance letter from the insurance company.
“But it’s my car. You have a copy of my registration papers!”
“You must get the insurance company to fax me a clearance letter.”
“It’s MY car!”
“I need the letter from your insurance company.”
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So she called Hollard, the insurance company, again and was passed
on from one to another of what seemed like a hundred different people
and, while on hold in between, she learned the melody of Johan Strauss’s
“Voices of Spring”. Eventually, she found someone, The Sender-of-Faxes,
who wouldn’t help her because she had not made a claim.
“We need claim forms.”
“I’m not claiming.”
“We need claim forms.”
“But it’s MY car.”
For a couple of hours the calls went back and forth until The Sender-of-Faxes at last agreed to send off a fax stating that Parvathy had not
made a claim but the police could release the vehicle to her.
The next day, she took the ride to the Swaziland border, was dropped off
at Osshoek only to be told, “Sergeant Matabane is not here. He went off
early this morning.” Parvathy collapsed in a chair. What was she to do
now? She was stranded in a strange place. Her informant laughed, “Don’t
look so sad. I am Sergeant Matabane. I just wanted to see what you would
do?” Parvathy was not amused.
After the rituals of identification and filling out forms, Parvathy eventually
drove off with a much-chastened Kogila. Her gears were not working
properly. The gear lock had been removed and had apparently thrown her
second gear out of alignment. In the four-hour journey back that night,
Parvathy’s antennae were stretched to the limit as she struggled with
the gears on strange roads. Through the mess of a windscreen that had
been painted over for storage in the police lot and had not been cleaned
properly, she probed the darkness for hijackers. She knew that Kogila too
was tense and only concentrated on home. She had had her adventure
and would be glad to return to normal. Parvathy was sure she was looking
forward to a simple life again: resting in the garage and going to the store
to pick up ginger jellies.
The hijacking happened while I was living at Cyprus Valley in
Centurion but this story is set in a fictitious Indian township. All
the Indian neighbours in the story are figments of imagination. It
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was my neighbour, Rae Labuschagne, who took me to the Ivory
Park Police Station to retrieve my identity document and odds
and ends that the hijackers had thrown out of my handbag. My
very good friends, a couple with whom I had worked at Giyani
College of Education, Bersan Lesch and Elmary Buis, and their
sons, who were returning to Giyani, went out of their way to drop
me off at the Swaziland border so I could fetch my car.
Of course, Parvathy, unlike me is a very emotional character. That
is why she is called Parvathy rather than Mynah Bird. Mynah Bird
went through the carjacking without turning a hair – not because
she is fearless – she didn’t really register what was happening
while it was happening. That is the way it always is when people
believe that such things can never happen to them.

Circa 2003. Finding an editor
While I was with PROMAT Colleges, I discovered that one of
the PROMAT lecturers was also writing and about to publish his
first novel. At the time, I was looking for an editor for my book of
short stories, Jail Birds and Others; he recommended a woman in
Pietermaritzburg who had edited his book. I sent my manuscript
to her and when she had read through it, I went to consult with
her. She lived in a flat in a housing complex and my experience
in entering that complex, plus the experience I had had in a
complex in Centurion where a relative lived, were duly recorded
in the following story.

The Samoosa Killer

As dawn breaks, Generaal Yeti, standing up on high, surveys the battlefield
from his balcony. There are only a few cars parked in the bays below, all
prominently bearing the Big Foot sticker on their windshields. Stroking his
little white goatee, lips twisted into a barely perceptible smirk, he contemplates
his battle plan and inspects his troops, in blue overalls, strategically positioned
on the lawn and in flowerbeds alongside the parking lot, ostensibly taking care
of the garden. He wonders what skirmishes lie ahead of him today. How he
thanks God for this assignment; it has given him new life.
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And such triumphs! Just two days before, sitting in the darkness of his
balcony with his beer in his hand, he saw a figure walking across the
parking lot towards the apartment buildings. Jumping up, he dashed to
the lift. When he got to the parking lot, he couldn’t see the intruder so he
ran along the ground floor veranda and stopped short when he spotted
him knocking on a door. Charging up to him, Yeti demanded to know
what he was doing there. The man, a Zulu, said he had come to look at a
flat that was up for sale. “The estate agent, Mossie, sent me here.”
“Wat!” Mossie! Miskien het ek die Samoosa Killer hier! He grabbed the
man by the neck, slammed him against the wall and held him there as
he pulled out his cell phone to call the police. The Zulu was handcuffed
and taken away but the police couldn’t establish a connection with the
samoosa killings. Still Yeti was very proud when he heard that the man
had been fined R300 for trespassing and was fired from his job as a result
of the arrest. Generaal had done his duty!
However, there was still Mossie! The woman was a traitor. He knew her
family. They were good, respectable Afrikaners but somewhere along the
line Mossie had gone wrong. He couldn’t prove it, but he knew that she
was connected to the samoosa killings in some way. They were happening
in complexes to which she sent people – always blacks.
Generaal had bought into this complex, Arend Hoogte, in 1994. Retired
from special operations, and reduced to watching all his instruments –
thumb screws, electrodes and the like, rusting before his eyes, he had
begun to contemplate ending a life that had lost its meaning. As an
active man, he had fought for his country with all his heart and soul –
until the betrayal. It was shocking and humiliating to be sold out by his
own cowardly leaders, who, like that damn Mossie, having turned their
backs on their ideals, had colluded in declaring him a menace. Though
he still had the energy and will to serve, he had been paid off, forced into
retirement.
Filled with despair, he had brought his rifle and stood it in the corner
ready for the day when he would end it all. He had dragged himself to his
first meeting of the body corporate. At the first mention of liberty, equality
and fraternity, he would leave the meeting, go back to his flat and pick up
his rifle.
But when he walked into the meeting, he was astounded. As he entered,
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there was a long loud Hallelujah! And people threw themselves on their
knees before him. He couldn’t believe his eyes! Many reached out to touch
him, bowing their heads in gratitude that God had sent him to them.
“Save us from the samoosa killer!”
These people know me! They know ME; they know OF me! A miracle! A resurrection!
With one accord they named him chairman of the body corporate, and,
like Lazarus, he was back! With a mission again! He took command
at once, secured the property, stationed himself over the battleground,
trained and drilled the boys – fortunately the word is still legal within the
complex.

Generaal Yeti and his askaris are ready for any alien vehicle that wanders,
however innocuously, into the war zone. The moment one is spotted,
Generaal gives the signal to the boy on duty who stays in the parking
lot until the Generaal arrives. Then they fetch the concrete buckets. The
buckets! Generaal’s pride and joy! Instruments he had devised! Immersed
in and filled with concrete and left to harden, the buckets are shackles to
be clamped to the rear wheels of any vehicle not displaying the Big Foot
Security disc. Big Foot, the network that he had established to protect
inhabitants of security complexes all over the land, with agents in every
one, is now on a countrywide alert for the new scourge of the nation – the
Samoosa Killer!
Sipping his coffee as he looks out over the balcony, the Generaal is
momentarily mesmerised; an enemy vehicle is entering the field of
combat – the complex parking lot. Galvanised into motion, he sounds the
alarm and runs out. When he gets to the car, his boy, Themba, is waiting
there but the driver has already left and gone into the building. He sends
Themba to fetch two buckets and watches while the askari begins to fix a
bucket to one of the rear wheels.
A terrible shriek rents the air bringing the work to a halt. The next
moment, Generaal Yeti finds Dorcas Dodo, from number fifty-six, down
on her knees in front of him. Grabbing his hands and squeezing them,
she sobs, “I didn’t let her in! I didn’t! I didn’t! I didn’t!”
When the Generaal turns to look at the woman who has come down with
Dorcas, his eyes narrow to slits. A mynah bird! Vermin! And typical of
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that kind, she is clutching a greasy brown packet. Ugh! What is such a
creature doing in my complex? “How did you get in?” he demands.
“I sent her the proper instructions.” Pleading blue eyes fixed on him,
Dorcas is waving a copy of the letter she e-mailed to Mynah Bird. “See, I
gave her the code for the front gate. I don’t know why she came in this way.”
Mynah Bird has come to collect a manuscript that Dorcas had edited.
“How did you get in here?” Generaal booms at the bird.
Mynah turns indignant yellow eyes on him. “The gate opened. I drove in.”
“It wasn’t me. It wasn’t me. I didn’t open the gate.” Dorcas Dodo’s arms are
wound tight around the Colonel’s knees.
“How dare you enter this parking lot?” The scorn in Mynah Bird’s eyes
stiffens the rod in the Generaal’s back and draws him up to tower over
her. From his height, he wants to reach down, pull her up by the white
thatch on her head, take her by the throat, twist her head off and smash
that brazen look, shooting contempt and defiance at him. The effrontery
of the woman! He tries to lift up his big foot to bring it down on the white
thatch and grind that insolent head into the paving but Dorcas is still
hanging on to him. He yells down at her, “Why did you invite this woman
into our complex?”
“She only came to pick up a manuscript.”
Generaal Yeti, turning on Dorcas, drags her up. “Did Mossie send her?
She keeps sending undesirables into all complexes! I have warned the
body corporate about that woman! And what is wrong with you; why are
you cooperating with Mossie? ”
“I’m not. Mossie didn’t send her.”
Generaal turns to Mynah Bird. “Miss Dodo will have to pay a fine of R200
for letting you in.”
“But I didn’t. I didn’t.” Dorcas is sobbing. “I gave her proper instructions.”
She waves the letter at him again, then strokes his cheeks and asks his
forgiveness. “What can you expect – she is a mynah? She didn’t follow
instructions.”
Taking in the revolting little brown image, Generaal, concedes, “Hulle is
maar dom.”
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Dorcas throwing her arms around him coos, “Oh Generaal, you are the
milk of human kindness. This will never happen again.”
But he isn’t listening. He is watching Mynah Bird getting into her car
and driving out of the parking lot. He can’t hear her, but he knows she is
swearing. “What’s that? What is she saying? … Next time? Next time?” He
turns outraged eyes on Dorcas, “There will be no next time! We don’t want
that kind here. Do you understand? DO YOU UNDERSTAND?” He stalks
off swiftly before Dorcas can put her podgy, clammy hands on him again.
A message goes out immediately on the Big Foot Network. A picture of
Mynah Bird is flashed to every agent’s cell phone with a warning to be on
the lookout for possible break-ins.
Some weeks later, at about four on a Thursday afternoon, Crow Mannion,
super-agent of the Big Foot Network at the Blou Kraan security complex,
pulls on a pair of shorts and a red T-shirt that hangs in even folds below
his extensive frontage and fishes out his long golden-brown ponytail from
under the T-shirt Then he checks for SMSs from Generaal. There’s nothing
new. Just as he ends the connection, he hears a knock on his door. He
cannot believe his ears. A knock on the door! In a security complex! People
come and go via codes at the gate or on the telephone. A knock on the door!
There’s been a break in.
His dog, as he has been trained, is at the door barking but Crow’s son has
run after him. Bliksem! “Japie,” he calls and runs after the boy but Japie
has already opened the door. Dankie Vader! He’s left the chain on. Crow
hears a voice through the crack.
“I’m looking for the Govenders. I’ve forgotten their number. Can you help me?”
When Crow whips open the door, he finds himself looking down on the
white thatch covering a mynah bird’s head. The old brown bird is clutching
a greasy brown paper bag. Ughh! “What do you want?” He barks.
“I believe the Govenders are moving out. My estate agent, Mossie, sent me
to have a look at their place.”
Mossie! That Mossie again! Generaal must do something about her. Now he
is really angry. He snarls, “How did you get in here?”
She gives him an odd look. “Through the gate.”
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“You can’t just come in here. You’re not allowed.” Mynah Bird mumbles
something and turns her back on him. He feels the blood rising to his
head. “Hey! I’m talking to you.” The bird just hops off to units at the side
and in the next row. Crow cannot believe it. He dashes after her, “What’s
your name?” She ignores him. Who does she think she is? “Where do you
come from?” Heaven! Did she say heaven? Crow’s heavy brows dip down
over the bridge of his nose. “You’re not allowed here. I’m asking you to
leave.” He comes right at her but she keeps on moving. “You looking for
Indian people? There are no Indians here.”
When Mynah puts her foot on the first step leading to one of the units, Crow
jumps up in front of her. “Didn’t you hear me? There are no Indians here.” If
she tries to push past me, true’s God I’m going to smash her head in.
She moves away to the opposite side.
How dare she ignore him! He cannot believe her cheek. He stands at the
edge of the pavement, watching her walk past the locked garden of each
unit. As she passes each gate, a barking dog suddenly appears on the
other side of it, all except for number thirty-one. He must have a word
with that couple. But he is getting fed up with Mynah walking up and
down. Bleddy old koelie, must be two hundred at least. Should be in a home
somewhere not creating a riot in my complex. I don’t have to take this.
He comes after her. “If you don’t get off the property now, I am going to
call the police.”
“Please do.” They both know you can’t rely on the police. She goes on
searching.
He cannot believe it. He wants to pick up his big foot, smash it over her
head and grind it into the ground. He is right behind her, breathing
down her neck, banging his feet on the ground behind her, making loud
thumping sounds. As she moves into a maze of walls, she finally reaches
a little cul-de-sac where she is trapped.
Now he will show her what happens to trespassers in his complex. He
almost guffaws when he sees her standing there, her back to him, looking
at the wall. An old woman like her, does she think she can scale it? He hisses,
“I’ve got you now. You asked for it.” He is going to twist that head with its
stupid white thatch, till it falls off and he can kick it into the gutter.
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He reaches out to grab her by her scrawny neck but Mynah turning suddenly,
stops him dead in his tracks. His eyes goggle out of their sockets as they fall
on the revolver, with its silencer, pointed straight at him. Then three shots
burn into his chest. He stumbles towards Mynah who moves deftly to the
side as he falls, rolls over on his back and lies there. As he watches, she opens
her greasy packet and empties the contents over his body. Then he sees her
getting into her car and pulling off towards the gate.
He feels something perched on the crest of his belly. It must be that stuff
she threw on me. His lifts his hand feebly, picks up whatever it is and holds
it in front of blurry eyes. O Hene! ’n Driehoek Koelie Koek! He gasps. “My
God, the Samoosa Killer.” Her picture has been on all the cell phones of
the Big Foot Network. I didn’t recognise her. Why didn’t I recognise her? That
bleddy hair put me off. Who’d suspect a bleddy old woman like that? In the
past few months, she has bumped off several Big Foot agents in the area.
Now she got me.
He sighs. “I’m dying. So let me die happy.” He jerks the samoosa to his
mouth, crunching into it with all his teeth. Then with his last breath
he lets out an earth shattering screech, “O Hene! … a bleddy vegetarian
samoosa!” His head flops to one side and he is dead.
The headlines on the news that night: The Samoosa Killer strikes again!
The editor, in Pietermaritzburg, was not the kind of creative
person that I had expected.She came up with the standard requirements for writing stories. When I applied what she advised to the
story Jail Birds, Alan Kolski Horwitz of Botsotso Publishing, who
had agreed to publish the original version, hated the revision.
So I changed it again. Alan published it in the Botsotso Literary
Magazine and it was nominated for the Caine Prize for African
Writing in 2005.
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Third Wave
When Tom and Lionel left Giyani College of Education, they
set up a company – Third Wave. They were the ones who had
introduced me to Alvin Toffler’s books including The Third Wave.
Lionel established a consultancy in which he as shaman, psychic
and masseur did readings, provided spiritual guidance, education
and physical therapy. Tom became an Education Consultant. He
was involved in OBE projects and invited me to join him in one
or two.
It was great to be working with Tom again. But our work brought
us smack up against the Official view of OBE. Administrators who
asked us to conduct workshops provided us with lecture halls
with fixed seating completely unsuitable for activities-based,
independent learning and small group work.

Irene Homes curiosity shop 2000 – 2011
In 2000 or 2001, I received a notice with my rates bill calling
for volunteer workers for the Curiosity Shop which had been
set up to raise funds for Irene Homes, a shelter for mentally
challenged women, at that time all white women. I went to offer
my services and found myself among other retiree-volunteers – I
was the only black one. This had not been anticipated. But this
was the new South Africa and I was accepted. Carol Parsons, the
manager, put me to work with Maureen and Chris, who organized
the book section of the shop. My first job was arranging books in
alphabetical order on the shelves. After a while, I organised the
lay-by section in the stock room. Finally, Carol put me on the till
and I did my best to provide service with a smile. Carol was an
excellent manager; she combined respect, kindness and humour
with efficiency.

On one of these occasions, at a conference retreat somewhere
near Bloemfontein (now Mangaung), we had to walk around
trying to find suitable spaces for our workshops. Then we divided
up the mass of students into smaller groups each with its own
facilitator. We were not at all popular with the organisers. Some
of the teachers who were facilitators in the programme saw OBE
as simply fun and games with plenty of singing and dancing and
little, if any, learning.
Then I went to Cape Town with Tom and there we worked with
teachers. We had good workshops there but I came away with the
feeling that once we were gone the participants would revert to
teacher-centred methods. Tom also asked me to visit a township
in East London to assess the work of an educator who was guiding
teachers though OBE. I was very impressed with her work.
I didn’t continue working with Tom. There was such a disparity
between our understanding of OBE and the standardised version
that the Departments had adopted, that I felt we were wasting
our time. Tom gave up on OBE and opted for work in Tourism
where he did not have to conform to prescription dressed up as
OBE.
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Carol Parsons. Irene Homes curiosity shop
A black TV personality came in often on a Saturday morning,
when I was on duty. She was as peremptory and condescending as white people used to be. She treated me as an idiot and I
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asked Carol if she would attend to her whenever she came; with
white people she was friendly and familiar. She would buy loads
of stuff and demand discounts for everything even though we
sold clothes, her main interest, at extremely low prices. In my
mind, she epitomised the arrogance of ruling classes.
I worked in the shop two days a week for just over a decade –
Wednesday afternoons and Saturday mornings. I made good
friends there. Jan Makena came to work at the shop as a kind
of security person at the door. Being a very competent man
with plenty of initiative and great rapport with customers, he
was soon taking on more and more responsibility. When Carol
decided to return to England, a new manager, Waldo Penzorn,
was appointed. He had heard so many good things about Jan
that he made him assistant–manager. That filled me with great
respect for Waldo. Oniks Manganye, who also works in the shop,
was of great help to me when I was writing my children’s stories.
As Oniks is from Limpopo province and my stories are set in
the Giyani area, Oniks was invaluable in explaining customs and
providing names for my Tsonga characters.
To pass the time between customers, I worked on SUDOKU
puzzles. I was a SUDOKU nut at the time. The following story
begins in a SUDOKU puzzle. It was written in 2008 after a
somewhat distraught customer had bought two paintings.

Gridlock

Mynah Bird finds herself in a cell and isn’t sure whether she is in the right
one. Obviously not. Voices are shouting, “No, no, no. Get out! You’re in the
wrong cell.”’ She feels a tremor of protest moving from left to right along the
horizontal row in which she waits.
“She doesn’t belong in this row. Get her out.”
Another vibration begins over and under her along the vertical, “She
doesn’t belong here either.”
Rejected on all sides, she tries another cell but is kicked out. “Trespasser!
Stop trying to jam up the works. Find your own cell.”
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Not knowing where to go, she jumps back into the first cell but now
someone, who is in there, lets out a screech, “Who are you? What are you
doing in my cell? It’s not logical. This is my assignment. Get out!”
The others along the row call out: “What’s her number?”
“I don’t know. Numero Uno help! She’ll make the whole structure seize up.
Make her go to her assigned cell?”
Numero Uno yells at Mynah, “What’s wrong with you? Look at your
number and find your cell.”
Mynah, utterly confused, starts popping into cells willy-nilly and is kicked
about like a football. “Hey, Uno, I think she’s crazy. Can’t think logically.”
Mynah’s head is beginning to spin. She has to get out of this grid. But
how? She tries again to get into cells but that causes such a panic that
Numero Uno shouts at her again, “Look at your number and find your
cell!”
Mynah doesn’t know what to do. “What’s wrong with you? Can’t find your
number? Okay gang, number off. Let’s see where she fits in.” Inmates in
the horizontal row begin to number off but stop when they get to five;
there is no number five. “Okay, that must be your number. Get into the
cell between Nine and Two.”
“No, no, no,” a shout from above in the vertical row, “I’m a Five. Can’t have
two Fives in the same row.”
“Well, there’s only one thing for it,” Uno concludes, “I’ll have to get out to
inspect her.”
A strong outburst, “No, there is a logical answer. Don’t do that. The danger
of gridlock is too great. We’ll all be left stranded, incomplete, unfinished,
jettisoned into a meaningless existence, a fate worse than death.”
“Oh, cut the melodrama. Hang on, here I go.” Numero Uno jumps out and
the whole grid goes into a spasm. Uno comes up to Mynah, takes one look
and is ricocheted back into his cell. “Red alert! Red alert! No number.”
All the others screech in horror, “Oh no! A Virus.”
Uno yells, “Ready! All together now! Squeeze!” The whole grid contracts
violently and Mynah is expelled.
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Back behind the counter of the Curiosity Shop, eyes knocking around in
her head, she is vaguely aware of the queue that has formed in front of
the till. Eventually all the smiling, nodding heads come into focus – cokes
and chips in their hands, waiting patiently for her to finish her Sudoku
puzzle – residents of Irene Homes. She flings aside her puzzle to attend to
them. Soon the cash register is ringing and clanging but the till finds this
grazing diet of small change quite unsatisfying; it longs for the big meals
that dealers looking for bargains bring to its voracious mouth.
Just as the last resident moves off, Mynah hears a terrible shout, looks
through the shop window and sees a man outside being swallowed up
by his cell phone. Having ingested him, the mobile becomes involved in a
vociferous argument and hops around on the veranda clearly transmitting a furious battle of wills. Mynah, who is wearing her hearing aids for
a change, picks up her Sudoku puzzle to escape the fracas, then thinks
better of it. She is not going to be pulled into that chaotic situation again.
It always happens when she makes a mistake. She draws another grid
instead and copies the given numbers from the original to start over, but
the cell phone has hopped into the shop, is standing at the book display
next to the pay point spluttering vehemently as the struggle within
continues. Cell phones, like spoilt kids, are rude and inconsiderate; they
butt in at any time, demand immediate attention and exert their will on
all around. Mynah thanks her lucky stars she is a loner. No need for a cell
phone!
As she sets aside the Sudoku and begins working on the less compelling ten
minute crossword, she sees out of the corner of her eye, the man emerging
from the cell phone which shrinks to normal size and desperately tries to
cling to his ear, but he pulls it off and deposits it in his pocket. He turns
sheepishly to Mynah whose head is very pointedly stuck in the crossword
and goes off thankfully to look for bargains in the shop. Meanwhile, the
assistant-manager, Jan Makena, brings Mynah a cup of coffee just the way
she likes it, weak with hot milk and sugar. It is always a pleasure to see Jan
with his big smile and hearty manner, ready to do his best for anyone and
everyone. He is that rare thing, a man of Ubuntu. He is wonderful with
the residents of the Homes who always demand a hug from him when
they find him in the shop.
Jan’s willingness to please, so often mistaken as a desire to ingratiate,
leads to abuse from some people who see him as a menial, a stereotype.
Just a few days before, a snooty woman who didn’t want a box for her
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many purchases, took the small items to her car in one of the shopping
baskets. After she went out, Mynah turned to the next customer. When
the snooty woman returned, she needed help with the bigger items and
asked where the boy was. Mynah, in the middle of her calculations, froze.
She would have liked to shoot the woman straight into her impossible
Sudoku puzzle, but she simply said, “We don’t have boys here.”
“Where’s that black chap? What’s his name?”
“Do you mean the assistant-manager? I have no idea where he is at the
moment.” She knew perfectly well that Jan was in the office. The woman
realising that Mynah had turned into an icicle, simply grabbed the rest
of her stuff and disappeared from the store. The bird sniffed: some white
people still saw Black people only as menials. A man with Jan’s competences
and qualities should be in top management but here he is working in the
Homes’ second-hand shop. Oh Mynah, Mynah, Mynah get off your high
horse! You know perfectly well that race prejudice is a virus and only children
born after 1994 are being immunised against it. The rest, including you,
you old bat, are still suffering from AHDS (Apartheid Humanity Deficient
Syndrome). The only difference is you know you tested positive.
No one to serve for a moment, Mynah turns to her crossword, the clue
‘Entertainer (7).’ Looking at the space for the word, she sees t e at the end,
Okay, artiste, and is about to fill it in when the man with the aggressive
cell phone comes to the counter with a large framed print: a portrait of
Christ, wearing a crown of thorns, walking alone in a garden. The man
sets it down behind the counter to reserve it while he goes for another
large picture hanging on the wall opposite, a reproduction of Michelangelo’s famous Sistine chapel depiction of Adam receiving life from the finger
of God. Two expensive items! A big sale! The till will be ecstatic, a decent
meal at last.
But Mynah is curious. “Two religious pictures? Are you…?” She doesn’t
quite know what to ask, “Are you in the church?”
He sets down the second picture. “I am trying to find my God. I have so
many troubles in my life; I don’t want to do bad things. I want to surround
myself with things that will bring back some peace of mind. I lost my
wife at the beginning of the year.” Poor man, Mynah is thinking. But he
continues. “Now I’ve lost my children. She came and stole them from me
last month. So I have nothing.”
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Oh, his wife wasn’t dead; she divorced or abandoned him and has taken away
the children. Poor man!
Suffering flows from his eyes into the eyes of Jesus in the picture. Mynah,
full of sympathy, says nothing, just listens; that is what he needs. “I feel
so rotten inside; I don’t want to do anything bad but it is so hard. You
must have heard me on the phone. That was someone telling me to be
patient, telling me to turn the other cheek. It’s easy to talk when it’s not
happening to you. He was telling me I ought to forgive. I can’t forgive. I’ve
lost everything. How can I forgive?”
Mynah puts her hand on his. “It is hard.”
“God is all I have now and I must put my trust in Him.” The distress in
the man’s voice keeps two customers waiting to be served, patient and
sympathetic. “I am trying to keep all wrong thoughts out of my mind.
These pictures will help me. I am going to the bank now and will be back
in half an hour to pay for them.”
Mynah nods and turns to the other customers.
One says, “That man is in pain.” The other wants to know why he is so
unhappy and Mynah tells her that he has lost his family.
Then she asks, “Do you know him? Does he come here often?” She is
surprised when Mynah tells her it is the first time she has seen him.

Waldo, the manager of the shop, who has been out purchasing stocks
for the refreshment section, comes in looking for Jan and finds him on
the veranda organising a donation of furniture items. While they are
working outside, the unhappy man returns and finding Waldo on the
veranda, gets talking to him. When they eventually come in, Waldo goes
straight behind the counter to get the framed prints. Mynah is busy with
a little queue of residents all with cokes and chips in their hands. This
time, anticipating a big meal from the man, the till doesn’t mind the little
snacks coming in. When the man pays, Mynah is quite disgusted at the
way the register snaps up the notes that Waldo hands her.
Waldo and Jan straighten out cardboard boxes to use for packaging the
man’s pictures. Watching Jan and Waldo pulling cardboard over them
and taping it down, Mynah smiles. She knows that the warmth and love
that flow naturally from them are pouring into the pictures as they work.
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If only the man could see that, he would take courage from them. Even
though Mynah thinks that we walk around like numbers in Sudoku cells,
locked away from one another, unable to acknowledge our interdependence, she firmly believes in human, not divine, intervention. She knows
that those pictures will protect that man because they have, in this shop,
been infused with human caring. Mynah watches through the window as
Waldo and Jan load the pictures on the man’s bakkie.
That night on TV news, Mynah hears that a man shot and killed his wife
and daughter, then turned the gun on himself. Oh no! It can’t be! She
listens in vain for identification. What could have happened? When he left
the shop, he seemed determined to overcome his despair.
The next morning, she goes out to buy a newspaper. Normally she gets the
paper only for Sudoku puzzles but today she peruses every page, looking
for references to the tragedy. Eventually she finds something in the introduction to an editorial on family murders but she still doesn’t have a clue.
There are no names; mind you, she wouldn’t be any the wiser if there were.
She doesn’t know his name. The editor quotes experts who say that family
murders are usually committed by fathers, men who are authoritarian
and possessive; they see spouses and children as extensions of themselves
and therefore subject to their personal will. Killing a spouse and children
is a para-suicidal act: the father is destroying parts of himself.
Mynah blames herself. Why didn’t I give the man a Sudoku puzzle? Then
he would have seen for himself that an individual is never out of community.
In the grid, he isn’t alone. That would have saved him. Wishful thinking!
Wishful thinking! He was already in spiritual gridlock. But suicide! How
can anyone commit suicide? I have no idea why we cling to life, but we do. It’s
a basic instinct. Mynah clings like a barnacle because she is not a believer:
for her this is it. There is no other life. And to give it up! This one-off,
once in a cosmos miracle! Oh no, no, no, no, no! Why had he given in to
his despair? Why had he not responded to all the good feelings that had
flowed out to him in the shop? She is sad that their attempts to protect
him had been futile.
Saturday at the shop, she is very busy in the opening hour serving all the
men from the informal settlement. When they first invaded the shop the
year before, their presence had been overpowering and Aggie, Jan’s wife,
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had been kept busy the entire morning running around with a perfumed
spray. With their little money, secreted in very intimate places in their
clothing, most of these men, probably illegal immigrants from neighbouring countries, could only afford socks at one rand a pair. The till,
with its voracious appetite, had been in a state of constant indignation
at all the chump change. But over the months, their circumstances had
improved. Now, there is no need for sprays and the men are buying jeans
and jackets, even some toys and non-essential articles. No more hot little
coins dropped on the counter; now they flash hundred rand notes and
smile back at her with confidence. Though the till remains condescending, Mynah is quietly delighted at this transformation. The men have
found their place in the grid.
After they leave, the shop is quiet. One of the residents of the Homes comes
in. She is dressed in black. Mynah assumes she is going to the funeral of
an elderly resident who had died at the beginning of the week. But she is
not.
“I can’t go to funerals. I get too upset. My House Mother understands.
No, I cannot go to funerals. My parents always protect me; when I attend
funerals with them, they don’t let me see anything. It’s not that I don’t
care. Elsabe is my friend. I have known her since 1983; there are others
who have known her longer. I care about her but I can’t go. I don’t know
what the others will say. But,’ she shudders, ‘I can’t go. I care about her …”
Mynah interrupts, “You don’t have to go to the funeral; you can say a little
prayer for her in your room.”
“Oh yes, I have the whole service here.” She thumps her Bible. “I will go
to my room and sing all the hymns. The service starts at half-past-two. I
don’t have to go to the church; I will go to my room. You see, that’s how
I’ll pay my last respects to my friend.” Then she picks up the usual packet
of chips and a coke and pays for them. “I am taking this for my pudding
after lunch.” And she is off. Mynah is glad that the lull in the shop allowed
her to listen. So often residents come in to chat but most times she cannot
give them the attention they seek.
As it stays quiet in the shop, Mynah searches for Sudoku puzzles in old
newspapers that they use for wrapping fragile items. She finds about five
or six and is delighted. She won’t have to buy the newspaper for at least a
week. While she is tearing out the puzzle pages, the man comes in, the
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man who bought the religious prints. She looks up in surprise. That family
murder – it wasn’t him! She almost rushes out from behind the counter to
hug him but he is a stranger and white; she is a mynah. Instead she says,
“I am so glad to see you. I was worried about you.”
He smiles, “Is Waldo here?”
“He just stepped out for a moment.” The man looks disappointed so she
asks, “Are you enjoying your pictures?”
The man gives her a long look. “That’s why I’m here. Those paintings … I
have to tell Waldo.”
Waldo comes in just then. The man rushes up to him and clasps his hand.
Looking over his head, Waldo discreetly raises his eyebrows.
“This gentleman has come back to tell you about the framed prints he
bought from us. The portrait of Jesus and the Michelangelo.”
“Oh yes. Is there a problem?” As the man looks close to tears, Waldo invites
him to sit in one of the chairs around the heater. “Would you like a cup of
coffee?” The man nods and Waldo goes off to the kitchen.
Mynah, at the till, sees the man making an effort to pull himself together.
Waldo comes back, sets a mug on the counter for her as he passes, hands
over a mug to the man and settles down opposite him. The man takes
a gulp, then leans forward and speaks to Waldo in Afrikaans. Though
Mynah is unable to converse in the language, she understands it. Sipping
her coffee, she picks up the Sudoku puzzle in which she got lost the other
day, but she listens.
The man begins hesitantly. “I don’t know how to tell you what happened.
I don’t know whether you will believe me. Last week, after I bought those
two paintings, I took them home and hung them in the living room.
Desperately wanting a miracle that would restore my life, I sat looking at
them. There is Adam. Soon he will have Eve and won’t be so damn lonely.
Not like me. My wife gone. My children gone. Damn! This isn’t life. This is
death. I am dead. All her fault. Just like Eve, she betrayed me. Women are
all the same. You can’t trust them. Why can’t they be faithful? I see her,
standing in front of me with her new boyfriend, smiling. It isn’t fair. She is
happy! And she has the kids! My kids! And she’s MY wife! Dammit, she’s
still mine! That’s MY family. They belong to me! Why should I sit here, all
alone, suffering? I won’t let her get away with it.
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“I went to my room, found my revolver and loaded it. This was it. I was
going to put an end to it all. If I had to die, I wouldn’t die alone. I knew
where she was – with her mother. Picking up my car keys, I made for the
front door but what I saw sent me rearing back in terror. The portrait! It
was hanging on the door. What was it doing there? I hadn’t hung it there.
How did it get there? I ran into the living room to look and found the
empty space on the wall where it had been. I crept back to the entrance
hall and screamed with fright. The frame was still on the door but the
figure was gone. “Oh God! What is happening?” I staggered back into
the lounge. ‘I’m going mad! I’m going mad! I can’t take it anymore.’ I fell
on my knees, pulled out the revolver, put it to my head and as my finger
curled around the trigger, I saw the bare feet. He was bending over me.
“I must have fainted. When I opened my eyes, I was lying with my head
on His lap. I looked up but all I could see was the crown of thorns. Then
gently, He asked me to look at the other picture. ‘Do you see?’ At first all
I could see was Adam lying inert; then my gaze followed the arm to the
finger, the forefinger, the synapse. And I saw as if for the first time. A soft
entreaty, ‘Now, speak to the Creator. Tell Him why you have to take the life
He has given you.’ I couldn’t say a word. ‘Explain why you can take life,
life He has given you, your wife and children?’ What could I say? ‘Tell him
that their lives belong to You; that You gave them life, that You can take it
away at Your will?’
“My head dropped in shame. Blasphemy! Such blasphemy! ‘Forgive me,
Lord.’ And the dams that had welled up behind my eyelids burst and
washed the pride from my soul. When I awoke in the early hours of the
morning, I was lying on the living room floor. I looked around but couldn’t
see Him. I thought He was gone but then I saw the painting, back in its
place with the figure leaning forward as before, as He had leaned over a
broken man holding a revolver to his temple.”
Having found her mistake in the Sudoku puzzle, Mynah smiles and looks
up to contemplate the man. It doesn’t matter that she does not believe in
divine intervention; he does. And it has put him in his cell; he is back in
the grid again.
Before I became a cashier at the Curiosity Shop, I had worked in
the book section under Maureen and Chris. The three of us, with
Anna, another volunteer, became interested in learning to play
bridge. We got together with one of the men, also a volunteer at
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the Curiosity Shop and an expert in bridge, who taught us how to
play. We met once a week and spent a few hours playing. When
Anna became ill and dropped out, Susan, Chris’ daughter joined
in. One morning, at Chris’s house, it rained cats and dogs and
that was the inspiration for the following story.

The Bridge-playing Rain Queens

Four refugees from the ARP&P (Association of Retired Persons and
Pensioners) – they couldn’t play bridge you see – put their grey heads together
and decided to form their own bridge club. They would teach themselves the
game. Etta, short for Martinetta, a former teacher, set up the course and was
very strict. She made learning aids, gave homework and administered tests.
Prudence, widow of a former diplomat, devoted herself to protocol and made
sure they all followed proper bridge etiquette – everything clockwise and to
the right. Hilary, member of a mountaineering club, challenged the group to
go higher and higher and while they struggled to master bidding, finessing
and ruffing, Felicity kept their spirits up with amusing tales about Whiskey,
her seventeen year old cat.
The first time the group met to play bridge, the heavens opened up and
flooded the whole city. Felicity and Whiskey, looking out at the torrent, were
glad that they had brought in the washing before the downpour. A clever
motor engineer stalled by the deluge and watching the rising tide outside
his window, had a brainwave – a car with oars or an outboard motor. He was
destined to spend the rest of his life trying to design such a machine.
On the following Friday morning, when the group sat down to play, it
came down in buckets again and every Friday after that. Umbrellas and
raincoats became essential requirements for a bridge game. When Hilary
went off on a hike and Felicity out of town to a grandchild’s twenty-first
birthday party, they stopped playing for a couple of weeks and the weather
was fine. On the Friday morning that they resumed their sessions, it began
to pour again and they were caught without raincoats and umbrellas.
Etta, an avid reader of science fiction, saw in it a paranormal phenomenon.
The following Friday morning, she made it plain to the others. They had
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trooped through Whiskey’s garden carrying raincoats and umbrellas as
usual but this was pure habit; it was not raining. Once they had settled
around the card table, Etta made a dramatic announcement, “I have been
contacted by aliens.” Whiskey jumped off the sofa, ran into the bedroom
and disappeared under the bed.
“You can’t be serious.” Prudence would have sniggered, but that would
have been unseemly.
Felicity was quite amazed. “‘Did you see Whiskey’s reaction? I’ve never
seen him scurry off like that before. He thinks he’s only twelve.”
A mystical glow filled cat-lover Hilary’s eyes. “The only other time I
have seen such a reaction was when our mountaineering club visited
Kathmandu. The Dalai Lama’s cat, which he left behind when he went
into exile,, streaks through the streets at odd times. Tibetans see him as a
symbol of their ultimate liberation.”
Not being a cat lover, Etta interrupted with a portentous announcement,
“My phone rang!” Extraordinary indeed! Her solemn look silenced the
others. “When I answered, a weird voice said, This is Vodac. He gabbled
on in a pseudo-American accent and I couldn’t make out what he was
saying …”
“Were you wearing your hearing aids?” Prudence was finding this conversation quite ludicrous.
“I don’t need them when I’m on the phone. In any event, it didn’t matter
that I couldn’t make out the words, I understood instinctively.”
“Oh, really! What did you understand?” Prudence would have guffawed
but crude noises were foreign to her.
“Just look out the window. Do you see?” They didn’t. “It’s clear. Not a cloud
in the sky, not a drop of rain. It is a beautiful sunshine and boerewors day.
That’s how it always is before we begin to play.” Etta paused significantly.
“The minute we start, it comes pouring down.”
“You don’t really believe that,” Prudence couldn’t hide the scorn.
Felicity was nodding thoughtfully. “It does rain every time we play,
doesn’t it?”
“The Aztecs had ways of communing with the gods.” Hilary turned to Etta,
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“Are you sure you were contacted by aliens? Not Aztec spirit guides?”
Prudence was losing patience. “Oh please. This is nonsense and you
know it.”
Etta smiled back knowingly. “Let’s play and you’ll see.”
Felicity picked up the cards and shuffled. As she dealt, the light began
to change. As soon as she called one club, day disappeared under an
overcast sky. When the bidding was over and Pru had contracted for
game, thunder and lightning broke free and the clatter of raindrops on
the roof drowned out all attempts at conversation except, of course, for
Etta’s guffawed, “What did I tell you?”
Pru reluctantly raised her voice, “But what have aliens to do with the rain?”
“They have given us the power to end the drought.”
Prudence couldn’t believe her ears. “With bridge!”
But Etta, inspired, jumped up with evangelistic fervour, “We will drive
down to Bloemfontein and help the mielie boers whose crops are failing.”
Hilary, who loved challenges, cheered.
Pru, however, was finding it difficult to control her disdain. She inquired
in mocking tones, “What do you propose? That we set up a card table in
the middle of a maize field?”
“Exactly!”
Hilary nodded. “What have we got to lose?”
“What will I do with Whiskey?” Felicity was trembling with excitement.
“Put him in cat care. That’s what I will do with my Katrina.”
Despite Pru’s protests, the next thing she knew, they were in the middle of
mielielands, sweltering in a tent under a clear blue sky. Etta had insisted
on the tent to protect them from the rain. Within minutes of setting up
their table, a few clouds sailed in over the horizon. As soon as Pru started
to deal, the sky became overcast. As she opened the bidding, she heard the
first big drops splattering among the dry cobs. When she made the game
call of three No Trumps, the heavens opened up.
Pru was forced to concede.
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And the four women understood and accepted! They had been called to
serve their country; to avert a national crisis! Once the nation understood,
their lives changed altogether and they were flying from province to
province bringing succour to farmers everywhere.
They were hailed as saviours.
Except, of course, at Cycadia. Pulamvula, the Official Rain Queen (ORQ),
was in a state of despair. It had not rained since the old queen had died,
since Pulamvula had become ORQ. People looked at her askance. They
were beginning to doubt her powers and were losing faith in the age-old
tradition.
To make matters worse, these bridge players had come out of nowhere and
broken the drought. Every time she switched on the TV in her hut and saw
the weatherman showing where the bridge players would be, she turned
into a raging fury, dancing, stamping and ululating, bringing down the
most violent electric storms but not a drop of rain.
But she, anointed by God, was the Queen! She was not the surrogate of
alien creatures from another planet! She would not allow the pretenders
to usurp her throne! She consulted the inkosi, threw the bones and saw
that she had to depose the upstarts if she was ever to get her powers back.
So she went on TV news and during the weather forecasts, challenged the
bridge group to a rainmaking contest at Cycadia. They were stunned but
felt obliged to accept.
On the appointed day, the cycad-enclosed arena was crowded with
spectators and crews from TV networks sent to broadcast the event live
across the country. After establishing the setting, cameras focused on the
Sangoma flanked by her drummers, then panned to the opposite side
where the bridge players, sat upright at the card table in their tent, their
packs shuffled and ready. Each side would have one hour to bring down
the rain.
When the signal was given, Queen Pulamvula, who had won the toss,
threw a contemptuous look at the bridge group and began to dance. Her
drummers struggled to keep up with her pace and vigour as she blew
her whistle, flailed her chobo, leaped, shouted and ululated. Lightning
streaked across the sky, struck an empty hut nearby and set it alight.
Thunder crashed like an invading army. But no rain. Not one drop! At
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the end of her hour, Pulamvula sank to the ground with a terrible groan.
The cameras then zoomed in on the bridge players. Hilary dealt and
they took up their cards. They were very nervous and the bidding began
tentatively. But they soon got into their stride and when Pru called a
small slam, nimbus clouds threw a pall over the sky. As Hilary led the first
card and Felicity put her dummy hand on the table, large drops began
a loud tattoo on the ground. Then sheets of rain slanted over the earth.
People raced off in all directions and TV crews disappeared into vans.
Only Queen Pulamvula, collapsed in despair at the centre of the arena,
lay there calling on the lightning to strike her dead. A drenched, writhing
bundle, she did not see the umbrella and raincoat brigade moving
towards her. It was only when she felt Felicity’s hand on her shoulder that
she saw the bridge players kneeling beside her. Felicity spoke quietly to
her and after some minutes, the queen stood up slowly in all her dignity,
and returned to her hut.
The next year when it was time for the rainy season, Queen Pulamvula
danced and it rained and rained and rained. She had broken the drought
and was restored to her rightful place as the country’s ORQ. People were
coming from all over the world to see her perform her miracle.
If you ever go to Cycadia to catch a glimpse of the queen during the rainy
season, leave the beaten track and you will find, hidden among the cycads,
a little tent in which four women contentedly play bridge while Pulamvula
dances.
Ragini’s wedding
In 2003, I received the news that my niece Ragini, Seetha’s
daughter, was getting married in St Louis. She wanted me to
come and stand in for her mother at the ceremony. At the time,
interest rates had skyrocketed and I was paying interest at 25%
on my home loan. I didn’t see how I could go. I didn’t have enough
funds; no money for accommodation in the States. But my niece
insisted and my nephew was willing to put me up. So I went.
And I was out of place.
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I found myself in the midst of an American family of very devout
Christians. My nephew, Pratik, is a Minister in the church, my
niece, Sunita, is married to a lay preacher, Ragini was marrying
into a conventional Christian family and my brother-in-law,
Pranab, had married a devout Christian and was on the point of
converting. I was a fly in the ointment – an atheist. Furthermore, I
had come with a most inappropriate gift. My friend, Jeram Bhana,
in Laudium is a sculptor and painter. I bought one of his little
statues of Saraswati, the goddess of music, to give as a wedding
present – Ragini, a singer and musician, teaches music at a school
in St Louis.
Can you imagine bringing Saraswati into a Christian stronghold
where she would be regarded as pagan? Saraswati was tucked
out of sight right after she came out of the packaging. I wouldn’t
be surprised to hear that she was destroyed. I hadn’t brought the
statue as a religious object but as a work of art. As an atheist,
I regard everyone’s deity/deities as anthropomorphic creations
that emanate from the human spirit. I have no prejudice against
anyone’s gods and religious beliefs; religion is simply a metaphoric
interpretation of existence. Atheism gets under the metaphor and
looks at what humans have made of existence. There was no way
I could share my understanding of existence in the world with
people who had never contemplated the naked mystery of being.
So I simply became an observer in this setting. When I returned to
Pretoria, I recorded my experiences in the following story.

Misfit

“Before Mom died, she became a Christian.’
They were all at dinner at Sunita’s home and Mynah absorbed the shock
without making it apparent. “Was that before I came out to see her?”
“Four, maybe five weeks before she died. I talked to her and then the
minister from our church went to see her and she accepted Jesus as her
saviour.” Mynah said nothing as Sunita passed her the mashed potatoes.
Mynah was here for Leela’s wedding. She had last visited some ten years
before, just a few weeks preceding her sister’s death. She had heard nothing
of the conversion then, not even from her sister. And she couldn’t believe
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it. At the time, Seetha, who had had a tumour removed from her brain,
was reliving her childhood in the Asiatic Bazaar in Pretoria and making
little connection with the present. Did she know what she was doing? If
she did, why would she convert? She and her husband, Pranab, had lived
lives free of religious dogma. Why would she change? Was it because she
knew she was dying? It couldn’t be.
Mynah thought back to the weeks she had spent with Seetha before her
death. Her sister had been eager to share with her videos of the musicals
starring Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy that they had loved as
children. But Seetha hadn’t had the energy to watch for more than a few
minutes. And though she was often disorientated - there were times when
she mistook Mynah for Sunita - she was always aware of her impending
death, but had never once referred to any conversion. A year or two after
her death, Pranab married again - into a Christian family.
On the day of her arrival from South Africa, Mynah had learned that
Pranab’s wife, Dora, was seriously ill in hospital. Pratik, her nephew,
who had fetched her from the airport, told her that his father wanted
her to meet Dora, if she didn’t mind. So she went to the hospital with
Pratik, his wife, Mandy, and the children. They found Pranab seated at
the bedside of a very frail looking woman with tubes in her nose and a
catheter hanging at the side. Pratik and Mandy greeted Dora with loving
compassion. Mynah shook hands with her and murmured a wish for her
quick recovery.
“I was so looking forward to the wedding,” Dora informed her, tears
glistening in her blue eyes. “Ragini is such a beautiful girl. She is like a
daughter to me and now I am going to miss her wedding.” Pranab leaned
forward, took her hand and squeezed it to comfort her and share her pain.
Mynah felt like an intruder in this intimate family circle. She stood outside
herself watching herself watching instead of participating. But being on
the outside came naturally to her. Having lived alone for so long, more
than half her life, she had lost the capacity for intimate relationships and
demonstrations of affection.
So what was she doing here in the midst of a wedding celebration,
especially when she regarded all rituals and rites as superstition? Ragini
had wanted her there, to stand in for her mother at the ceremony. Mynah
had finally agreed, believing she could do it. Thirty years before, she had
been part of the family, had helped to bring up her sister’s children and
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had been the indulgent aunt who adored and spoilt Sunita and Pratik.
But they were adults now, not the little kids she used to kiss and cuddle,
and they were strangers. Now, amongst them, she realised that she was
completely unqualified to be her sister’s surrogate.
When Pratik took her to Pranab’s home the day before the wedding, they
found Ragini waiting for them. Pranab was at the hospital. Mynah was
to help Pratik baby-sit while Mandy went off with Ragini and Sunita to
decorate the church. As soon as the children realised that their mother
was leaving them, they began a loud tearful protest. Mynah tried to
comfort them, but the children looked quite through this stranger trying
to insinuate herself into the family. Little Joshua eventually allowed her to
hold him but three year old, Deborah, saw her as an outsider and would
have nothing to do with her. Fortunately, Pratik, who was wonderful
with his children, gentle and attentive, saved the day and they were soon
playing happily together.
When Pranab, who had spent the whole morning at the hospital, came
back, Mynah sat down to chat with him and silently registered the Bible in
his hand. She enquired after Dora and commiserated with him on having
to minister to yet another patient. Her sister, Seetha, had been completely
helpless after the brain surgery and Pranab had had to tend her like a
baby. Now here was Dora, fairly helpless but fortunately, in good mental
health. While they were talking, Mynah, who had been priding herself on
being totally civilized and behaving quite like a human, suddenly found
herself on the verge of losing her temper.
“When you go back to South Africa, you must tell Vishnu about Seetha’s
death.” Mynah stared; she could feel that her look was hostile. Seetha had
died ten years before! What was this sudden need on Pranab’s part to
send a message to Vishnu?
“I live in a different province. I never see Vishnu. I haven’t seen him for
thirty years. I have no idea where he is.”
“Yes, but he should know.” Mynah said nothing. She was trying to get
beyond her annoyance in order to understand her brother-in-law’s need
to communicate with a man he had never met; a man who had been his
wife’s lover over thirty years before. Charming, handsome Vishnu was a
married man and Seetha had been the other woman. He had kept her
on a string, making the usual promises of leaving wife and children.
When Seetha finally admitted to herself that she was just being used, she
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applied for a teaching post in England and left the country. In London,
she met Pranab, a student from Bombay, married him and went to live in
India. When their first child, Sunita, was two years old, they emigrated to
the States. That was over thirty years ago. So why dredge up the question
of Vishnu now? Mynah didn’t even know if he was still alive.
Mynah thought it had to be her fault. Perhaps Pranab was uncomfortable
with her because he could feel that she was merely an observer and had
translated her detachment as disapproval of his marriage. He had not
informed her when he married Dora. So perhaps he was feeling guilty
about that too and had brought up the ghost of Vishnu to even the
balance. Because Mynah was not demonstrative, he couldn’t see that she
really was very happy that he had married again. If he had converted and
that made him happy, she was glad.
Dora’s people had taken Pranab to their bosoms and he had more than
a wife now, he had an extended family and a very caring one from what
she could see. Pranab was charming and personable but she had always
regarded him as selfish and felt he could have been a better husband
to Seetha. She could see that he was a better husband to Dora. Was it
because he was now a Christian? Perhaps his concern for Vishnu was also
Christian compassion.
That evening, they went to the wedding rehearsal at the church. Ragini
was in charge of operations and Mynah, who had very little experience of
Christian weddings, of any wedding ceremonies actually, was surprised to
see how the whole responsibility fell upon the bride. She was impressed as
she watched Ragini giving instructions to all the bridesmaids, her fiancé,
Dan, his attendants, the parents, the flower girls, the ring bearer, and even
to Pratik, an ordained minister, who would be performing the ceremony.
Mynah, standing in for Seetha, was to light the mother’s candle for the
bride. It was a coordinated activity that she had to perform with Elizabeth,
Dan’s mother, who would be lighting a candle for her son. After all the
participants had walked through their functions and understood where
they were to be seated, they went off to a reception. Mynah wondered why
they had to rehearse the reception.
The next day, the day of the wedding, a couple of things that everyone
else took for granted surprised Mynah. She was not aware that family
members were escorted individually down the aisle to their seats. When
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her turn came, she took the arm of a very obliging usher and, smiling
regally to hide her embarrassment, walked with him to her seat. She hated
being on display. What a poor substitute she was for her sister! Here she
was, conscious of her own embarrassment, when she should be thinking
of Ragini. Then came the moment to light the mothers’ candles and she
and Elizabeth stood up together as they had practised. Elizabeth was
very nervous. As they took hold of the taper, she looked Mynah squarely
in the eye and said, “We can do this.” Mynah immediately realised that
unlike Elizabeth, she was empty of the kind of feeling and connectedness
that a mother would have at such a time. Hers was simply a mechanical
performance.
The bridesmaids and groomsmen entered next, followed by a stunning
trio: the ring bearer, Sunita’s six-year old, Timothy, and the two flower
girls, Sunita’s four-year old, Sylvia, and Pratik and Mandy’s little Deborah.
After Deborah had duly emptied her tiny basket of rose petals, she looked
about a little confused and was about to return the way she had come in
when Greg, Sunita’s husband, rushed forward and brought her to her seat.
Mynah wanted to hug and kiss the children as she used to hug and kiss
Sunita and Pratik, but she couldn’t. Pranab then entered with Ragini on
his arm; she was an exceptionally beautiful bride. As she met her groom
at the altar steps, the ritual turned into an oratorio. Ragini, a musician,
had interspersed the ceremony with musical interludes performed by a
choir, soloists, and a duo. Mynah, observing everything, wished she could
shake off her objectivity and become involved. She knew she was letting
Seetha down very badly.
In the middle of proceedings, Ragini and Dan suddenly left the altar and
went to honour their parents. Mynah was taken aback to find Ragini in
front of her holding out a rose. Then Ragini went to embrace her father.
Mynah bit her lip; she should have hugged her niece. When the bride
and groom returned to their places, the ceremony continued with Pratik
adding light-hearted comments about being the bride’s brother and
reminding Dan that Big Brother was watching. Seetha was probably
watching her sister!
After the wedding, the couple together with their parents took their places
in the foyer to receive the congratulations of the guests. Mynah pulled out
her camera, an attempt to become involved. She was a notoriously bad
photographer and joked that she would have been useful in the French
Revolution because she was very good at beheading people. But still she
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went clicking away, capturing one headless person after another. She did
not go to the reception that evening. At the previous night’s dinner, she
had sat silent and alone at a table full of strangers. She couldn’t do it
again. Seetha was probably shaking her head.
The next day, they all spent the afternoon at the ‘opening of presents’
party at Dan’s parents’ home. Mynah’s present, an incredibly inappropriate one – the statuette of Saraswati, Goddess of Music and Education –
did not surface with the others. She hadn’t for one moment thought of the
impact it would have in a Christian environment. For her, the figurine was
simply a connection with music, Ragini’s field, and a decorative art object.
Ragini had opened the present the day before the wedding at Pranab’s
home and the family’s polite enthusiasm had suddenly made Mynah see
it as a pagan object; not that she had anything against paganism - that
was just religion of a different kind.
After the party, they left for Sunita’s place. And it was at dinner that Sunita
made the startling announcement – startling only to Mynah – that Seetha
had converted before she died. Mynah accepted Pranab’s conversion but
she could not accept Seetha’s. Later, when Mynah asked Pratik about it, he
was reticent. Perhaps he was embarrassed because he knew his aunt was
not a believer. All he said was, “Sunita belongs to a different church. In
my church, we don’t believe in proselytising. I don’t know exactly what
happened. But it seems Mom agreed to accept Christ.”
Sensing her nephew’s discomfort, Mynah did not pursue the topic. But
she continued her enquiry in her head. Why hadn’t Seetha mentioned it
to her? Had she suddenly become superstitious because she was dying?
At the time, Mynah had thought she had entered into her sister’s interior
world but now she realised that all she had seen had been the external
suffering - a woman enduring the humiliation of an illness that had
reduced her to total dependence and robbed her of her dignity. Mynah
had loved her sister more than anyone in the world, but could it be that
she had never really known her?
It was a devastating realisation. Had she been as perfunctory a sister as
she had been a mother at the wedding? A mysterious and tortured soul
had lurked behind Seetha’s remote look and Mynah had not seen it. Sunita
must have and had responded to it as a daughter and a devout Christian.
Suddenly, the image of her niece as the little child she had helped to bring
up disintegrated. Sunita now stood as an independent person, a woman
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with values and commitments totally divergent from her own. Had she
known her mother better than Mynah knew her sister?
Mynah fought the idea. Seetha had spent her life suppressing her own
interests and needs in order to become the quintessential mother. Privately,
Mynah had deplored this. When Seetha was dying and Sunita asked her
to become a Christian, it was possible that she had been in no condition
to understand what was going on. If, however, she had understood and
acquiesced to her daughter’s request, Mynah felt quite certain it was in
pursuit of her role as mother supreme. Seetha had always done what she
felt was best for her children. She had never imposed her own beliefs or
discouraged them from pursuing their own. She had done everything for
their happiness. Or so she had thought. Coming from apartheid South
Africa, a racially segregated society, she had not experienced xenophobia
and racism at the social level, that is, within the racial ghetto where people
were all of the same background.
But her children, living in a mixed society, had been subjected to prejudice
from the time they were toddlers. They had spent their childhood years
unconsciously fighting for a place in the mainstream. Involuntarily, they
had known that they did not want to be part of a despised minority and
had adopted mainstream values and beliefs. They had become Christians.
When she had first heard of their conversions, Mynah had accepted with
her usual objectivity - she realised now, that the objectivity had covered
condescension. She looked down on all attempts to bring the glorious
mystery of creation under human control, to name it, totemise it and
project it into anthropomorphism. She regarded these as reactions of fear,
not a willingness to embrace the wonder of it all.
She loved the mystery. It had inspired awesome human effort and would
always withstand religion’s attempts to contain it. She regarded religion
as a pragmatic means to keep people civilized and was proud that she did
not need external inducements to be a decent human being because she
understood that it was essential to be one. But had her beliefs made her
a decent human being? Had she not looked down on those with different
views and withdrawn into herself? In addition to being a pseudo sister,
was she also a pseudo aunt who had not understood her nieces’ and
nephew’s needs?
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For the first time, she was being made to recognise fully, her nieces’ and
nephew’s angst. They had struggled against prejudice all their lives
and didn’t need her intolerance as well. As she looked at them now, she
was filled with gratitude and admiration. They could have been driven
in destructive directions. But they had found the church. Religion had
provided them with answers to real emotional and psychological needs.
And when Seetha was dying, Sunita had ministered to her mother’s pain
in the same way as she had ministered to her own.
Mynah knew that Seetha had never undertaken a spiritual quest. Her
religion had been motherhood and she had remained its devotee until the
very end. If she had become a Christian, it had been for her daughter. Not
for herself. Her conversion would have been complete acceptance of her
child as an individual. Seetha had known how to be a decent human being.
Before dropping Mynah off at the airport the next day, Sunita, Pratik and
their families took her to the hospital to say goodbye to Dora. They found
Pranab steadfastly at his wife’s bedside. Mynah watched the children
embracing Dora with filial affection and Dora responding to them as a
mother and grandmother. They were all devout Christians together. And
Mynah saw that she hadn’t been required to take Seetha’s place. Dora had
more than filled that gap and should have been the one to light the mother’s
candle for Ragini.
Holding hands, Pranab and his family formed a circle around the bed and
Sunita prayed for Dora. Mynah watched from outside the circle as Sunita
asked Jesus to heal and bless Dora. After the prayer, as the group was leaving,
Mynah went up to Dora to say goodbye and wish her better health. “Ragini
gave me this rose during the wedding service. It is meant for her mother. You
are more her mother than I could ever be. This is for you.”
In about 2012, Ragini wrote to me about her inability to conceive.
She was having the usual treatments with no positive results. She
wanted information about Seetha and seemed to be connecting
her infertility with her mother’s affair. I regarded that as superstitious fear. But on thinking about it, I realize that Seetha, being
the honest person she was, had confided something to her
husband, of which I was ignorant. And he may have told Ragini.
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But Seetha never confided in me. I can only guess that there may
have been an abortion and that is what had driven her to London.
My sister could never discuss her sex life with me because I was
completely ignorant about sex and treated it as a taboo subject.
When I was about ten and then again at twelve I was almost
raped. Each time my mother blamed me; I have no idea why, but
my mother believed I was promiscuous. So I came to regard sex
as a kind of horror and a shameful activity – something to avoid.
I have remained completely ignorant about sex and have lived a
life free of it. From a psychiatrist’s point of view, I am abnormal.
And I am most grateful for that and I thank my mother for freeing
me from the conventions of sexuality and marriage.

2003. Death of my brother, Seeni
When I returned to Pretoria, I became immersed again in all
my projects; volunteer in the Irene Homes charity shop, a little
research for SAHO (South African History On line), visits to the
Female Prison, interviews for my book on the Asiatic Bazaar.
Then I got the news of my brother’s death. I couldn’t go to the
funeral; Seeni and I had been estranged for a long time. I had
not forgiven him for exploiting me. Reggie went to his brother’s
funeral and was much moved. When I think about Seeni now, I see
a very gentle, sensitive soul struggling always to make something
of himself. But he couldn’t because he did not believe in himself
and his frustrations turned him into an abuser of alcohol and
people and a gambler. For a long time I had unwittingly been
subsidizing his gambling and embezzlement of funds. He always
told me tales of illnesses in the family for which he needed huge
sums of money. I didn’t have much and gave all my spare cash
to him. What he couldn’t get from me, he embezzled from his
employers.
But he loved to write as well. Before I had any inkling of how books
are published, I put together an anthology of plays for children,
co-authored by Seeni and the book was printed by Alba Printers
in Durban. At the time I had no idea of all the processes involved
in putting a book together before sending it to the printers, so
it was not a professional looking publication. After Seeni died, I
began compiling his sketches and mine for children’s books but
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couldn’t afford to have them printed. They are on my website.
When I went to visit Seeni’s wife and children a long time after
his death, his daughter, Sabrienne, gave me a children’s story
that he had written. The story, The Dahlia and the Gemsbok, is on
my website alongside my sister Seetha’s story, Monkey Business.
Seeni’s sensitivity and suffering come through very clearly in all
his writing.

The Dahlia and the Gemsbok

				By Seeni Naidoo

“Look! There’s a new plant coming up,” Donti, my sister, shouted as she
knelt to examine the plant.
I ran towards her and also examined the shoot. “It needs water.”
“I have some in my juice bottle. I always fill my juice bottle with water in
case I get thirsty on our way home.”’ Donti opened her school bag, took
out the bottle and emptied it around the shoot.
“That’s too much,” I said, “you’ll drown the poor plant.”
“‘No, I won’t,” she protested. “It is a very hot day and the water will soon
dry up.”’
“Come on, let’s get home. Mum will be looking for us,” I said, and we set
off home.
My name is Wisla; my father, Hokem Jomitha is foreman of Mr Zenton’s
farm. We live in a wood and iron house near the barn. There’s Daddy,
Mummy, my elder brother, Rokim, nineteen, who also works on the farm,
my sister, Donti, who is eight and in grade four and I, a ten year old boy
in grade six.
My Dad and Rokim are the first ones up in the mornings because they go
to the barn to milk the cows. Mummy is busy in the kitchen before Dad
and Rokim go off. Donti and I get up, have our baths and get ready for
school. After Rokim and Dad have loaded the cans of milk on the wagon
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and before Rokim leaves for the dairy, they come back for breakfast. We
all have breakfast together and when we have finished, Donti and I get our
schoolbags and climb on the front seat of the milk wagon with Rokim who
gives us a lift as far as the dairy every morning and from there we only
have a kilometre to walk to school. On rainy days, Rokim takes us all the
way. After school we walk back home.
It was one afternoon on our way back from school that Donti spotted
the new shoot. It was about a hundred meters from the farm across the
corrugated road, about five meters from the footpath near the woods. Donti
sure had sharp eyes. So stopping and watering Donti’s plant became the
daily routine after school, on Saturdays after lunch and on Sundays after
church.
One day while Donti was busy watering the plant, she whispered, “Wisla
turn around slowly and look towards the woods.” I did as she said and
I saw a buck standing there. I reached in my trouser pocket and slowly
brought out the packet of sweet popcorn that I had bought at the school
tuck shop. I poured the popcorn into my hand and flung it towards the
buck. It quickly turned and ran into the woods. When we had finished
watering the plant and were ready to go home we saw the buck come back.
It went up to the popcorn, sniffed and began to eat. When it had eaten it
all, it looked at us and ran away.
The next day, I bought a toffee apple and when we reached the plant, I
took the stick out of the toffee apple and when the buck appeared, I threw
the toffee apple towards it but not as far as the popcorn I had thrown
the previous day. The buck shied away a bit, then came back and ate the
apple and when Donti was finished watering, we went home. This became
my little daily task; I would buy either a toffee apple or sweet popcorn
and throw it to the buck – each day a little nearer. After seven days, the
buck actually came and took the treat from my hand. On Saturdays and
Sundays, I would take biscuits or whatever cakes or cookies, Mummy had
baked. And the plant in the meantime was growing; it was about a meter
high with stems and leaves and a few small buds.
One day returning from school, we were nearing the farm when Donti left
me and sprinted towards the plant. She was anxious to see whether any
of the buds were open and flowering. From a distance I saw her taking
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out a bottle of water from her bag. I had filled my bottle also and given it
to her as she said the plant was big now and needed lots of water. As she
bent to water the plant, I saw an animal creeping up to her. When she
also noticed the animal, she screamed. It was a wolf. It was snarling and
gnashing its teeth. Poor Donti was frightened out of her wits.
I picked up two stones and started running towards her when suddenly
something flashed past me. It was the buck with its head bent as it ran
straight at the wolf. Its horn ploughed into the side of the wolf as it was
about to spring on Donti and heaved the wolf high into the air and
backwards. It fell with a hard thud just in front of me and I threw the
stones on it but it was already dead. The fall had broken its neck.
I went up to Donti who was crying and shivering with fright. I put my arm
around her and consoled her. “‘Everything is okay now, the buck saved us,
come on let’s go home.” I threw the toffee apple to the buck, picked up my
schoolbag and we went home.
When we got home we told Mum about the incident. Mum said we were
lucky that the buck came to our rescue. She said we should forget about
the plant and in future come straight home.
Tears rolled down Donti’s cheeks and she said, “My poor plant, I can’t
leave it alone there.”
Mum looked at her and put her arm around her knowing Donti loved
that plant and she said to me, “Go and tell Dad what happened and ask
him if he can dig it out carefully and bring it and plant it in our garden.”
I ran to the maize fields, found Dad and told him the whole story.
In the afternoon, Dad, Rokim and I took a spade and went to fetch the
plant. I showed Dad the dead wolf and he asked Rokim to bury it near the
woods. We then carefully dug out the plant. As we started walking home
I saw the buck. It watched us taking the plant away and I threw a green
mealie towards it. We went home and planted the dahlia – Dad told us
what it was – in Mum’s garden with Donti hovering around full of pride.
The next few days on our way back from school, even though Mum didn’t
want us stopping near the woods, I still brought toffee apples or popcorn
for the buck.
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One Friday afternoon, Mrs Zenton, the farmer’s wife came to our house
to give Mummy two loaves of mealie bread that she had baked. When she
saw the dahlia which had three flowers in full bloom and many buds,
a few of them just opening, Mrs Zenton exclaimed, “What a beautiful
plant!”
Donti got scared and a bit angry and whispered to me, “I hope she doesn’t
ask for it and take it away.”
“Mum knows how much you love that dahlia, she won’t give it away.”
Then Mrs Zenton went and had a closer look at the dahlia with its flowers
and red petals, “You know I think you’ve got a rare plant there, if you want
I’ll phone and enter it for the flower show they’re having at the city hall
next Saturday.”
Donti shouted, “Yes please Mrs Zenton, yes Mrs Zenton!”
Mrs Zenton smiled looking at Donti’s excited face and said, “Okay, then
we’ll enter it and I’ll take you, Wisla and your Mummy to the flower show
after lunch next Saturday.”
Donti was excited and couldn’t wait for Saturday to come and she rushed
me after school every day as I waited for the gemsbok – Dad told us what
kind of buck it was – to come and take his treat from my hand. When we
got home, Donti spent most of her time fussing with the dahlia.
Finally Saturday came. Donti was the first one up. She worried Mummy
to iron her prettiest dress and kept asking what time it was. Then at ten
o’ clock, Mrs Zenton brought a beautiful white plastic flowerpot and
asked Rokim to transfer the dahlia into it. Donti and I watched as Rokim
carefully dug out the dahlia and replanted it in the flowerpot. The green
plant with its red flowers really looked tremendous in the white flowerpot.
We had lunch at twelve and then I took three green mealies and left them
at the spot where the dahlia originally grew. This was for the gemsbok
that was nowhere in sight at that moment. I went back and found Donti
standing in front of our house in her pretty red and white dress next to
the dahlia in the flowerpot. It looked like both of them were entering the
show.
Mrs Zenton arrived and Rokim and I loaded the dahlia carefully on the
back of the bakkie. There were benches on both sides of the bakkie and
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Rokim and I sat on them and held the plant firmly in the centre. Donti,
Mum and Mrs Zenton sat in front and Mrs Zenton drove slowly to the
City Hall.
When we got there, Mrs Zenton, Mum and Donti got off and went to
enquire about the entry. Mrs Zenton soon came back with a cardboard
label on which was written No. 77 and next to the number the entrant’s
name: Miss Donti Zamitha and underneath ‘Dahlianirus Tasmanicus’;
Tasmanian Dahlia – Rare Exotic Section.’ We tied the label to the flower
pot and carried the plant to the table Mrs Zenton showed us. There
were hundreds of plants and flowers there. The whole place looked so
wonderfully colourful and beautiful.
At three o’clock the five judges, three ladies and two gentlemen, went
round to inspect all the entries, making notes on the pads they carried. At
four o’ clock, they returned to their tables and conferred with each other.
Then the Chairman of the Horticultural Society stood up and addressed
the gathering. He welcomed all the people, thanked everyone for participating in the show, said he was impressed by the standard and the large
number of entries. He also said it was a very difficult task to judge but
they had finally come to a unanimous decision.
We waited anxiously and Donti had her hands clasped as if in prayer.
Then the Chairman said, “The first prize for the best floral entry – a gold
medal and a cheque for R250 – goes to No 77, Dahlianirus Tasmanicus,
submitted by Miss Donti Zamitha.” Donti jumped for joy and tears rolled
down her cheeks as we urged her to go forward and collect her prize. There
was thunderous applause from the crowd as she collected her medal and
cheque and returned to us.
Then the chairman said, “The special prize of a gold medal and a cheque
of R100.00 that is awarded to the rare exotic section, also goes to entry No
77, Dahlianirus Tasmanicus, submitted by Miss Donti Zamitha.”
The crowd’s applause was overwhelming and Donti went to collect her
second prize and cheque. She came back with a smile from ear to ear
as proud as a peacock and handed the cheques and medals to Mummy.
They had also put two blue ribbons around the flowerpot holding Donti’s
plant, which everybody rushed to see. Mrs Zenton took us to the tea stall
and bought us tea and cakes. She was very proud of Donti. In fact we all
were and could hardly believe what had just happened.
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At 5:30 pm, we loaded the prize-winner on to the bakkie, got in and Mrs
Zenton drove us home. When we got there, Donti rushed into the house
to tell Dad everything and show her medals and cheques. Dad couldn’t
believe it and hugged Donti. He came out with her and spoke to Mrs
Zenton who confirmed Donti’s story. Then we saw a tear roll down Dad’s
cheek, but he pretended to be stern and said to Rokim and me, “Don’t
just stand there! Offload the plant from Mrs Zenton’s bakkie and be very
careful.”
Rokim and I winked at each other and went to the bakkie. We got the
plant out and holding the flowerpot with the two blue ribbons around
it, began carrying it carefully towards the house. Suddenly, we heard
three rifle shots and two men ran past us knocking into Rokim and me
so suddenly that we dropped the flowerpot and it hit the ground and
broke. Donti screamed as we bent to pick up the plant and immediately,
from just outside the farm, came another scream of ‘Biltong’ and about
ten people, men, women and children, ran past us. The first two knocked
Rokim and me to the ground and the rest ran past trampling the plant to
smithereens. Donti fainted and Dad carried her inside.
Then I saw Mr Zenton’s nephew coming into the farm with a rifle on his
shoulder and behind him were four men; two in front with a pole on their
shoulders to which the front legs of a buck were tied. The hind legs were
also tied together to a pole on the shoulders of two men at the back. The
poor buck’s body dangled from the poles with drops of blood trickling
from three wounds, one on the forehead, one in the neck and one on the
shoulder. As they came nearer, I realised that this was my Gemsbok. I was
still lying on the ground and I banged my fist on the ground, kicked my
legs in the air and sobbed loudly.
The Dahlia and the Gemsbok were no more.
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SAHO
In about 2002/3, I became involved with South African History
Online (SAHO) an organisation under Director-Manager, Omar
Badsha. I am not sure how it came about. I think it had something
to do with my book Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar. I did not have
enough computer skills to work there but I did a little research;
interviewed two people: Amina Cachalia in Johannesburg and
Phyllis Naidoo in Durban and wrote a biographical note on each
for SAHO. Omar also asked me to look at a manuscript written by
someone in Stanger which described the activities of a Muslim
man who had driven Nelson Mandela around in the early sixties
when he was underground and referred to as the Black Pimpernel.
It was during the period that he established Umkonto we Sizwe.
I made so many suggestions for changes that I completely
discouraged the author and the book was not published. I truly
regret my insensitive handling of a project which had great
significance.

When I was still living with Seeni and his wife, Mercy, in their flat
in Asherville, he had told me a great deal about his frustration in the
company where he worked. And I wrote my first full length play based on
his experiences there. The play, Of No Account, was performed at a little
theatre called Technikon in 1981. It depicted the main character, based on
my brother, as a victim of racism. The play was nominated for the Critics’
Circle award.
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First books
2004 A Little Book of Tamil Religious Rituals
While I was with SAHO, I was also looking to publish, Stories from
the Asiatic Bazaar, written to record the early history of people
of Indian descent in Pretoria. It was a book of short biographies
of people who had lived in the Asiatic Bazaar in Marabastad and
now lived in Laudium. Under the Group Areas Act, inhabitants
of the Asiatic Bazaar had been moved in the 1960s and 1970s to
Laudium.
The last family to move out was the family of Sinthumbi Naidoo.
They had stayed on in protest but were eventually forced out
in 1979. I had known Sinthumbi Naidoo in the 1940s, when our
family had lived in the Asiatic Bazaar. He and his family occupied
the house across from ours on Cowie Street. Sinthumbi, a poosari
(priest), who conducted religious ceremonies, was concerned
that Tamil people were beginning to forget the procedures for
religious rituals. When I went to interview him for Stories from
the Asiatic Bazaar, he asked me to record the Tamil rituals in a
manual. His son, Ronnie Naidoo, who had followed in his footsteps
and become a poosari, would explain all the procedures to me.
So I sat with Ronnie and wrote down what he told me. Being
an atheist and totally unfamiliar with rituals of any kind, I took
down the procedures exactly as he described them. Why was
I, an atheist, doing this? I believe an understanding of history
is necessary to an understanding of who we are; this task was
simply a way of recording history; the religious practices of
people of Tamil Indian descent.
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I took photographs of ceremonies at the Laudium Tamil
Association (LTA) temple, the Mariamman Temple in Marabastad
and the Melrose Temple in Johannesburg. Ronnie provided
photographs of the wedding ceremony. At SAHO, I had met
Gumani Makado, a very creative layout artist. He designed and
laid out the book and A Little Book of Tamil Religious Rituals was
my first publication. It was launched on Saturday, 2 October 2004
at the LTA Temple Hall in 13th Avenue. Dr Raj Kollapan was guest
of honour and he gave the book a qualified blessing.
2 October 2004, would soon after acquire great significance for
me; it was the day on which Captain Carrim Alli of the Crime
Intelligence Unit, was brutally murdered. I became aware of
this heinous crime when I was interviewing people for my book,
Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar. I knew I had to write about it.

2004. Jail Birds and Others
In 2004, I also completed my book of short stories, Jail Birds
and Others. I am not sure how I came in contact with Alan Kolski
Horwitz of Botsotso Publishing. I sent him my manuscript of Jail
Birds and Others, stories about women, mainly those I had met
in Giyani. Alan agreed to publish it. He helped me get a grant
from the National Arts Council to cover the costs and the book
was published in 2004. In 2005, Alan arranged for a launch at the
University of Natal’s Writers’ Conference.
Alan had also published, in Botsotso Magazine, the title story, Jail
Birds, based on my detention in Haenertsberg Prison. When he
informed me that the story had been nominated for the Caine
Prize for African Writing, I was most surprised. This was the first
time I had heard of the Caine Prize and I had had no idea that the
Botsotso Magazine stories had been submitted for the prize. Alan
had been nominated for the prize a year or so before.
My nomination was a wonderful gift. A journalist from a London
Newspaper came to interview me and then in July 2005, I went to
London and met the other nominees, Segun Afolabe of Nigeria,
Doreen Baingana from Uganda, Jamal Majoub from the Sudan
and Iké Okonta from Nigeria. At seventy, I was the senior citizen
in a group of young writers. We spent the week meeting with
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journalists and people interested in writing. The Nigerian author,
Ben Okri came to one of the sessions and berated us all for writing
that did not reflect the African experience. In our discussions
during that week we were constantly confronted with what other
people thought to be authentically African – as though African
writing has only one style of form and expression. African writing
is extremely diverse and varies according to ethnicity, race and
geography. And after colonization, the people of Africa have, in
varying degrees, adopted European norms and values. So how
pure can African writing be, particularly as it is written in English,
French and other European languages.
Segun Afolabi won the Prize in 2005. For me, just being nominated
and having the opportunity to travel to London and meet all
these exciting people was a magnificent prize in itself. But that
was not all. In 2006, all the nominees of 2005, and other writers
were invited to Naivasha, Kenya, for a special writers’ workshop.
It was a wonderful retreat for writers. We were on the shores of
a lake and accommodated in large, luxurious tent-like structures
from which we could watch a flock of flamingos settling on the
lake or flying past. We went for long walks, climbed over rocks,
into ravines and gullies.
While we were there, we were each expected to put together a
short story for the Caine publication of 2006. The stories that
had been short-listed for the 2005 Caine Prize, plus the stories
we wrote at Naivasha went into a Caine collection that took its
title from Jamal Majoub’s story The Obituary Tango.
After Naivasha, a month or so later in June 2006, The Caine Prize
Organization sponsored our trip to the first Cape Town Book Fair
where we had a chance to share our writing with people who
attended. What I gained from it all was my own recognition of
myself as a writer. The whole Caine experience felt like being in a
fairy tale. I had been reluctant to call myself a writer before. But
the Caine committee’s small recognition of my work, gave me the
confidence to accept myself as a writer. If I had not been detained
in 1990 and written about it, I would never have had this. So I have
to express my thanks to the apartheid Security Police.
Though I now call myself a writer, I am unable to interest
publishers in my work, so I have taken to self-publishing. Thanks
to Francois Smit who created my website, I am a published writer.
I edit and proofread for myself – not the best way to get really
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polished work but nothing in this world is perfect and my imperfections will be just a little more obvious.
One very short, short story A Foreign Teacher, which appears in
Jail Birds and Others was picked up by Oxford University Press
and published in one of their school anthologies. It is the only
story of mine that OUP expresses any interest in, mainly, I think,
because it is very short, so less costly to them. In 2013, they again
asked for permission to publish the story in one, maybe two, new
anthologies. To judge by OUP, one would think I was written out
after that little story. I received about R200 in royalties.

Real Jailbirds 2004 - 2005
As I have this firm belief that prison, which only reinforces
criminal tendencies, is not the way to deter crime, after I retired
I wanted to become involved in some kind of support programme
for prisoners. I thought of what I could offer and decided to
address the problem of literacy. I also wrote out a proposal for
a halfway house to accommodate parolees, help them acquire
skills and find jobs.
The proposal, submitted to prison authorities, was ignored.
Perhaps if I had asked for financial support, they may have
responded; but I was planning to raise funds once I got the go
ahead. In 2003, when I was going to St Louis to my niece Ragini’s
wedding ( Ragini is the youngest of my late sister Seetha’s
children), the driver of the private taxi that took me to the airport
told me about his church group which was involved in providing
religious services for prisoners at the Female Section of Pretoria
Central Prison. I decided to pursue this after my short trip to the
States. When I came back, the same private taxi owner picked me
up from the airport; he gave me a contact number for his wife.
She introduced me to a prisoner and I began visiting her and
taking her little things that she needed.
After my experiences with prisoners (real jailbirds not the metaphorical jail birds of the title of my book), I began writing stories
and gave them all bird names, African names for African women and
Afrikaans names for Afrikaners. Leba, for instance, means pigeon;
Gansie means little goose. All the characters in the following story
have bird names, including those who visited the prison.
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LEBA

Lying on her bunk, her Bible lovingly tucked into the crook of her arm, her
face, bright with a beatific smile, she is once again playing among cherubim
and singing with seraphim. As the angels waft her over clouds, crown her
with a diadem of stars and place her at God’s feet, her heart is bursting with
excruciating joy and love now that the real Leba is at last being acknowledged,
the Leba into whose being God had breathed love and life some fifty years
before to gift her to her parents, Reverend Papadikota and his wife, Nonyani,
of Diepkloof. Her eyes filling with tears of joy, Leba bends down to kiss the feet
of the Lord.
Just as her lips are about to draw in the sublime blessing, the renewal of
life, amnesty, a loud hawking bursts her sacred bubble and the inmate in
the lower bunk on the opposite side sits up, scratches her armpits, yawns
loudly and farts. Leba picks up the fan that she keeps on her bunk and
vigorously begins to get the air around her moving. “Do you have to be so
noisy? I was asleep. Why can’t you be more considerate?”
The woman, who is in for having brutally abused her daughter, leans out
and calls up to the woman above, “Hey, Raptoria, die Handmaiden van
die Lord kla ek steur haar met my geraas.”
Raptoria turns toward the wall, mumbling, “Ag, hulle dink hulle’s superior nou
dat hulle rule die land. Wys haar die waarheid; hulle is nog net maar kaffirs.”
While she is talking, Leba quickly gets out of bed and makes her way to
the bathroom. As she moves away, she hears the fat one, Valkie, “Ag, sy’t
weggehardloop. Hulle is maar bangbroeke.”
The shower, washing away her tears, cannot cleanse the sorrow from her
heart. Isn’t it enough that I am locked up? Do I have to share a cell with a
murderess and a child abuser?
Leba changes in the bathroom and is ready for the church service; it is
Sunday and Pastor Pou Pronkbors will be arriving with his entourage after
breakfast to conduct their fellowship. When she goes back to the cell to
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put her things away and make her bed, she finds her farting cellmate up
and about.
As Valkie’s bulk flows naturally to fill up vacuums, Leba finds herself
caught up and flung about in vortexes of flab as she goes about her chores
in the narrow cell. After she picks up her Bible, the signal that she is
ready to leave, she is swept up in a fleshy wave and spewed out into the
passage. She goes off to the library to work on her statement of remorse
until breakfast.
She has been in prison four years: two years as a waiting-trial prisoner
and two as part of her eight-year sentence. But with her record of good
behaviour, her tutoring of inmates in the education programme, her
enrolment in a University Theological Programme, and her Christian
dedication – Pastor Pou will vouch for that – she is hoping for amnesty.
Her lawyer keeps trying to dissuade her from submitting a statement of
remorse. “It will simply confirm your guilt and work against the appeal I
am preparing for you.” He has explained several times that the President’s
annual grant of amnesty for good behaviour simply reduces sentences by
six months and she cannot expect to get out for a few years yet.
But Leba is impatient. She has been in prison four years; how long does it
take to prepare an appeal? No, she is greatly respected in prison, knows
that professions of repentance and good behaviour impress prison officials
as proof of rehabilitation, so how can she fail? How can anyone looking at
her believe that she belongs in jail? Her faith in the Lord tells her that she
will be out in the next six months so she perseveres with her statement.
After breakfast, she makes her way to the workroom used by the church
group to help set it up for the service. As soon as she enters, Duifie, her
sister in Christ, comes forward to hug her and the two of them with a
tablecloth, flowers and cross, get busy transforming a table into an altar.
While they are working together, Duifie tells Leba that she should expect
a visit from an old mynah bird to whom she has given her name.
“A mynah bird? Why did you give her my name?”
“She wants to be involved in the prison education programme. I thought
perhaps she could be of use to you. She was so insistent I couldn’t refuse
her. She’s old, kind of simple; she wouldn’t be able to cope with the others
but you are a real Christian.”
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“Is she a Christian?” Duifie shrugs; she isn’t sure. Leba sighs. She has
enough to do already without having to humour some old busybody.
Soon the congregation of female prisoners begins filing in. As Leba takes
her seat at the front, she sees other inmates whispering. She knows they
are making snide comments about her relationship with Pastor Pou, Duifie
and the members of his church. It makes her feel good; such envy sets her
aside, declares that she isn’t really one of them; accepted by whites, she is
from a better class. And she looks it too even though she is the only inmate
wearing the prison uniform, a two-piece suit made of a soft blue-grey
material with tiny red dots. She has added a matching scarf and belt.
With her air of quiet dignity, she presents a picture of distinction.
Duifie strikes up the notes of the first hymn on the keyboard to signal that
the service has begun and the congregation stands up to sing their hearts
out. Then Pastor Pou is before them, licking his lips and positively glowing
as he surveys his literally captive audience, his congregation for so many
years that he knows all long-term prisoners by name, their problems, their
needs. It is so much more rewarding ministering to such poor hapless
beings who were wandering in the wilderness until he brought them out
and led them into the arms of the Lord. Yes, thank God they came here
and found him, their shepherd. Pastor Pou is an invaluable, an integral
part of correctional services. Without him and his team, there wouldn’t
be, couldn’t be rehabilitation. He is their saviour.
Though he loves this congregation dearly, he is a stern taskmaster who
never lets them forget their iniquity or their fallibility. After another
hymn, he opens the Bible to flagellate them with passages chosen to cast
out the devil. His voice rises with accusation and falls with shame, as he
reads from II Peter 2: 12-14
But these, as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed, 		
speak evil of the things that they understand not; and shall utterly 		
perish in their own corruption;
And shall receive the reward of unrighteousness; as they that count
it pleasure to riot in the day time. Spots they are and blemishes,
sporting themselves with their own deceivings while they feast
with you;
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He drives the women into sado-masochistic paroxysms as they sob and
beat their breasts.
Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin;
beguiling unstable souls; an heart they have exercised with
covetous practices; cursed children Which have forsaken the right
way, and are gone astray, following the way of Balaam the son of
Bo’sor, who loved the wages of unrighteousness;

These sex starved women revel in the presence of the man, especially as
the pastor always acknowledges the flesh in his preaching.
After the sermon, an elaborate interpretation of the reading, then, tears
streaming down their cheeks, the women stand up to pray with the
pastor, sing their final hymns and receive his blessing. This has been their
glorious Sunday morning release from the boring routine of an empty
prison existence. Once they are out of the prayer room, they rush off to
the dining room where they jostle, push, punch and swear to get to the
head of the queue.
During lunch, Leba receives a message from a warder that she has visitors.
She frowns. I suppose it’s that old Indian woman. My God, she’s eager. When
her visitors are called, she is surprised to see her mother and brother
coming into the little reception lounge. They have come all the way from
Soweto. The last she had heard, her mother was ill so this is a delightful
surprise. But when her mother begins to cry and complain about the
grandchildren, the iron clamp around Leba’s chest tightens and she feels
that her heart will burst. After two of Leba’s sisters and a brother had
died, though she was a widow, she had taken all their children under her
wing. When she was arrested, she left fifteen youngsters, including her
own three, in the care of their Gogo who is finding it difficult to manage
especially as there is only her pension now to support them all.
Overcome by feelings of helplessness and guilt, Leba’s head begins to spin
and she knows she won’t be able to sit out the hour with her mother. When
the warder gives her a little slip with the name of another visitor waiting
outside to see her, she is glad she can refuse this visit without giving offence.
After her mother and brother leave, Leba explains to the wardress that as
she is too ill to see the next visitor, Mynah Bird, she should send her away.
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Then she goes up to her cell to lie down. Thank God, the murderess and
the child abuser have gone off to watch TV in the recreation room.
During the week, Leba’s mind is occupied with the nuisance of Mynah
Bird. Should she tell to her to go away or shift her to another inmate? With
a name like Mynah Bird, she can’t be a Christian. So why am I suddenly
saddled with a pagan? Here is a good opportunity for Pastor Pou to bring
in another sheep. Why bring her to me? And suddenly she knows! It is an
epiphany! This is God’s plan! Like Job she is being tested. To be granted
amnesty, she has to save Mynah Bird! That would herald the beginning
of her ministry. She dashes up to the library and begins to write out a
proposal for the thesis she will submit to the University to complete her
MA in theology. In the proposal she outlines steps to be taken for bringing
the heathen to the Lord. Having discovered the divine purpose of her life,
she spends many happy hours working on her proposal and setting out
steps for the implementation of her plan.
The next Saturday afternoon, while she is resting on her bunk after a
hectic morning tutoring a group of inmates studying Public Administration, a warder comes to tell her that she has a visitor. Though she doesn’t
really feel up to a visit, she jumps up with alacrity. This is the test! She
dresses quickly, picks up her Bible and goes down. As she walks through
the quadrangle, she feels the warmth of the sun engulfing her and wishes
she could be carried away in its loving embrace. She enters the admin
block, goes down the passage to the reception lounge where one of the
wardresses takes the slip with her name on it to the guard at the table just
inside the steel entrance door; he goes out and calls out her name. When
her visitor enters, the guard locks the solid steel gate, unlocks the inner
barred gate and lets her through into the little lobby with a curtained
off section where visitors have to leave their personal belongings. Then
another wardress does a quick body search and the woman is sent into
the lounge.
When Leba sees Mynah Bird in her slacks, oversize T-shirt and flat shoes,
the cropped white thatch on her head, she sighs with relief. She isn’t quite
sure why except that she wasn’t expecting this. She was certain she would
see someone in a sari and sandals, red dot on her forehead, hair pulled
into a bun at the back, neck draped with gold necklaces and arms covered
in bangles. As she watches Mynah Bird looking around uncertainly, Leba
draws herself up to her full height, quite aware that she presents a smart,
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professional image far superior to that of the old bird. She approaches
Mynah with a condescending smile, introduces herself and, as the lounge
is full, leads her out into the lobby where they sit in chairs against the wall
next to the lounge doorway.
“So tell me, why do you want to see me?”
Mynah explains that now that she has retired, she at last has the time to
take up long cherished interests. She wants to make a difference in the lives
of women in prison; wants to get involved in their education programmes.
With no response from Prison Education Officers to her telephonic and
written enquiries, she had decided to give up when she literally bumped
into Duifie at the supermarket. While helping her to pick up her groceries,
she learned of Duifie’s involvement with inmates and asked for her help in
getting into this prison.
“Duifie gave me your name and here I am.”
Leba, who unaccountably feels the need to impress this quite shabby,
strange old woman, explains that she is running courses for inmates;
that she spends at least five hours a day working with her students; that
her duties at the prison are quite exhausting; that she has undertaken
research into conditions for young female inmates; that she has enrolled
for an MA in theology at Tukkies – University of Pretoria – and has
obtained two distinctions already.
Leba is annoyed that Mynah doesn’t seem impressed and only asks if there
is any way in which she can be of assistance. Leba replies rather shortly,
that she can supply the inmates with exercise books and pens. Though
Mynah agrees, Leba can see she doesn’t want to be just an errand girl.
When Mynah begins with her idealistic nonsense about reading being the
key to unlock the mind and set it free and says she wants to get involved
in reading programmes with the inmates, Leba feels that the old woman
is dictating to her; trying to dominate her. The clamp around her chest
begins to tighten.
Then the last straw! Pointing to the little curtained enclosure, Mynah says
she has brought the newspaper and some books for Leba. Infuriated by
this woman’s presumption, Leba, out of spite, gives her names of a few
more Education Officers at the Prison and at DCS, knowing that nothing
will come of it. Then she launches into the only reason that she has for
entertaining Mynah Bird’s visit. “Are you a Christian?”
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Mynah Bird’s missionary zeal quashed for the moment, splutters a
startled, “No.”
“I’d like to read you a passage from the Bible if you’ll allow me.”
Mynah has no objection. At home, she often pages through her Bible, her
Qur’an, her books on African Religion, Hinduism, Buddhism, all of which
she regards as mythology.
Smiling sweetly, Leba opens her Bible to the page she has marked. Suddenly,
she feels like Pastor Pou. If only she were standing before a congregation,
she would be able to declaim loudly and boldly as he does, thrilling every
nerve fibre in the body. One day she will; once she is ordained. She will
stand like Pastor Pou, holding penitents in the palm of her hand. Though
this little entrance lobby, with warders sitting at their desks on either
side of the security gate, with the noisy buzz issuing from inside the little
lounge, constrains her ability to perform, she nevertheless throws herself
into her reading with as much gusto as Pou Pronkbors, but many decibels
lower. Like him, she will whip the pagan sitting next to her into true belief.
“This is I Corinthians Chapter 8: Now as touching things offered unto
idols, … As concerning therefore the eating of those things that are offered in
sacrifice unto idols, we know that an idol is nothing in the world, and that
there is none other God but one.
For though there be that are called gods, whether in heaven or in earth, (as
there be gods many, and lords many,)But to us there is but one God, the
Father, of whom are all things, and we in him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom are all things, and we by him.”
Where is she going with all this? Mynah wonders. So Christians have God
the Father and Jesus Christ and Hindus have myriad representations. All
anthropomorphic conceptions simply represent a desire to humanize and
make familiar the unknowable mystery of the source of life.
But Leba, her face bright with missionary fervour, is in her stride and her
voice rises a few decibels causing the warders at the gate to look up for a
moment. She will get the old bat with the following verses:
“Howbeit there is not in every man that knowledge: for some with conscience
of the idol unto this hour eat it as a thing offered unto an idol; and their
conscience being weak is defiled.
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But meat commendeth us not to God; for neither, if we eat, are we the better;
neither if we eat not, are we the worse.”
Mynah smiles, “That’s what I think too, nevertheless people do eat offerings.
Hindus call it prasad; Christians call it communion.”

Leba’s voice rises to a climax to shut out the heathen sentiments:
“But take heed lest by any means this liberty of yours, become a stumbling
block to them that are weak. For if any man see thee which hast knowledge sit
at meat in the idol’s temple, shall not the conscience of him which is weak be
emboldened to eat those things which are offered to idols; And through thy
knowledge shall the weak brother perish, for whom Christ died?
But when ye sin so against the brethren, and wound their weak conscience, ye
sin against Christ. Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no
flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my brother to offend.”
Mynah Bird grins. “Viva the vegetarians!” One look at Leba’s face and she
knows that’s a gaffe. “Sorry, things often just strike me in an odd way.” As
Leba pouts, her eyes fixed on the text, Mynah, trying to save the situation,
just digs herself in deeper. “Yes, that is an interesting passage. I suppose
there are many inmates who don’t understand that their behaviour is
idolatrous and that their pursuit of the Golden Calf is what got them
here in the first place.” Another look at Leba’s face. “With the exception
of present company, of course, you know that ... I mean, I know nothing
about you; what brought you here ... Not that that’s relevant…”
She would have gone on squawking, but Leba stands up. “I’m rather tired.
If you don’t mind, let’s call it a day.”
Mynah points to where she has left her things. “I have the newspaper and
books in there …”
Leba marches into the lounge, “Bring them to the warders; they have to
give permission for anything we get.” Mynah grabs her stuff from the
curtained enclosure and follows Leba. The wardress seated at the table
with an open accounts book in front of her, asks, “How much?” Mynah is
confused. “Are you leaving money for Leba? How much?” Mynah searches
through her bag, finds a fifty rand note, which is duly entered in the book
as she puts it on the table.
Then another wardress marches Leba into one of the toilets. When she
comes out Mynah asks what that was about and Leba tells her that after
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every visit, she has to be body searched in case she is hiding some illicit
thing given to her by her visitor. Meanwhile the first wardress, to whom
Mynah has given the books, is searching through a list. She looks up at
Leba, “You didn’t request these things.”
“No, she brought them. This is her first visit. She doesn’t know the rules.”
The warder turns to Mynah, “Sorry, she can’t have these.”
Looking into the warder’s eyes which roll like a movie, Mynah sees a
parade of cakes with files, the insides of Bibles cut out to form rectangular
cavities hiding pistols, pens that are really knives and so on. She would
have gone through her whole repertoire of escape devices, all gained from
films, but the wardress shoves the articles into her hands and turns away;
she is following procedure.
Leba, slipping out through the door leading back into the prison, hears
Mynah calling out after her retreating form, “I’ll see you next Saturday.”
When Leba gets to her cell, she sees Valkie, the fat abusive mother, and
Raptoria, her murderer friend, sitting close together on the lower bunk,
giggling. With these two going at each other she will be in the middle of a
porn video so she doesn’t go in, just slips off to the library instead.
She slumps into her usual seat and drops her head over her arms on the
desk. It is going to be harder than she had thought. Mynah Bird is so
dumb she couldn’t even see that Leba was referring to idol worship in her
religion. Just because I was reading from the Bible, the old bat didn’t see the
connection to her pagan beliefs. Oh God, where do you begin with someone
like that!
But Leba must persevere; the Lord has sent Mynah Bird to test her. If she
converts her, she can get amnesty. Besides, the authorities give credit for
the number of visits that an inmate receives. So if Mynah comes regularly,
they will see that her fall from grace was a one-off thing, an aberration,
not the result of a sinful nature but the result of unfortunate circumstances: fifteen dependents and mounting debts. If it weren’t for the fact
that she needs the old bat, she’d simply send her off to the nether regions.
She has to collect her thoughts. Right! How to bring the heathen to God?
Start where? Okay, okay, proceed from the known to the unknown. What
do I know about Mynah? Is she Muslim or Hindu? Impossible to tell from her
dress. She has to be Hindu otherwise the attack on idols won’t work. I have to
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find out about her idols?
There aren’t any Indians in the female prison; there is one in C-Max
who murdered her husband but Leba won’t be allowed into C-Max. She
has heard that there is an Indian Sergeant in Psychological Services but
she doesn’t even know her name. Okay. At the church service tomorrow
morning, she will explain to Pastor Pou that she is working on Mynah
Bird, and needs a book on idol worship, which he could bring to her on
his usual visit during the week.
When Pastor Pou brings the book on the Hindu religion, she can see that
he is most uncomfortable handling such an ungodly item. She thinks that
he is being unduly squeamish until she takes it up to the library and
opens it to find it filled with voluptuous statues in gaudy colours and
temples crawling with figures in various suggestive poses – a complete
porn show! Shocking! Then she begins to read. Most of it is so strange
that she cannot understand anything of it until she lights on something
so wicked, so sinful, it sends her running to the toilet to throw up. Unbelievable that it could be part of anyone’s religion.
When she stands up weak from vomiting, she understands completely
why she has been appointed to save Mynah Bird. It is the first step in a
much larger mission; she has been called to bring all these heathen people
to God. As they are completely uncivilized, it is a daunting task. She feels
unequal to it. How can she bring them out of their depraved ways? She
doesn’t have the strength or the will, yet she has been called. Why? Why
me? These are a godless people, satanic, depraved. Is this really my calling?
Do I really have to wade through such evil? It’s not possible. How can people
hold such diabolical beliefs? I have heard of yoga and TM; they are accepted
even in the West. Perhaps I am mistaken. Perhaps I have misinterpreted the
words of that pagan book. Pray God it is so!
She goes back to the library, rereads the passages, re-examines the images
and feels the bile rising to her throat once more. It is all there in black and
white. The horror! The horror! And this lewd religion has been accepted
alongside Christianity in the new democratic South Africa! The Devil is
surely at work here.
She stumbles back to her cell holding the iniquitous book before her. Valkie
and Raptoria, looking up as she enters, raise their eyebrows quizzically
and jerk their heads in her direction.
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Valkie raises her eyebrows. “Hey, wat makeer, sister? Is you upset? You
doesn’t look well.”
Raptoria, leering at her, simpers, “You can tell us. We’re your family now.’
Leba shudders and the book falls from her hands. Toria picks it up and
begins paging through it. ‘Hey, what’s this? Kyk hierso Valkie, Indiër
afgode. What you doing with this shit? You exchange your Bible for this?”
“No, no, no!” The shuddering is so violent that she is forced to sit. Valkie
and Toria stare. She feels obliged to explain; she tells them about Mynah
Bird and why she is reading about her religion.
“Okay. So why you getting sick? You don’t believe this stuff, do you?”
“No! How can anyone believe it? It’s too horrible.” Then she shows them
a picture and explains what she has discovered. And to her amazement,
both Valkie and Toria collapse on the bunk, convulsed in laughter. Then
Toria grabs the book out of her hands and begins to read, pointing to the
lines so Valkie peering over her shoulder can follow, after which they both
fall back again, shaking uncontrollably. Valkie whose belly is rising and
falling in a mad dance shrieks, “Eina, my maag is seer. Help my Here,”
and can’t stop laughing.
Then Toria, guffawing, dashes out of the cell, “Ek wys vir die ander.”
“No, no! Bring the book back,” Leba calls weakly from her cot. But Toria
has gone and Valkie is waddling after her. Soon Leba can feel the whole
corridor juddering – an earth tremor of hilarity.
The inmates from the next cell come running to her. Laughing loudly,
Flamingo exclaims, “Hey Leba, you always so serious, I didn’t know you
had it in you.”
Then Gansie wants to know, “Is it true? Is it really true?”
“It’s not my religion. What do I know? It’s what I read in that book.”
Soon the whole female prison is buzzing with the news and everywhere
she goes, gales of laughter follow her. When she goes to choir practice, the
women perform a mock baptism ceremony and from then on everyone
calls her ‘Tannie Dildo’.
The inmates know she is seeing Mynah on Saturday afternoon and want to
be flies on the wall so Gansie is pushed forward. Leba is quite friendly with
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Gansie, who like her, repudiates her prison circumstances, believes she is
superior and, claiming middle class status, tries to impress. Gansie and
Leba often commiserate with each other on the terrible injustice of their
incarceration. Though Gansie hates being egged on by the others, she
herself is curious about the kind of person who could accept rude ideas
as religious beliefs, so she asks Leba if she can meet Mynah. Leba, who
doesn’t want to encounter Mynah on her own, heaves a sigh of relief. The
next morning she telephones Mynah to give her Gansie’s name and asks
her to request to see both of them when she comes on Saturday afternoon.
Mynah arrives for the last hour of the visiting period with a couple of cokes
and packets of chips obtained from the kiosk in the lounge for visitors.
She is beginning to learn the routine. Even though the kiosk supplies junk
food, it is the only place from which snacks for prisoners are allowed. On
her first visit, she had brought pies purchased at a tuisnywerheid (home
industry) and had had to take them back – paranoia about files in cakes,
blades in sausage rolls etc. When called in for her visit, she puts her things
behind the curtain where she is searched, then takes the coke and chips
into the tiny lounge where Leba introduces her to Gansie who hugs her
and explains, “That’s how I am, you know, a very caring person.” Mynah
notices that Leba seems distant and wonders what is troubling her.
But Gansie, a lively woman, begins to talk about herself. “I help inmates
who are ill because they don’t look after you properly here. How I suffered
when a cockroach crawled into my ear? The terrible sound of scratching
right inside your head! Nobody could help me. The nurse just told me to
wait till it came out. Then one of the other inmates said I should pour oil
in my ear. That killed the cockroach and I was able to remove it. Everyone
knows what a caring person I am and they all come to me when they are
ill.”
When she is about to begin the saga of her children, Leba suddenly cuts
in and asks her to show Mynah the picture that Leba has had her copy
from the Hindu book.
Gansie first looks to see if the wardresses are watching before furtively
pulling the picture out of her sleeve, “I love to draw you know. My
counsellor says I am very good.”
Not knowing what to expect, Mynah is wondering whether this will be a
picture of her children but when Gansie unfolds the drawing, surprised
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at what she sees, she turns a puzzled face to Leba, “Are you studying the
Hindu religion?”
“Ah ha! So it is from your religion!” Mynah looks harmless but Leba can
now see the devil hiding under her innocuous appearance. Leba thrusts
her Bible under Mynah’s nose, “Put your hand on my Bible and foreswear
your evil ways. Give yourself to the true God.”
Stir Crazy, probably the title of a movie, keeps spinning in her mind as
Mynah stares at Leba. Stir Crazy!
Gansie thinks Mynah is confused, so she pushes Leba’s Bible aside, and
points to her drawing, “‘Look at this. It’s a penis, isn’t it?”
Mynah looks from Gansie to Leba and then bursts out laughing. “Oh, I see
now – you’re shocked. Of course! Your religion eschews sex. Yes, that is a
phallic symbol; it is called the lingam and it represents …”
Leba hisses imperiously, “Stop. We don’t want to hear any obscenities.
How can you harbour such sinful beliefs? You have to change your ways.
No more worshipping of private parts, I am going to bring you to the true
God.”
Mynah smiles, “You see what happens when you take things out of context
– they don’t make sense. You can’t apply a Christian point of view …”
“Christianity is the only true religion. You must repent and change your
ways.”
“I understand. You come from a tradition of parthenogenesis (virgin birth
– Leba is studying for an MA in Theology she will know what it means)
so this inclusion of sexuality must be shocking to you. But Hindus are
different; they even have the Kama sutra, a manual on intercourse …”
Slamming her hands over her ears, Leba jumps up and runs out into
the lobby. Fortunately the wardresses, busy with their own concerns, don’t
notice. Gansie jumps up and runs to fetch Leba back. She makes her sit,
opens her coke and forces a few drops down her throat.
Then Leba begins to cry, “She is a lost soul. All I want is to save her from
eternal damnation, but it’s too late.” She stands up. “I don’t feel well. I
am going back to my cell. You stay here. Maybe you can make her see the
light.” She goes off to be searched and then disappears from the lounge.
Gansie shifts uneasily in her seat. Finally she bursts out, “You must admit
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it’s very primitive to be worshipping a penis.”
Mynah sighs, “The Hindu religion is very complicated because it absorbs
new traditions without discarding the old. Most, if not all religions,
began by revering fertility symbols; most evolved beyond them, even most
Hindus have, but those who practice Vedic rituals...” Gansie is nodding in
complete incomprehension so Mynah stops. “Well, it’s a very long story.
I’m sorry that Leba is so upset. You had better go and take care of her.”
“You know she was depending on converting you. Now I think her heart
is broken.”
“Well, I am very sorry that she is so upset. I have given her my number.
Please tell her that she should call when she wants me to visit again.”
Mynah goes to the wardresses, puts down some money for Leba and
Gansie, says goodbye and leaves.
As she is driving home, she thinks, This is the end of it. Oh well, Leba
doesn’t really need my help; she has her family, her church, friends,
her studies and her projects. Mynah had wanted contact with someone
really needy.
A couple of weeks later, Mynah is surprised to receive a phone call from
Dominee Pou Pronkbors asking her to come and see him. When Mynah
arrives at the little café to which he has directed her, she finds the Dominee
waiting. He gives her the unexpected news that Leba has been released, has
been granted amnesty. Her lawyer who had been working on her appeal,
succeeded in convincing the authorities that Leba had taken the fall for
other corrupt officials in the government department in which she had
been employed. Using her good record in prison, he had won a remission
of her sentence. Mynah expresses her happiness at Leba’s release but she
knows that public condemnation of the prison system, especially the overcrowding, put pressure on the authorities. They have released a number
of people.
“Hmm. So Leba came out with all those hardened criminals last week.”
Mynah grins. “Hope she’s not going back to terrorise society too.”
Pronkbors doesn’t smile; Mynah has an inappropriate sense of humour.
The Dominee pulls out a letter from a file. ‘‘Leba left the prison a week ago
and is back with her family in Diepkloof. She has written to me and that
is why I wanted to meet you. In this letter she explains that she thought
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she would get amnesty by converting you; she thanks God that she didn’t
need you after all.”
“Yes, it worked out for the best. With me she would have had to wait to the
end of time; I am not a believer.”
If Pronkbors were Catholic, he would have crossed himself. He is staring
at the old witch in horror. “You are from the devil. Leba thought it was a
commandment from God – but you were sent to corrupt her.”
Mynah’s eyes widen. What century are we in?
Pronkbors hisses at her, “You keep away from my flock. You with your
depraved religion! You came to lead them from the path of righteousness. Leba has written to warn me about your intentions. Thank God, you
only met Leba; you will never get to see the others. Thank God, I am here
to protect them from the likes of you. Don’t ever come near the Female
Prison again. If you do, you will be dealt with.”
As she is driving home, Mynah knows that this has really been a one-sided
territorial conflict. She wasn’t in the business of competing for souls; she
was only in the business of literacy. But of course, literacy leads to independence. Suddenly she catches her reflection in the rear view mirror and
in mock fire-and-brimstone style yells, “Get thee behind me, Satan,” and
bursts out laughing.
Parolee: Adri Willers
I visited the prisoner, whom I call Leba in the story, on
Saturdays at the Female Prison at Pretoria Central Prison. She
was from Soweto. She had been a government employee and
had committed some kind of fraud. After the first few visits, she
brought along the young white woman, Adri Willers, whom I call
“Gansie” in the following story. She was in as accessory to murder
of her baby son. Her husband had been convicted of killing the
child and had hanged himself in prison.
Gansie who had spent eight years in prison was eligible for parole.
When she was released, she was taken to a women’s shelter in
Capital Park in Pretoria. She asked me to visit her there and I did.
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She did not stay there long; she managed to find a job and rented
a garage converted into living quarters. Then she found a new job
in Centurion and as she had to take two buses to work and two
back to her place, I felt sorry for her especially when she told me
she had been attacked on the street one day.
As I live in Centurion, I offered her a room in my house. She came
in December 2004 and stayed with me for nine months. Then she
moved out; apparently she was getting married. I have written
a satirical fantasy based on the nine months she spent in my
home. I have called the book Gansie in Kammaland. (Gansie in
Make-believe Land); it was published in 2011. “Stone Walls” is the
first story.

Stone Walls

Standing in the tree position, Mynah Bird feels her left foot begin to wobble;
she can’t keep her balance and is forced to put her right foot down. She tries
again but every time she gets her right foot to her left knee, her left foot begins
to wobble and she has to give up.
And the little bird, knitting away on her shoulder, won’t shut up. I know
why you can’t do it today.
Mynah wants to throttle the bird. Instead she shoves the sole of her left
foot over her right knee – balance on her right foot is always better –
draws her hands, palms together, straight up over her head and into the
tree position. She grins. Then she falls right over.
The little bird, taking off just in time, shrieks with laughter. Break a leg.
Break a leg.
Mynah gives up on the tree asana and bends over into the triangle. The
little bird perches on her hip. You know what you must do.
What do you mean ‘must’? I have choice. Mynah baulks at the thought of
any kind of coercion.
Oh yeah? At this rate you’re going to need a good orthopaedic surgeon.
Mynah rubbing her hip is forced to agree. Okay, okay, okay.
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You have to put your money where your mouth is.
Mynah is cursing. My foot more likely. Why can’t I just keep my damned
eyes shut when I drive past all those guys on the corner looking up hopefully,
asking for jobs? Damn them. They’re the ones pushing me into this situation.
I can’t save the world. I’m a pensioner.
Back on her shoulder perch, the little bird is looking for a new ball of wool
to attach to her knitting. Excuses! Excuses!
Mynah snaps back. Mind your own damn business.
That’s exactly what I’m doing. I wish you wouldn’t swear so much.
And that prompts more swearing. You’re just a bloody convention from the
Middle Ages.
That’s nonsense. In those days, both shoulders were occupied: there was a
good guy, the one with wings, that’s me, and a bad guy, the one with horns.
We’ve done away with the bad guy. There was never a need for one. In this
case, you’re it.
Mynah isn’t interested in this pseudo-religious mumbo-jumbo. She has
lived alone for forty years and can’t stand the bird’s constant chirping. So
someone else in her house would drive her crazy and turn her into more
of a boor than she already is.
But the bird is going on. You’re selfish; that’s your trouble. You never wanted
a relationship because you can’t compromise.
Oh shut up. Don’t give me that TV psycho-babble. Mynah is always irritated
with the way conventional notions of women interfere with choices that
professional women, especially in TV dramas, make.
You’re such a hypocrite, pretending you care about the guys on street corners,
but you always look away. You don’t really want to know about their suffering.
And all your guff about prisons! The little bird screeches with laughter.
What extraordinary rubbish!
Mynah, a Senior Citizen, prides herself on not being one who sits around
waiting for others to organise her fun and cheer. Only old people want
that. She is still full of beans and has chosen a project for herself: she is
going to tear down prisons. They are quite useless institutions. They don’t
eliminate crime; they only increase it. And she, Jeanne d’ Arc of the twen326
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ty-first century, is going to get rid of them.
But where to begin? Hoping to find an angle, she has taken to visiting a
couple of women in the prison in town. Now one of them, Gansie, is out
on parole. And Gansie is like the men on street corners, only worse off;
she’s lost her home, her family, her children and her community; they
want nothing to do with her. When she came out, she was accommodated
at a church-run women’s shelter. That’s where she remained for about a
month until she found a job and moved out. She has changed jobs a few
times and has now landed a job with NIRO (National Institute for the
Reintegration of Offenders) not far from where Mynah lives.
The bird stops knitting to yell in her ear. You could help this unfortunate
woman but you don’t! Jeanne d’ Arc indeed!
When Mynah visits Gansie at work, she complains about her situation.
She lives in the north-east, has to take four buses a day to and from work
in Mynah’s area in the west, and still has long distances to walk. And
she is scared; a tall, disreputable-looking man is stalking her. The week
before, she had been so busy looking out for danger from behind, she
hadn’t seen it coming smack in front. A couple of men hanging out on
the corner suddenly made a grab for her. She screamed, lashed out wildly,
charged off, missed her footing where the pavement ended and fell into
the street. Luckily, there were many people about; someone helped her up
and others turned to deal with the miscreants but they had fled. Since
then, she has walked to and from bus stops in a permanent state of fear.
The bird on Mynah’s shoulder begins squawking long and loud into her
ear about Gansie’s dreadful situation and when Mynah tries to grab her
and twist her ethereal neck, she goes into hysterical fits of laughter. You
can’t get rid of me. And until you do the right thing, you’ll never be rid of me.
But Mynah has lived alone for so long, she has become completely antisocial. Would it be fair to offer her my spare room? Living here would be
torture for her.
The bird, who always takes her stand on the moral high ground, just
sniffs. Excuses! Excuses! It’s time you lived like a normal person. Who gave
you the right to so much freedom?
Oh shut up. Shut up. Okay, I’ll do it. Anything to keep you quiet! But the step
she is contemplating, terrifies Mynah.
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The bird knows it only too well. Are you really going to let Gansie have your
spare room?
Drat the bird! Mynah tries to pull her off her shoulder but her fingers can
never find anything substantial there. I said I’d do it, didn’t I? So I’ll do it.
I’ll do it. And heaven help us all!
You shouldn’t expect help from upstairs. You don’t believe. A perplexed frown
suddenly appears over Birdie’s eyes. So what am I doing here? She quickly
dismisses the thought.
A few days later, when Mynah visits Gansie, she broaches the subject.
She can see that Gansie is only too glad to accept her offer of accommodation. Mynah looks around Gansie’s quarters. Completely makeshift;
a tarted-up garage divided into a tiny bedroom leading into a space in
which the toilet-shower is curtained off from the kitchen-dining room.
I can’t believe that white people would offer such awful lodgings to anyone, let
alone another white person! And at a R1000 a month! Half her salary!
The little bird looks up annoyed. She is working on a complicated cable
pattern and Mynah’s shock has made her drop a stitch. Don’t be naive.
Everyone exploits poor people? Even the poor exploit the poor. Look at what
goes on in all townships.
Gansie moves in at the beginning of December. On her first night, a
desperate banging on the front door wakes Mynah up. She looks at her
clock – one in the morning! She goes to the front room and finds Gansie
struggling to unlock the door.
“What’s wrong?”
“I can’t breathe. I have to get out. I suffer from claustrophobia.”
“The key is in the door, just open it.” But Gansie turns helpless blue eyes on
her so Mynah opens the door and the security gate and Gansie flies out.
Claustrophobia! After eight years in prison!
The little bird is adjusting her nightcap, which had fallen off in the rush.
That’s probably where she developed it.
So why have a panic attack here where the keys are always in the doors?
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This is not a prison.
Birdie yawns. Really? With security gates all over the place?
That should make her feel at home. Birdie doesn’t think that funny but
Mynah has her theory. I don’t care what you think; I say this is nostalgia for
the real thing.
The next afternoon, Gansie is attacking the door again. “I have to get out.
I can’t sit in here. Can I go and sit outside?”
Why is she asking my permission? I have already shown her around the house
so she knows she has free run of it.
Birdie snaps impatiently. Prison conditioning!
Gansie takes a book and sits on the patio. When it begins to get dark,
Mynah switches on the outside light. But then all the insects come out
– this is their exercise yard – and in their exuberance, they zoom and
dive-bomb Gansie and soon chase her in. As she pulls the sliding door
closed, she points to the bushes along the fence. “Those bushes are full of
spider webs. You should see them.”
“I know,” the old witch replies.
“I hate spiders.” After supper and TV, Gansie locks herself in her room.
Okay, so what’s happened to the claustrophobia?
The bird is casting off stitches for a wing hole. Give the woman a break.
She’s only been out a couple of months.
Gansie works for NIRO (National Institute for the Reintegration of
Offenders), which has created a position in the office especially for parolees
to help them get back on their feet. She is on a six-month contract.
One afternoon, she comes back from work, collapses on the couch in
front of the TV, and cries and cries and cries. “What am I going to do? In
five months I’ll be out of work.” Mynah brings her a toilet roll. She wipes
her eyes and blows her nose long and loud and is soon hidden behind a
mound of toilet tissue.
Mynah waits for the sobbing to stop so they can talk. But when it ends,
Gansie reaches for the remote and turns to The Bold and the Beautiful.
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So Mynah goes off to her room with the little bird protesting loudly. If
you’re going to try to stand on your head again, I’ll go on boycott. Mynah, who
has been trying to master the headstand for years, smiles sweetly, kneels
down, puts her forehead on the mat and clasps her hands over her head.
The little bird is livid. I hope you break your neck.
The next day, Gansie comes home and cries her heart out again. “How
will I ever become independent, with my own home, my own car?’ Mynah
waits and again is pre-empted by Ridge and the gang so she goes off to
her room and has birdie hanging on for dear life as she lifts her feet in the
air and then comes down with a crash. Things go on like this for a week.
Gansie cries about getting a job, a job in the office, a job overseas, and lots
of money so she can get her children back, her car, her house, the book she
wants to write and many other things that Mynah can’t remember.
Saturday, no episodes of The Bold and the Beautiful and other soap operas.
But Gansie’s TV viewing begins early so Mynah has to get in before. “The
thing to do is to start applying for jobs.”
“Yes, I’ll check want ads, get my CV together and send it around.”
After that Gansie comes home and cries about the fact that there are no
responses to her faxes. When she gets responses, Mynah drives her around
all over the place for interviews. When her applications are rejected, she
cries about unfairness; she is too old, has a record, no car. The world is
against her.
Mynah, who gave up crying after the age of ten, isn’t at all sympathetic.
Snot and trane all over the place.
The little bird tosses her head. A lot better than farting all over the place.
Luckily I don’t have a great sense of smell. What would you do if you didn’t
have your pension, eh? You’d be just as desperate.
Not really. Mynah prides herself on her independence. I’ve always had to
fend for myself. She never had to. She went from her father’s care, to her
husband’s care, to the State’s care.
Birdie harrumphs. So it’s worse for her. She’s forty and has to learn to take
care of herself for the first time.
Then one day the crying stops.
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When Gansie comes home from work, Mynah sees her walking around
the house examining all the keys. “Is something wrong?”
“Some of these keys don’t work right. I can’t open that security gate.” She
points to the sliding gate that protects the patio doors.
“I guess the lock needs oiling.” Mynah gets out her little can, oils the lock,
then tries the key. “Okay, it works fine now.”
“The front door, that’s a problem too.”
“But you lock it every day. Are you having a problem with it even when you
pull it up and turn the key? You know it’s not properly aligned.” When
Gansie first arrived three months ago, Mynah had demonstrated and
thought that Gansie had got the hang of it.
“Hmm! I wonder how big a key ring is needed for all the keys in the house.”
Mynah raises her eyebrows, then laughs, “Why? The keys are fine where
they are.” Mynah takes in Gansie’s odd look. “Do you feel it’s not safe with
the keys in the doors?”
“Isn’t it better to have them on a ring? That’s the way it always is.”
“Well, not in a house ... I like the keys in the doors.” What’s this obsession
with keys?
The little bird is giggling. She sets her knitting down on the end of
Mynah’s shoulder. She’s like the thieving magpie, obsessed with bright and
shiny things. It’s a good thing you don’t wear jewellery.
Gansie is walking from keyhole to keyhole, examining each key. Mynah
raises her eyebrows. What is she doing now? Does she think I’m going to lock
her in … or out?
The little bird flies to Gansie, perches on her head and informs Mynah,
She’s making a note of the numbers of all the keys.
“‘Why do you need the numbers of the keys?”
Gansie is writing down the number of Mynah’s bedroom door key. “You
know how hard it is when you lose a key.”
“Well, I have spare keys. So I don’t really worry about it.”
Gansie spins around, quite shocked. “Spare keys!”
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Mynah laughs. “Yes. Everybody keeps spare keys.”’
“Where? Where are they?”
“In a drawer in the kitchen.”
Gansie marches back into the kitchen and pulls open all the drawers until
she locates the keys.
The little bird is hopping around on Mynah’s shoulder. This is hilarious!
Life has become much more interesting now that she’s here. You’re such a
bore!
Gansie turns sternly to Mynah. “You’ve just muddled all the keys in here.
How will you know which is which? The keys need to be labelled and on
a ring.”
Ha! Ha! Ha! You’ve been caught out! Such a careless, untidy, disorganised old
witch!
Oh shut up! Mynah turns to Gansie, “I really don’t care. If you want to
make the keys your project, go ahead.” Then she heads for her room.
Oh no! Don’t go to your room. Stay here. Let’s see what Gansie gets up to.
The little bird is squawking and jumping from shoulder to shoulder. Give
up on the headstand! You’ll never get it right! Birdie will be glad when this
assignment is over.
A week or so later, Mynah finds all the keys clearly labelled and on a large
ring. Birdie chortles. Now you should get her to work on your files. You have
papers lying all over the place. Instead of trying all these ridiculous asanas,
get your papers in order.

The little bird shrugs. It’s all that standing on your head. Your brain is
becoming addled. You don’t know what you’re doing.
But I lost the key days ago.
You don’t keep this place ship-shape. You never know where anything is.
Mynah knows she has several spares on the bookshelf near the bed. She
got them the last time she thought she lost the key. She opens her door
and goes into the kitchen.
Gansie, at the counter drinking coffee, looks up with a start, “What are
you doing out of your ce- ... er ... room?” She lets out a sudden burst of
laughter. “I thought you were sleeping.”
“Oh no, I was exercising.”
Exercising! The little bird shrieks with laughter.
“You thought I was sleeping because my door was locked. I am just as
surprised as you. I actually locked myself in my room. I never lock my
door. I don’t know what made me do it; I don’t even remember doing it.”
Mynah laughs, “Maybe I should go for an Alzheimer’s test.”
Gansie laughs, “Oh, I don’t think so. We all do funny things now and
again.”
Then Mynah loses the key again.
Tsss! Tsss! Tsss! Well you have to admit it now. You’ve got to give up all that
standing on your head. Birdie is only thinking of herself; life on Mynah’s
shoulders is extremely turbulent.

As the weeks go by, Mynah begins to notice that she is always missing
keys. When the key to her bedroom disappears, she doesn’t think much
of it. She looks about on the floor thinking it may have fallen out – but
she doesn’t see it. She doesn’t really bother about it. The door to her room
always stays wide open. She only began closing it for her exercises after
Gansie arrived.
One morning, after several attempts at the headstand and as many
tumbles, she gives up to go and have a cup of tea but finds her door locked.
My door’s locked. I didn’t lock the door, did I?

The next day, Mynah wants to water the garden but can’t find the key to
the sliding gate. I wonder where I put it. She looks but can’t find it. She
can’t open the front door either because the key isn’t in it so she goes
out the back and after speaking sternly to her petunias, which are not
growing, and scolding the marigolds, which are resurfacing even after she
has pulled them out, she goes back in. She writes on her kitchen notice
board, “Keys – security gate and front door,” to remind her to look for
them later; then goes into her room.
Oh no, I’ve just preened my feathers. The little bird is dreading the next
half-hour.
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Mynah is not a fastidious housekeeper and when she can’t find keys,
she just says to herself, They’ll turn up. As long as Gansie’s not upset, not
having panic attacks and feeling claustrophobic, it’s fine. I know Gansie is
preoccupied with trying to find a job. Her contract with IRO ends soon.
And, of course, you don’t see how distraught she is because you won’t allow
her to show any sign of weakness. The bird is moving stitches from the back
to the front with her cable needle.
But Mynah is adamant. She’s got to learn to be patient. She’s like a child –
wants everything to happen right away. It’s hard to get jobs these days.
One afternoon the little bird, trying to pull her feathers into place after
tumbling about, the headstand again, hears the key in the kitchen security
gate and sees Gansie entering with a few parcels.
Mynah is sipping tea. “Oh, you’ve been shopping.”
“Yes, I bought some boots and a leather belt.” She takes her purchases into
her room and then comes back into the kitchen to make a cup of coffee.
“You know my contract at IRO ends in a couple of weeks and I have to get
another job.”
“So how’s the job hunting going?”
“I’ve sent my CV out every day. I’ve had a few responses. But no offers as yet.”
“You’ve been trying so very hard. I’m sure you’ll find something.”
Suddenly the coffee cup flies into the air and comes crashing to the ground
and Gansie is jumping around the kitchen, stamping her feet. “Everybody
keeps saying that. But when I go for interviews, I’m too old, or I don’t have
a car, or they want me to work from dawn to midnight for a pittance. How
will I ever get on my feet again? How will I ever get my own place, my own
car and a life? Will I ever get my children back?” She stomps off to her
room and locks the door.
Birdie turns on Mynah. You see! The poor woman is really suffering and
you’re not helping. All you do is stand on your head or try to wrap your feet
around it. You don’t listen and you’re not helping. You give her a room in your
house and you think you’ve done something great. You are the biggest hypocrite
in the universe!
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Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!
She needs someone who will show her some sympathy and affection. But you
can’t do that, can you? You dried up old spinster. Then as the bird gathers the
wool that has fallen during her tirade and begins to untangle it, she sees
Gansie coming back into the kitchen. Mynah, who is cleaning up the mess
with the coffee, looks up. “I’m sorry. I didn’t realise you were so upset about
your job.”
Gansie smiles expansively. “Oh, don’t worry. I’ve got a plan. I know exactly
what I am going to do when my contract ends.”
“You do? I am so glad. What are you going to do?”
“You’ll see.” Gansie smiles again, makes another cup of coffee, goes back to
her room and locks the door.
Mynah feels vindicated. Now what do you have to say, eh? You see, she’s
developing backbone. I didn’t let her sit around crying and feeling sorry for
herself. Now she’s found a way out.
But birdie is jumping up and down on her shoulder. She let you off the hook!
She let you off the hook! You can’t take credit for anything she does. You cold,
desiccated excuse for a human being!
Mynah sniffs. You don’t understand tough love. And you’re just mad because
she’s making something of herself.
The bird lets out loud cynical screeches. Tough love! Love! Don’t make me laugh!

On the day that Gansie’s contract ends, Mynah is expecting her to come
home full of tears and self-pity. But she doesn’t. She comes with big parcels.
For a moment Mynah thinks that they have given her huge presents at work.
The little bird is irate. You really are obtuse. Haven’t you been listening? Didn’t
she tell you how those people at the office exploited her – got her to provide tea
and coffee without reimbursing her, to shop and cook for their office parties
without lending a hand? One even expected her to cook his breakfast and lunch
every day and made her vacuum his office and buff the plastic mat under his
desk. They secretly despised her because she’s an ex-con. Are they the kind to
give presents?
But aren’t they supposed to be helping parolees reintegrate into society?
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The little bird sneers. They gave her a six-month job and thought they had
done enough. Just like you; you give her a room and you think that is enough.
Mynah turns to Gansie, “I know you feel terrible now that you are out of
work, but ...”
“Out of work? No, I’m not out of work. I told you I had a plan.”
“You have a job?”
“Of course.”
“And you begin tomorrow?” Gansie’s smile fills Mynah with relief. “Well,
that’s wonderful. I am so glad for you. So what are the parcels?”
“Oh, the uniform for my new job.”
“A uniform?”
“Yes, let me show you.” She pulls out khaki trousers and shirt.
Mynah looks confused. “Are you joining Correctional Services?” Gansie
bursts out laughing.
The little bird stares in disgust. Correctional Services! Really!
Well that’s what they wear. And she got the boots and belt as well some time ago.
Don’t you remember? … Some time ago? Mynah is confused. “So how long
have you known about this job?”
“Oh, I’ve been planning it for quite some time.”
“But you were so upset when they didn’t renew your contract. You cried for
two days!”
“I was frightened and depressed. You know how it is.”
“This new job? When do you start?”
“Right away.”
“That’s wonderful. What time will you be off in the morning?”
“Morning? No, I start right way. Right now.” Gansie goes off to her room and
when she comes out is dressed in her uniform. She is wearing a police cap,
swinging a club and on her belt is a huge key ring with all the house keys.
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“You look very smart.”
Gansie just glowers. “Shut up!” Mynah is confused. “Move!” Gansie shoves
Mynah in the direction of her room. “Lock up time!” This must be a joke.
Mynah looks into Gansie’s eyes. It isn’t.
“Gansie …”
“Shut up! Get in there!” She shoves Mynah into her room and locks the
door.
Mynah bangs on the door, “Gansie, what’s going on? Unlock the door.”
There’s no answer. “What’s wrong with you? Come on now, unlock the
door.”
“Shut up! If you don’t stop that racket, I’ll come in there and deal with
you!”’
“Gansie, I don’t understand.”
Gansie laughs, “No, you don’t, do you? You’re inside now. And don’t let me
hear you snivelling. No bloody snot and trane! No feeling sorry for yourself.
You deserve everything you get.” Gansie laughs. “I don’t know why I was
so worried. It was quite easy really. I thought it would be hard. But I have
it all now, a job, a home, a car. And you’re bloody lucky you’re inside; you
don’t need a job and your meals and accommodation are provided. Lights
out now! I’ll bring you breakfast in the morning.’” She goes off to watch
The Bold and the Beautiful.
Mynah Bird stands staring at the door. Good Heavens! Trying to get back
into the cocoon, she’s turned my house into a prison! Didn’t I tell you ...?
Mynah looks around for the little bird but she’s gone.
Mynah sighs, Imprisoned in a relationship; something I have carefully
avoided all my life.
This is only the first story in the book Gansie in Kammaland. The rest of
the stories incorporate elements from fairy tales. The last story in the book
is pure fantasy.
After Gansie left my home in August 2005, I learned from her former
counsellor that she had married. With her husband, I assume, she goes on
lots of shopping sprees. I only know of this from the telephone calls I get
from various department stores to whom she gives my telephone number
as her contact number. They are looking for her for payment. I have tried
to warn these stores but it seems they have no system set up to which
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fraud can be reported. So for the last nine years, Gansie and her husband
have been frolicking through stores legally shoplifting. I laugh to myself. If
I wanted to open an account with any of these stores, they would make me
jump through hoops. Gansie, being white, has no problem getting credit.
The Gansie experience cured me of my romantic notions of helping people
in prisons. I realised that I have very little understanding of people who
commit crimes. Gansie in Kammaland, based on my experience of living
with a parolee, was published in 2011.
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More Books 1
Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar
I had interviewed people from about 2000 for the book Stories
from the Asiatic Bazaar and I completed the writing by about
2004 while I was still with SAHO. Shizeeda Osman, who was
working there, scanned all the photographs that I had collected
from interviewees. Omar Badsha generously offered to have
Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar published by SAHO. Unfortunately, Gumani Makhado was no longer at SAHO and the new
layout and design artist that Omar found, had ideas about layout
and design that were not in accord with mine. Furthermore, I
made his life difficult because I was still revising the text and
continually making changes. He began to avoid me and there
was no progress towards publication. I became very impatient as
the months stretched into a year. Being of an impatient nature, I
could not wait and took the book to Debbie Smit of QUBA Motion
and Design. I had met Debbie through founder of the Es’kia
Institute, Mike Stainbank, for whom I had done some proofreading. Debbie had no trouble understanding my ideas about layout
and produced a beautiful book which was printed in 2007. Omar
was rightly very upset with me but I naively regarded my printing
of the book as a private matter. I had not withdrawn it from SAHO
as only a small number of copies were printed and would not be
for sale. I handed them out at a Senior Citizen’s meeting at the
LTA Hall in Laudium to all people whom I had interviewed and to
members of their families. But my impetuous publication of the
book ended my relationship with SAHO.

WIP Theatre Plays
I decided to publish an anthology of the plays I had written from
1979 – 1983 and the play Flight from the Mahabharath written
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sometime in the 1990s. Fortunately, I had kept all my manuscripts. I
set about editing the plays and finding programmes, photographs
and reviews. I was still a volunteer at Irene Homes at the time. One
day, chatting with another volunteer, I mentioned my problem of
finding a layout artist for the book. I had given it to two young
women in Laudium but their efforts were so unsatisfactory that
I withdrew the book from them. A shopper passing by heard
me complaining and then introduced herself. Her name, Zana
Ackerman, a graphic artist, who did lay-out work. So I spoke to
her about my book and she agreed to design it. I was very happy
with her work and WIP Theatre Plays was published in 2008. Zana
also designed and illustrated a couple of children’s books – Plays
and Sketches for Little Ones and A Houseful of Stories. I couldn’t
afford the printing costs of these two children’s books so I simply
uploaded them onto my website.

Speeding Tickets
Living in Centurion, I found myself plagued by speeding tickets.
Driving in zones with speed limits of 60 kilometres, I got caught
by cameras for occasional small infringements. So I put my frustrations in the following story.

PNKP!

(Pansi Ng’ama Kaméra, Pansi!)
2009

Behind the wheel of her Conquest, a car chosen for its name, her short white
hair like a bush in the wind, Mynah Bird streaks down the congested M1 from
Johannesburg. The blood coursing through her veins at high pressure has
always ensured that she live life at breakneck speed. She has to be home in time
for the ICC Twenty20 cricket: the match today, South Africa versus England.
Though four by fours, minibuses, bakkies, large sedans and trucks dwarf
the Conquest, the little car continues to career down the extreme left lane of
the highway in the slipstream of an auto-transport tractor trailer carrying
three layers of shiny new cars. Mynah’s car is never intimidated by these
new-fangled creations that look like refugees from space films. Her car,
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like her, stands for the age of stolid responsibility and her competition
on the highway is always a truck, a Red Baron, throwing out a challenge.
One of these days she will overtake one. Then, like Snoopy, goggles on her
pilot’s cap and red scarf streaming behind, she will sail past – Mynah
Bird, the Conqueror!
An old non-conformist, Mynah, the racing road menace, is well known
to traffic cameras in Centurion that are always on the lookout for her
Conquest. Strict upholders of traffic regulations, the cameras are not
subject to bribery and corruption. For them all are equal before the law.
There are no extenuating circumstances! Drunken judges who crash into
walls will find no mercy in them. The moment that Mynah exceeds the
sixty-kilometre limit, there is a flash, but the bird unawares drives on
and is only confronted by her crime when she finds in her mailbox that
ominous notice from the Traffic Department with its photo of the car on
Jean Avenue breaking the sound barrier at seventy kilometres an hour.
The latest of these unexpected bolts from the blue shows a picture of
the Conquest alone, no traffic behind, in front or alongside, on the N3
to Durban early in the morning before the workmen have set up their
road works. There’s the Conquest just past the Tugela Toll Plaza, trying to
break all Michael Schumacher’s records, going one hundred and fifteen
kilometres an hour in an eighty km speed zone. The bird so addicted to
speeding hadn’t been aware that the speed limit had changed yet again,
for the umpteenth time, for road works required for the 2010 Soccer
World Cup. Whenever the unexpected summons from the depths of
the bureau mania that battens on the poorest of the poor, arrives in her
mailbox making demands on her meagre pension, the shameless old bird
is outraged. The fine is an imposition on one whose existence is stripped
down to almost its barest minimum. She cannot see that in her recklessness she contributes to the soaring crime rate in the country. Her myopic
view is concentrated on personal circumstances and imaginary injustices.
The shock of the present fine, the last straw, forces her to take stock of
herself. She looks in the mirror and is amazed. Standing before her is an
irate old woman, goggles perched on the pilot’s cap covering the white hair
and red scarf flying out behind. In that moment, it smashes into her brain
like a meteor – Snoopy is the Red Baron! They are one! Not separate! Not
parts in pursuit of the whole! They have come together and are standing
before her as one, looking at her. Looking at her! Out of her eyes! Her
eyes! And then she sees – Mynah-Snoopy-Baron! Her Manifest destiny!
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It is an epiphany: the mission of the final phase of her life revealed! And
she laughs. What are cameras? Divisive instruments, tearing instinct
from reason, creating categories of good and evil, destroying the unity
of being! Inhuman Monsters! Down with cameras! Pansi Ng’ama Kaméra,
Pansi! She instantly renames her car, Papo, after Joan of Arc’s warhorse,
and is ready to ride into battle.
And she would. But today there’s cricket. She grabs her knitting, switches
on the TV and watches delighted as the Proteas bowl, catch and run out the
English team for just over a hundred runs. What brilliant fielding! When
the Proteas’ opening batsmen, Graeme Smith and Jacques Kallis, come to
the crease, Mynah is looking forward to flashing fours and soaring sixes,
but the batsmen stand there poking leisurely at the deliveries.
“This is not a five-day test match,” the bird yells at the TV, “get on with it! “
Then, while she is picking up dropped stitches, Graeme Smith, the
captain, is out. In the replay, she sees his shot flying high in the air, then
falling neatly in the hands of an English fielder. Dammit, she can’t take
her eyes off for one minute and something awful happens. In comes
Herschel Gibbs, the roller-coaster man, up one day, down the next. As he
too pushes at the ball, Mynah drops a few more stitches. This is a down
day. “Get him out, get him out,” she yells at the English bowlers. “Get
AB or Duminy or Morkel in.” But Kallis and Gibbs continue their calm,
unhurried pace to the Sixteenth over! Mynah Bird has to pull out rows of
knitting in which the pattern is no longer visible and gaping holes wink at
her from all over. Then Gibbs is out. Thank goodness! Now with AB and
four overs left, there will be action, boundaries left, right and centre. But
no! AB is out before she has begun to pick up her stitches. They’re going
to lose. All they had to make – a mere hundred and twelve or so runs. She
dashes into the kitchen to take a pill; her pulse has overtaken the required
run rate twenty times twenty. When she comes back into the living room,
she switches off the TV. Why am I wasting time? I have work to do.
She has to devise a plan to rid her immediate surroundings of dastardly
traffic cameras, but her mind keeps flashing back to the cricket; if only
AB could have repeated his glorious performance against Scotland, six
sixes in seventy-nine runs off thirty-four balls. His sixes flow off her
retina in replay. The ball, ricocheting off the bat, flies over the heads of the
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fielders, flies in among spectators, flies onto the roofs of stands, flies over
the boundary, flies into the lights. Each shot captured on camera from
every possible angle. Cameras, marvellous instruments, reflect moments
of ecstasy over and over and prolong the euphoria of each magnificent
boundary.
Historians par excellence, cameras provide a living record of events.
She catches sight of the traffic fine on the side table. BUT they should never
be used to make moral judgments. Their total objectivity turns them into
monsters. Where’s the glory in trapping an old woman, driving perfectly
safely, where’s the glory in trapping her for a slight, unintended infringement of the speed limit? Where is the traffic’s third umpire? Cameras for
cricket are fine but without the third umpire – arbiters of justice? No,
no, no! Didn’t somebody say that justice has to be tempered with mercy?
When cameras become policemen, there is no mercy. They have no heart.
Mynah Bird jumps up, toyi-toys around the living room and begins
shouting, “Down with traffic cameras! Down! Pansi ng’ama kaméra, pansi!
Ng’ama kaméra, pansi!” All the dogs in the townhouse complex join in the
chorus and for a few glorious minutes there is absolute accord between
the bird and the canines. But the harmony is ruined by an indignant
call at her gate. Stop that racket! Mynah desists but her heart has been
warmed; the dogs understand. Snoopy is a hero.
She has a mission! But how to proceed? She doesn’t even know where
the cameras are. She must find them. She dashes out of the house, out
of the complex, oblivious of the darkness. Normally she doesn’t venture
out at night – afraid of being mugged, raped, murdered, hijacked – but
here she is walking boldly down the streets. The night people watch from
makeshift shelters, from narrow alleys, from doorways. They recognise in
her a sister. Old, unkempt, adrift. She doesn’t resemble the bird that drives
Papo. That bird is an alien, one of the haves, who keeps her eyes looking
straight ahead, not acknowledging them. This bird, hopping around on
the pavement in the middle of the night, is one of them, a have-not.
They watch as she stops to look up lampposts, at fences, around buildings.
One of them hobbles out to her. “What are you looking for, sister?” When
she tells him she hates the spying street cameras, he invites her to join
them around their bowlah, (a brazier), inside which cheerful embers glow.
Someone offers her a piece of cardboard on which to sit and the leftovers
of the meal they have scrounged from a bin somewhere. But she is not
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hungry. Then as they sit there, smoking dagga and drinking tshwala, they
begin to reminisce and are carried away out of present circumstances.
And stories unfold – stories of people who see the frame and, therefore,
are outside of it, like criminals. So they sit under the stars, look up to
where we have come from and laugh at all those who live within the frame,
personify it and call it God. And what’s in a name? Naming doesn’t mean
knowing. Naming, a way to control, hides from us the truth that we have
merely projected our limited view on an enigma. The ineffable mystery is
not that easy to unravel.
Mynah, lying back with these new found friends, looks up into the stars,
stars that she cannot name, that she wrongly imagines none of them lying
there can name, but all of them know that they are looking up at the hieroglyphics that hide the history of our origins. If only they could lie there
forever, perhaps they would begin to decipher the code. But they were
born with bodies and bodies force them to limit their perspectives, force
them into the here and now, force them into hunter-gatherer mode.
And they all hate cameras, cameras in constant surveillance over their
foraging. Why do cameras persecute those struggling to survive? Why
are cameras out on the streets hounding the ragged and homeless? Why
are they not spying on those who commit crimes against humanity? Why
are they not in offices of rulers, businessmen, bureaucrats, and all those
powerful, petty men and women, who preserve the frame that protects
their worldly interests?
Pansi ng’ama ka-méra, pansi!
And they stand up as one and toyi-toy. Then the sound of a police siren,
screeching at them from a distance, chases them all into the surrounding
bush where they remain hidden until the police flashlights stop probing
and the police car drives off again.
When they gather around their bowlah once more, Mynah wants to know
what they are going to do about cameras. And when she suggests that
they find them and destroy them, one of the men, Mark Oosey, shakes his
head. “‘No! We must find them, yes, but destroy them? No. We must turn
them against Big Brother!”
“How can we do that?” Mynah demands.
“Only one way,” replies Oniks Manganye, former Umkhonto we Sizwe
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operative, “guerrilla warfare!” And he names a team of men and women
with all kinds of expertise: a former cricket player, a former cat burglar,
a former electrical installer, a former electronics professor, an optics and
photographic expert, a computer genius and Mark, the strategist, who
will plan the operation.
Then as the sun is coming up, the group has to disband. Bulldozers will
soon be at this vacant plot to clear it for a new housing development,
but they have located another campsite across the road, only a temporary
home however: a board there is advertising luxury units with full title for
those who want more privacy and can afford to pay at least one and a half
million rand, the price of the smallest units – bachelor flats.
The group agrees to meet again at the end of the day when the plan will
be unrolled and all homeless people including street walkers, beggars and
street children, will be briefed so that operation PNKP can go into action
immediately. Mynah is amazed. How quickly things get done where there
is absolute trust and no bureaucratic processes to protect governors from
governed. But she feels guilty. These people trust her; but she’s here under
false pretences. She is not homeless.
That night, sheltered behind the big hoarding that announces the luxury
housing units for sale, the group hears the plan. Some will take down
cameras while others court arrest so they can obtain access to police
vans, police cells and charge offices where they will reinstall cameras and
reprogram computers to send images to all police stations, police headquarters, all human rights organisations, NGOs, parliament and the
Constitutional Court.
Mynah is alarmed. “Aren’t we going too far? Just for my speeding fines?”
One of the ladies of the night pats her on the arm. “This is not just your
fight you know; it’s ours too?” Mynah doesn’t understand but there isn’t
time now for explanations. Mark is still unfolding the plan.
The old bird has been paired with the cricketer, Basil d’Oliviera, and
tomorrow she is to go to the Curiosity Shop at Irene Homes, where she is a
volunteer, to buy a cricket bat and all the cricket and tennis balls she can
find. She sits staring in shock. “Oh yes, we know you work at Irene Homes.
We know all about you,” Johnson Tshabane, formerly of the Scorpions,
explains.
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So they know I am not homeless. Why have they accepted me?
Mark breaks into her thoughts. “Bring the balls to Zara Salim here and
she will convert them into tear gas canisters. You and Basil are to provide
a distraction while the team is removing cameras and reinstalling them.
Don’t worry, Basil will explain exactly what you have to do. You’ll need
your car for this. Make sure you remove your number plates.”
Oh my goodness! They know about Papo too! She can’t understand why they
trust her.

The next night, Basil and Mynah begin their rounds of police stations.
They drive to the first one, park Papo a good distance away, creep up
furtively, Basil with cricket bat, Mynah with cricket ball bombs, and hide
in the shadows opposite. They are wearing balaclavas. When Mynah had
tried hers on at home, Mynah-Snoopy-Baron had disappeared from the
mirror and before her stood a Baader-Meinhof with cold, murderous
stare. She had pulled the balaclava off in terror. But now creeping along
with Basil, she feels a powerful sense of purpose flooding every muscle
and tendon; she is ready to reform a corrupt society in the only possible
way – Urban Terrorism!
She and Basil are in position opposite the police station. She raises her
arm and bowls. At school, when she played cricket in PT lessons, she was
wicketkeeper so she has no bowling skills. Basil, however, is an amazing
batsman ready for anything. He picks up her feeble toss, turns the ball into
a guided missile and smashes it right through the station window. Hands
up for a six, Mynah jumps about in wild exhilaration. If only the Proteas
had a batsman like Basil, they would easily win the Twenty20 series. But
there is no time for celebration and Mynah can’t stay to watch as police
personnel come running out of their premises, coughing, choking, handkerchiefs over their noses. Basil grabs hold of the bird’s arm and they run
off together to Papo and drive off to the next station – and the next and
the next. Mynah is mad with excitement; she hasn’t had this much fun for
years and years and years.
Just after they bomb the last police station, a call on Basil’s cell phone. The
group installing cameras inside the Home Affairs Building is under siege.
Police snipers on the roof of the building opposite are trying to pick-off
Dag (short for Daguerre) and Yoshi (Yoshihiso Hirano) on the fourth floor.
The order comes through from Oniks. “Basil, you and the racing road
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menace go after them. Ride up the parking garage ramps to the roof and
teargas the snipers. Tell the bird to push the accelerator to the floor.”
Mynah is trembling, “But, but, but … “
“Come on, Mynah, no time to lose, Basil yells.
“But, but, but …”
“No buts about it.” But Mynah is frozen. “Aren’t you the racing road
menace?”
“But …”
“Aren’t you the target of traffic cameras?”
“But …”
“Aren’t you Mynah-Snoopy-Baron?”
“But …”
Basil throws his hands up in despair. “Are you not our comrade?”
Suddenly, a pilot’s cap with goggles descends over the balaclava, a red
scarf streams out behind and Mynah is galvanised. She pulls the goggles
over her eyes and jumps into the car. Papo, vibrating with excitement, is
ready to take off. Basil just manages to get in and bang the passenger
door closed as Papo screeches off at lightning speed, flashes down streets
taking corners on two wheels, arrives at the parking garage opposite Home
Affairs, crashes through the boom, streaks up the ramps to the roof and
like a menace makes a circuit over the flat surface while Basil flings cricket
ball bombs at snipers who drop their weapons and run for the stairs.
Then Papo, launched like a rocket into space, shoots off over the parapet.
Mynah-Snoopy-Baron, red scarf billowing out behind, holds the car steady
as it makes a trajectory over buildings and houses, and finally lands safely
under a guard of honour of jacaranda trees.
Basil laughs, “You did it! You did it!”
Basil’s cell phone lights up. It’s Mark. “Mission accomplished!” he shouts,
“Good work Mynah-Snoopy-Baron!”
When Papo finally brings her home, Mynah can’t sleep. Her dash through
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town, up ramps and over roofs runs in continuous replay before her eyes.
And she sits shivering with fear and excitement. How the hell did I do it?
The group meets again the next night. Mynah sees that a flat screen TV
monitor has been set up against the billboard. How did they get it? How
did they connect it and set it up here? She marvels at the ingenuity of the
group.
When they are all seated, Mark Oosey turns to Mynah, “Now you will
see cameras put to their proper use. He calls to Speelberg who turns on
the monitor and Mynah is looking over the shoulders of police officials
collecting cash and tearing up dockets; at police shouting at an old man
being taken down to the cells. Though he is cooperating, he is pepper
sprayed, pushed and shoved into a cell and then beaten. His relatives, who
have been searching for him all night, come into the cell to find him dead.
Johnson Tshabane shouts, “And all because he helped himself to a
chocolate in a supermarket.”
Mark adds, “The old man was suffering from Alzheimer’s.”
The scene moves to the inside of a police van. A policeman is demanding
sex from the sex workers that he and his partner have just arrested. The
women refuse, are beaten and raped. Mynah is horrified.
Next, they are inside the Home Affairs Department.
“We wouldn’t have got cameras in there without you, old racing road
menace,” Basil whispers.
The cameras focus on a confusion of official hands collecting money and
depositing it in pockets, in handbags, in bras; other unofficial hands
collecting fake ID documents, fake passports, fake marriage certificates.
Then they are into the Social Welfare Department where money is steadily
being siphoned off to ghostly ancestors on behalf of orphaned children,
widows and pensioners.
Eleven-year old Jabulani, sniffing glue to keep warm, shouts, “That’s what
happened to my welfare grant!”
Finally, they are inspecting six shining silver Mercedes Benz sedans lined
up in the garage of a mayor. Basil laughs, “You have to admire the guy’s
restraint; he could have got seven – one for each day of the week.”
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Tina, the sex worker, shakes her head. “No, no. He’s a good Christian; he
knows that Sunday is a day of rest.”
Mynah shakes her head, “What are my fines compared to all of this?”
“But that’s where your fines are going,” says Mark.
Still Mynah wants assurance, “Now that you – We – have exposed these
people, action will be taken and we will have helped to reduce fraud and
corruption.” The laughter that erupts from the group threatens to bring
squad cars into their midst. Mynah turns on them. “Why did we go to all
this trouble if it won’t change anything?”
“Oh, we’ve made a change all right,” Dag, the optics expert, chimes in,
“We’ve changed the focus. Cameras won’t be following your car for a
while.”
Yoshi nudges Speelberg, “And we’ve got ourselves a whole series of genuine
reality shows, not the artificial simulations you get on TV.”
Mark puts his arm around Mynah, “Stop fooling yourself. You know you
don’t believe in the goodwill of those in power.”
A bag lady bursts out, “You see how they club together to keep prices high!”
And, a streetwalker shouts,”How they exploit and abuse! How they close
ranks to protect one another when their excesses are exposed!”
Oniks, the MK veteran, shakes his head, “As long as you live in fear Mynah,
you will never be able to join us.”
Mynah knows he is right; hers is a pusillanimous existence. She can’t live
outside the frame because she can’t give up the basics that she derives
from the system. So she doesn’t challenge, look how she pays those traffic
fines that she so resents. She lives within the frame in fear of its profit-driven power mongers and their insurance-broker mentality, but she
won’t challenge. She lost hope after apartheid when she saw that it didn’t
matter who governed. She gazes earnestly into Oniks’ Gandhian features,
“So why have you accepted me?”
He pats her hand. “Though you have named your car Papo, you are not
Joan, not even Snoopy-Baron. But, teetering on the edge of freedom, you
are potentially one of us.”
Zara, the chemical engineer, smiles. “When you are ready, you will find us.
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Not here though. These housing complexes springing up all over, keep us
on the move. But when you are finally free, you will find us.”
As Mynah heads off towards her complex, Basil calls after her, “In the
meantime work on your bowling.”
In 2013, I was caught exceeding the speed limit on my way home
from a visit to my brother, Reggie, who now lives in Fourways in
Johannesburg. It happened in November and I received notification in January 2014 – Post Office strikes and general inefficiency. The fine was doubled as I had not paid within thirty days.
So I had to fill out forms, get proof from the post office, during
one of its sporadic openings, of when notification had arrived
in my box, send faxes, and get commissioners of oaths to sign
statements. After a couple of months of to-ing and fro-ing, they
decided I was too old and withdrew the fine.

Breast Cancer
On 18 July, 2008, I discovered a lump in my right breast and wrote
the following story.

Invasions

Mynah had moved into the Cyprus Valley housing complex nine years
before, about six months prior to retiring from teaching. She had been chary
about coming to live here, amongst whites, but had rationalised her doubts
believing she would be ignored and would have the privacy she needed for
her new career as a committed writer. Within a month after she arrived, the
residents opposite, reading the writing on the wall, and fearing metastasis,
precipitated it; they fled the complex and the house was let to a Zulu family.
In her first year in the complex, Mynah had bothered no one and no
one had bothered her. Then some municipal housing requirement or the
other had made it necessary to communicate with the Board and after
that she lost her perfect solitude. Once communication was established,
her garage, which she kept wide open to allow more light into the kitchen,
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suddenly became quite garrulous and its open mouth was now inviting
the occasional look in. It even suggested to one neighbour that it would be
happy to provide storage space for one of her old appliances.
For amusement the garage called in mossies (sparrows) to conduct their
fencing matches in the cars’ side view mirrors. When it shared with
neighbours its revulsion of the newspaper covering the mirrors to end
the fencing matches – that was the last straw. The loudmouth garage had
become an embarrassment. Mynah shut its mouth and put an end to its
jabbering.
She is working at her novel when it happens. She doesn’t think of herself as
a novelist; she is a short story writer but someone looking for a biographer
had approached a friend who had introduced Mynah to him. She had
agreed to write his life story because that’s how she writes, vicariously,
through other people’s experiences. And here was someone volunteering
his story. She felt extremely lucky, but after more than a year of struggling
to get underneath superficial facts, and failing, she asked if she could
use the outline she had been given to write a novel instead. That would
allow her to use her imagination and give her freedom of invention and
expression. He agreed; all he wanted was to make money and believed
that his life provided a rich source of happenings that could lead to a
bestseller and movie rights. But Mynah isn’t John Grisham or Stephen
King; she is someone discovering how to write a novel.
So four years on, still learning, she is busy creating the man’s honeymoon
in Kashmir, when she accidentally touches her breast. That’s when she feels
it. Well, well, well. On Madiba’s ninetieth birthday. It’s strange how events
in Madiba’s life impinge on her own. When he was released in February 1990,
she had organised a huge celebration at the tertiary institution at which she
was teaching and a month later was detained. Now this, on his ninetieth
birthday. Of course these were just coincidences; but we create connections
between random happenings to avoid acknowledging the randomness of
existence. And a connection to Madiba! What everyone wants!
So she has a lump. Mynah doesn’t tell anyone. Who is there to tell? She
is a loner. She doesn’t need the horrified sympathy or funereal looks that
accompany such revelations. As she doesn’t have time for dying just yet,
she goes on trying to find the right words for the Kashmiri honeymoon.
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The next day, she goes to see Anna, once a fellow volunteer at Irene Homes’
Curiosity Shop, who had unexpectedly been diagnosed with breast cancer
almost a year before, had accepted it as one of those things and had come
through surgery, chemo and radiation with equanimity. And as luck
would have it, Anna has recently been to Kashmir, so Mynah is killing
two birds with one stone; she finds the cliché quite amusing, dark but
amusing. During her visit, she and Anna move quite effortlessly from Dal
Lake and houseboats, to lymph glands and chemotherapy, shikaras and
floating islands of lotus blossoms, biopsies, Chinar trees, carcinomas,
Srinagar and radiologists.
Mynah is full of admiration for her friend who mentions in passing
that when she was diagnosed it had made her feel very strange. Mynah
understands immediately. The lump has disoriented her a little as well.
Her routines threaten to fall apart and she suddenly feels the necessity of
putting all her affairs in order, mainly getting all the stuff she has written
published. She has already given her children’s books to Zana Ackerman,
layout and graphic artist. But now, with this new development, she has
to juggle layout artist, mammogram, printer, biopsy, and a specialist
surgeon, Dr Hyde, a tall, good-humoured man. His name prompts her to
share her interest in the false dichotomy of good and evil, the Jekyll and
Hyde syndrome. She doesn’t believe in good and evil and thinks rather
in terms of reason and emotion. The surgeon holds a medical doctorate
and is actually Mr Hyde, but reverting to Mr seems not to be the practice
in South Africa. At any rate, as Dr Hyde he is not a split personality. His
Hyde, integrated with his Jekyll, informs his teasing, mischievous sense of
humour.
Amazingly, he talks of the relativity of time, how one patient sees two
months as a long time while another finds nine months very brief. And
when he says that Mynah has been off HRT (hormone replacement
therapy) a long time, for Mynah it has been a short time. She realises
that as we see events in relation to one another, their contexts lengthen or
abbreviate them. Compared to the time she had been on HRT, the two or
so years she has been off, is short to her. She has always been fascinated
by perceptions of time. For her, Lady Macbeth’s statement, “I feel now/
the future in the instant,” is most startling – an unconscious collapsing
of time into a black hole. It is later echoed in Macbeth’s “Tomorrow and
tomorrow and tomorrow”. Other of Lady Macbeth’s lines, suddenly occur
to Mynah, “Come to my woman’s breasts, /And take my milk for gall, you
murd’ring ministers.” Now if Lady M had developed breast cancer, one
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could understand, but this old bird? Mynah had expected to pop off in
the family tradition with a heart attack or a stroke. But like Cleopatra, she
had ignorantly applied the HRT asp to her bosom herself.
This morning, looking for a ripe papino for breakfast, she finds one
with a fungus around its nose. She cuts off the diseased end. There. Now
you’ve had your mastectomy. She is beginning to see everything in terms of
cancer. A few days after the biopsy, she had found an apple with a large
soft brown section. As she cut off the cancer and looked at the firm white
flesh, she decided that a mastectomy was probably the answer. Now that
she is actually looking straight at one, she has to admit to some anxiety.
She has been for blood tests and a complete sonar scan of her abdomen.
In her consultation with Dr Hyde, he had informed her that as far as
they could tell, the cancer was localised in the breast. He was in favour
of a lumpectomy and called mastectomy mutilation, but had said it
was entirely her choice. He had offered the following Wednesday for the
operation. Too soon. Too sudden for her. She needed time to take it all
in; she put off surgery to the Wednesday after. She had agreed to the
lumpectomy but after she got home and mulled over it all night, she
changed her mind. With a lumpectomy, you still had to go for radiation
every day for five weeks to kill off any remaining cancer cells. She wanted
them all out in one go, definitely did not want to prolong being a patient.
The next morning, she called the doctor and changed the procedure.
Now with ten days to get her affairs in order, she sets off to see her printer
and is given a rude shock when she gets the quotes for the children’s books.
She is forced to give up her grandiose notion of publishing them. She goes
home quite defeated and to numb her mind turns on the television, but its
vacuous content only intensifies the disturbance in her spirit. She turns
off the TV and slumps into self-pity. She has been so looking forward to
getting the books out; has imagined sending them to special friends and
taking them to schools to see if they would buy them for their libraries.
Suddenly she jumps up, looks at this old bird all crumpled up feeling
sorry for herself and is disgusted. She will apply for funding. She will
publish her books.
In the midst of all this, a few days after the biopsy, a call from her niece, a
researcher for television. Women’s day, August 9, is coming up, would she
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take part in a show about single women? Just after the biopsy results, the
producer of the show telephones to make arrangements for the interview.
Then the blood tests and the day after, the TV/radio crew arrives. The
interview begins and she is drawn into a minefield of stereotypes and
clichés. Trying not to become entangled in myths of soul mates, humans
as beings not becomings, and loneliness as the milieu of the single, she
hopes she isn’t making a fool of herself. Having to justify never having
married instead of celebrating being single, she is in unfamiliar territory
and feels hamstrung, unable to convey the single person’s sense of
inordinate freedom and joy.
Two days later, after the consultation with Dr Hyde and his reference to
mastectomy as mutilation, she realises she will soon be just the kind of
witch people think single women are, deformed creatures. She is going
to be a single-breasted bird because she has been violated by a bunch of
oncogenes, but rape isn’t marriage. She isn’t going to hold hands with
this insidious partner and its attendant bridesmaids of treatment till
death do us consume. She will do her best to continue to walk free. She
despises the notion of being owned or of owning anyone. It is the notion of
ownership that bedevils intimate and familial relationships. She will not
own a carcinoma nor will she let it own her.
But there isn’t time to reflect on cancerous relationships. She has to make
the application for funds for her books. She needs two referees and calls
two friends. Next, she has to get part of the manuscripts printed for the
application and her colour cartridge needs replacing. Meanwhile she is
checking the layout of another book, a collection of her plays written in the
early 1980s. She finds that the two women from Laudium to whom she has
given the layout work, being young, are quite rigid. They take new trends
in layout design as sacrosanct whether they suit the work or not. Consequently, they haven’t seen the need to communicate and discuss with the
old bird. Actually, Mynah has been quite disappointed to find that the
only contribution they have made to the design is in the choice of fonts.
They have simply laid out the book as Mynah had it in the manuscript.
As they work mechanically without reading, they have made a few wrong
assumptions and seemingly have either a phobia or fatwa against italics.
They have reduced all stage directions to plain type. She knows there is
going to be trouble over that. The old bird has spent the entire week between
tests and consultations with doctors and the TV interview, painstaking354
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ly making corrections. She has ‘phoned, left messages and sent several
emails; but, as the young women do not see the need for communication,
she hasn’t heard from them. This project too flounders. She withdraws
the manuscript from these women and hands it to Zana Ackerman, the
layout artist who designed her children’s books.
Today, 8 August 2008, Mynah spends the afternoon glued to the TV
set. It is the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games, a celebration of
the human physique in the perfection of its form. In Beijing, a Chinese
celebration. The history of a people, the inventors of paper and writing,
inscribed in human pictographs, unfolds over a giant scroll that rolls
out over the floor of the stadium. At ground level, cameras capture the
thousands of precision performers, a swirling mass of sumptuously
dressed individuals that overhead cameras transform into an intricate
calligraphy flowing from shape to shape and texture to texture, to record
the splendid accomplishments of the Chinese from the beginning of time.
Fireworks displays creating and recreating the firmament in many hues
and patterns punctuate the scenes below while flying figures like spectral
beings engrave the air between.
At the end of the mighty epic, battalions of athletes from over two hundred
countries, joyous, smiling, troop into the stadium behind national flags.
After speeches, former Chinese champions, bring in the Olympic Flag
lying inert on their shoulders. It awakens as it rises up the flagpole and
flutters out its message of a common humanity. Finally, the Olympic
flame enters the stadium and is relayed through to the last bearer, who
is hoisted high into the air. As he runs in his harness, a huge blank scroll
soon to be inscribed with the tremendous feats and superlative triumphs
of the world’s best athletes, unfolds behind him along the circular wall of
the arena. At the end of the scroll, he reaches the flue that in a lightning
flash draws into the huge torch towering over all, the flame of Ubuntu
that dispels the darkness of oppression. A paean to the enduring human
spirit! And the old bird flies with all those thousands of human beings
who in these moments in that stadium are held together as one.
And tomorrow August 9, is Women’s Day in South Africa, a day which
commemorates the march, fifty-two years ago, of twenty thousand women
who invaded the Union Buildings carrying the light of Ubuntu.
Totalitarianism, apartheid, all cancers can be excised to preserve that
most mysterious, most magical of lights, the light of life.
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On Wednesday, August 20, 2008, I went in for a mastectomy at UNITAS
Hospital in Centurion. Fortunately, UNITAS is only two blocks away from
Cyprus Valley where I live. At about five o’ clock on the morning of 20
August, I walked up to the hospital. When I was discharged the next day, I
wasn’t sure I should walk home. Now when I think about it, I know I could
have. At any rate, I had met Esther Strampe from Reach for Recovery,
the breast cancer support organisation, at the surgeon’s rooms. I had
asked her if she would give me a lift home. Even though it was against
regulations, she did and I was most grateful to her.
Reach for Recovery
2009. I became a volunteer for Reach for Recovery, the Breast
Cancer Support Organisation and after a short training period,
went to visit people diagnosed with breast cancer in doctor’s
rooms, in hospitals, in their homes. Our job as volunteers was to
share our experience of breast cancer with women who had just
discovered their condition to give them assurance that it was
manageable. I was amazed to discover the number of hospitals –
originally built for white people – in Pretoria. At least two dozen. I
became good friends with Susan Botes, our dispatcher, who sent
us on our visits. I attended Reach for Recovery workshops and
began writing poems for people in our branch. As the language
at this branch was Afrikaans, I dared myself to write in Afrikaans
and then translate into English.
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The poem “Roses” was inspired by Georgina, who at one workshop
made a drawing of a rose that expressed her pain at having lost
a breast.

Rose

Roses

die kanker wurm
het die roos
in my hart verwoes
en in my bors
doring naalde geoes
en diep in my gemoed
is ek geskeur
en nie geweet
juis hoe ek treur.
my gelaat sien ek
in sy gelaat
vol lelikheid en haat;
nie eens sien ek raak
die doring kroon
en druppels rooi,
die liefdestroom,
uit verminking vloei,
wat ‘n blom laat groei
diep, diep, in my hart,
‘n nuwe roos,
‘n hartseer troos
wat ‘n kanker wurm
nooit kan oorwin.

the canker worm
withered the rose
in my heart
left sharp thorns
to shred my soul
and set my image
in its hideous form.
I didn’t know
how deep my sorrow;
couldn’t feel
flowing,
from a crown of thorns
on a mutilated form,
deep red drops
of endless love,          
flooding my wounds
and setting my image
in a new blown rose,
a blood red rose,
a rose
no canker worm
can ever conquer.
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Susan Botes asked me to write a poem for an exceptional volunteer,
Catharina Botha.

Vrywilliger Verjaarsdag

Volunteer Birthday

Wanneer die pasient in die hospitaal
jou voor haar bed sien staan
voel sy die innige warmte straal
uit ‘n hart wat nes hare
dieselle pyn ervaar het
jou sagte woorde wat oor haar vloei
laat hoop weer in haar oë gloei
ongekoppel van die vrees.
sien sy dan eers
nie net ‘n vrywilliger
van Reik na Herstel
maar ‘n egte, liefdevolle engel,

The patient in the hospital,
seeing you by her bed,
feels the warmth radiating
from a heart like hers
once filled with pain.
your soft words flowing over her,
bring hope into her eyes again
freed from her fear
she sees
not just a volunteer
from Reach for Recovery
but a real, loving angel

Veels geluk met jou versjaarsdag
Catharina Botha

Happy birthday
Catharina Botha

2012. Susan Botes, who organised Reach for Recovery volunteer
visits to patients, died. She had discovered the year before that
her cancer had come back. She was put on chemotherapy and
for about a year went through ups and downs as she continued
to decline. I loved Susan and when she died, it hit me hard.

For Susan Botes

my friend is dead.
wasn’t expecting it 				
knew she was dying				
wasn’t expecting it 				
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my friend is dead. 				
what does it mean? 				
people die 					
i will die 					
what does it mean? 				
to switch off					
like a machine 				
and stop working?
what is it
keeps us running?
the twinkle
in the eye
playful smile
ready wit
joie de vivre
some call it
soul, spirit
breath of god
I do not know
and tears flow.
The person who took over from Susan as dispatcher, Rita Pieterse,
was equally efficient and kind but she had a spinal problem and
reluctantly agreed to surgery. She died on the operating table. I
loved Rita too and after she died, I gave up the volunteer work for
Reach for Recovery.
I had been a volunteer for four years and left at the end of 2012.
Soon afterwards I stopped volunteering at Irene Homes as well.
I have become quite hard of hearing and that began to interfere
with my effectiveness as a volunteer. I did use hearing aids for a
while but the aids needed constant repair and I could not afford
them any longer.
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Film: The Suitcase
2009. I was invited to play a role in a film by Vasi Govender,
script writer and director. In his film, “The Suitcase,” I would be
the mother of a young man who goes to the city and is lured into
a decadent way of life. I wrote the following story based on what
happened at one film location, a hidden village (I think it is called
Motala’s Farm) off the highway close to Pinetown in Natal.

Singers
(26 March 2009)

Mynah Bird is standing at the makeshift fence overlooking a yard with woodand-iron houses down below. She is watching the film crew organising the shot
of the Mercedes pulling up along the narrow dirt track to one of the houses.
The car, a symbol of opulence in this obscure neighbourhood, reverses and
moves forward several times before the director is satisfied with its positioning.
The camera swinging from a long boom carried manually by the crew is repositioned for the shot of the door opening. The actress changes place with the
stand-in driver, throws open the door and emerges. Shooting stops while the
camera is repositioned to catch the other actress emerging from the passenger
seat. Beautiful, sexy, in hipster jeans and boob tubes, long flowing hair streaked
with red highlights, the two young women, singers, have hit singles at the top
of the charts. In the movie, their characters have returned from the big city
to this obscure place – place of humble origins – to overwhelm family and
neighbours with their huge successes.
Someone passes behind Mynah Bird and she vaguely hears a voice calling
out, “I love you.” The young man, who is playing her son in the movie,
comes to stand beside Mynah and points to a woman talking to spectators
leaning against the outhouse and when he says, “She loves you,” Mynah
realises that the woman had addressed her.
Turning to look at her, Mynah sees a little person about sixty talking to
a group whose grins and looks turn the few feet between them and her
into miles. She is not one of them. Some humour her but none want
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anything to do with her. Hidden from the big, flourishing town in this tiny
enclave off the highway, hidden in a little hollow of trees, marginalised
and anonymous, a tiny woman begs for recognition from those seeking
recognition themselves. They are as closed to her as the town is to them.
She is not one of them – yet is one of them. The film crew has drawn
her here, as it has all the others, in the hope of having her existence
acknowledged.
This is the first time that a film is being shot here. When the crew arrived
early in the morning, there was just one little boy dogging the heels of the
cameramen. Then, as the crew prepared the little garden for Mynah’s first
sequence of shots, the boy was right in amongst them doing odd tasks,
trying to get in. Mynah asked if he could be in the scene with her so the
producer put him in to help her feed the fowls. After this sequence, when
Mynah went to fill a bucket from a tap in the neighbouring yard, the
whole commune began to buzz. This day, being a holiday, many young
men were about and they watched the many takes as she trudged to and
from the tap over and over with the camera following her.
Suddenly they saw that the hero could be any one of them; his mother,
their mother. Their lives had significance after all and the power of the
energy emanating from them became irresistible; they wanted to be more
than spectators. So when one of the lights burned out and an indoor scene
could not be shot, the producer and director came up with a card-playing
scene outdoors in the neighbouring yard and at last the young men were
acknowledged. And they vented their high spirits playing thunny, the
Indian card game – a simpler, more vigorous form of bridge. Laughing,
exclaiming, they banged cards down on the table. They were in.
How different for the tiny woman, standing among these people, as
desperate to be acknowledged. Fifteen years into democracy, the powerful
legacy of apartheid still remains; most people, especially the poor, still
live in ethnic ghettos. But this little woman despite apartheid, has never
understood race politics, has never lived within racial bounds. And here
she is confronting people who have and still do; they cannot accommodate
her. She stands before them offering to sing her songs, songs she learned
as a child. Though no one asks, she sings. And people smirk, laugh. They
want to watch the two glamorous singers down in the other yard; they try
to shoo her away. But she wants in.
She moves to Mynah and her ‘son’ at the fence. She comes to tell them that
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she can sing. As a little girl she learnt to sing from the gramophone and
the radio. The people in this commune don’t like her, she says, because she
can sing these songs and she begins a medley of old Hindi songs. Mynah
vaguely remembers them from her own childhood; her ‘son’ recognises
them because he understands Hindi. The tiny woman explains that she
grew up among Indians and learnt to speak the language. Mynah now
understands why she had called out that she loved her; Mynah is wearing
a sari. That had sparked something in the little woman.
She begins to reminisce about her childhood. Her mother had worked for
an Indian family and she, as a child living on the premises, had adapted to
their way of life. Now she wants to be part of this community. She bows and
greets in the Indian way, her hands clasped together as in prayer. Mynah
and her ‘son’ return her greeting and he goes off to take his place in the
scene below. When the little woman asks Mynah to bring the camera to
film her, Mynah says she has no control over the filming. The little woman,
used to rejection, goes off to where the cameramen are shooting scenes
of the ‘son’ watching wistfully, from a distance, relatives and neighbours
welcoming the lovely young singers back to their makeshift origins. His
wistfulness an act – the little woman’s real.
Later, when new lighting equipment arrives, filming goes indoors and
Mynah doesn’t see the little woman. But she is back for the next outdoor
scene: the ‘son’ boarding a taxi to take him away to the big city. Mynah
watches the action with her and the children. When the director asks for
volunteers to board the taxi, all the children run up but the director wants
adults; he begs a couple sitting around the corner next to the outhouse.
They refuse. Then the little woman turns to Mynah who asks that she be
allowed to board but the director takes one look at the little woman and
refuses. There is no reason she cannot be included; she has been drinking
but she isn’t drunk. But because she has been following the camera
around, she has been tagged a nuisance. She is not allowed into the scene.
She leaves again, making no fuss. She is used to rejection.
Mynah is ashamed; she had not insisted that the little woman be included.
It would have cost nothing to allow her a moment in the film.
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Cultural Bridge: Hyderabad-Pretoria
2010 marked one hundred and fifty years since the arrival of
Indians in South Africa. Indians came as indentured labourers
and after they had served out their contracts, settled in small
communities mostly in Natal and the Transvaal. Durban has the
largest population of people of Indian descent.
Celebrations, which were completely overshadowed by the
Soccer World Cup, were being held wherever there were Indian
South African communities. In Pretoria, a cultural bridge between
Pretoria and Hyderabad was being established – the brainchild of
Vidya Bhandarker, a journalist and sociologist from Hyderabad,
who travels around the world with her husband, an official of the
World Bank. They arrived in South Africa from Washington D.C.
in 2009. When she heard of the anniversary, she decided there
had to be celebrations in India as well. She set up a link between
Hyderabad and Pretoria and began organizing.
In July 2010, a number of South African artists exhibited their
works at the Chowmahala Palace in Hyderabad. An exhibition of
Hyderabadi art was then brought to the gallery of the Association
of Arts in Mackie Street, Nieuw Muckleneuk, in Pretoria. It opened
on Saturday, 4 September and on 17 September was moved to
the formerly Indian township of Laudium. It opened there on
18 September at the Rosina Sedibeng Sports School – formerly
the Laudium College of Education. Well-known artists, Aziz and
Hanumantha Rao Devulapalli, represented Hyderabadi artists at
the exhibitions in Pretoria.
In Laudium, a small problem arose when the exhibition was being
set up and one of Hanumantha Rao’s paintings was not allowed to
be displayed. Later in the day, local artists overruled the decision
and hung the painting. Though they had resolved the matter,
they had not actually addressed the crucial issue of differences
in perception that arise from different cultural experiences. I
felt that without consideration of what makes for differences in
perception, problems would continue to crop up. At the official
opening the following afternoon, I asked permission to speak.
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This is the speech that I read.

If we are working towards building a cultural bridge between Pretoria and
Hyderabad, it is important for us to begin by building a bridge over the
cultural gap that this art exhibition has exposed right here amongst us.
We can take our cue from the Hyderabadi artist, Aziz, who is with us this
afternoon. In his admiration for Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela he
has bridged huge cultural gaps. Mahatma Gandhi gave us the strategy of
non-violence and Nelson Mandela, the strategy of truth and reconciliation.
Non-violence as well as truth and reconciliation depend on empathy. As
we all know, empathy means being able to put oneself in another person’s
shoes, being able to see things from another’s point of view. Mandela
demonstrated his ability to do this before the whole world. In 1995, after
South Africa had won the Rugby World Cup, he walked out onto the field,
wearing a Springbok jersey. He thus declared, not that he was African,
but that he was also an Afrikaner and that he embraced Afrikaners, his
former enemies. His gesture helped to bring the nation together.
Empathy is the basis on which reconciliation is built. Right here in this
hall we need the ability to empathise with one another. This exhibition
consists of work from Muslim and Hindu artists who come from very
different traditions. In order to appreciate one another’s art, therefore, it
is necessary to understand how these traditions influence the work. I am
going to put myself in the shoes of both groups and if my understanding
is wrong, I shall be very happy to be corrected.
When Muslims pray, all they need is a prayer mat and the Qur’an.
When Hindus pray they need a whole array of objects: a tray, camphor,
water, flowers, red powder, turmeric powder, ashes, coconuts etc. Each
of these items is representative of something else; they are all symbols.
The coconut for instance represents the ego and has to be broken during
ceremonies. As Hindu worship makes great use of symbolism, Hindus
have a mystical approach to religion and life.
The only symbols that Muslim worship requires are words. Muslims don’t
need symbolic objects; Muslims speak directly to God. As they view the world
with the same kind of directness, their approach to life is based on realism.
This difference is evident in the art on display in this exhibition. Take the
work of Aziz; it strives for realism. As a result it is almost three-dimensional. If you look at his paintings of horses, you will see that the animals
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are dynamic, alive. They look as though they are going to gallop right off
the canvas.
This is not the case when you look at Hanumantha Rao Devulapalli’s
paintings of bulls. In his work, we see great swirls of light and shade that
look like clouds taking the forms of bulls. The animals are spectral, not
substantial, not tangible.
We admire Aziz’s horses for the beauty of form, composition, colour and
the invigorating energy that they emanate. His horses are real, vibrant
animals. Hanumantha’s bulls, on the other hand, are otherworldly forms,
shrouded in mystery. They are symbols that draw us in and require our
interpretation.
Hindus, in general, tend to see things in terms of symbolism. Even gods
and goddesses are merely symbols. According to Hinduism, one lives in
a state of karma, i.e. ignorance, therefore nothing is real; everything is
illusion. Through the union of opposites one can arrive at a transcendent reality. That is why there are gods and goddesses. Gods represent
knowledge and goddesses represent energy and only in the fusion of
knowledge and energy is righteous action (dharma) possible. What
Hindus revere most is the life principle and that, for South Indians, is
represented by the lingam, a phallic symbol, a symbol of fertility and the
source of life. Hanumantha’s Shivoham paintings, mystical depictions of
the lingam, are demonstrations of his reverence for life. At this exhibition,
those not aware of symbolic meanings were offended. And that was what
had led to the rejection of one of his paintings.
November 2011: I received a letter from the NRI (Non Resident
Indian) Welfare Society of India informing me that I had been
nominated for an award. Vidya Bandarker was responsible for the
nomination. I had tried and failed to make her understand that I
did not consider myself to be an Indian. I am a South African, of
Indian descent, of which I am proud, but not to the extent that it
obscures the reality of my birth in South Africa and my personal
effort to be recognised, given apartheid discrimination, in terms
of nationality rather than race.
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This was my response to the NRI.

Mr Deepak Singh

Convenor
Mega Golden Triangle Event
NRI Welfare Society of India
D-253, Defence Colony,
NEW DELHI—110 024

INDIA						

Teacher Again

28 November 2011

Dear Mr Singh
Thank you very much for your invitation to attend the MEGA Golden
Triangle Event from 24-29 January 2012 in New Delhi-Agra-Jaipur. It is surely
an honour for people, who qualify, to be nominated for the “Hind Rattan
Award” of the NRI Welfare Society of India.
I, however, do not qualify as I am not a Non Resident Indian; I am a South
African and very much a resident of my country.
My forbears, who were from India, arrived in South Africa in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. I am very proud of my Indian
heritage but all my efforts, which are not so remarkable as to be nominated
for this award, have been towards gaining acceptance of people of Indian
origin as legitimate South Africans.
Colonialism and apartheid have not allowed us to take our rightful places
as citizens of South Africa. Through my writing, I try to demonstrate that
people of Indian origin have the same right to citizenship as others whose
forbears emigrated to South Africa.
Once again, I thank your organisation for the nomination, but as I have
explained, such an award is at cross purposes with my beliefs. I, therefore,
respectfully request that my nomination be withdrawn.

Soon after the 2010 celebrations, I was invited by a principal
of a Laudium primary school to help children who were having
trouble reading. I agreed to make myself available every Monday
morning.
I made a whole box of teaching aids, bought jigsaw puzzles and
other learning aids and made my way to the school. But I did not
feel welcome. On my first visit, the teachers were surprised to
see me and had to search for a place to accommodate me. On
the following two Mondays, there were school activities that did
not allow for my visit. On the fourth Monday, the person who was
assigned to organise a venue and the participants in my project,
was surprised to see me. She hurriedly found a space for my
session and sent for the pupils. When this happened again on
my next visit, I decided not to go back again. I was pretty slow
getting the message.
This was the second time that this had happened to me. In about
1999, I had been invited by a school in Erasmia to run drama
classes with groups of ten-year-olds. After a few sessions, when
I went to the school, I would be told that the children were off on
some excursion or the other. After this happened a couple more
times, I gave up. If they had had the courtesy to inform me in
advance, I would have understood.
Perhaps if I had charged for my services, I would have been
treated with some respect at these schools.

Yours sincerely,
Muthal Naidoo (Ms)
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More Books 2
2011 The Keshwars from Dundee
In about 2009, Marje Rughubar, my friend from Tongaat,
got in touch and asked me to come out to the Tongaat Writers’
Workshop to share what I had discovered about publishing. I
stayed with Marje and while I was there, she spoke about writing
the history of her family as a legacy for her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. I had interviewed Marje in about
2001 as I had wanted to write her story then. It is a fascinating
story and needed to be told. I had not worked on it as Marje had
been hesitant about the project. But I had kept the tapes from
2001 so I had plenty to work with. I transcribed the tapes onto my
computer and kept in touch with Marje, got in touch with Guru
Pillay and Andy Joseph who provided me with material about
Music and Drama (MAD) and the banning of the production of It’s
a Colourful World, a musical satire. Marje had been an actress in
and fundraiser for MAD in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In 2011, I
published The Keshwars from Dundee, based on Marje’s memoirs.
It didn’t fulfil Marje’s expectations and some members of her
family had strong objections to the book.

2009 -2012 Emerging Heroes
In 2009, I began working on a book of children’s stories to
coincide with the 2010 soccer world cup. It consisted of some
stories written in Giyani for the Saturday School that I had
organised for children. I had originally put them in a book, A
Houseful of Stories, which I could not publish for lack of funds.
In 2009, I revised the stories and wrote new stories, all of which
focused on the 2010 World Cup. I sent the manuscript around to
all publishers; not one was interested.
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At the time I was working with Mike Stainbank, doing some proofreading and research for his publications. Mike decided that he
would publish my children’s book. We tried to get a grant from
the National Arts Council – no luck. I sent a letter to University
Art Departments in search of an artist to illustrate the book. The
only reply I received was from Professor van der Merwe of the
Art Department at Tshwane University of Technology. He made
the project known to his students and a few students who were
interested, submitted sketches to me. I was impressed by the work
of Malose Pete; he met with Mike and they agreed on the amount
to be paid for the illustrations. When Malose completed them,
the manuscript and illustrations were taken to QUBA Motion
and Design where Debbie Smit, did the layout and design. The
book, Emerging Heroes, was published by Stainbank & Associates
in 2012.

Laudium Writers’ Circle
2012. I was awarded the National Order of Ikhamanga (Silver).
Bersan Lesch, my friend and colleague from Giyani College, had
nominated me for the award. I don’t think anyone knows why I
was given the award; even I have no idea. A former student and
now a parliamentarian, Fatima Chohan, thought I should have
been given the award for Education not the Arts. To me it felt like
an affirmative action award – a person of Indian descent had to
be included to demonstrate multiracial democracy. I did not feel
honoured; quite the reverse.
After I received the national award, Janie Dawood invited me
to a Women’s Day celebration in Laudium where the award was
recognized.
2013 Janie Dawood, daughter of Apmai Dawood, who wanted
help getting her poetry published, ’phoned. I had received email
notifications from the Fund about poetry competitions being run
by the University of Nebraska. I printed them and took them to
Janie. She had a friend or two who also wrote poetry. I suggested
that they get together and compile their work in a book and send
it off to the African Poetry Book Fund.
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Janie decided to make it a community effort and advertised it in
the local tabloid. I agreed to meet with people who responded to
tell them about the competition. She organised the Civic Centre
Board Room as the venue for the meeting.
When I got to the meeting, I suddenly found, that this was to
be a writers’ circle and I was expected to run regular poetry
workshops with the group. There were about a dozen people, the
majority high school students, all of whom were writing poetry.
Though I had written a number of poems over the years, I didn’t
consider myself a poet. Janie had attended a poetry writers’ circle
in Pretoria so she knew how these things were conducted. I had
no idea. So I simply organized the group into preparing a book
to be sent to the competition. When that was done it was time
for the December holidays. The book submitted to the African
Poetry Book competition was an also-ran.
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in referring to me as ‘Indian’, i.e. in racial terms, but I repudiate
all racial tags. I was born and raised in South Africa. I have never
been to India and still cannot afford to go there. My writings are
the writings of a FOBE, an acronym I invented meaning Female,
Old, Black, Ethnically-incorrect. Most people are Fobe-ophobic.

We met again in early 2013 and still not knowing what the
traditional requirements for poetry workshops were, I came
up with the notion that we put together poems based on our
personal experiences and so create a social history of Laudium
through poetry. I brought a list of about 30 topics to the group
and suggested that we choose a topic each week. With each of us
working from our own perspective, we would present the topic
in a great deal of diversity. The group looked at the topics; right
near the bottom was the topic “racism” and someone opted for
that. No one challenged or offered a different topic. I should have
known from that – the project had no appeal. Soon after people
began to drop out and the Writers’ Circle died a natural death. I
was glad as I really have no idea of how to help people improve
their poetry. Poems are very subjective; how does one help others
without imposing one’s own world view on them?
I am glad to have had this experience as it inspired me to take
myself seriously as a poet. I have now put together a book of
poems Kaliyuga: The End in the Beginning which I plan to self-publish – as I have almost all my books.
My experience of making submissions to competitions that call
for African novels and poems has taught me that my writing is
not regarded as African and even though I think of myself as
African, I am not accepted as one; “African” is too strongly tied
to race. So now I insist on being South African; the term reflects
my nationality and not any race. Other people, however, persist
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More Books 3
2013 Rhulani’s Dilemma
In 2012, OUP invited me along with other writers to submit
a short novel suitable for learners at Grade 8 level. The only
piece of writing of mine that they ever want from me is the very
short, short story, The Foreign Teacher, so short it would cost
them almost nothing to use. So I didn’t think I would bother. I
gave Danielle Davis, a co-volunteer at Irene Homes, a copy of the
email I had received. I knew she was writing stories for children.
Danielle pointed out that the invitation stipulated that it was not
transferable. But she was interested and came up with an idea for
a short novel. She suggested that we co-author and in that way
get round the stipulation.
Danielle wanted us to write about initiation schools where
African boys are circumcised. It was a very topical subject. So I
got in touch with Andrew Ndhambi, a former student at Giyani
College of Education, who has remained a friend. Andrew had
never attended an initiation school so he put me on to his uncle
Stanley Khoza who had. I met Stanley at a hotel in Midrand near
his home and he told me about procedures at initiation schools
of the Tsonga people.
Danielle and I worked quite well together to begin with but
our attitudes to children’s stories were very different. Danielle
wanted this story to be light, amusing and exciting. I treated the
story more seriously. Eventually Danielle suggested that we each
tell the story in our own way and then submit both versions to
OUP. I agreed.
But the people at OUP rejected both versions. I suspect that they
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did not read our stories. They simply assumed that with a topic
like initiation schools, the novel would be filled with nauseating
violence. At the time, initiation schools were in the news because
so many boys were being mutilated or were dying at these
ceremonies. It was a very topical issue; our books presented
the fraud that had crept into initiation and were meant to help
bring about change. Danielle’s version had no violence in it. My
version shows a little violence when a boy stops an initiation by
throwing stones at a phony sangoma, his henchmen and their
vicious rotweiler. Children experience far more violence in the
media and in their daily lives than was in my story.
When the novels we had written were rejected, I decided I would
go ahead and publish my version. That is when I was given the
name of Max Hartzenberg, graphic artist, who lives in Cape Town.
I emailed him and he agreed to design the book. Fortunately
for me, Max’s mother is also a writer, so Max understands the
constraints on my finances. He laid out and designed Rhulani’s
Dilemma which went to the printers in 2013. Rhulani’s Dilemma is
on my website. That is the first book Max designed for me. I am
extremely lucky to have this wonderfully sensitive artist working
on my books.
I also sent the book to Andrew Ndhambi, asked him if he
would translate it into Xitsonga and submit it to the Education
Department in Limpopo. Nothing has come of that.

2014 Metaphoric Being
In 2007, I was invited by convenors of a conference of the English
Association to submit a paper and take part in its conference. At
the time, I had been reading Milan Kundera and decided I would
write a paper, Metaphoric Being, based primarily on his book
Immortality. The organisers needed an abstract of my paper, so
they could decide on its merit. I sent it to them and my paper was
accepted for presentation. Then I was informed that I would have
to join one of their subsidiaries before I could present it at their
conference. Membership would cost me R1200. I did not join. I
put the paper on my website. In 2013, I put together a collection
of essays under the title, Metaphoric Being. The first essay was
the paper I had written for the conference. Max Hartzenberg
designed the book and it was printed in August 2014.
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2014 Kaliyuga; The End in the Beginning

Women’s Voices

I sent my book of poems Kaliyuga: The End in the Beginning to
Max for layout and design. Hanumantha Rao Devulapalli, the
Hyderabad artist, emailed a copy of his painting of a bull which I
used for the cover. The bull symbolises morality in Hinduism; the
number of its legs indicates the degree of morality of an epoch.
Kaliyuga represents a cycle of time in which morality is at its
lowest – the bull has only one leg and cannot stand. I had met
Hanumantha in 2010 when he had come to Laudium to exhibit
his paintings as part of the 150th anniversary celebration of the
arrival of Indians in South Africa in 1860. Hanumantha very
generously allowed me to use his painting of the bull.

men
dogs of war
armed, dangerous
turned out
to guns, weapons
power to destroy

I have always written but only seriously dedicated myself to
writing after I was kicked out of Giyani College of Education. I had
always planned to devote myself to writing on retirement from
formal employment. My small pension gives me the independence to do so. And the computer and Internet have facilitated my
ability to write. After Stories from the Asiatic Bazaar, designed by
Debbie Smit of QUBA Motion and Design, Francois Smit, Debbie’s
husband, gave me the most magnificent gift of my winter years
– a website. With it I have the opportunity to share my work and
am freed of the necessity of formal publication. I self-publish on
the website and have a small number of copies printed that I send
to friends and to the National Libraries as the books have ISBNs
(International Standard Book Numbers). I am fully aware that
self-published authors are regarded as a sub-species of writers.
It doesn’t bother me; I enjoy writing and look on publishers as a
subspecies of moneygrubbers.
I am almost seventy-nine (September 2014) and I spend at least
six hours a day writing. Inspiration comes from everywhere. In
May 2014, I watched the film Paradise Road about women in an
internment camp in Sumatra during WWII. On 14 May 2014, from
about four in the morning, this voice in my head was working on
the following poem. So I got out of bed, switched on the computer
and this is the result:
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women
prisoners of war
turned in
to the womb of life
away from strife
power to create
and music pours
from women’s voices
rising
in the midst of strife
to assert life
creation
even in
incarceration
the human spirit
triumphant!
It is the final poem in my book of poems, Kaliyuga: The End in
the Beginning. In Hindu belief, Kaliyuga refers to the last epoch
in a cycle of time. It is a period of corruption and moral decay
that brings the cycle to its close. When South Africa became a
democracy, I discovered that my understanding of democracy was
totally idealistic; my disappointment opened my eyes to the reality
of karmic existence. That is what my book of poems reflects.
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My Brother’s Ghost (a novel)
2008 -2014
This is the final title of a book that I have been working on for
almost a decade. My interviews of people for my book, Stories
from the Asiatic Bazaar, led to my being asked to write a man’s
biography. Jaynie, daughter of Apmai Dawood – I had interviewed
her father for the Asiatic Bazaar stories – sent me to meet a man
who wanted his story told. Apparently, he had asked Jaynie to
write his story but she turned the project over to me. I got the
impression she was afraid of the man.
I spent many hours interviewing him and reading material that
he had written. I wrote his story but it was a one-sided tale,
lacking the inner life of the people I was writing about. I asked a
few friends to read the first few drafts, but they found it such a
mess, they couldn’t finish it. I realised that the story, as I had it,
lacked the logic of art that is required even in an autobiography.
So I asked for and was given permission to write a novel based
on the material that I had. I did not abandon the attitudes and
events of the man’s life but I invented attitudes and events for
others. I sent a draft to my niece Sharmini, she gave up reading
halfway; I sent it to Marje, she gave up reading halfway. I asked an
Irene Homes volunteer to read it and she hated the second half
of the book.
After several reconstructions which did not work, I decided
to jettison incidents, change events and create more rounded
characters. I sent the new version to Kwela Publishers. They
could see some potential in it but found the main character too
negative. So I sanitized the main character and submitted yet
another version to a competition that Jacana Press was running.
Though the novel was long-listed, I realized it was still not good
enough.
When the man accused of the murder of Captain Carim Alli went
on trial, I attended the court sessions and decided to incorporate
the murder into the novel. I reconstructed it again. What I learned
about the accused, gave me the idea for a new theme for the
novel – homophobia. I submitted the novel to Kwani in Kenya and
again it was long-listed.
In 2012-13, I completed my umpteenth reconstruction of the
novel, gave it to Tom Swart who never came back to me about it.
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Then Shizeeda Osman, with whom I had worked at SAHO about
ten years before, called and came to visit. I told her about the
novel and she offered to read it. She gave it the thumbs up. I
continued to work on it – improving expression and content.
The book, originally 400+ A4 pages, is now about 150 pages. I sent
it off to Ester Levinrad at Jacana Publishers –a desperate move –
my last attempt to get published by a publishing house.
It was rejected. So I have simply put it on my website.

The Meaning of Life
In Monty Python’s The Meaning of Life, life means having a
sense of humour and not taking oneself too seriously. That is just
the opposite attitude to that of the Joker in The Dark Knight who
finds no meaning in life and takes himself very seriously.
If we are looking for THE MEANING OF LIFE in the universe, we
are looking for the finite answer to the mystery of existence, for
the beginning and the end. Like the Joker, we will never find it.
But if we are looking for the meaning of life as it applies to human
existence on earth – that is easy: it is what each individual makes
of being.
For most of us, employed in institutions, the meaning of life
becomes conformity to institutional requirements. It is difficult
to avoid as all employment is based on the factory mode of
production with assembly lines, division of labour, deadlines,
standardized routines and outputs. All our institutions – philosophical, political, religious, social, economic, educational, that
formalise the way we live, are factory-type production centres
that contain us in set conventions and assembly-line logic. The
words ‘standard/s’ and ‘process’ rule our lives. We follow standard
procedures or conventions in practically everything we do. And
like those in prisons, in confinement, we abuse one another
because of differences in performances of standard procedures,
conventions. These differences, i.e. in our understanding of the
effectiveness of the means of production, allow us to destroy life
and the meanings we give to it. The more rigid our loyalty to
standardisation, the more aggressive we become – we see this
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most clearly in classism, sexism, racism and religious fanaticism.

Being

When one retires from the production line of employment, life no
longer means conforming to routines – educational, economic,
political, social. Freed from institutionalised living, we are freed
from convention and can explore existence beyond conventionality. No longer tied to assembly lines and division of labour, we
can deal holistically with life. We can at last be the authors of
our own lives and like artists and inventors, become creators and
discover new meanings for life. [Max Hartzenberg has introduced
me to Terry Pratchett and in his writing, I see how Pratchett has
stepped outside of convention and found freedom. His writing
is filled with his exposure of the absurdities of turning life into
absolute truths.]

the human creature,
incarcerated
in chaotic collusion
of light and dark
dichotomised
its strength called God,
Satan, its weakness,
interrogates
the accident of existence
and contrives
meaning for life

As we give meaning to life through our actions, everything we
do – from using a stone as a tool to a play by Shakespeare or
landing on the moon – all are forms of creativity and represent
the meanings we give to our lives. Retirement from factory
labour, allows us, at last, to engage in a search for ourselves in our
search for the meaning of life. Retirement is not withdrawal from
life; it is at last real engagement in life, not through routinized
living (though that cannot be totally avoided), but as participant–
observers discovering our own uniquely individual understanding of existence.
The meaning of life has to do with understanding that we create
our realities and we do so in response or reaction to society’s
demand for conformity. We either adopt norms and values or we
question them – not like criminals who simply find them irksome
– but as creative, evolving human beings. Those who question in
order to create and expand, not destroy, come to understand the
ways in which we are conditioned and how various forms of socialization inform our functioning. When we become conscious of the
operating systems that control our lives, we are able to evaluate
them and make choices about their relevance to our existence.
That enables us to loosen the controls we place on ourselves and
to live our lives more freely. Exceptional individuals, geniuses,
are able to step outside the operating systems of socialization
processes early in life and they discover new and better ways of
being; they make possible new and better ways for all.
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